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About the Center For Critical Thinking

TM Center conducts advanced research and disseminates information on critical thinking and moral

critique. It has been working closely with the California State Department of Education, the College Board,

numerous school districts, the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, the National

Education Association, and the American Federation of Teachers to facilitate implementation of high

standards of critical thinking instruction from kindergarten through the university.

It's major work involves:

International Conferences on Critical Thinking
Each summer, in early August, the center hosts the oldest and largest critical thinking conference with

registrants from virtually every state of the union and numerousforeign countries. Over 100 of the most

distinguished experts in the field present nearly 200 sessions over four days on critical thinking and

critical thinking instruction. These sessions are designed to meet the needs of the widest variety of

educational levels and concerns from kindergarten through graduate school. A variety of subject matters

and subject fields are used as examples for critical thinking infusion. The two days preceding the

conference are used for intensive sessions that lay a foundation forthe conference and for critical think-

ing instruction.

Resources For Instruction
The center is publishing a series of critical thinkinghandbooks designed to empower teachers to remodel

their own lessons in language arts, social studies, and science. Two of the handbooks are now available;

they are: Critical Thinking Handbook: K-3, A Guide for Remodelling Lesson Plans in Language Arts,

Social Studies, and Science and Critical Thinking Handbook: 4th-6th Grades, A Guide for Remodelling

Lesson Plans in Language Arts, Social Studies, and Science. Work on handbooks on critical thinking in

Language Arts: 7th-12th and Social Studies: 7th-12th are under way, with university level handbooks

to follow.

The Center houses the largest collection of critical thinking audio and video cassettes extant. Contact

the Center or review the v!deo and audio tape section of this handbook.

Staff Development Services
The Center provides staff development services at every level of education from kindergarten through

graduate school. Staff development programs emphasize helping faculty to learn how to critique and

redesign their instruction so as to infuse critical thinking principles into subject matter instruction. The

Center is in the process of setting up a network of qualified inservice consultants in every area of the

United States and Canada.

For further information, contact:

The Center for Critical Thinking and Moral Critique
Sonoma State University
Rohnert Park, CA 94928

707-664-2940
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CRITICAL THINKING HANDBOOK: 44k - 6"a"

Preface
The Design of the Book
This Handbook has a two-fold goal and everything it contains can be seen as aiming at one or both of

these objectives: 1) to clarify the concept of critical thinking and the principles that underlie it, and 2) to

show how critical thinking can be taught. The second goal has two forms: a) presenting general strategies

which can be used at any time to foster critical thinking, and b) demonstrating how lessonremodelling can

help bring critical thinking into the heart of everyday classroom activities. Most sections of the book
combine goals 1 and 2.

This preface, besides explaining the structure of the Handbook as a whole, introduces the reader to
the concepts of critical thinking, and education for critical thinking. In the Introduction we explain and
justify the lesson plan remodelling approach. This method of infusion is the main concern of this book. The

chapter "Global Critical Thinking Strategies" combines the objectives of clarifying critical thinking and
suggesting general teaching strategies. It does not directly address remodelling. The first section explains
the necessity for strong sense critical thinking across the curriculum. The second section introduces the
technique of Socratic discussion, first in general terms, then by illustration in a transcript of a Socratic
discussion. The next section briefly introduces anothergeneral technique: role playing and reconstructing
opposing views. The last two sections address the importance of maintaining a global emphasis on critical
thinking traits and reasoned judgment.

The second chapter, "How to Use This Book," begins the remodelling thrust of our approach and
describes some of the most common problems we found when examining 4-6 texts. The third chapter,
"Strategies," clarifies the idea of critical thinking further, and suggests how it can be taught, by
introducing and explaining the thirty-ono specific teaching strategies at the heart of our remodelling
process. The rest of the. book contains examples of our use of the remodelling process on lessons, lesson
fragments, and units, extracted from the teacher's editions of textbooks. For reference and use in staff
deve .opment, we have reprinted some of the original lessons in an appendix. We introduce each subject

area with a general discussion of a critical approach to the subject, and brief criticisms of texts.

Our Concept of Critical Thinking
The term 'critical,' as we use it, does not mean thinking which is negative or finds fault, but rather

thinking which evaluates reasons, and brings thought and action in line with our evaluations, our best
sense of what is true. The ideal of the critical thinker could be roughlyexpressed in the phrase 'reasonable
person' Our use of the term 'critical' is intended to highlight the intellectual autonomy of the critical
thinker. That is, as a critical thinker, I do not simply accept conclusions (uncritically). I evaluate or
critique reasons. My critique enables me to reject poor reasoning, and accept strong reasoning. To do so
to the greatest extent possible, I make use of a number of identifiable and learnable skills. I discount

I
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reasons and evidence irrelevant to the conclusion; make assumptions explicitand evaluate them; reject
unwarranted inferences, or 'leaps of logic;' use the best and most complete evidence available to me; make
relevant distinctions, clarify; avoid inconsistency and contradiction; reconcile apparent contradictions;
and distinguish what I know from what I merely suspect to be true.

The uncritical thinker, on the other hand, doesn't reflect on or evaluate reasons for his beliefs, he
simply agrees or disagrees, accepts or rejects conclusions, often withc at understanding them, and often
on the basis of egocentric attachment or unassessed desire. Lacking skills to analyze and evaluate, he
allows irrelevant reasons to affect his conclusions; doesn't, notice assumptions, and therefore fails to
evaluate them; accepts any inference that "sounds good;" is unconcerned with the certainty and
completeness of evidence; can't sort out ideas, confuses different concepts, is an unclear thinker; is
oblivious to contradictions; feels certain, even when not in a position to know. The classic uncritical thinker
says, "I've made up my mind! Don't confuse me with facts." Yet, critical thinking is more than evaluation
of simple lines of thought.

As I evaluate beliefs, by evaluating the evidence or reasoning that supports them (that is, the
`arguments' for them), I notice certain things. I learn that sometimes I must go beyond evaluating small
lines of reasoning; that to understand an issue, I may have to think about it for a long time, and weigh many
reasons and clarify basic ideas. I see that evaluatinga particular line of thought often forces me to re-
evaluate another. A conclusion about one case forces me to come to a certain conclusion about another.
I find that often my evaluation of someone's thinking turns on the meaning of a concept, which I must
clarify. Such clarification affects my understanding of other issues. I notice previously hidden
relationships between beliefs about different issues. I see that some beliefs and ideas are more
fundamental than others. In short, I must orchestrate the skills I have learned. into a longer series of
moves. As I strive for consistency and understanding, I discover opposing sets of basic assumptions which
underlie those conclusions. I find that, to make my beliefs reasonable, I must evaluate, not individual
beliefs, but rather, large sets of beliefs. Analysis ofan issue requires more work, a more extended process,
than that required for a short line of reasoning. I must learn to use my skills, not in separate littlemoves,
but together, coordinated into a long sequence of thought.

Sometimes, two apparently equally strong arguments or lines of reasoning about the same issue come
to contradictory conclusions. That is, when I listen to one side, the case seems strong. Yet when I listen
to the other side, that case seems equally strong. Since they contradict each other, they cannot both be
right. Sometimes it seems that the two sides are talking about different situations, or speaking different
languages, even living in different 'worlds.' I find that the skills which enable me to evaluate a short bit
of reasoning do not offer much help here.

Suppose I decide to question two people who hold contradictory conclusions on an issue. They may
use concepts or terms differently; disagree about what terms apply to what situations, and what inferences
can *hen be made, or state the issue differently. I may find that the differences in their conclusions rest,
not so much on a particular piece of evidence, or on one inference, as much as on vastly different
perspectives; different ways of seeing the world, or different conceptions of such basic ideas as, say, human
nature. As their conclusions arise from different perspectives, each, to the other, seems deluded,
prejudiced, or naive. How am I to decide who is right? My evaluations of their inferences, uses of terms,
evidence, etc., also depend on perspective. In a sense, I discover that I have a perspective.

I could simply agree with the one whose overall perspective is most like my own. But how do I know
I'm right? If I'm sincerely interested in evaluating beliefs, should I not also consider things from other
perspectives?

As I reflect on this discovery, I may also realize that my perspective has changed. Perhaps I recall
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learning a new idea or even system of thought that changed the way I see myself and the world around
me in fundamental ways, which even changed my life. I remember how pervasive this change was. I began
to interpret a whole range of situations differently, continually used anew idea, concept or phrase, paid
attention to previously ignored facts. I realize that I now have a new choice regarding the issue under
scrutiny.

I could simply accept the view that most closely resembles my own. But, thanking further I realize
that I cannot reasonably reject the other perspective unless I understand it. To do so would be to say: I
don't know what you think, but, whatever it is, its's false. The other perspective, however strange it seems
to me now, may have something both important and true, which I have overlooked and without which my
understanding is incomplete. Thinking along these lines, I open my mind to the possibility of change of
perspective. I make sure that I don't subtly ignore or dismiss these new ideas; I realize I can make nay point
of view richer, so it encompasses more.

One of the most important stages in my development as a thinker, then, is a clear recognition that I
have a perspective, one th at I must work on and change as I learn and grow. To do this, I can't be inflexibly
attached to any particular beliefs. I strive for a consistent 'big picture.' I approach other perspectives
differently. I ask how 1 can reconcile the points of view. I see variations between similar but different
perspectives. I use principles and insights flexibly, and do not approach analysis as a mechanical, 'step
one, step two' process. I pursue new ideas in depth, trying to understand the perspectives from which they
come. I am willing to say, "This view sounds new and different, I don't yet understand it. There's more
to this idea than I realized, I can't just dismiss it."

Or, looked at another way, suppose I'm rethinking my stand on an issue. I re-examine my evidence.
Yet, I cannot evaluate my evidence for its completeness, unless I consider evidence cited by those who
disagree with me. I find I can discover my basic assumptions by considering alternative assumptions,
alternative perspectives. I use fairmindedness, or 'reciprocity' to clarify, enhance, and improve my
perspective.

A narrow minded critical thinker, lacking this insight, says, not, "This is how I see it," but, "This is
how it is." He works on pieces of reasoning, separate arguments, and individual beliefs, but not on his
perspective as such. His thinking consists of separate or fragmented ideas. He examines beliefs one at a
time, failing to appreciate connections between them. He maybe conscious and reflective about particular
conclusions, but is unreflective about his own point of view, how it affects his evaluations of reasoning, and
how it is limited. When confronted with alternative perspectives or points of view, he assesses them by
their degree of agreement with his own view. He lumps together similar, though different perspectives.
He is given to sweeping acceptance or sweeping rejection of points of view. He is tyranniz 3d by the words
he uses. Rather than trying to understand why another thinks as she does, he dismisses new ideas. He
assumes the objectivity and correctness of his own beliefs and responses.

As I strive to think fairmindedly, I discover resistance to qu )stioning my beliefs and considering those
of others. I find a conflict between my desire to be fairminded, and my desire to be right. I realize that
without directly addressing the obstacles to critical thought, I tend to seek its appearance, rather than its
reality, that I tend to accept rhetoric rather than fact, that without noticing it, I hide my own hypccrisy,
even from myself.

By contrast, the critical thinker who lacks this insight, though a good arguer, is not a truly reasonable
per on. He gives good sounding reasons, can find and explain flaws in opposing views, and has well
thought out ideas, but he never subjects his own ideas to scrutiny. Though he gives lip service to
fairmindedness, and can describe views opposed to his own, he doesn't truly understand, or seriously
consider them. He often uses reasoning to get his way, cover up hidden motives, defend himself, or make

III
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others look stupid or deluded. He uses skills to reinforce his views and desires, not to subject them to
scrutiny.

To sum up, the kind of critical thinker we want to foster contrasts with at least two other kinds of
thinkers. The first kind has few intellectual skills ofany kind and tends to be naive, easily manipulated
and controlled, and so easily 'defeated'or 'taken in' The second has skills but only of a restricted type; able
to pursue his narrow selfish interests and to effectively manipulate the naive and unsuspecting. The first
we call 'uncritical thinkers' and the second 'weak sense' or selfish critical thinkers. What we aim at,
therefore, are 'strong sense' critical thinkers, those whouse their skills in the service of sincere, fairminded
understanding and evaluation of their beliefs.

Critical Thinking and Educaticn
The foundation for fairminded as against self-serving critical thinking, is laid in the early years of

one's life. The same is true ofuncritical thought. We can raise children from the earliest years to passively
accept authority figures and symbols. We can systematically manipulate and inculcate children so they
are apt to become adults highly susceptible to manipulation.

Or we can foster the development of intellectual skills while ignoring the ultimate use to which the
learner puts them. We can ignore the problems of egocentrism, the natural tendencies of the mind toward
self-deception and ego-justification. We can assume that students will use those skills fairmindedly. In
this case we ignore the problem of integrating cognitive and affective life. And so we make it likely that
our more successful students will become intelligent manipulators rather than fairminded thinkers. They
will gain intellectual empowerment at the expense of a selfish use of that power to further egocentric ends.

i3ut there is a legitimate third option on which we should focus ou efforts: fostering the development
of intellectual skills in the context of rational dispositions and higher critical thinking values. We can
emphasize the intimate interplay of thought and feeling, not set them off as separate or oppositional. We
can recognize the existence ofboth rational and irraticnal passions and cognitions. We can accentuate the
insight that only through the development of rational passions can we prevent our intelligence from
becoming the tool of egocentric emotions.

The earlier we lay the foundation for intellectual fairness, the better our chance for success. If we want
children to develop into adults with a passion for clarity, accuracy, and fairmindedness, a fervor for
exploring the deepest issues, a propensity for listening sympathetically to opposition points of view; if we
want child: en to develop into adults with a drive to seek out evidence, with an aversion to contradiction,
sloppy th inking, and inconsistent applications of standards; thenwe had better pay close attention to the
affective dimension of their lives from the beginning. We had better recognize the need to unite cognitive
and affective goals.

The highest development of intelligence and consciencecreates a natural marriage between the two.
Each is distinctly limited without the other. Each requires special attention in the light of the other.

In this workbook we provide something more than a set of remodelled lessons which accentuate
needed intellectual skills. We have tried to keep in mind our vision of the conscientious, fairminded,
critical person. Many of the strategies for remodel that we use explicitly call for a blending of the skills
of critical thinking with the dispositions that foster critical thinking values. All of the strategies have been
used with this overall end in mind.

The remodel strategies should be viewed, therefore, not as isolated intellectual activities, but as
insightbuilders that mutuallysupport each other and work toward a unified end. Wherever possible there
is a cognitive/ affective integration.

11 IV
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Diagram 1

Three Modes of Mental Organization
(expressed in exclusive categories for purposes of theoretical clarity)

The Uncritical
Person

I

Non-Culpable Culpable

The Self-Serving Critical
Person

(weak sense)

Non-Culpable Culpable

admitting to a range of
sophistication

I

from childlike awkward
rationalizations to

highly sophisticated,
creative, and intellectu-
ally resourceful egocen-
tric and sociocentric ra-

tionalizations

critical thinking skills
internalized in the service
of one's vested interests

and desires

The Fairminded Critical
Person

(strong sense)

admitting to a range of
developmental levels

I

from the fairmindedness
that a child is able to
exercise to that of the

most profound thinkers

critical thinking skills
internalized in the service
of blanced truth, rational-

ity, autonomy, and self
insight

Note
Children enter school as fundamentally nun-culpable uncritice and self-serving thinkers. The

educational task is to help them to become, as soon as possible and as fully as possible, responsible,
fairminded, critical thinkers, empowered by intellectual skills and rational passions. Most people are
some combination of the above three types; the proportions are the significant determinant of which of
the three characterizations is most appropriate. For example, it is a common pattern for people to be
capable of fairminded critical thinkir,g only when their vested interests or ego-attachments are not
involved, hence the legal practice of excluding judges or jury members who can be shown to have such
interests.

V
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Diagram 2

Critical Thinking Lesson Plan Remodelling

An original
lesson plan

-----. is transformed via
critique - into a remodelled

lesson plan

based on integrating one
or more critical thinking
strategies

derived from critical
thinking principles which
reinforce

a unified concept of
critical thinking
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Intri,duction

The basic idea behind lesson plan remodelling as a strategy for staff development in critical thinking
is simple. Every practicing teacher works daily with lesson plans of one kind or another. To remodel
lesson plans is to critique one or more lesson plans and formulate one or more new lesson plans based

on that critical process. It is well done when the remodeller understands the strategies and principles used
in producing the critique and remodel, when the strategies are well thought-out, when the remodel clearly
follows from the critique, and when the remodel teaches critical thought better than the original. The idea
behind our particular approach +4 staff development of lesson plan remodelling is also simple. A group of
teachers or staff development leader who has a reasonable number of exemplary remodeis with accompany-
ing explanatory principles can design practice sessions that er.able teachers to begin to develop new tea4+. .g
skills as a result of experience in lesson remodelling.

When teachers are provided with clearly contrasting befores' and 'afters,' lucid and specific critiques, a
set of principle s clearly explained and illustrated, and a coherent unifying concept, they can increase their own
skills in this process. To put this another way, one learns how to remodel lesson plans to incorporate critical
thinking only through practice. The more one does it the better one gets, especially when one has examples
of the process to serve as models.

Of course, a lesson remodelling strategy for critical thinking inservice is not tied to any particular
handbook of examples, but it is easy to indicate the advantages ofhaving such a handbook, assuming it is well
executed. Some teachers do not have a clear concept of critical thinking. Some think of it as negative,
judgmental thinking, which is a stereotype. Some have only a vague notions, such as 'good thinking,' orlogical
thinking,' with little sense of how such ideals are achieved. Others think of it simply in terms of a laundry
list of atomistic skills and so lack a clear sense of how these skills need to be orchestrated or integrated or of
how they can be misused. Rarely do teachers have a clear sense of the relationship between the component
micro-skills, the basic, general concept of critical thinking, and the obstacles to using it fully.

It is theoretically possible, but practically speaking unlikely, that teachers will sort this out for
themselves as a task in abstract theorizing. In the first place most teachers have very little patience with

1 4
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abstract theory and little experience in developing it. In the second place, few school districts couldgive them
the time to take on this task, even if they were qualified and motivated enough themselves. But getting the
basic concept sorted out is not the only problem. There is also the problem of translating that concept into
`principles,' linking the 'principles' to applications, and implementing them in specific lessons.

On the other hand, if we simply present the teacher with pre-packaged finished lesson plans designed
by the cridcal thinking of someone else, by a process unclear to the teacher, then we have lost a major
opportunity for the teacher to develop her own critical thinking skills, insights, and motivations. Further-
more, a teacher who cannot use basic critical thinking principles to critique and remodel some of her own
lesson plans probably won't be able to implement someone else's effectively. Providing teachers with the
scaffolding for carrying out the process for themselves and examples of its use, opens the door for continuing
development of critical thinking skills and insights. It begins a process which gives the teacher more and more
expertise and more and more success in critiquing and remodelling the day-to-day practice of teaching.

Lesson plan remoielling can become a powerful tool in critical thinking staff development for other
reasons as well. It is action oriented and puts an immediate emphasis on close examination and critical
asset sment of what is taught oil a day-to-day basis. It makes the problem of critical thinking infusionmore
manageable by paring it down to the critique of particular lesson plans and the progressive infusion of
particular principles. It is developmental in that, over time, more and more lesson plans are remodelled, and
what has been remodelled can br remodelled again. It provides a means of cooperative learning for teachers.
Its results can be collected and shared, both at the site and district levels, so that teachers can learn from and
be encouraged by what other teachers do. The dissemination of plausible remodels provides recognition for
motivated teachers. It forges a unity between staff development, curriculum development, and student
development. It provides a simple demonstrable refutation of the contradictory, but equally popular, crade
excuses that 1) every good teacher naturally teaches critical thinking, and that 2) it is too hard to teach because
students aren't ready for it. It avoids recipe solutions to critical thinking instruction. And, finally, properly
conceptualized and implemented, it unites cognitive and affective goalsas well as integrating the curriculum.

Of course it is no panacea. It will not work for those whoare deeply complacent or cynical or for those
who do not put a high value on students' learning to think for themselves. It will not work for those who have
a low command of critical thinking skills coupled with low self-esteem. It will not work for those who are
burned out' or have given up on change. Finally, it will not work for those who want a quick and easy solution
based on recipes and formulas. It is a long-term solution that transforms teaching by degrees as the critical
thinking insights and skills of the teachers develop and mature. If teachers can develop the art of critiquing
the lesson plans they use, and learn how to use that aitique to remodel those lesson plans more and more
effectively, they will progressively 1) refine and develop their own critical thinking skills and insights, 2) r -
shape the actual or giving' curriculum (what is in fact taught), and 3) develop their teaching skills. (S...e
diagram #2.)

The Center For Critical Thinking Approach
The approach to lesson remodelling developed by the Center for Critical Thinking and Moral Critique

is based on the publication of Handbooks, such as this one, which illustrate the remodellingprocess, unifying
well though-out critical thinking theory with practical application. The goal is to explain critical thinking by
translating general theory into specific teaching strategies. The strategies are multiple, allowing 'novice'
critical thinkers to begin with more elementary strategies, while more 'advanced' critical thinkers can use
more complex strategies. This is especially important since the skill at and insight into critical thought vary.

This approach, it should be noted, respects the autonomy and professionality of theteacher. He chooses
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which strategies to use in a particular situation, and controls the rate and style of integration. It is a flexible
approach, maximizing the decision-making and thinking of the teacher. The teacher can apply the strategies
to any kind of material: text lesson, lessons or units the teacher has created, discussion outside of formal
lessons, discussion of movies, etc.

Teaching For Critical Thinking
In teaching for critical thinking in the strong sense, we are committed to teaching in such a way that

children, as soon and as completely as possible, learn to become responsible for their own thinking. This
requires that they lean how to take command of their thinking, which in turn requires that they learn how
to notice and think sb.,a1 their own thinking, as well as the thinking of others. Consequently, we teach so as
to help children to talk about their thinking in order to be mindful and directive in it. We want them to study
their own minds and how they operate. We want them to gain tools by which they can probe deeply into and
take command of their own mental processes. Finally, we want them to gain this mentally skilled self-control
with a view to becoming more honest with themselves and more fair to others, not simply to `do better' in
school. We want them to develop mental skills and processes in an ethically responsible context. This is not
a "good-boy/bad-boy" approach to thinking, for veryone must think his own way to the ethical insights that
underlie becoming a fairminded thinker. We are careful not to judge the content of the student's thinking.
Rather, we facilitate a procas whereby the student's own insights can be developed.

The global objectives of critical thinking-based instruction are intimately linked to specific instrumental
objectives. It is precisely because we want students to learn how to think for themselves in an ethically
responsible way that we use the strategies we do; why we help them to gain insight into their tendency to think
in narrowly self-serving ways (egocentricity); why we stimulate them to empathize with the perspectives of
others; to suspend or withhold judgment when they do not have the evidence to justify making a judgment;
to clarify issues and ideas, to evaluate sources, soiutions, and actions; to notice when they make assumptions,
how they make inferences and where they use, or ought to use, evidence; why we stimulate them to consider
the implications of their ideas, the possible contradictions or inconsistencies in their thinking, the qualifica-
tions or lack of qualifications in their generalizations; and why we do all of these things in encouraging,
supportive, non judgmental ways.

To help teachers generalize from specific remodelling moves, and so facilitate their gras; of strong sense
critical thinking and how it can be taught, we have devised a list of teaching strategies. Each strategy
highlights an aspect of critical thought. Each use illustrates how that aspect cant encouraged in students.
In the chapter, "Strategies," we explain the thirty-one strategies illustrated in the remodels. Each is linked
to the idea of strong same critical thinking, in the 'principle.' And for each we explain some ways the aspect
of critical thought zan be encouraged, in the 'application.' When a strategy is used in a remodel, we have drawn
attention to it by putting its strategy symbol in the remodel, e.g., "S-13."

To make the list more manageable, we have divided the strategies into three types: those which
emphasize the affective side of critical thought, Affective Strategies, promoting autonomy, empathy, and
understanding of obstacles to critical thought; those which generally require extended use of cognitive skills,
Cognitive - Macro - abilities, emphasizing extended exploration of ideas, perspectives, and basic issues; and
those which highlight a specific, usually brief, critical move, Cognitive-Micro-skills. These divisions are not
absolute, however. Critical thought requires integration of the affective and cognitive dimensions ofthinking.
Macro-abilities usually require use of micro-skills. And micro-skills are pointless unless used to some end.
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A, Affective Strategies

S-/ exercising independent thought
S-2 developing insight into ego/sociocentricity
S-3 exercising fairmindedness/reciprocity
S-4 exploring thoughts underlying feelings
S-5 suspending judgment

B. Cognitive Strategies - Macro-Abilities

S-6 avoiding oversimplification
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts
S-8 developing one's perspective
S-9 clarifying issues and claims
S-10 clarifying ideas
S-// developing criteria for evaluation
S-12 evaluating source credibility
S-13 raising and pursuing root questions
S-14 evaluating arguments
S-15 generating or assessing solutions
S-16 evaluating actions and policies
S-17 clarifying or critiquing text
5 -18 making interdisciplinary connections
5-19 engaging in Socratic discussion
S-20 practicing dialogical thinking
S-21 practicing dialectical thinking

C. Cognitive Strategies - Micro-Skills

5-22 distinguishing facts from ideals
S-23 us;ng critical vocabulary
S-24 distinguishing ideas
S-25 examining assumpticns
5-26 distinguishing relevant from irrelevant facts
S-27 making plausible inferences
S-28 supplying evidence for a conclusion
S-29 recognizing contradictions
5-30 exploring implications and consequences
5-31 refining generalizations
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Some Staff Development Design Possibilities
Let us now consider how we can incorporate these general understandings into inservice design.

There are five basic goals, or, ifyou like, five basic understandings that we need to aim for help teacherslearn
the art of lesson remodelling. Each can be the focus of some stage of inservice activity:

1) Clarifying the global concept
What is it to think critically? How is the fairminded critical thinker unlike the self-serving critical
thinker and the uncritical thinker?

2) Understanding component teaching strategies that parallel the component critical
thinking values, processes and skills
What are the basic values that (strong sense) critical thinking presupposes? What are the micro-
skills of critical thinking? What are the macro-processes?

3) Seeing a variety of ways in which the various component strategies can be used in
classroom settings
What do critical think'rs do? Why? What do they avoid doing? Why? When can each aspect of
critical thought be fostered? What questions or activities foster it?

4) Getting experience in lesson plan critique
What are the strengths and weaknesses of this lesson? What critical principles, concepts, or
strategies apply to it? What important ideas underlie this lesson? Are they adequately
emphasized and explained?

5) Getting experience in lesson plan remodelling
How can I take full advantage of the strengths of this lesson? How can this material best be used
to foster critical insights? Which questions or activities should I drop, use, alter or expand upon?
What should I add to it? How can I best promote genuine and deep understanding of this material?

Let us emphasize at the outset that these goals or understandings are interrelated and that the
achievement of any, or L-41, of them is a matter of degree. We would therefore recommend against trying to
achieve 'complete' understanding of any one of these in some absolute sense, before proceeding to the others.
Furthermore, we emphasize that understanding in each case should be viewed practically or pragmatically.
One does not learn about what critical thinking is by memorizing a definition or a set of distinctions. The
teacher's mind must be actively engaged at each point in the process concepts, principles, applications,
critiques, and remodels. At all of these levels, 'hands-on' activities should immediately follow any introduction
of explanatory or illustrative material. If, for example, teachers are shown a handbook formulation of one of
the principles, they should then have an opportunity to brainstorm applications of the principle, or an
opportunity to try out their own formulations of another principle. When they are shown the critique of one
lesson plan, they should be given an opportunity to remodel it or critique another. If they are shown a complete
remodel original lesson plan, critique, and remodel they should be given an opportunity to do a full
critique of their own, individually or in groups. This back and forth movement between example and practice
should characterize the staff development process overall. These practice sessions should not be rushed, and
the p:oducts of that practice should be collected and shared in some form with the group as a whole. Teachers
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need to see that they are fruitfully engaged in this process; dissemination of the products of the process
demonstrates this fruitfulness. Of course, it ought to be a common understanding of staff development
participants that initial practice is not the same as final produt, that what is remodelled today by critical
thought can be re-remodelled tomorrow and improved progressively thereafter as experience, skills, and
insights grow.

In any case, be careful not to spend too much time on the general formulations of what critical thinking
is, before moving to the level ofparticular principles and strategies. The reason for this is simple. People tend
to have trouble assimilating general concepts unless they are clarified through concrete examples. Further-
more, we want teachers to develop an operational view of critical thinking, to understand it as particular
intellectual behaviors derivative of basic insights, commitments, and principles. Critical thinking is not a set
ofhigh sounding platitudes, but a very real and practical way to think things out and to actupon that thought.
Therefore, we want teachers to make realistic translations from the general to the specific as soon as possible.
Most importantly, we want teachers to see how acceptance of the general concept of critical thinking
translates into clear and implementable critical thinking teaching and learning strategies.

For this reason, all the various strategies explained in the handbookare couched in terms of behaviors.
The principles express and describe a variety of behaviors of the 'ideal' critical thinker; they become
applications to lessons when teachers canvass their lesson plans to find appropriate places where those
behaviors can be fostered. The practice we recommend helps guard against teachers using these strategies
as recipes or formulas, since in each case good judgment is required in the application process.

The process we have described thus far presupposes motivation on the part of the teacher to implement
changes. Unfortunately we cannot presuppose this motivation. We must address it directly. This can be done
by focussing attention on the insights that underlie the strategies in each case. We need to foster discussion
of them so that it becomes clear to teachers not only that critical thinking requires this or that kind of activity
but why, that is, what desirable consequences it brings about. If, for example, teachers do not see why thinking
for themselves is of high importance for the well-being and success of their students, they will not take the
trouble to implement activities that foster it., even if they know what these activities are.

To meet this motivational need, we have formulated 'principles' so as to suggest important insights. For
example, consider the brief introduction which is provided in the strategy chapter for the strategy "exercising
fairmindedness/reciprocity:"

Principle: To think critically about issues we must be able to consider the strengths and
weaknesses of opposing points ofview. Since critical thinkers value fairmin- dedness, and
recognize their tendency to be unfairminded, they feel that it is especially important that
they entertain positions with which they disagree. They realize the unfairness ofjudging
the ideas of another until they fully understand them. The process of considering an
opposing point of view aids critical thinkers in recognizing the logical components of their
beliefs, (e.g. key concepts, assumptions, implications, etc.) and puts them in a better
position to amend those beliefs.

Furthermore, critical thinkers recognize that their behavior affects others, and so
consider their behavior from the perspective of those others.

If teachers reflect on this principle in the light of their own experience, they should be able to come up
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with their own reasons why reciprocity is important. They might reflect upon the personal problems and
frustrations they faced when others spouses or friends, for example did not or would not empathically
enter their point of view. Or they might reflect on their frustration as children when their parents, siblings,
or schoolmates did not take their point of view seriously. Through examples of this sort, constructed by the
teachers themselves, insight into the need for reciprocity can be developed.

Once the insight is in place, we are ready to put: the emphasis on discussing the variety of ways that
students can practice reciprocity. As always, we want to be quite specific here, so that teachers understand
the kinds of behaviors they are fostering. The Handbook, in each case, provides a start in the application
section following the principle. For further examples, one can look up one or more remodelled lesson plans
in which the strategy was used. For example, fourteen examples of remodels are referenced under fostering
reciprocity.' Remember, it is more important for teachers to think up their own examples and applications
than to rely on the Handbook examples, which are intended as illustrative only.

Lesson plan remodelling as a strategy for staff and curriculum development is not a simple one-shot
approach. It requires patience and commitment. But it genuinely develops the critical thinking of teachers
and puts them in a position to understand and help structure the inner workings of the curriculum. While
doing so, it builds confidence, self-respect, and professionality. With such an approach, enthusiasm for critical
thinking strategies will grow over time. It is an approach worth serious consideration as the fundamental
thrust ofa staff development program. If a staffbecomes proficient at critiquing and remodelling lesson plane,
it can, by redirecting the focus of its energy, critique and 'remodel' any other aspect of school life and activity.
In this way the staff can become increasingly less dependent on direction or supervision from above and
increasingly more activated by self-direction from within. Responsible, constructive critical thinking,
developed through lesson plan remcdelling, is a vehicle for this transformation.

Get experience in lesson plan critique:
What arolthe strengths and weaknesses of
this lestiOn? What Critical principles, con-
cepts, or strategies apply to it?
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Global
Critical Thinking
Strategies: Beyond
Compartmentalized
Subject Matter
Teaching

I. The Role of the Teacher
A teacher committed to teaching for critical thinking must think beyond subject matter teaching to

ends and objectives that transcend subject matter classification. To teach for critical thinking is, first of
all, to create an environment in the class and in the school that is conducive to critical thinking. It is to
help make the classroom and school environment a mini-critical society, a place where the values of critical
thinking (truth, open-mindedness, empathy, autonomy, rationality and self-criticism) are encouraged and
rewarded. In such an environment, students come to believe in the power of their own minds to identify
and solve problems. They come to believe in the efficacy of their own thinking. Thinking for themselves
is not something they fear. Authorities are not those who tell them the "right" answers, but those who
encourage and help them to figure out answers for themselves, who encourage them to discover the
powerful resources of their own minds.

The teacher is much more a questioner than a preacher on this model. The teacher learns how to ask
questions that probe meanings, that request reasons and evidence, that facilitate elaboration, that keep
discussions from becoming unhelpfully confusing, that provide incentive for listening to what others have
to say, that lead to fruitful comparisons and contrasts, that highlight contradictions and inconsistencies,
and that elicit implications and consequences.

The teacher committed to critical thinking realizes that the primary purpose of all education is to
teach students how to learn. Since there are more details than can be taught, and no way to predict which
the student will use, she emphasizes thinking about basic issues and problems. Thus, details are learned
as a necessary part of the process of settling such questions, and so are functional and relevant. The
teacher who teaches students how to learn and think about many basic issues gives them knowledge they
can use the rest of their lives.

This teacher realizes that subject matter divisions are arbitrary and a matter of convenience. She
realizes that the most important problems of everyday life rarely fall neatly into subject matter divisions;
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that understanding a situation fully usually requires a synthesis of knowledge and insight from several
subjects. She also sees that an in-depth understanding of one subject requires an understanding of others.
(One cannot answer questions in history, for example, without asking and answering related questions in
psychology, sociology, etc.) She realizes that the students must discover the value of "knowledge" "evidence,"
and "reasoning" by finding significant payoffs in dealing outside of school with their own everyday life
problems. She realizes the universal problems we all face, and that each should find personal solutions
through their self-reflective experience and thought processes:

Who am I? What is the world really like? What are my parents, my friends, and other people
like? How have I become the way I am? What should I believe in? Why should I believe in it?
What real options do I have? Who are my real friends? Whom should I trust? Who are my
enemies? Need they be my enemies? How did the world become the way it is? How do people
become the way they are? Are there any really bad people in the world? Are there any really
good people in the world? What is good and bad? What is rightand wrong? How should I decide?
How can I decide what is fair and what is unfair? How can I be fair to others? Do I have to be
fair to my enemies? How should I live my life? What rights do I have? What responsibilities?

The teacher who believes in personal freedom and thinking for yourself does not spoon- feed her
students with pre-digested answers to those questions. Nor does she encourage students to believe that

the answers to them are arbitrary and a matter of sheer opinion. She raises probing questions
whenever they are natural to a subject under discussion. She realizes that as a student thinks his way to
answers, he forges an over-all perspective into which subject matter discoveries will be fit. She does not
force the discussion, nor attempt to forcea student to conclusions that do not seem to the student to follow.

The teacher committed to teaching for critical thinking realizes that the child has two sources of
"belief:" beliefs that the child forms as a result other personal experience, inward thinking, and interaction
with her peers and environment, and beliefs that the child learns through instruction by adults. The first
could be called real or operational beliefs. They are what define the child's real world, the foundation for
her action, the source of her acted-upon values. They are a result of the child making s..nse of or figuring
out the world. They are heavily influenced by what has been called pleasure-principle thinking. They are
in large measure egocentric, unreflective, and unarticulated.

The child (and most adults too for that matter) believes in many things for egocentric, irrational
reasons: because those around her hold the belief, because her desires are justified by the belief, because
she is more comfortable with the belief, because she is rewarded for the belief, because she has ego-
identified with the belief, because she will not be accepted by her peers without actingon the belief, because
the belief helps her to justify her feelings toward people she likes or dislikes.

The child of course also has spontaneously formed reasonable beliefs. Some of those are inconsistent
with the expressed beliefs of her parents and teachers. As a result of this contradiction with authority she
rarely raises these beliefs to what Piaget calls "conscious realization." The totality of these real beliefs is
unsynthesized and contains many contradic- tions which the child will discover only if she is encouraged
to freely express herself in an atmosphere that is mutually supportive and child-centered.

The other source ofbelief, didactic instruction from adultauthority figures, is an adult's interpretation
ofreality, not the child's. The child learns to verbalize it, but does not synthesize it with opt ational belief.
Therefore, the child typically does not recognize contradictions between these two belief systems. The
teacher concerned with this problem, then, provides an environment wherein students can discover and
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explore their beliefs. Such teachers don't rush students who are struggling to express their beliefs, allow
a lot of discussion, don't allow anyone to attack students for their beliefs, reward students for questioning
their own beliefs, and support students when they consider many points of view.

Unless the teacher provides conditions in which the child can discover her operational beliefs through
reflective thinking, these two systems of beliefs will exist in separate dimensions of her life. The first will
control zier deeds, especially her private deeds; the second will control her words, especially her public
words. The first will be used when she acts for herself; the second when she performs for others. Neither,
in a sense, will be taken seriously. Neither will be subjected to rational scrutiny. The first because it isn't
openly expressed and challenged verbally: the second because it is not tested in the crucible of action and
practical decision-making. This dichotomy, when embedded in an individual's life, creates a barrier to
living an "examined life." The child lacks the wherewithal to explore her contradictions, double standards,
and hypocrisies. She will use critical thinking skills, if at all, as weapons in a struggle to protect herself
from exposure, and to lay bare the contradictions of the "other," the "enemy." When she integrates critical
thinking skills into this dichotomous thinking, she becomes the self-serving, not the fairminded, critical
thinker.

II. Socratic Discussion
Socratic instruction can take many forms. What these forms have in common is that someone develops

his thought as a result of the probing, stimulating questions asked him. The "Socratic" questions can come
from the teacher or from students. Socratic questions can be used in a large group discussion, in small
groups, one-to-one, or even with one's self.

In one sense, any discussion, any thinking, that is guided by Socratic questioning is structured. The
discussion, the thinking, is structured to take students from the unclear to the clear, from the unreasoned
to the reasoned, from the implicit to the explicit, from the unexamined to the examined, from the
inconsistent to the consistent, from the unarticulated to the articulated. To learn how to participate in
it, one has to learn how to listen carefully to what others say, to look for reasons and evidence, to recognize
and reflect upon assumptions, to discover implications and consequences, to seek examples, analogies, and
objections, to seek to discover, in short, what one really knows and to distinguish it from what one merely
believes.

Socratic questioning is based on the idea that all thinking has a logic. Its purpose is to expose the logic
of someone's thought. Use of Socratic questioning presupposes the following points. All thinking: has
assumptions; makes claims or creates meaning; has implications and/or consequences; focuses on some
things and throws others into the background; uses some concepts or ideas and not others; is defined by
purposes, issues, or problems; includes some facts and not others; is relatively dear or unclear; is relatively
deep or superficial; is relatively critical or uncritical; is relatively elaborated or undeveloped; is relatively
monological or multi-logical. Critical thinking is thinking done with an effective, self-monitoring
awareness of the above points.

To participate effectively in Socratic c uestioning, one must:
listen carefully to what others say
take what they say seriously
look for reasons and evidence
recognize and reflect upon assumptions
discover implications and consequences
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seek examples, analogies, and objections
seek to distinguish what one knows from what one merely believes
seek to enter empathetically into the perspectives or points of view of others
be r.i the alert for inconsistencies, vagueness, and other possible problems in thought

t, look beneath the surface of things and maintain a healthy sense of scepticism
be willing to helpfully play the role of devil's advocate

Socratic Questioning

raises basic issues
probes beneath the surface of things
pursues problematic areas of thought
helps the student to discover the structure of his own thought

helps students develop sensitivity to clarity, accuracy, and relevance
helps students note claims, evidence, conclusions, questions-at-issue, assumptions, implications.
consequences, concepts, interpretatir lints of view

It is helpful to recognize, in light of these universal features in the logic of human thought, that there
are identifiable categories of questions that the adept Socratic questioner must be able to dip into:
questions of clarificatic questions that probe assumptions, questions that probe reasons and evidence,
questions about viewpoints or perspectives, questions that probe implications and consequences, and
questions about the question. Here are some examples of questions in each of these categories:

Questions of Clarification

What do you wean by ?

What is your main point?
Could you give me an example?
Couk you explain that further?
Would you say more about that?
What do you think is the main issue here?
Let me see if I understand you, do you mean or
Is your basic point or
What do you think John meant by his remark?
Jane, would you summarize in your own words what Richard has said?
what you meant?
How does relate to ?

Could you put that another way?

Questions that Probe Assumptions

Richard, is that

You seem to be assuming . Do I understand you correctly?
All of your reasoning is dependent on the idea that . Why have you based your
reasoning on rather than ?

You seem to be assuming . How would you justify taking this for grante d? Is it always the case?
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What is Karen assuming?
What could we assume instead?

Questions that Probe Reasons and Evidence

How do you know?
Why did you say that?
What would be an example?
What are your reasons for saying that?
Why do you think that is true?
Do you have any evidence for that?
How could we go about finding out whether that is true?
What other information do we need to know?
By what reasoning did you come to that conclusion?
Could you explain your reasons iv us?
But is that good evidence to believe that?
Are those reasons adequate?
Is there reason to doubt that evidence?
Who is in a position to know if that is the case?
What difference does that make?
What would convince you?
Can someone else give evidence to support that response?
How does that apply to this case?

Questions About Viewpoints or Perspectives

You seem to be approaching this issues from perspective. Why have you chosen this rather
than that perspective?
How would other groups/types of people respond? Why? What would influence them?
How could you answer the objection that would make?
Can/did anyone see this another way?
What would someone who disagrees say?
What is an alternative?
How are Ken's an:"A Roxane's ideas alike? Different?

Questions that Probe Implications and Consequences

What are you implying by that?
When say are you implying ?

But if that happened, what else would also happen as a result? Why?
What effect would that have?
Would that necessarily happen or only probably happen?
What is an alternative?
If this and this are the case, then what else must also be true?
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Questions About the Question

I'm not sure I understand how you are interpreting the main ,_-,stion at issue.
How can we find out?
How could someone settle this question?
To answer this question, what- questions would we have to answer first?
Is the question clear? Do we understand it?
Is this the same issue as
Can we break this question down at all?
Do we all agree that this is the question?
Would put the question differently?
How would put the issue?
Why is this question important?
Is this question easy or hard to answer? Why?
Does this question ask us to evaluate something?
What does this question assume?

Toward the beginning of the year, Socratic questioning can encourage students to think about a
subject, and to probe what students already know about it. Socratic discussion about a subject can also
be used at the end of the year to reinforce what students have learned, and highlight any remaining
questions or problems. Such general discussions give students a chance to organize details within a given
subject, and explore the relationship of the subject to other knowledge. A teacher probing students' ideas
about a subject could ask questions like the following (for social studies):

What is social studies? If students have difficulty, ask: When you've studied social studies,
what have you studied/talked about? (If students list topics, put them on the board. Then have
studei.es discuss the items and try to group them.) Do these topics have something in common?
Are there differences between these topics? (Encourage students to discuss detahs they know
about the topics. If, instead of listing topics, they give a general answer c definition, or if they
are able to give a statement about what the topics listed have in common, suggest examples that
fit the definition, but are not social studies, e.g., if a student says, "It's abr it people" mention
medicine or health. Have them modify or improve tl, definition.) How is social studies like and
unlike other subjects? Why study social studies? Is it important? Why or why not? How can
we use what we learn in social studies?

Similar questions can be asked at the beginning and enc.. A any particular unit. More important,
however, is that the teacher car. conduct Socratic discussions any time, on any topic. Use topics the
students find interesting, or would find useful. Here are some possible opening questions: What is a
friend? What is education/Why learn? What is most importer What is right and wrong? Why be good?
What is a good person? What is the difference between living and non-living things?

The teacher must use care and caution in introducing students to Socratic questioning. The level of
the questions should match the level of the students' thought. It should not be assumed that stus:Jnts will
be fully successful with it except over a considerable length of time. Nevertheless, properly used, it ca
be introduced in some form or other at virtually any grade level. It can be introduced spontaneously, in
any lesson or activity. It need not be pre-planned. It should be available to the teacher at all times.
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What are you assuming?
The following is a transcript of a 4th grade Socratic discussion. The Socratic discussion leader was

with these particular students for the first time. The purpose was to de,ermine the status ofthe children's
thinking on some of the abstract questions whose answers tend to define our broadest thinking. The
students were eager to respond and often seemed to articulate responses that reflected potential insights
into the character of the human mind, its relation to the body, the forces that shape us, the influence of
parents and peer group, the nature of morality and of ethnocentric bias. The "insights" are disjointed of
course but the questions that elicited them and the responses that articulated them could be used as the
basis of future discussions or simple assignments with these students.

While reading the transcript which follows, you may want to formulate questions that could nave been
asked, but weren't: student responses that could have been followed up, or other directions the discussion
could have taken. Another way to approach the manuscript would be to explain the function of each
question. Or you could group the questions.

Transcript
4th Grade Socratic Discussion

How does your mind work?
Where's your mind?

Student: "In your head." (numerom students point to their heads)

Does your mind do anything?

Student:

Student:

Student:

Student:

"It helps you remember and think."

"It helps, like, if you want to move your legs. It sends a message down to them."

'This side of your mind ontrols this side of your body and that side cz.ttrels this other side."

"When you touch a hot oven it tells you whether to cry or say ouch!"

Does it tell you when to be sad and when to be happy?
How does your mind know when w be happy and when to be sad?

Student: "When you're hurt it tells you to be sad."

Student: "If something is happening around you is sad."

Student: "If there is lightning and you are scared."

Student: "If you get something you want."

Student: "It makes your body operate. It's like a machine that operates your body."
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Does it ever happen that two people are in the same circumstance but one is happy and the other is
sad? Even though they are in exactly the same circumstance?

Student: "You get the same toy. One person might like it. The other gets the same toy and
he doesn't like the toy."

Why do you think that some people come to like some things and some people seem to like different
things?

Student: "'Cause everybody is not the same. Everybody has different minds and is built
different, made different."

Student: "They have different personalities?'

Where does personality come from?

Student: "When you start doing stuff and you find that you like some stuff best."

Are you born with a personality or do you develop it as you grow up?

Student: "You develop it as you grow up.'

What makes you develop one rather than another?

Student: "Like, your parents or something."

How can your parent's personality get into you?

Student: "Because you're always around them and than the way they act if they think they
are good and they want you to act the same way then they'll sort of teach you and you'll do

Student: Like, if you are in a tradition. They wantyou to carry on something that their parents
started."

D cies your mind come to think at all the way the children around you think? Can you think of any
examples where the way you think is like the way children around you think? Do you think you behave
like other American kids?

Student: "Yes"

What would make you behave more like American kids than like Eskimo kids?

Student: "Because you're around them."
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Student: "Like, Eskimo kids probably don't even know what the word `jump-rope' is. American kids
know what it is."

And are there things that the Eskimo kids know that you don't know about?

Student: "Yes"

Student: "And also we don't have to dress like them or act like them and they have to know
when a storm is coming so they won't get trapped outside."

O.K, so if I understand you then, parents have some influence on howyou behave and the kidsa
round you have some influence on b-c; you behave... Do you have some influence on how you behave?
Do you choose the kind of person you're going to be at all?

Student: 'Yes"

How do you do that do you think?

Student: "Well if someone says to jump off a five-story building, you won't say O.K You
wouldn't want to do that..."

Do you ever sit around and say, "Let's see shall I be a smart person or a dumb one?"

Student: "Yes"

But how do you decide:

Student: "Your grades"

But I thought your teacher decided your grades. How do you decide?

Student: "If you don't do your homework yor get bad grades and become a dumb person but
if you study real hard you'll get good grades."

So you decide that, right?

Student: "And if you like something at school like computers you work hard and you can get
a good job when you grow up. But if you don't like anything at school you don't
work hard.

Student: "Yca can't just decide you want to be smart, you have to work for it."

Student: "You got to work to be smart just like you got to work to get your allowance."

What about being good and being bad, do you decide whether you're goodoryou're bad? How many
people have decided to be bad? (3 students raise their hands) To first student: Why have you decided
to be bad?

Student: "Well, I don't know. Sometimes I think I've been bad too long and I want to go to
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school and have a better reputation but sometimes I feel like just making trouble and who
cares."

Let's see, is there a diffee ence between who you are and your reputation?
What's your reputation? That's a pretty big word. What's your reputation?

Student: "The way you act. If you had a bad reputation people wouldn't like to be around you
and if you had a good reputation people would like to be around you and be your
friend."

Well, but rm not sure of the difference between who you are and who people thinkyou are. Could
you bt, a good person and people think you bad? Is that possible?

Student: "Yeah, because you could try to be good. I mean, a lot of people think this one
person's really smart but this other person doesn't have nice clothes but she tries
really hard and people don't want to be around her."

So sometimes people think somebody is real good and they're not and sometimes people think that
somebody is real bad and they're not. Like if you were a crook, would you let everyone know you're a
crook?

Students: Chorus of "NO!"

So some people are really good at hiding what they are really like. Some people might have a good
reputation and be bad; some people might have a bad reputation and be go i.

Student: "Like, everyone might think you were good but you might be going on dope or
something."

Student: "Does reputation mean that if you have a good reputation you want to keep it just
like that? Do you always want to be good for the rest of your life?"

I'm not sure...

Student: "So if you have a good reputation you try to be good all the time and don't mess up
and don't do nothing?"

Suppose somebody is trying to be good just to get a good reputation why are they trying to be good?

Student: "So they can get something they want and they don't want other people to have?'

Student: "They might be shy and just want to be loft alone."

Student: "You can't tell a book by how it's covered."

Yes, some people are concerned more with their cover than their 4' .,k. Now let me ask you an-
other question. So if its true that we all have a mind and our mind helps us to figure out the world
and we are influenced by our parents and the people around us, and sometimes we choose to do good
things and sometimes we choose to do bad things, sometimes people say things aboutus and so forth
and so on... Let me ask you: Are there some bad people in this world?

Student: "Yeah"
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Student: "Terrorists and stuff"

Student: "Nightstalker"

Student: "The TWA hijackers"

Student: "Robbers"

Student: "Rapers"

Student: "Bums"

Bums, are they bad?

Student: "Well, sometimes."

Student: "The Klu Klux Klan"

Student: "The Bums... not really cause they might not look good but you can't judge then, by
how ti ey look. They might be really nice and everything."

O.K., so they might have a bad reputation but be good, after you care to know them. There might be
good bums and bad bums.

Student: "Libyan guys and Machine gun Kelly"

Let me ask you, do the bad people think they're bad?

Student: "A lot of them don't think they're bad but they are. They might be sick in the head."

Yes, some people are sick in their heads.

Student: "A lot of them (bad guys) don't think they're bad.

Why did you say Libyan people?

Student: "'Cause they have o' lot a terrorists and hate us and bomb us..."

If they hate us do they think we are bad or good?

Student: They think we are bad."

And we think they are bad? And who is right?

Student: "Usually both of them."

Student: "None of us are really bad!"

Student: "Re.. Ily, I don't know why our people and their people are fighting. Two wrongs
don't make a right."

Student: "It's like if there was a line between two countries, and they were both against
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each other, if a person from the first country crosses over the line, they'd be consid-
ered the bad guy. And if a person from the second country crossed over the line he'd be
considered the bad guy."

So it can depend on which country you're from who you consider rightor wrong, is that right?

Student: "Like a robber might steal things to support his family. He's doing good to his
family but actually bad to another person."

And in his mind do you think he is doing something good or bad?

Student: "It depends what his mind is like. He might think he is doing good for his family
or he might think he is doing bad for the other person."

Student: "It's like the underground railroad a long time ago. Some people thought it was bad
and some people thought it was good."

But if lots of people think something is right and lots of people think something is wrong, how are
you supposed to figure out the difference between right and wrong?

Student: "Go by what you think!"

But how do you figure out what to think?

Student: "Lots of people go by other people."

But somebody has to decide for themselves, don't they?

Student: "Use your mind?"

Yes, let's see, suppose I toldyou: "You are going to have a new classmate. Her name is Sally
and she's bad." Now, you could either believe me or what could you do?

Student: "You could try to meet her and decide whether she was bad or good."

Suppose she came and said to you: "I'm going to give you a toy so you'll like me." And she gave you things
so you would like her, but she also beat up on some other people, would you like her because she gave
you things?

Student: "No, because she said I'll give you this so you'll like me. She wouldn't be very nice."

So why should you like people?

Student: "Because they act nice to you."
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Only to you?

Student: "To everybody!"

Student: "I wouldn't care what they gave me. I'd see what they're like inside."

But how do you find out what's on the inside of a person?

Student: "You could ask but I would try to judge myself."

Socratic questioning is flexible. The questions asked at any given point will depend on what the
students say, what ideas the teacher wants to pursue, and what questions occur to the teacher. Generally,
Socratic questions raise basic issues, probe beneath the surface of things, and pursue problematic areas
of thought.

The above discussion could have gone in a number of different directions. For instance, rather than
focussing on the mind's relationship to emotions, the teacher could have pursued the idea 'mind' by asking
for more examples of its functions, and having students group them. The teacher could have followed up
the response of the student who asked, "Does reputation mean that ifyou have a good reputation you want
to keep it just like that?" He might, for instance, have asked the student why he asked that, and asked
the other students what they thought of the idea. Such a discussion may have developed into a dialogical
exchange about reputation, different degrees of goodness,or reasons for being bad. Or the idea bad people'
could have been pursued and clarified by asking students why the examples they gave were examples of
bad people. Students may then have been able to suggest tentative generalizations which could have been
tested and probed through further questioning. Bather than exploring the influence ofperspective on
evaluation, the teacher could have probed the idea, expressed by one student, that no one is 'really bad.'
The student could have been asked to explain the remark, and ether students could have been asked for
their responses to the idea. In these cases and others, the teacher has a choice between any number of
equally thought provoking questions. No one question is the `righl ' question.

III. Role Playing and Reconstructing
Opposing Views

A fundamental danger for human thought is narrowness. We do not naturally and spontaneously
open our minds to the insights of those who think differently from us. We have a natural tendency to use
our native intelligence and our cognitive skills to protect and maintain our system of beliefs rather than
to modify and expand it, especially when ideas are suggested that have their origin ina very different way
of thinking. We can never become fairminded unless we learn how to enter sympathetically into the
thinking of others, to reason from their perspective and eventually to try seeing things as they see them.

Learning how to accurately reconstruct the thinking of others and how to role play their thinking (once
reconstructed) are fundamental goals of critical thinking instruction. Very little work hasyet been done
in giving students opportunities to role play the reasoning of others. So it is not now clear to what extent
or in what forms role-playing to enhance critical reciprocity is possible in 4-6.
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But imagine some possible experiments. Suppose after some Socratic discussion a list of reasons was
put on the board that supported the children's views, as against their parent's views, on what the children
should be allowed to do. A "let's pretend" game might be devised in which some students would pretend
that they were parents and were asked, in that role, to give their reasons why children should not be
allowed to do x or y or z (stay up past 10:00 p.m., play outside after it gets dark, etc.) It would be interesting
to see how accurately the children could reconstruct the reasoning of their parents. Then one might
experiment with a let's pretend" discussion between a student playing "parent" and another student
playing "child." The class might subsequently discuss what the bestreasons were on each side.

Early history lessons might also provide opportunities for initial role playing experiences. For
instance, students could role-play discussions between Indians and settlers on divuteci questions.

IV. Teaching for The Intellectual and Moral
Virtues of the Critical Person
Our basic ways of knowing are inseparable from our basic ways of being. How we think reflects who

we are. Intellectual and moral virtues and/or disabilities are intimately interconnected. To cultivate the
kind of intellectual independence implied in the concept of strongsense critical thinking, we must foster
intellectual humility, courage, integrity, perseverance, empathy, and fairmindedness. Intellectual
humility will be our only extended illustration. The reader will have to imagine what sorts of concrete
examples could be marshalled to amplify the others.

Intellectual Humility: Awareness of the limits of one's knowledge, including sensitivity to
circumstances in which one's native egocentrism is likely to function self-deceptively; sensitivity
to bias and prejudice in, and limitations of one's viewpoint. Intellectual humility is based on the
recognition that no one should claim more than he actually knows. It does not imply spinelessness
or submissiveness. It implies the lack of intellectual pretentiousness, boastfulness, or conceit,
combined with insight into the strengths or weaknesses of the logical foundations of one's beliefs.

To illustrate, consider this letter from a teacher with a Master's degree in physics and mathematics,
with 20 years of high school teaching experience in physics:

After I started teaching, I realized that I had learned physics by rote and that I really
did not understand all I knew about physics. My thinking students asked me questions for
which I always had the standard textbook answers, but for the first time itmade me start
thinking for ir -nelf, and I realized that these canned answers were not justified by my own
thinking and only confused my students who were showing some ability to think for
themselves. To achieve my academic goals I had to memorize the thoughts of others, but
I had never learned or been encouraged to learn to think for myself.

This is a good example of intellectual humility and, like all intellectual humility, is based on insight
into the nature of knowing. It is reminiscent of the ancient Greek insight that Socrates was the wisest
of the Greeks because he knew how little he really understood. Socratesdeveloped this insight as a result
of extensive, in-depth questioning of the knowledge claims of others. He had to think his way to this
insight. If we want to instill this insight and this humility, then most textbooks and curricula are in need
of extensive modification, for typically they discourage rather than encourage skepticism. The extent and
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nature of "coverage" for most grade levels and subjects implies that bits and pieces ofknowledge are easily
attained, without any significant consideration of the basis for the knowledge claimed in the text or by the
teacher. Speed coverage of content contradicts the notion that it is essential for the student to seriously
consider content before accepting what is claimed. Most teaching and most texts are, in this sense,
intellectually unrealistic, and hence foster intellectual arrogance in sWdents, particularly in those who
have a retentive memory and can repeat back what they have heard or read. Pretending to know is
encouraged. Much standardized testing validates this pretense.

This has led Alan Schoenfeld, for example, to conclude that "most instruction in mathematics is, in
a very real sense, deceptive and possibly fraudulent." In "Some Thoughts on Problem - solving Research and
Mathematics Education," (Mathematical Problem Solving: Issues in Research, Frank K. Lester and Joe
Garofalo, editors, ©1982 Franklin Institute Press.) he cites a number of examples, including the following:

Much instruction on how to solve worked problems is based on the "key word"
algorithm, where the student makes his choice of the appropriate arithmetic
operation by looking for syntactic cues in the problem statement. For example, the
word left" in the problem 'John had eight apples. He gave three to Mary. How many
does Joh . ha. e left?'...serves to tell the students that subtraction of the appropriate
operation to perform. (p.27)

1. In a widely used elementary text book series, 97 percent of the problems
"solved" by the key-word method would yield (serendipitously?) the correct
answer.

2. Students are drilled in the key-word algorithm so well that th ey will use sub-
traction, for example, in almost any problem containing the word "left". In
the study from which this conclusion was drawn, problems were constructed
in which the appropriate operations were addition, multiplication, and divi-
sion. Each used the word left' conspicuously in its statement and a large
percentage of the students subtracted. In fact, the situation was so extreme
that many students chose to subtract in a problem that began "Mr. Left..."
(p. 27)

I taught a problem-solving course for junior and senior mathematics majors at
Berkeley in 1976. These students had already seen some remarkably sophisticated
mathematics. Linear algebra and differential equations were old hat. Topology,
Fourier transforms, and measure theory were familiar to some. I gave then a
straightforward theorem from plane geometry (required when I was in the tenth
grade). Only two of eight students made any progress on it, some of them by using
arc length integrals to measure the circumference of a circle. (Schoenfeld, 1979).
Out of the context of normal course work these students could not do elementary
mathematics. (pp. 28-29)

In sum, all too often we focus on a narrow collection of well-defined tasks and
train students to execute those tasks in a routine, if not algorithmic fashion. Then
we test the students on tasks that are very close to the ones they have been taught.
If they succeed on those problems we and they congratulate each other on the fact
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that they have learned some powerful mathematical techniques. In fact, they may
be able to use such techniques mechanically while lacking some rudimentary
thinking skills. To allow them and ourselves, to believe that they "understand" the
mathematics is deceptive and fraudulent. (p. 29)

This approach to learning in math is too often parallelled in the other subject areas.
Most teachers got through their college classes mainly by learning the standard textbook answers"

and were neither given an opportunity nor encouraged to determine whether what the text or the professor
said was "justified by their own thinking." To move toward intellectual humility, most teachers need to
question most of what they learned, as the physics teacher above did, but to do so, they need some
intellectual courage, perseverance, and faith in their own capacity to reason and understand subject
matter from the perspective of their own thinking.

We can generalize as follows: just as the development of intellectual humility is an essential goal of
critical thinking instruction, so is the development of intellectual courage, integrity, empathy, persever-
ance, fairmindedness, and faith in reason. Furthermore, we richly develop each intellectual (and moral)
virtue in turn, only by developing the others. Before we approach this point directly, however, brief char-
acterizations of wh at we mean by intellectual courage, integrity, empathy, perseverance, and fairminded-
ness is in order:

Intellectual Courage: The willingness to face and assess fairly ideas, beliefs, or viewpoints to which
we have not given a serious hearing, regardless of our strong negative reactions to them. This courage
arises from the recognition that ideas considered dangerous or absurd are sometimes rationally
justified (in whole or in part), and that conclusions or beliefs espoused by those aroundus or inculcated
in us are sometimes false or misleading. To determine for ourselves which is which, we must not
passively and uncritically "accept" what we have "learned." Intellectual courage comes into play here
because inevitably we will cone to see some truth in some ideas considered dangerous. and absurd and
some distortion or falsity in some ideas strongly held in our social group. It will take courage to be
true to our own thinking in such circumstances. The penalties for non-conformity are often severe.

Intellectual Empathy: Having a consciousness of the need to imaginatively put oneself in the place
of others in order to genuinely understand them. We must recognize our egocentric tendency to
identify truth with our immediate perceptions or longstanding beliefs. This trait correlates with the
ability to reconstruct accurately the viewpoints and reasoningof others and to reason from premises,
assumptions, ar, d ideas other than our own. This trait also requires that we remember occasions when
we were wrong, despite an intense conviction that we were right, as well as consider we might be
similarly deceived in a case at hand.

Intellectual Good Faith (Integrity): Recognition of the need to be true to one's own thinking, to be
consistent in the intellectual standards one applies, to hold one's self to the same rigorous standards
of evidence and proof to which one holds one's antagonists, to practice what one advocates for others,
and to honestly admit discrepancies and inconsistencies in one's own thought and action.

Intellectual Perseverance: Willingness and consciousness of the need to pursue intellectual
insights and truths despite difficulties, obstacles, and frustrations; firm adherence to rational
principles despite irrational opposition of others; a sense of the need to struggle with confusion and
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unsettled questions over an extended period of time, to achieve deeper understanding or insight.

Faith in Reason: Confidence that in the long run one's own higher interests and those ofhumankind
at large will be served best by giving the freest play to reason, by encouraging people to come to their
own conclusions through a process of developing their own rational faculties, faith that with proper
encouragement and cultivation people can learn to think for themselves, to form rational viewpoints,
draw reasonable conclusions, think coherently and logical'j, persuade each other by reason, and
become reasonable, despite the deep seated obstaci,3 in t>^ native character of the human mind and
in society as we know it.

Fairmindedness: Willingness and consciousness of the need to entertain all viewpoints sympatheti-
cally and to assess them with the same intellectual standards, without reference to one's own feelings
or vested interests, or the feelings or vested of one's friends, community, or nation; implies adherence
to intellectual standards without reference to one's own advantage or the the advantage of one's group.

These intellectual traits are interdependent. Each is best developed while developing the others as
well. Consider intellectual iumility. To become aware of the limits of our knowledge, we need the courage
to face our own prejudices and ignorance. To discover our own prejudices in turn, we often must empathize
with and reason within points of view we are hostile toward. To achieve this end we must typically
persevere over a period of time, for learning to empathically enter a point of view against which we are
biased takes time and significant effort. That effort will not seem justified unless we have the faith in
reason to believe we will not be "tainted" or "taken in" by whatever is false or misleading in the opposing
viewpoint. Furthermore, merely belie, ingwe can survive serious consideration of an "alien" point of view
is not enough to motivate most of us to consider them seriously. We must also be motivated by an
intellectual sense of justice. We must recognize an intellectual responsibility to be fair to views we oppose.
We roust feel obliged to hear them in their strongest form to ensure that we are not condemning them out
of ignorance or bias on our part. At this point we come full circle back to where we began: the need for
intellectual humility.

Or, to begin at another point, consider intellectual good faith or integrity. Intellectual integrity is
clearly a difficult trait to develop. We are often motivated, generally of course without admitting to or being
aware of this motivation, to set up inconsistent intellectual standards. Our egocentric or sociocentric
tendencies make us ready to believe positive information about those we like, and negative information
about those we dislike. We are likewise strongly inclined to believe what serves to justify our vested
interest or validate our strongest desires. Hence, all humans have some innate mental tendencies to
operate with double standards, which of course is paradigmatic of intellectual bad faith. Such modes of
thinking often correlate quite well with getting ahead in the world, maximizing our power or advantage,
and getting more of what we want.

Nevertheless, it is difficult to operate explicitly or overtly, with a double standard. We therefore need
to avoid looking at the evidence to) closely. We need to avoid scrutinizing our own inferences and
interpretations too carefully. At thi 3 point a certain amount of intelleetualarrogar ce is quite useful. I may
assume, for example, that I know just what you're going to say (before you say it), precisely what you are
really after (before the evidence demonstrates it), and what actually is going on (before I have studied the
situation quite carefully). My intellectual arrogance may make it easier for me to avoid noticing the
unjustifiable discrepanly between the standards I apply to you and the standards I apply to myself. Of
course, if I don't have to enpathize with you, that too makes it easier to avoid seeing my duplicity. I am
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also better positioned if I lack a keen need to be fair to your point of view. A little background fear of what
I might discover if I seriously considered the coo sistency of my own judgments can be quite useful as well.
In this case, my lack of intellectual integrity is supported by my lack of intellectual humility, empathy, and
fairmindedness.

Going in the other direction, it will be difficult to use a double standard if I feel a responsibility to be
fair to your point of view, see that this responsibility requires me to view things from your perspective
empathically, and do so with some humility, recognizing I could be wrong, and you right. The more I dislike
you personally, or feel wronged in the past by you or by others who share your way of thinking, the more
pronounced in my character the trait of intellectual integrity and good faith must be to compel me to be
fair.

The necessary role of insights and intellectual virtues in significant learning has been largely ignored
in schooling. This deficiency is intimately connected with another one, the failure of schools to teach
students of the need, not only tr, tec..It what he "learns" in school against his own experience, but also to test
what he experiences by what the "learns " in school.

We subject little of our experience to critical analysis. We seldom take our experiences apart, "..o get
some sense of their true worth. We seldom distinguish the "lived" integrated experience into the part that
is raw data, and the part that is our interpretation ofthe data. Failing to recognize the difference, we ignore
how the interests, goals, and desires we brought to those data shaped and structured our interpretation.
Similarly, we rarely seriously entertain the possibility that our interpretation (and hence the total
experience) might be selective, biased, or misleading.

The process of developing intellectual virtues and insights is part of our developing an interest in
taking our experiences apart, to separate their rational from their irrational dimensions. These meta-
experiences become important benchmarks and guides for future thought. They make possible modes of
thinking and maneuvers in thinking of which the irrational mind is incapable.

To teach for the intellectual virtues, therefore, one must recognize the significant differences between
the higher order critical thinking of a fairminded thinker and those of a self-serving thinker. Though both
kinds of thinkers share a certain command of the micro-skills of critical thinking and hence would, for
example, score well on tests such as the Watson-Glaser Critical ThinkingApprai sal or the Cornell Critical
Thinking Tests, they would be unequal at tasks which presuppose the intellectual virtues. The self-
serving (weak sense) critical thinker would lack the insights that underlie and support these virtues.

To reason well in domains in which I am prejudiced -hence eventually reason my way out of prejudices-
I must develop a set of analyzed examples of such reasoning. Of course, to do so, I must see that when I
am prejudiced it seems to me that I am not, and in a similar manner, that those who are not prejudiced
as I am will nevertheless seem to me to be prejudiced. That is, to a prejudiced person, an unprejudiced

, person seems prejudiced. I will realize this only to the degree that I have analyzed experiences in which
I have first been intensely convinced that I was correct on an issue, judgment, or point of view, only to find
after a series of challenges, reconsiderations, and new reasonings that my previous conviction was in fact
prejudiced. I must take this experience apart in my mind, clearly understand its elements and how these
elements fit together (how I became prejudiced; how I inwardly experienced that prejudice; how intensely
that prejudice appeared as insight to me; how I progressively began to break down that prejudice by
se .iously considering opposing lines of reasoning; how I slowly came to new assumptions, new information,
and ultimately new conceptualizations....)

Only by gaining analyzed experiences of reasoning one's way out of prejudices, does one gain the sort
ofhigher order abilities a fairminded critical thinker requires. The somewhat abstract articulation of the
intellectual virtues above will take on concrete meaning in the light of these analyzed experiences. Their
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true meaning will be given us in and by these experiences. We can return to them often to recapture and
rekindle the insights upon which the intellectual virtues depend.

To generalize, in order to develop intellectual virtues, we must develop a variety of analyzed
experiences that represent to us personal models, not only of the pitfalls of our own previous thoughts and
experiences, but also of processes we used to reason our way out of or around those pitfalls. These model
experiences must be charged with meaning for us. We cannot be indifferent to them. We must sustain
them in our minds by our sense of their importance, that they may sustain and guide us in our thought.

What does this imply f ,r teaching? For one thing, it implies a somewhat different content or material
focus. Our own minds and experiences must become the subject of our study and learning. Indeed, only
to the extent that the content of our own experiences becomes an essential part of what is studied will the
"usual" subject matter be truly learned. By the same token, the experiences of others must also become
part of our studies. But experiences of any kind should always be critically analyzed, and each student
must do her own analysis of the experience to be assessed, and recognize what indeed she is doing.

This entails that students grasp the logic of experience, see that, for example, every experience has
three elements, each of which may require some special scrutiny in the analytic process: 1) something to
be experienced (some actual situation or other); 2) an experiencing subject (with a point of view, framework
of beliefs, attitudes, desires and values); and 3) some interpretation or conceptualization of the situation.
To take apart any experience, I must ponder three distinctive questions (as well as their interrelation)

1) What are the raw facts, the most neutral description, of the situation?
2) What interests, attitudes, desires, or concerns am I bringing to the situation?
3) How am I conceptualizing or interpreting the situation in light of my point of view?

If students are given a wide range of assignments requiringthem to analyze their experiences and the
experiences of others along these lines, and ample opportunity to argue among themselves about which
interpretations make the most sense and why, then they will begin to amass a collection of critically
analyzed experiences. If the experiences illuminate the pitfalls of thought, their identification with the
analyses will lay the foundation for their intellectual traits and character. They will have intellectual
virtues because they had thought their way to them and internalized them as integral to concrete
understandings and insights. Their basic values and their thinking processes will feed each other. Their
intellectual and affective life will, to that extent, be integrated. Their standards for thinking will be
implicit in their own thinking, rather than in texts, teachers, or the authority of a peer group.

There will be many opportunities in the day-to-day life of school activities to help students develop
their intellectual courage, empathy, integrity, perseverance, faith in reason , and fairmindedness. We need
not pressure students to develop these traits, but provide conditions which support their growth. When
a student expresses an unpopular dissenting view in a classroom discussion, for example, we canafterward
praise the student privately for her courage in doing so. We can similarly praise students who display any
of the other intellectual virtues from time to time. Such praise should be discreetly given; we should never
appear to put down or denigrate other students. The same can be said for fostering essential insights, such
as insight into the difference between an objective situation and our own special interpretation of it. If we

provide situations that call upon students to express their own interpretations, while distinguishing basic
facts from those interpretations, they will develop the crucial insights over time. We must take care,
however, not to encourage students to believe either that every interpretation of an event is equally
`correct' or that only one interpretation contains the truth. Students should learn over time that some
interpretations of events are more justified than others (more 'accurate,' relevant,' or 'insightful') while no
one interpretation of an event contains all the truth.
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V. Teaching the Distinction Between Fact, Opinion,
and Reasoned Judgment

Many texts claim to foster critical thinking by teaching students to divide all statements into facts and
opinions. When they do so, students fail to grasp the significance of dialogical thinking and reasoned
judgment. When an issue is fundamentally a matter of fact "What is the weight of this block of wood?" or
"What are the dimensions of this figurer there is no reason to argue about the answer; one should carry out
the process that gets us the correct answer. Sometimes this might require following complex procedures.
In any case, weighing and measuring, the processes needed for the questions above, are not typically matters
of debate.

On the other hand, questions that raise matters of mere opinion, such as, "What sweater do you like
better?" "What is your favorite color?" or "Where would you like to spend yt, vacation?" do not have any one
correct answer since they ask us merely to express our personal preferences.

But most of the important issues we face in our lives are 'lot exclusively matters of fact or matters of
preference. Many re- re a nor, element: that we reason our way to conelii sions while we take the reasoned
perspectives of c' r to account. As teachers, we should be clear in encouraging students to distinguish
these three differ,. ,cations: the ones that call for facts alone, the ones that call for preference alone, and
the ones that call for reasoned judgment. When, as members of a jury, we are called upon to come to a
judgment of innocence or guilt, we do not settle questions of pure fact, and we are certainly not expected to
express our subjective preferences.

Students certainly need to learn procedures for gathering facts and they doubtless need to have
oppo. nities to express their preferences, but their most important need is to learn how to develop their
capacity for reasoned judgment, how to come to conclusions of their own based on evidence (facts) and
reasoning of their own within the framework of their own perspective. Their values and preferences will of
course play a role in their perspective and reasoning, but their perspective should not be a matter of pure
opinion or sheer preference. I should not believe in thinrq people just because I want to. I should have
good reasons for my beliefs, except of course where it makes sense to have pure preferences. It does make
sense to prefer butterscotch to chocolate pudding, but it does not make sense to prefer taking advantage of
someone rather than respecting his righ Ls. Over time, students needto get clear about these three categories,
since they will never be good thinkers if they commonly confuse them, as most students now do. (See the
section on fact/opinion in "How to Use this Book.")

In passing, be sure not to confuse this distinction with that of convergent and divergent questions.
Questions of opinion and questions of reasoned judgment are both 'divergent' but the first does not involve
the question of truth or accuracy (because it calls for expression of preference) while the second does (since
reasoned judgment can be more en less reasonable, more or less prejudiced, more or less justified).

We have put this distinction into the global strategies section of this handbook to underscore its
importance as a pervasive emphasis in all instmction. In any event, we should always keep in mindglobal,
as we'l as more specific, strategies in fostering critical thinking. When we habitually play the role ofSocratic
questioner, habitually seek opportunities to haw. students reconstruct and role play the thinking of others,
habitually encourage students to develop intellectual virtues, and habitually encourage students to
distinguish preference from reasoned judgment, we will discover new possibilities for critical thin: :ng
instruction and will develop global insights that help guide us in understandiAg and applying the strategies
illustrated more specifically in the lesson remodels that follow.
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How To Use
This Book

you may choose to read this book as you would any other book, but if you do, you will probably miss
a good deal of the benefit that can be derived from it. Ifyou are a 4-6 teacher and you want to improve
your ability to teach for critical thinking, this book can help you develop the ability to remodel your

own lesson plans, your own teaching strategies. To do so, you should get a sense of your present ability to
critique and redesign lesson plans. The critiques and remodels that follow, and the principles and strategies
that precede them, may pr "vide an immediate catalyst for you to take your lesson plans and r: design them.
But the longer critiques and remodels here might intimidate you, and you may bog down as soon as you
attempt to redesign your own. In many of our remodels, we put as many ideas as we could think of, in order
to provide as many examples and varieties of applications as possible. Thus, many of the remodelled plans
E. longer than you might be willing to produce or teach.

We therefore suggest an alternative approach. Read tl:rcugh the strategies and a couple of remodels,
then write critiques and remodels of your o- .rn, after reading the original lesson or abstract of one of our
shorter remodels. After you have attempted a critique and remodel, read our critique and remodel. By using
this procedure, you will soon get a sense of the difficulties in the critique-remodel process. You will also have
initiated the process of developing your own skills in this important activity. When comparif. your work
to ours, keep in mind that this is a flexible process; our remodel is not the only right one. Any changes which
promote fairminded critical thought are improvements. Another way of testing your understanding of the
critical insights is to read the principle section of A P'Lrategy, and write your own application section.

If, when reviewing a remodel, you find a particular strategy confusing, review the principle and
application in the strategy chapter. If, when reading the strategy chapter, a strategy confuses you, review
the critiques and remodels of the lessons listed below it. If you are still confused, do nr:. use the strategy.
Review it pel :-,dically until it becomes clear.

When re ,t,gielling your own lessons, you will probably find that sometimes you can make more drastic
changes, or even completely rewrite a lesson, while at others you may make only minor adjustments. Some
of your remodels may make use ofmany strategies, say, two or more ,ffective strategies, and a macro-ability
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requiring coordinated use of several micro- skills. For other remodels,you may use only one strategy.
If students don't grasp an idea or skill when you introduce it, don't give up. Critical insight must be

developed over time. For instance, suppose the first attempt to foster reciprocity fails. It is likely that
students are not in the habit of restating each other's positions, and hence may not listen carefully to each
other. If you make restating opposing views a routine part of discussion, students will eventually learn
to prepare themselves by listening more carefully.

Although the main function of this book is to help you remodel your lesson plans, we have not restricted
our suggestions to the remodelling process. We strongly urge you to apply the insights embedded in the
strategies to all aspects of classroom experience (including discussions, conflicts, and untraditional
lessons say, a movie.) You may also use our remodels, or sections of them. Though many of our lessons
are too long for one class period, we did not suggest where to break them up. Nor could we provide crucial
follow up questions.

Texts often have the same features - whether problems or opportunities for critical thought - occurring
over and over again. Hence, remodelling a couple of lessons from a text can give you a basic structure to
use many times over the course of the year.

However you use what follows in this book, your understanding of the insights behind the strategies
will determine the effectiveness of the remodels. Despite the detail with which we have delineated the
strategies, they should not be translated into mechanistic, step-by-step procedures.

Common Problems with Texts
One crucial aspect of remodelling remains to be discussed: that of choosing which lessons to remodel.

It is our view, after examining hundreds of 4-6 lesson plans, that many of them ought to be abandoned
ather than remodelled. Many of them are exercises in what might be called"trivial pursuit," wherein the

student is presented with or led to discover random facts and esoteric vocabulary. The object behind many
4-6 lesson plans seems to be to expose the student to a wide variety ofunassessed "facts, on the assumption
that, since this constitutes new information for her, it is a good in itself.

We, however, feel that school time is too precious to spend any sizeable portion of it on random facts.
The world, after all, is filled with an infinite number of facts. No one can learn more than an infinitesimal
portion of them. Random fact collecting is therefore pointless. True, we need facts and information, but
there is no reason why we cannot gain facts as part oftheprocess oflearning how to think, as part ofbroader
cognitive-affective objectives. Problem-solving or exploring basic ideas or issues are effective ways to find
and use facts, and to discover why "facts" intereqt ,.:4s in the first place. We ought not to overburden the
child's mind with facts that the child cannot put to use in his thinking. Ifwe don't apprehend the relevance
and significance of facts, we tend to forget them rather quickly. We encourage the reader therefore to
develop a skeptical eye for lesson plans that fall into the category of"trivial pursuit" or "fact-for fact's sake."
Keep a waste basket handy.

Often, though the lesson as a whole covers significant material, parts of it are trivial. The student's
textprovides insignificant details, the teacher's edition suggests trivial activities, interruptingdiscussion
of significant ideas. As a rule, texts fail to properly distinguish the trivial from the significant. Useless
details receive equal time to basic concepts. End of chapter review questions especially confuse major with
minor poir, 1-s. Structuring instruction around basic ideas and issues highlights crucial details.

Beyond the lessons and activities that need to be abandoned for their triviality, there are also lesson
plans and activities that drill students - reading or filling out graphs, time lines, and charts, generalizing,
categorizing, researching, experimenting, problem-solving. Such lessons turn skills of thought and crucial
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insights into mechanical procedures. Students practice the skills for practice itseh, seldom in a context
in which the skill aids understanding; thus, students fail to learn when to apply this or that procedure and
so need to be told when to use it. The application of the skill is often merely memorized (and so easily
forgotten), rather than understood. Students look for 'indicator words,' or verbal cues, rather than
recognizing the logic of situations requiring use of the skill. The purposes, contexts within which the skill
is needed, and reasons for applying the skill a certain way, should all be discussed or discovered by
students.

This integration should be viewed, not as slowing down, but as deepening the understanding of the
material or skill. We should view the critical thinking that the student practices as providing the student
with powerful concepts which she can use in a host of circumstances thereafter, and laying the foundation
for the "I-can-figure-things-out-for- myself" attitude essential for education.

Finally, we recommend that the teacher keep an eye out for texts, questions, and activities that claim
to emphasize or teach critical thinking. Often what is taught, or the way it is taught discourages clear and
fairminded thought. The following problems are among the most common:

Many texts emphasize rnicro-skills. Yet they seldom attempt to teach critical vocabulary to
students. Perhaps this is fortunate, since Ley often misuse the vocabulary of critical thinking or logic.
Many texts say 'infer' or 'conclude' when requiring students to recall, describe, or guess. Micro-skills (like
many other skills) are treated as things in themselves, rather than as tools which assist understanding.
Many texts drill micro-skills, but fail to mention or have students apply them when they are most useful.
Instead, 'analysis of arguments' too often consists eseparating fact from opinion,' rather than clarifying
or evaluating arguments.

Teachers' notes often suggest debates. Yet traditional debate, with its emphasis on 'winning,' and
lack of emphasis on fairminded understanding of the opposition, with its formal structare and artificial
limits, does not in itself promote the serious, honest, fairminded analysis and evaluation of ideas and
arguments we want to foster. If afterwa- I students merely 'vote' on the issue, they need not rationally
evaluate the views or justify their evaluations. Ultimately, such activities may encourage treatment of
questions calling for reasoned judgment as questions of preference. Of course the form of debate can be
useful if students are required to sympathetically consider both sides of an issue and not just defend their

side.

Many texts tend to simply ask students to agree or disagree with conclusions. They fail to require
that students show they ..mderstand or have rationally evaluated what they agree or disagree with.
Discussion is limited. Micro-skills are usually not practiced or orchestrated. Argument evaluation is
further oversimplified, since only two choices are presented: agreement or disagreement. Students are
usually not asked "To what extent do you agree with this claim, or with what aspect of it?"

Sometimes texts emphasize the idea of perspective, and the importance of being able to enter into
another perspective. Yet these ideas are not integrated into understanding and evaluating arguments,
issues, or conclusions. Nearly all of these activities require students to take the points of view of objects,

animals, or martians. One lesson about different perspectives on historical events detailed the complaints
of a woman whose baby was awakened by Paul Revere on his famous ride. Though we find no fault with
whimsical, creative selections and assignments, we believe that students should also uze their imagina-
tions to enter into other views, to better understand and evaluate important claims.
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By far the most all-pervasive, confused, and distorted idea about critical thinking is found in the
manner in which students are encouraged to "distinguish fact from opinion." Texts give one or more of the
following explanations of the `distinction:' Facts are true; can be proven; are the most reliable source of
information. Opinions are what someone thinks is true; are not necessarily true foreveryone; are disputed;
are judgments. Opinions are not necessarily either right or wrong.

Among our criticisms of the uses of the distinction are the following: 1) Students are often asked to
judge the truth of claims theyare not in a position to know; 2) the way the distinction is mane in examples
and exercises promotes uncritical thought, for example, the distinction often unhelpfully lumps together
significantly different types of claims; 3) often neither category is presented so as to allows for rational
assessment. (Facts are presented as true, and therefore need no debate; opinions arejust opinions, so there
is no 'truth of the matter.' Texts speak of exchanging opinions, but not assessing them.

When asked to make this distinction, students are typically given two or more statements. Theyare
asked to read them, and determine into which of the two categories each fits. Since the statements lack
context, their truth or reasonableness typically cannot be rationally judged. Hence, as a rule, students
are forced to make their judgments on superficial bases. In place of some reasoned assessment, students
are given "indicators of fact." For example, statements judged to be facts are those which contain numbers
or statements about observations or ones in "neutral" language. Statements judged to be opinions are
those which contain: 'I think,' good,"worst,"should,"I like,' or any evaluative term.

Since 'facts' are defined as 'true,' in effect, texts typically teach students to accept any statement with
numbers, descriptions, etc. in it. Fact/opinion exercisestypically teach students thatevery statement that
`sounds like a fact' is true and should be accepted. Claims which seem factual are not open to question.
Students are often not in a position to know whether or not the claim is true, but, since they need only look
at the form of the statement and not its content, they can 'get the right answers' to the exercises.

Students are often told that history is 'fact.' (The evaluations and interpretations that appear in
students' history books are forgotten.) Thus, if they read that a certain condition caused an historical
event, they are in effect encouraged to believe it is fact and therefore true. But causes of historical events
must be reasoned to. They are not written on the events for all to see. The interpretation inextricably part
of any historical account is ignored.

Sometimes text writers seem to intend to teach students to distinguish acceptable from questionable
claims, while at other times, statements which are empirically verifiable from those which are not ( that
is, whether evidence alone verifies the claim, or 'personal beliefs' also enter in). In effect, many texts
confuse these two distinctions by shifting from one to the other. For example, given the way texts usually
teach the distinction, the claim "I think there are thirteen chairs in that room." would be categorized as
opinion, since it begins with 'I think,' (an opinion indicator) and, since the speaker is unsure, the claim
cannot be counted as true. Yet, by the second sense of the distinction, the claim is fact- that is, senses are
all we need to verify it. It requires no interpretation, analysis, evaluation, judgment, doesn't express
preference, etc.

Texts virtually never say what to do with claims that are certainly true, but we not empirical, for
example: "Murder is wrong." or "A diet of potato chips and ice cream is bad for you." The student who
follows the 'indicator word' method of draWingthe distinction, is forced to call these claims opinion. He
is then forced to say that, although heagrees with them, they may not be true for everybody; the opposite
opinion is just as valid; no objective support canbe marshalled for them or objective criteria or standards
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to evaluate them. The student who looks at the contents of the claims would call them 'facts' because they
are so obviously true. This student would miss the distinction between these claims and claims that can
be tested by experiment or observation.

The distinction is often drawn in such other guises as the distinction between accurate and biased or
slanted accounts, news and editorials, history and historical fiction, knowledge or information and belief
or value. Thus, on the criterion above, a passage, selection, article or book which contains nothing but
`facts' could not possibly be biased or untrustworthy. Yet a 'purely factual' account could well be biased.
What the writer claims as facts could simply be false, or without basis - that is, I could simply say it, without
verifying it. (There are thirteen chairs in that room. I may have pulled the number out of the sky.) Crucial
facts which could influence one's interpretation of the facts could have been left out.

The distinction as typically covered lumps together too many completely different kinds of state-
ments. Among the 'opinions' we found were the following: "I detest that TV show." "Youth is not just a
time, it is an age." "Jon is my best studeit." "Most children in Gail's class do not like her." Thus,
expressions of preference, evocative statements, evaluations, and descriptions of people's attitudes are put
in the same category, given the same status.

Many of the distinctions covered in a confused way might be covered so as to foster critical thinking.
Unfortunately, as texts are presently written, this end is seldom achieved.

Critical thinking me-tires self- under-
standing. A critical thinker realizes that
his feelings are his response but not the
only possible, or even necessarily the
most reasonable response to a situation.

C
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School time is too precious to spend any
sizeable portion of it on random facts.
The Worlds, 'after all, is fdled,with.an infi.
rite .number of facts. .1No :One e'en: learn
more than an liOniteS4nal Poition of
thew Tholagh !vowed faariand inform-
tion; there, s no reason .w4"490 cannot
gain facts as part.of the process Of learn-
ing how to think.
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Strategies

This chapter is crucial. Any remodelling you do should reflect your grasp of both the strategies
described in this chapter, and the faults in and shortcomings of the originals you uve.
Each strategy section has three parts. The 'principle' provides the theory of critical tllinking on

which the strategy is based. The 'application' explains when and how the strategy can be used. In some
cases, our lists of possible questions are larger and more detailed here than in the remodels. Each section
concludes with a list of lesson plans (and their page numbers) in which we use the strategy.

Some strategies can be applied in more than one way. Under 'application' we explain when each
specific method can be used. Most questions in the applications can be applied in any discussion, whether
part of a remodel, unremodelled plan, or neither. For instance, any disagreement can be used to foster
reciprocity.

As we mentioned before, the strategies and remodels should be used to illuminate each other. If
puzzled by a remodel (ours, or your own) see the strategies. If puzzled by a strategy, see the originals and
our critiques and remodels for clarification.

The reader should keep in mind the connection between the principles a id applications, on the one
hand, and the character traits of a fairminded critical thinker, on the other. Our aim, once again, is not
a set of disjointed skills, but an integrated, committed, thinking person.

In teaching for critical thinking in a strong sense, the affective dimension of thinking is fully as

be nurtured only when actually practicing critical thinking in some (cognitive) way. One cannot develop

intellectual independence, without actually thinking independently. This is true of all the essential
one's fairmindedness, for example, without actually thinking fairmindedly. One cannot develop one's

important as the cognitive. The strategies listed below are divided into three categories, one for the
effective and two for the cognitive. This of course is not to imply that the cognitive dimension of critical
thinking should be given twice as much emphasis, because in any given case, whatever dimension is
emphasized, the other dimension should be integrated. We want students to continually use their
emerging critical thinking skills and abilities in keeping with the critical spirit and the critical spirit can

A (-)
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critical thinking traits, values, or dispositions. They are developmentally embedded in thinking itself.
We have divided the cognitive strategies into two groups to emphasize the importance of distinguish-

ing critical thinking micro-skills, the most elementary critical thinking skills, from critical thinking
macro-abilities or processes, the orchestration of skills in an extended activity of thought. For example,
the ability to clarify a basic issue typically requires an extended sequence of thought. In that sequence,
one may use a variety of micro-skills: one might distinguish ideas, make inferences, explore assumptions,
use qualifiers, and explore implications. Of course, the reader is well advised to remember that in some
cases what we are calling a micro-skill might require an extendedsequence of thought while in other cases
what we are calling macro-abilities might seem to come down to one intellectual move. It is not important
to keep these somewhat arbitrary descriptions firmly -estricted to one category, but rather to realize that
no set of micro-skills defines critical thinking as such, because the thinker must also learn to orchestrate
them.

Macro-practice is almost always more important than micro-drill. We need to be continually vigilant
against the misguided tendency to fragment, atomize, mechanize, and proceduralize thinking.

Keeping the above remarks in mind, the teacher should think about the strategies as tools for
sometimes helping students develop particular micro-skills, sometimes helping students to orchestrate
those skills in extended ways, and sometimes helping students to gain insight into the traits, values, and
dispositions essential for strong sense critical thinking.

A. Affective Strategies

S-/ exercising independent thought
S-2 developing insight into ego/sociocentricity
S-3 exercising fairmindedness/reciprocity
S-4 exploring thoughts underlying feelings
S-5 suspending judgment

B. Cognitive Strategies - Macro-Abilities

S-6 avoiding oversimplification
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts
S-8 developing one's perspective
S-9 clarifying issues and claims
S-10 clarifying ideas
S-// developing criteria for evaluation
S-12 evaluating source credibility
S-13 raising and pursuing root questions
S-14 evaluating arguments
S-15 generating or assessing solutions
S-16 evaluating actions and policies
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S-17 clarifying or critiquing text
S-18 making interdisciplinary connections
S-19 engaging in Socratic discussion
S-20 practicing dialogical thinking
S-21 practicing dialectical thinking

C. Cognitive Strategies - Micro-Skills 4

S-22 distinguishing facts from ideals
S-23 using critical vocabulary
S-24 distinguishing ideas
S-25 examining assumptions
S-26 distinguishing relevant from irrelevant facts
S-27 making plausible inferences
S-28 supplying evidence for a conclusion
S-29 recognizing contradictions
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
S-31 refining generalizations

S-1 EXERCISING INDEPENDENT THOUGHT
Principle: Critical thinking is autonomous thinking, thinking for oneself. Many of our beliefs are

acquired at an early age, when we have a strong tendency to accept beliefs for irrational
reasons (because we want to believe, because we are rewarded for believing). The critical
thinker uses critical skills to reveal and eradicate beliefs to which he cannot rationally
assent. In formulating new beliefs, the critical thinker does not passively accept the beliefs
of others; rather he analyzes issues himself, rejects unjustified authorities, and recognizes
the contributions of justified authorities. He does not accept as true, or reject as false,
beliefs he does not understand. He is not easily manipulated.

Application: A critical education respects the autonomy of the student. It appeals to rationality.
Students should i.)e encouraged to discover information, and use their knowledge, skills
and insights to think fa: themselves. Merely giving students `facts' or telling them the
`right way' to solve a problem hinders the process of critiquing and modifying pre-existing
beliefs with new knowledge.

Rather than simply having students discuss ideas in their texts, the teacher can have
them brainstorm ideas and argue among themselves, for instance, about problems and
solutions to problems. Before reading a section of text that refers to a map, chart, time-line,
or graph, have students read and discuss what the map, or the rest, shows. Have students
develop their own categories instead of providing them with categories. For example,
remodel "Types of Literature" lessons by having students discuss and group writings they
have read.
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When giving written assignments, those assignments should provide many opportu-
nities for the student to exercise independent judgment: in gathering and assembling
information, in analyzing and synthesizing it, and in formulating and evaluating conclu-
sions. Have students discuss how to organize their points in essays. In science, students
could put their own headings on charts or graphs they make, or decide what kind of graph
would be most illuminating.

Students could review material themselves, rather than relying on their texts for
summaries and review questions. The class could brainstorm about what they learned
when studying a lesson or unit. Only after they have exhausted their memories should the
teacher try to elicit any crucial points neglected.

Students should develop the habit of asking themselves "What do I believe? How did
I come to believe it? Do I really accept this belief'?"

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Parts of Speech 72 Gandhi 182
The Fun They Had 76 Countries of Eastern Europe 196
Jobs 79 Cool it 220
Do Me a Favor 84 Magnets 223
The Lonely Silence 94 Polis Ice Caps 225
The Fountain of Youth 98 What's in the Bag 227
News 102 Rubber Bands 229
The Cave 116 Weather 232
People and Earth 133 Ah Chute 237
Beliefs 138 Making Models: The Atom 240
Spanish California 150 What Kind of Biome 242
Looking Forward 176 Earthquake 246

S-2 DEVELOPING INSIGHT INTO EGOI
SOCIOCENTRICITY
Principle: Egocentricity is the confusion of immediate perception with reality. It manifests itself

as an inability or unwillingness to consider others' points of view, to accept ideas or facts
which would conflict with gratification of desire. In the extreme, it is characterized by a
need to be right about everything, a lack of interest in consistency and clarity, an 'all or
nothing' attitude ("I am 100% right; you are 100% wrcng."), anda lack of self-consciousness
of one's own thought processes. The egocentric individual is more concerned with the ap-
pearance of truth, fairness, and fairmindedness, than with actually being correct, fair, or
fairminded. Egocentricity is the opposite of critical thought.

As people are socialized, egocentricity tends to produce sociocentricity. Egocentric
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identification extends to groups. Ti: iividual goes from "I am right!" to We are right!"
To put thi s another way, people find tr. they can often best satisfy their egocentric desires
through a group. "Group think" results when people egocentrically attach themselves to
a grcup. One can see this in both children and adults: My daddy is better than your daddy!
My school (religion, country, race, etc.) is better than yours.

If egocentricity and sociocentricity are the disease, self-awareness is the cure. In cases
in which his own egocentric commitments are not supported, hardly anyone accepts
another's egocentric reasoning. Most can identify the sociocentricity of members of
opposing groups. Yet when we are thinking egocentrically or sociocentrically, it seems
right to us (at least at the time). Our belief in our own rightness is easier to maintain
because we suppress the faults in our thinking. We automatically hide our egocentricity
from ourselves. We fail to notice when our behavior contradicts our self- image. We base
our reasoning on false assumptions we are unaware of making. We fail to make relevant
distinctions, though we are otherwise aware of, and able to make them (when making such
distinctions does not prevent us from getting what we want). We deny or conveniently
`forget' facts inconsistent with our conclusions. We often misunderstand or distort what
others say.

The solution, then, is to reflect on our reasoning and behavior; to make our
assumptions explicit, critique them, and, when they are false, stop making them; to apply
the same concepts in the same ways to ourselves and others; to consider every relevant fact,
and to make our conclusions consistent with the evidence; and to listen carefully and open-
mindedly to those with whom we disagree. We can change these tendencies when we see
them for what they are: irrational and unjust. Therefore, the development of students'
awareness of their egocentric and sociocentric patterns of thought is a crucial part of
education in critical thinking.

Application: Though everyone has egocentric, sociocentric, and critical (or fairminded) tendencies
to some extent, the purpose of education in critical thinking is to help students move away
from egocentricity and sociocentricity, toward increasingly critical thought.

The teacher can facilitate discussions of egccentric or sociocentric thought and
behavior whenever such discussions seem relevant. Such discussions can be used as a
basis for having students think about their own egocentric or sociocentric tendencies. The
class can discuss conditions under which people are most likely to be egocentric, and how
egocentricity interferes with our ability to think and listen. Students sh ould be encouraged
to recognize common patterns of egocentric thought. The class can discuss some of the
common false assumptions we all make at times (e.g., "Anyone who disapproves of
anything I do is wrong or unfair. I have a right to have everything I want. Truth is what
I want it to be.") Teachers can also have students point out the contradictions of egocentric
attitudes. ("When I use something ofyours without permission, it is 'borrowing'; when you
use something of mine, it is 'stealing.' Taking something without asking is O.K. Taking
something without asking is wrong.") Sometimes story characters illustrate egocentricity.
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Often texts attempt to discourage sociocentricity by encouraging students to agree
that people whose ways are different are not necessarily wrong. Yet, by keeping discussion
general, and not introducing specific advantages of different ways, students are left with
a vague sense that they should be tolerant, rather than a clear sense that others have ways
worth knowing about and learning from.

Some texts inadvertently foster sociocentricity by presenting only the American side
of issues or presenting some groups in a distinctly negative light. The teacher could
encourage students to recognize sociocentric bias, reconstruct and consider other views of
current and historical issues, and discuss how to avoid thinking sociocentrically.

Lesson plans in which the we use the strategy:
Page Page

Viewpoints 89 The Scapegoat 119
The Lonely Silence 94 Spanish California 150
The Fountain of Youth 98 The U. S. Becomes a World Leader ... 165
Advertisements 109 Looking Forward 176
The Cave 116 The Soviet Union 186

S-3 EXERCISING FAIRMINDEDNESSI
RECIPROCITY

Principle: To think critically about issues we must be able to consider the strengths and
weaknesses of opposing points of view. Since critical thinkers value fairmindedness, and
recognize their tendency to be unfairminded, they feel that it is especially important that
they entertain positions with which they disagree. They realize the unfairness of judging
the ideas of another until they fully understand them. The process of considering an
opposing point of view aids critical thinkers in recognizing the logical components of their
beliefs, (e.g. key concepts, assumptions, implications, etc.) and puts them in a better
position to amend those beliefs.

Furthermore, critical thinkers recognize that their behavior affects others, and so
consider their behavior from the perspective of those others.

Application: The teacher call encourage students to show reciprocity when class and play- ground
disputes arise or when the class is discussing issues, evaluating the reasoning of story
characters, or discussing people from other cultures.

When disputes naturally arise in the course of the day, the teacher can ask students
to state one another's positions. Students should be given an opportunity to correct any
misunderstanding of their positions. The teacher can then ask students to explain why
their fellow student might see the issue differently than they do. "What is Sue angry about?
Why does that make her mad? Sue, is that right?"
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Students can be encoutaged to consider evidence and reasons for positions they
disagree with, as well as those with which they agree. For example, have students consider
positions from their parents' or siblings' points of view. "Why doesn't your mother want you
to ...? Why does she think it's (bad for you, wrong, etc.)?"

Though texts often have students consider a subject or issue from second a point of
view, discussion is brief, rather than extended, and no attempt is made to have students
integrate insights gained by considering multiple perspectives. If students write a
dialogue about an issue from opposing points of view, or contrast a story character's
reasoning with an opposing point of view, or role play discussions, the teacher can have
them directly compare different perspectives.

When the class is discussing different cultures the teacher can encourage students to
consider why people choose to do things differently or why other people think their ways
are best. For example, ask, "What would be some advantages to arranged marriages?"

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

The Fun They Had 76 Spanish California 150
Viewpoints 89 The U. S. Becomes a World Leader .... 165
The Lonely Silence 94 Gandhi 182
The Fountain of Youth 98 Soviet Union 186
Advertising 109 People Change the Earth 191
Beliefs 138 Countries of Eastern Europe 196
Language 144 Governments & Economic Systems ... 202

S-4 EXi-LOR1NG THOUGHTS UNDERLYING
FEELINGS

Principle: Critical thinking requires self-understanding. A critical thinker realizes that his
feelings are his response (but not the only possible, or even necessarily the most reasonable
rep,nse) to a situation. He knows that his feelings would be different if he had a different
understanding or interpretation of that situation. He recognizes that thoughts and
feelings, far from being different kinds of 'things,' are two aspects of his responses. The
uncritical thinker sees no relationship between his feelings and his thoughts.

We can better understand our feelings by asking ourselves "What are the thoughts
behind this feeling? To what conclusion have I come? What is my evidence? What
assumptions am I making? What inferences am I making? Are they good inferences?" We
can learn to seek patterns in our assumptions, and so begin to see the unity behind our
separate emotions. Understanding one's self is the first step toward self-control and self-
improvement.
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Application: Whenever a class discusses someone's feelings, the teacher can ask students to
consider what the person might be thinking to have that feeling in that situation. Students
can learn to generalize about the assumptions behind a particular emotion. It is especially
important for students to practice recognizing the thoughts implicit in their feelings. "Why
doe,: he feel this way? What led him to that conclusion? Wouldyou have felt the same? Why
or why not? What accounts for the difference? What could he have thought instead? Then
what would he have felt?"

Lesson plans in which the Arate;07 is used:

Page Page
Do Me a Favor . 84 The Cave 116
The Lonely Silence 94 Sojourner Truth 157
The Scapegoat 119

S-5 SUSPENDING JUDGMENT
Principle: Critical thinkers distinguish what theyknow from what they don't know. They are not

afraid of saying "I don't know" when they are not in a position to be sure of the truth of a
claim. They are able to make this cl.,,tinction because they are in the habit of asking
themselves "How could one know whether or not this is truer To say "In this case I must
suspend judgment until I find out x, ar dy," does not make them anxious or uncomfortable.
They are willing to rethink conclusions in the light of new knowledge.

Application: Teachers can take advantage ofany situation in which students are not in a position
to know, to encourage the habit of saying "I don't know." When materials -all on students
to make claims for which they have insufficient evidence, we suggest the teacher encourage
students to suspend judgment. The teacher might first ask for the evidence or reasons for
the claim, and have students probe its strength. Students can be encouraged to explain
what they would need to learn in order to be more certain. For example, in "The Fountain
of Youth," the author claims that the main character died unhappy. Though the character
died without finding the fountain for which he searches! long and hard, and this is some
reason to suppose that he was unhappy, thatreason is inconclusive. More direct evidence
would be required to know for certainhow he felt. Noticing this, you might ask, "The author
thinks Ponce de Le6n was unhappy? Why? Could he have been happy or contented? How
do we know which way he felt? How could someone find out?"

Lesson plans in which the stratz.Ty is used:
Page PageThe Fountain of Youth 98 Spanish California 150Language 144 Columbus 161
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S-6 AvOIDING OVERSIMPLIFICATION

Principle: It is natural to L Jek to simplify problems and experiences to make them easier to deal
with. Everyone does this. However, the uncritical thinker often oversimplifies, and as a
result misrepresents problems and experiences. What should be recognized as complex,
intricate, or subtle is viewed as simple, elementary, and obvious. For example, it is
typically an oversimplification to view people or groups as all-good or all-bad, actions as
always right or always wrong, one contributing factor as the cause, etc., and yet such beliefs
are common. The critical thinker tries to find simplifying patterns and solutions but not
by misrepresenting or distorting. Making a distinction between useful simplifications and
misleading oversimplifications is important to critical thinking.

Application: Whenever students or the text oversimplify, the teacher -11 ask questions which raise
the problem of complexity. For instance, if a student or text over- generalizes, the teacher
can ask for counter-examples. (See S-31) If a text overlooks factors by stating one cause
for a problem, situation, or event, the teacher can raise questions about other possible
contributingfactors. If different things are lumped togethsr, the teacher can call attention
to differences. (See S-24) If interconnected or overlapping phenomena are too casually
separated, the teacher can probe overlaps or convections. If only one point of view is
expressed, though others are relevant, the teacher can play devil's advocate, bringing in
other points of view. Texts often ltate such vague generalities as "People must work
together to solve this problem.' Such a statement ignores complications which could be
raised by the teacher. "Why don't they? Why wouldn't this seemingly obvious solution work?
So, what else must be done?"

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Parts of Speech 72 Birth of Modern Europe 208
Do -ne a Favor 84 Cool It 220
.... ne Lonely Silence 94 Rubber Bands 229
People and Earth 133 Making Models: The Atom 240
Governments & Economic Systems .... 202 Hair Keeps Animals Warm 244

S-7 TRANSFERRING IDEAS TO NEW CONTEXTS

Principle: An idea's power is limited by our capacity to see its application. The critical thinker's
ability to use ideas mindfully enhances her ability to transfer ideas critically. She practices
using ideas and insights by appropriately applying them to other situations. This allows
her to organize materials and experiences in different ways, to compare and contrast
alternative labels, to integrate her understanding of different situations, and to find
fruitful ways to conceptualize novel situations. Each new application of the idea enriches
understanding of the idea and the situation.
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Application: Critical teaching, focussing more on basic concepts than on artificial organization of
material, encourages students to apply what they have just learned to different but
analogous contexts. It provides for more than one way to organize material. Using similar
information from different situations makes explanations clearer, less vague.

When students master a new skill, or discover an insight, they can be encouraged to
use it .1 analyze other situations. Combine the strategy with independent thought by
asking students to name or find analogous situations.

After an idea has been covered, it can be brought up gain, when useful. For example,
a passage mentions a U. S. soldier during the war with Mexico leading troops over desert
on horseback. If students have discussed the ideas that geography and technology affect
history, they could be reminded of that insight, and discuss questions like the following:
How did the desert affect the cavalry march? Why? What other affects do deserts have on
a war? Have we talked about other deserts that were involved in war or war maneuvers?
Compare deserts to other difficult terrain, like mountains. How would the desert have
affected marching troops? What else could have affected such a march?

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Parts of Speech 72 Countries of Eastern Europe ... 196
People and Earth 133 Birth of Modern Europe 208
Beliefs 138 Magnets 223
Language 144 Polar Ice Caps 225
Spanish California 150 What's in the Bag 227
Sojourner Truth 157 Rubber Bands 229
The Constitution 170 Ah Chute 237
Gandhi 182 Earthquake 246
People Change the Earth 191

S-8 DEVELOPING ONE'S PERSPECTIVE
Principle: The world is not given to us sliced up into categories with pre-assigned labels on them.

There is always a large number of ways thatwe can "divide up" and so experience the world.
How we do so is essential to our thinking and behavior. Uncritical thinkers assume that
their perspective on things is the only correct one. Selfish critical thinkers manipulate the
perspectives of others to gain advantage for themselves. Fairminded critical thinkers
learn to recognize that their own way of thinking and that of all other perspectives are
subject to error. They learn to develop their point of view through a critical analysis of their
experience. They learn to question commonly acceptedways ofunder- standing things, and
avoid uncritically acceptingthe viewpoints of their peer groups or society. They know what
their perspective is and can talk insightfully about it.
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Application: Perspective is developed through extended thought, discussion, and writing. Students
who are unsure what to think can be given time to reflect and come to tentative conclusions.
Students who have definite conclusions about the subject at hand can consider ideas from
other perspectives, answer questions about what they think, or reflect on new situations
or problems. Students can compare what they say they believe with how they act.

One-to-one Socratic questioning may facilitate development of perspective, especially
for students who think they've exhausted their ideas. This strategy, in some cases will
coincide with evaluating actions and policies, arguments, or assumptions.

Students could explain how what they have le;*,rned has changed their thinking in
some way. A written assignment could be used as an opportunity for a student to explore
an idea in depth, and either come to conclusions, or clarify issues and ideas.

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Jobs 79 Spanish California 150
News 102 The Constitution 170
The Cave 116 Looking Forward 176
Critical Thinking 123 Gandhi 182

S-9 CLARIFYING ISSUES AND CLAIMS

Principle: The more completely, clearly, and accurately an issue or claim is formulated, the easier
and more helpful the discussion of its settlement or verification. Given a clear statement
of the issue, and prior to evaluating conclusions or solutions, it is important to recognize
what is required to settle the issue. And before we can agree or disagree with a claim, we
must understand it clearly. It makes no sense to say "I don't know what you are claiming,
but I deny it whatever it is." The crital thinker recognizes problematic claims, concepts,
and standards of evaluation, making sure that understanding precedes judgment.

Application: Teachers should encourage students to slow down and reflect before coming to
conclusions. When discussing an issue the teacher can ask students first, "Is the issue
clear? What do you need to know to settle the issue? What would someone who disagreed
with you say about the issuer Students should be encouraged to continually reformulate
the issue in light of new information. They should be encouraged to see how the first
statement of the issue or problem is rarely best (i.e., most accurate, clear, complete) and
that they are in the best position to settle questions only after they have developed as clear
a formulation as possible.

When discussing an issue, teacher: can have students ask themselves such questions
as: Do I understand the issue? Do I know how to settle it? Ham I stated it fairly? (Does
any formulation assume one answer is correct? Would eueryone inuolued accept this as a fair

Q)
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and accurate statement of the issue?) Are the ideas clear? Do I have to analyze any ideas?
Do I know when the terms apply and don't apply? AmI evaluating anything? What? Why?
What criteria should I use in the evaluation? What facts are relevant? How can I get the
evidence I need? The remodelled lesson, "Questions" focuses on this strategy.

When a claim is unclear, the class can discuss such questions ao: How can we know
whether or not this is true? What would it be like for this claim to be true? False? Do we
clearly understand the difference? What does this claim assume? What does this claim
imply? What does its opposite imply? Is there a clearer way to word this claim? Is there
a more accurate way to word it? Can it be rephrased? Do the different ways of putting it
say the same thing? Why would someone agree with this claim? Disagree? What evidence
would count for it? Against it? Are any ideas (words or phrases) unclear?

This strategy provides a way of remodelling lessons that focus on "Fact/ Opinion," and
or have vague passages of text.

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Do Me a Favor 84 Sojourner Truth 157
The Fountain of Youth 98 The U. S. Becomes a World Leader ... 165
`Yews 102 The Constitution 170
Questions 112 Looking Forward 176
Critical Thinking 123 Cool It 220
Spanish California 150

S-10 CLARIFYING IDEAS
Principle: Critical, independent thinking requires clarity of thought. A clear thinker under-

stands ideas, and knows what kind of evidence is required to justify applying a word or
phrase to a situation. The ability to supply a definition is not proof of understanding. One
must be able to supply clear, obvious examples, and to use the idea appropriately. In
contrast, for an unclear thinker, words float through themind unattached to clear, specific,
concrete cases. Different ideas are confused. Often the only criterion fbr the application
of a term is that the case in question 'seems like' an example. Irrelevant associations are
confused with what are necessary parts of the idea (e.g., "Love involves flowers and candle-
light.") Unclear thinkers lack independence of thought bc-ause they lack the ability to
analyze an idea, raid so critique its application.

Application: There are a number of techniques the teacher can use for clarifying ideas.
When introducing concepts, paraphrasing is often helpful for relating the new term

(word or phrase) to ideas students already understand. The teacher can also supply a range
of examples, allowing students to add to the list.
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When introducing or discussing an idea that is not within students' experience, the
teacher can use analogies which relate the idea to one with which students are familiar.
Students could then compare the ideas.

When discussing ideas with which students are familiar, we suggest that teachers
have students discuss clear examples of the idea, examples of the opposite idea (or
examples which are clearly not instances of the idea), and examples for which neither the
idea or its opposite are completely accurate (`border-line' cases). Have students compare
the facts relevant to deciding when the term and its opposite apply, and discuss the
implications of the idea and its opposite. Students could also discuss the implications of
the idea, and why people make a distinction between it and its opposite.

When clarifying an idea expressed by a phrase, rather than a single word, discuss cases
in which the phrase applies, instead of merely discussing the individual words. For
example, if clarifying the idea of a 'fair rules' though a general discussion of 'fairness' may
be helpful, the more specific idea 'fair rule' should be discussed.

For ideas that commonly have a lot of irrelevant associations, the teacher can have
students distinguish those associations which are logically related to the idea, from those
which are not. Have the class brainstorm ideas associated with the idea under discussion.
Then ask the students if they can imagine using the term for situations lacking this or that
listed idea. Students may see that many of their associations are not part of the concept.
They are left with a clearer understanding of what is relevant to the concept, and will be
less tempted to confuse mere association with the idea.

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Parts of Speech 72 Spanish California 150
The Fun They Had 76 Columbus 161

Jobs 79 Looking Forward 176

Do Me a Favor 84 Gandhi 182
The Lonely Silence 94 People Change the Earth 191

The Fountain of Youth 98 Birth of Modern Europe 208
Advertising 109 What's in the Bag 227
Critical Thinking 123 Rubber Bands 229
Beliefs 138 Ah Chute 237

Language 144 Making Models: The Atom 240

S-11 DEVELOPING CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION

Principle: Evaluation is fundamental to critical thinking. The critical thinker realizes that
expressing mere preference does not substitute for evaluating. Awareness of the process
of evaluating aids fairminded evaluation. This process requires the development and use
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of criteria. When developing criteria, critical thinkers should understand the object and
purpose of the evaluation, and what function the thing being evaluated is supposed to
serve. Critics t thinkers take into consideration different points of view when attempting
to evaluate something. They ask themselves "What, if anything, is a necessary part of the
criteria for evaluation?"

Application: Whenever students are evaluating something, the teacher can ask students what they
are evaluating, the purpose of the evaluation, and the criteria they used. If, for example,
a student says, "Oatmeal is a terrible breakfast," the teacher can ask for clarification (the
student is evaluating oatmeal, taste, for instance, may be one criterion). Criteria usually
presuppose a purpose of the object. With practice, students can see the importance of
developing clear criteria, and applying them consistently. When developing criteria,
rational discussion and reciprocity are more important than reaching consensus.

The class could discuss questions like the following: What are we evaluating? Why?
Why do we need an X? Name or describe some good Xvs. a bad X Why? What are the
differences? Given these reasons or differences, can we generalize and list criteria? Canwe
describe what to look for when judging an X? What does an X need to have or be like? Why?

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

The Fountain of Youth 98 The Constitution 170
News 102 People Change the Earth 191
Questions 112 Countries of Eastern Europe 196
The Cave 116 Rubber Bands 229
Scapegoat 119 Making Models: The Atom 240
Critical Thinking 123

S-12 EVALUATING SOURCE CREDIBILITY
Principle: Critical thinkers recognize the importance of using reliable sources of information

when formulating conclusions. They give less weight to sources which either lack a track
record of honesty, contradict each other on key questions, are not in a position to know, or
have a vested interest in selling a product or idea. Critical thinkers recognize when there
is more than one reasonable position to be taken on an issue; they compare alternative
sources of information, noting areas of agreement; they analyze questions to determine
whether or not the source is in a position to know; Pnd they gather information where
sources disagree.

Application: When the class is discussing an issue about which people disagree, the teacher can
encourage students to check a variety of sources stressing the importance of familiarizing
themselves with opposing points of view. This strategy can be used in history and news
lesson..
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The class can discuss the relevance of a source's past dependability, how to determine

whether a source is in a position to know, and how the motivations ofothers should be taken

into account when determining whether they are a credible source of information. The

teacher can ask the following questions: Is this person in aposition to know? (What would

someone need, to be in a position to know? What do we know about this person's experience?)

What does he claim about this issue? Where did he get his information? Is there reason to

doubt him? Has he been reliable in the past? Does he have anything to gain by convincing

others to see the issue as he does?

Finally, the teacher can use examples from the students personal experience (e.g.

trying to determine who started a fight at home or on the playground) and encourage
students to recognize the ways in which their own motivations can affect their interpreta-

tions.

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:

News
Countries of Eastern Europe

Page
102
196

S-13 RAISING AND PURSUING ROOT QUESTIONS

Principle: The critical thinker can pursue an issue in depth, covering relevant aspects, in an
extended process of thought or discussion. When reading a passage, she looks for issues

and ideas underlying the claims expressed. She comes to her own understanding of the

details she learns, placing them in the larger framework of the subject or her thought. She

can move between basic underlying ideas, and specific details. When pursuing a line of
thought, she is not continually dragged off subject. She uses important issues to organize

her thought, and is not bound by the organization given by another. Nor is she unduly
influenced by the language of another. If she finds that a set of categories or distinctions

is more appropriate than that suggested by another, she will use it. Recognizing that
categories serve human purposes, she uses those categories which best serve her purpose

at that time. She is not limited by accepted waysof doing things. She evaluates both goals

and how to achieve them.

Application: Each of the various subject areas has basic questions which it is developed to clarify

and settle. The teacher can use such questions to organize and unify details covered in the

subject. Perhaps more important are basic questions everyone faces about what people are

like, the nature of right and wrong, how we know things, and so on.

Texts fail to develop this trait of pursuing root questions by presenting preformulated
conclusions, categories, solutions, and ideals, by failing to raise crucial or thought
provoking issues (and so avoiding them), by suggesting a too limited discussion of them,
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by mixing questions relevant to different issues or by pursuing their objectives in a
confusing way. To rectify these problems, teachers need to provide opportunities for the
student to come to her own conclusions, construct her own categories, devise her own
solutions, and formulate her own ideals. They need to raise thought provoking issues,
allow extended discussion of them, and keep the discussion focussed, so that different
issues are identified, and appropriately dealt with. The students in turn, need to be clear
about the objectives, and to see themselves as accomplishing them in a fruitful way.

Rather than asking students to place objects intopre-existing categories, for instance,
the teacher can encourage students to form theirown cat- gories. (See S-/ ) Students can
then discuss the reasons they had for forming each category. When different students have
used different sets of categories to form groups, the teacher can ask such questions as:
When would this set of categories be most useful? When would that set be best? Why would
someone else make different groups?

When a :lass discusses rules, institutions, activities, or ideals, the teacher can
facilitate a discussion of their purposes, importance, or value. Students should be
encouraged to see institutions, for example, as a creation of people, designed to fulfill
certain functions, not as something that is just there.' They will be in a better position,
when they are adults, to see that it fulfills its goals. Or, for another example, ideals will
be better understood as requiring specificactions, instead of being mere slogans, if the class
discusses their value.

When the text avoids important issues related to or underlying the object of study, the
teacher or students could raise them, and discuss them at length. Studentscan go through
the assigned material, and possibly other resources, using the chosen issue or issues to
organize the details. This strategy can often be combined with dialogical or dialectical
discussion, clarifying basic issues or ideas, distinguishing relevant from irrelevant facts,
or evaluating actions, arguments, or basic assumptions. Socratic questioning, it should be
noted, typically raises root issues. (See the section on Socratic discussion.)

When the lesson does raise root questions, but has too few and scattered questions
regarding it, the teacher can pull out, rearrange, and add to the relevant questions,
integrating them into an extended, instead of fragmented, discussion.

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Jobs 79 The Consitution 170
Do Me a Favor 84 Gandhi 182
The Lonely Silence 94 The Soviet Union 186
The Scapegoat 119 People Change the Earth 191
The Fountain of Youth 98 Birth of Modern Europe 208
News 102 Cool It 220
Beliefs 138 Polar Ice Caps 225
Spanish California 150 What Kind of Biome 242
Sojouner Truth 157
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5-14 EVALUATING ARGUMENTS

Principle: Rather than carelessly agreeing or disagreeing with arguments based on their
preconceptions of what is true, critical thinkers use analytic tools to determine the relative
strengths and weaknesses of arguments. When analyzing arguments, critical thinkers
recognize the importance of asking, "What reasons support this conclusion? What would
someone who disagrees with this argument say? They are especially sensitive to the
strengths of arguments that they disagree with, recognizing the tendency of humans to
ignore, oversimplify, distort, or otherwise dismiss them. The critical thinker analyzes
questions and places conflicting arguments in opposition to one another, as a means of
highlighting key ideas, assumptions, implications, etc.

Application: Often texts claim to have students analyze and evaluate arguments, when all they
have them do is state preferences, and locate factual claims, with very limited discussion.
They fail to teach most techniques for analyzing and evaluating arguments. (See "How to
Use this Book")

Instead of asking students why they agree or disagree with an argument, the teacher
can ask, "Which argument do you think is strongest and why?" Students should be
encouraged to place arguments in opposition to one another. Ask, "What reasons are given?
What would someone who disagreed with this argument say?" Students should be
encouraged to argue back and forth, and modify their positions in light of the strengths of
others' positiohs. Students can become better able to evaluate arguments by familiarizing
themselves with, and practicing, specific analytic techniques such as making assumptions
explicit and evaluating them; clarifying issues, claims, and ideas; develcping criteria for
evaluation; recognizing contradictions; distinguishing relevant from irrelevant facts;
evaluating credibility; and exploring the implications of conclusions. (See these strate-
gies.) After extended discussion, have students state their final positions. Encourage them
to qualify their claims appropriately.

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

The Fountain of Youth 98 Critical Thinking 123
News 102 Sojourner Truth 157
Advertising 109 Columbus 161
The Cave 116 The U. S. Becomes a World Leader ... 165
The Scapegoat 119 Gandhi 182

5-15 GENERATING OR ASSESSING SOLUTIONS
Principle: Critical 7roblem solvers use everything available to them to find the best solution they

can. They evaluate solutions, not independently of, but in relatiou to one another (since
`best' implies a comparison). They have reflected on such questions as "What makes some

C4
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solutions better than others? What does the solution to this problem require?" But
alternative solutions are often not given, they must be generated or thought-up. Critical
thinkers must be creative thinkers as well; generating possible solutions in order to find
the best one. Very often a problem persists, not because we can't tell which available
solution is ben but because the best solution has not yet been made available; no one has
thought it up yet. Therefore, although critical thinkers use all available information
relevant to their problems, including the results of solutions others have used in similar
situations, they are flexible and imaginative, willing to try any good idea whether it has
been done before, or not.

Fairminded thinkers take into account the interests of everyone affected by the
problem and proposed solutions. They are more committed to finding the best solution,
than to getting their way.

Application: We recommend, first, that the teacher have students state the problem, if it has not
been done in, or called for by the text. Rather than simply asking students if a given
solution is good, the teacher could encourage an extended discussion of such questions as:
Does this solve the problem? How? What other solutions can you think of? What are their
advantages and disadvantages? Are we missing any relevant facts? (Is there anythingwe
need to find out before we can decide which solution is best?) What are the criteria for
judging solutions in this case? (How will we know ifa solution is a good one?) How do the
solutions compare with each other? Why? What are some bad ways of trying to solve the
problem? What is wrong with them? If this fact about the situation ware different, would
it change our choice of solutions? Why or why not?

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

The Scapegoat 119 People Change the Earth 191
Looking Forward 176 Cool It 220
Gandhi 182 Ah Chute 237

S-16 EVALUATING ACTIONS AND POLICIES
Principle: Critical thinking involves more than an analysis of clearly formulated instances of

reasoning; it involves analysis of behavior or policy and a recognition of the reasoning that
behavior or policy presupposes. When evaluating the behavior of themselves and others,
critical thinkers are conscious of the standards they use, so that these, too, can become
objects of evaluation. Critical thinkers are especially concerned with the consequences of
actions, and recognize these as fundamental to the standards for assessing both behavior
and policy.

Critical thinkers base their evaluations ofbehavi or on assumptions to which they have
rationally assented. They have reflected on such root questions as: What makes some
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actions right, others wrong? What rights do people have? How can I know when someone's
rights are being violated? Why respect people's rights? Why be good? Should I live
according to rules? If so, what rules? If not, how should I decide what to do? What policies
should be established and why?

Application: The teacher can encourage students to raise ethical questions about actions and
policies of themselves and others. Students can become more comfortable with the process
of evaluating, if Lney are given a number of opportunities to consider the following kinds
of questions: Why did x do this? What are the probable consequences of these actions? How
would you feel if someone acted this way toward you? Why? What reasons were your
evaluations based on? Might someone else use a different standard to evaluate? Why? Do
you think the action(s) were fair, smart, etc.? Why or why not?

Too often, history texts fail to have students evaluat the behavior and policies about
which they read. Texts often assume that the stilted reasons were the real reasons.
Sometimes texts describe behavior inconsistent with the stated intentions, yet fail to have
students discuss these inconsistencies. Students should evaluate the behavior of impor-
tant people of the past. Such evaluation can be enhanced by having interested students
report on the long-term consequences of past actions and policies. Future citizens of a
democracy need to develop their own sense of how leaders and countries should and
shouldn't behave.

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Do Me a Favor 84 Sojourner Truth 157
The Lonely Silence 94 The U. S. Becomes a World Leader ... 165
The Fountain of Youth 98 Gandhi 182
Spanish California 150

S-17 CLARIFYING OR CRITIQUING TEXTS
Principle: Critical thinkers read with a healthy skepticism. But they do not doubt or deny until

they understand. They clarify before they judge. They realize that everyone is capable of
making mistakes and being wrong, including authors of textbooks. They also realize that,
since everyone has a point of view, everyone sometimes leaves out some relevant
information. No two ataors would write the same book, or write from exactly the same
perspective. Furthermore, since a textbook is an introduction to the subject, it is not a
complete description of it. Therefore, critical readers recognize that reading a book is
reading one limited perspective on a subject, and that more can be learned by considering
other perspectives.

RG
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Application: Students should feel free to raise questions about materials they read. When a text is
ambiguous, vague, or misleading, teachers can raise such questions as: What does this
passage say? What does it imply? Assume? Is it clear? Does it contradict anything you know
or suspect to be true? How do you know? How could you find out? What might someone who
disagreed with it say? Does the text leave out relevant information? Does it favor one
perspective? Which? Why do you suppose it was written this way? How could we rewrite
this passage to make it clearer, fairer, or more accurate? (See clarifying issues and claims,
developing insightinto sociocentri city, refining generalizations, and distinguishing ideas.)

Students can evaluate unit, chapter, and section headings. "What is the main point in
this passage? What details does it give? What ideas do those details support, elaborateon,
justify? Is the heading accurate? Misleading? Couldyou suggest a better heading?"

Often passages which attempt to instill belief in important American ideals are too
vague to mean more than the idea that our ideals are important. Such passages could be
reread slowly, with much discussion. Such passages typically say that the ideals are
important or precious, that people from other countries with they had them or come here
to enjoy them, and 'io on.

The class could discuss questions like the following: Why is this right important? How
is this supposed to help people? Does not having this righthurt people? How? Why? Why
would someone try to prevent people from voting or speaking out? How could they? Why
would someone want to find out how people voted? Why is this precious? Why are these
rights emphasized? Do you have other rights? Whydoesn't the text (or Constitution) say the
you have the right to eat pickles? What are the differences between that right and those
mentioned? Does everyone believe in thisor want this? How do you know? Have you ever
heard anyone say that tyranny is the best kind ofgovernment, or free speech is bad? Why?
Is there a basic idea behind all of these rights? Why does the text say people have this
responsibility? How, exactly, does this help our country? Why do some people not do this?
What does it require of you? And how do you do that? Is it easy or hard? What else does
it mean you should do?

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:

Page Page
Do Me a Favor 84 The Soviet Union 186
The Scapegoat 119 Governments & Economic Systems ... 202
People and Earth 133 Birth of Modern Europe 208
Beliefs 138 Cool It 220
Language 144 What's in the Bag 227
Spanish California 150 Rubber Bands 229
The Constitution 170 Hair Keeps Animals Warm 244
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S-18 MAKING INTERDISCIPLINARY
CONNECTIONS

Principle: Though in some ways it is convenient to divide knowledge up into disciplines, the
division- re not absolute. The critical thinker doesn't allow the somewhat arbitiary
distinctio. between academic subjects to control his thinking. When considering issues
which transcend subjects, he brings relevant ideas, knowledge and insights from many
subjects to the analysis. He makes use of insights into one subject to inform his
understanding of other subjects. There are always connections between subjects (lan-
guage ane logic; history, geography, psychology, anthropology, physiology; politics, geog-
raphy, science, ecology; math, science, economics). To understand, say, reasons for the
American Revolution (historical question), insights from technology, geography, econom-
ics, philosophy, etc., can fruitfully apply.

Application: Any time another subject is relevant to the object of discussion, those insights can be
used and integrated. Some teachers time coverage of topics in different subjects so that the
topic is examined from the perspective of several subjects. (For example, studying aspects
of science when doing geography, ecology in social studies, scientific material in language
arts. Study of the news can combine with nearly every subject - language arts, social
studies, math, geography, science, health, etc.)

Socratic questioning can be used to make subject connections clear. The teacher can
use discussion of students' issues and problems to the show importance ofbringinginsights
from many subjects to bear. Students could compare how data is gathered and used in
different subjects.

The class could evaluate writing in their texts from a literary or composition stand-
point. "Given what you know about good writing, is this passage well written? Organized?
Interesting? Why or why not? How can it be improved? Is the quote used evocative? To the
point? How does it illustrate or enhance the point made?"

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

The Fountain of Youth 98 Weather 232
Language 144 Making Models: The Atom 240
Sojourner Truth 157 What Kind of Biome 242
Magnets 223
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S-19 PNCIAGINTa TN Qnri?Arrir nISPITS.S.101V

Principle: The critical thinker is nothing if not a questioner. The ability to question and probe
deeply, to get down to root ideas, to get beneath the mere appearance of things, is at the
very heart of the activity. And, as a questioner, she has many different kinds of questions
and moves available, and can foil .4,v up her questions appropriately. She can use
questioning techniques, not to make another look stupid, but to learn what he thinks,
helping him develop his ideas, or as a prelude to evaluating them. When confronted with
a new idea, she wants to understand it, to relate it to her experience, and to determine its
implications, consequences, and value. Probing questions are the tools by which these
goals are reached.

Furthermore, the critical thinker is comfortable being questioned. She doesn't become
offended, confused, or intimidated. She welcomes good questions, realizing that they help
her improve her ideas.

Application: Students, thtn, should develop the ability to go beyond the basic what and why
questions th. ire found in their native questioning impulses. To do this they need to
discover a variety of ways to put questions which probe the logic of what they are reading,
hearing , writirg, or thinking. They need Lo learn how to probe for and question
assumptions, judgments, inferences, apparent contradictions, or inconsistencies. They
need to learn how to question the relevance of what is presented, the evidence for and
against what is said, the way concepts are used, the implications of the position. We need
not only to question students, but to have them question each other, and themselves.

Schooling, therefore, should stimulate the student to question, and help make the
students comfortable when questioned, so that the questioning process is increasingly
valued and mastered. Questioning should be introduced in such a way that students come
to see it as an effective way to get at the heart of matters and to understand things from
different points of view. It should not be used to embarrass or negate students. It should
be part of an inquiry into issues of significance in an atmosphere of mutual support an''
cooperation.

The teacher should model Socratic questioning techniques, and use them often. Any
thouelt provoking questions can start a Socratic ..liscussion. To follow-up responses, use
questions like the following: Why? If that is so, what follows2 Are you assuming that...?
How do you know that? Is the point that you are making that.... or, ....? For example? Is
this an example of what you mean..., or this, ...? Can I summarize your poiro as...? What
is your reason for saying that? What do you mean when using this word? Is it possible that
...? Are there other ways of looking at it? How else couldwe view this matter? (For more
questions, see the section on Socratic discussion.)

To develop students' ability to use Socratic the teacher ccnId present an
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idea or passage to students, and have them brainstorm possible questions. For instance,
they could think of questions ask story or historical ohm deters, a famous person, or
personal hero, on a particular subject. Students can practice questioning in pairs, trading
the roles of questioner and quesfioned. The teacher may provide lists of possible initial
questions, and perhaps some follow-up questions. Students could also be allowed to
continue the discussion another day, after they've had time to think of questions they could
have asked but didn't. As students practice Socratic questioning, see it modelled, and learn
the language; skills, and insights of critical thinking, their mastery of questioning
techniques will increase.

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Parts of Speech 72 The Consitution 170
Jobs 79 Gandhi 182
News 102 The Soviet Union 186
Beliefs 138 People Change the Ea.-th 191
Language 144 Birth of Modern Eurcpe 208
Spanish California . 150 Rubber Bands 229
Sojourner Truth 157 Corny Comparison 235

S-20 PRACTICING DIALOGICAL 21-/INKING

''rinciple: Dialogical thinking refers to thinking that involves a dialogue or extended exchange
between different points of view, cognitive domains, or frames of reference. Whenever we
consider ideas or issues deeply, we naturally explore the connections of these ideas and
issues to other ideas and issues within different domains or points of view. The critical
thinker needs to be able to engage in fruitful, exploratory dialogue, proposing ideas,
probing roots, bringing subject-matter insights and evidence to bear, testing ideas, and
moving between various points ofview. When we think, we often engage in dialogue, either
inwardly or aloud with others. We need to integrate critical thinking skills into that
dialogue so that it is as fruitful as possible. Socratic questioning is one form of dialogical
thinking.

Application: In a Socratic transcript we examined, the teacher began with the root question "How
does your mind work?" and ended up exploring, through dialogical discussion, seemingly
diverse question such as "Why do you think that some people come to like some things and
some peo) seem to like different things? Where does per -onality come from? How can
your -,rents' personality get into you? Does your mind come to think at all the way the
chile, :uund you think? Do you decide whethAf you're good or bad? Are there some bad
people in this world? ...how are you supposed to figure out the difference between right and
wrong? . .how do you find out what's inside a person?"

The thinking of the class was moving up and back between different points of view
expressed in class while it crossed subject matter domains. iiy routinely raising root
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quest.i:,ns and root ideas in a classroom setting, multiple points of view get expressed and
the thinking proceeds, not in a predictable or straight- forward direction, but in a criss-
crossing, back-and-forth, movement. We continually encourage the students to explore
how what they think about 'x' relates to what they think about 'y' and `z' This necessarily
requires that the students thinkingmove back and forth between their own basic ideas and
those being presented the other students, between their own ideas and those expressed
in a book or story, be their own thinking, and their Gwn experience, between ideas
within one domain al ...lose in another, in short, between any two perspectives. This
dialogical process will sometimes become dialectical. Some ideas will clash or be
inconsistent with others. (See thinking dialectically.)

Texts come close to teaching dialogical thinking by having students discuss perspec-
tives other than that presented by their texts. Yet such discussion is simply tacked on; it
is not integrated with the rest of the material. Thus, the ideas are merely juxt, Jed, not
synthesized. Rather than separate activities or discussions about different perspectives,
the teacher can have students move back and forth between points of view, (What do the
environmentalists want? Why? Factory owners? Why? Workers? Why? Why do the
environmentalists think the factory owners are wrong? How could /do the factoryowners
respond to that? ... What beliefs do the sides have in common?)

Lesson plans i-, which the strategy is used:

Page Page
The Fun They Had 76 Columbus 161
Viewpoints 89 People Change the Earth 191
News 102 Governments & Economic Systems 202
The Cave 116 Birth of Modern Europe 208
The Scapegoat 119

S-21 PRACTICING DIALECTi CAL THINKING
Principle: Dialectical flunking refers to dialogical thinking conducted in order to test the

strengths and weaknesses of opposing points of view. Court trials and debates are
dialectical in nature. As soon as we begin to explore ideas we find that some clash or are
inconsistent with others. If we are to integrate our thinking, we need to assess which of
tue conflicting ideas we will provisionally accept and which we shall provisionally reject,
or, which parts of the views are strong, and which weak. The critical thinker needs to
develop dialectical reasoning skills, so that her thinking not only moves comfortably
between divergent points of view or lines of thought,but also can make some assessments
in light of the relative strengths and weaknesses of the evidence or reasoning presented.
Hence, when thinking dialectically, the critical thinker can use the micro- skills appropri-
ately.
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Appl cation: : Dialectical thinking can be practiced whenever two conflicting points of view, argu-
ments, or conclusions are under discussion. Stories and history lessons are especially
fruitful, here.

The teacher could have proponents of conflict:ag views argue their positions, and have
others evaluate different points. A dialogical discussion could be taped for !ater analysis
and evaluation. Or the teacher could inject evaluative questions into dialogical discussion.
Was that reason a good one? Why or why not? Does the other view have a good objection
to that reason? What? And the answer to that objecticn? To what evidence does each side
appeal? Is the evidence from both sides relevant? Questionable, or acceptable? Compare
the sources each side cites for its evidence. How can we know which of these conflicting
assumptions is best? Is there a way of reconciling these views? The evidence? What is this
side right about? The other side? Which of these ,iews is strongest? Why?

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

The Fountain of Youth 98 Looking Forward 176

Critical Thinking 123 Countries of Eastern Europe 196
The U. S. Becomes a World Leader ... 165 Governments & Economic Systems 202
The Constitution 170

S-22 DISTINGUISHING FACTS FROM IDEALS

Principle: Self-improvement and social improvement are presupposed values of critical thinking.
Critical thinking, therefore, requires an effort to see ourselves and others accurately. This
requires recognizing gaps between facts and ideals. '_ he fairminded thinker values truth
and consistency and hence works to minimize these gaps. The confusion of facts with ideals
prevents us from taking steps to minimize them. A critical education strives to highlight
discrepancies between facts and ideals, and proposes and evaluates methods for minimiz-
ing them.

Application: Since, when discussing our society, many texts consistently confuse ideals with facts,
the teacher can use them as objects of analysis. Ask, "Is this a fact or ar. ideal? Are things
always this way, or is this statement an expression of what people are kying to achieve? Are
these ideals yours? Why or why not? How have people attempted to achieve this ideal? When
did they not meet the ideal? Why? What problems did they have? How can we better achieve
these ideals? What ideals do we have today that are facts for some people, but not others?"
Students could rewrite misleading portions of text, making them more accurate.

F.,,imetimes, this strategy could take the form of refining generalizations. For example,
when considering the idea that Americans are free to choose the work or jobs they want,
the teacher could ask, "Can anyone choose any job he wants? Always? What, besides choice,
might affect what job someone has or gets? Would someone who looked like a bum be hired
as a salesman? Does this mean he doesn't have this freedom? Why or why not? What if there
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aren't enough openings for some kind of work? How can this claim be made more an.:urater

The teacher can facilitate a general discussion of the value of achieving lonsistency
of thought and action. Ask, "Have you ever thought something was true about yourself, but
acted in a way that was not consistent with your ideal? Did you see yourself differently then?
Did you make efforts to change the behavior? Is it good to have accurate beliefs about
yourself, and your country? ;My? Can anyone think of ways to be more consistent?"

Sometimes texts foster this confusion in students by asking questions most people
want to answer yes to, for example: Do you like to help others? Do you listen to what other
people have to say? Do you share things? Since most people do these things neither always
or never, and many of us can use some improvement, though few like to admit it, you might
consider rephrasing such questions. For example, ask, "When have you enjoyed helping
someone? When not? Why? Did you have to help that person? When is it hard to listen to
what someone else has to say? Why? Have you ever not wanted to shot (-)met:ting? Should
you have? Why or why not? If you didn't share, why didn't yon

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page

The Consitution 170
Governments & Economic Systems 202

S-23 INTEGRATING CRITICAL VOCABULARY

Principle: An essential requirement of critical thinkingis the ability to think about thinking. The
analytical vocabulary in the English language (such terms as s sum e ," i er ," elude ,'
`criteria,' point of view,' `relevance,' `issue,' `elaborate,' `ju:,tify,' `perspective,' `contradic.
tion,"credibility,"evidence,"interpret,"dis.'inguish') enables is to think more precisely
about our thinking. We are in abetter position to assess reasor ing our own, as well as that
of others) when we can use analytic vocabulary with accuracy and ease.

Amlication: Since most language is acquired by hearing words used in context, the teacher should
try to make critical terms part of his working vocabulary.

When students are reasoning or discussing the reasoning of others, the teacher can
encourage them to use critical vocabulary. New words are most easily learned and
remembered when they are clearly useful.

When introducing a term the teacher can speak in pairs of sentences: first, using the
critical vocabulary; then, rephrasing the sentence without the new term, e.g., "What facts
are relevant to this issue? What facts ought we to consider in deciuing this issue? What
information would we pay attention to?" The teacher can also rephrase students'
statements to incorporate the vocabulary.
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Lesson plans in which the strategy ii, used:
Page Page

The Fun They Had 76 Columbus 161

Viewpoints 89 The U. S. Becomes a World Leader 165
The Cave 116 Looking Forward 176
Critical Thinking 123 Countries of Eastern Europe 196
Spanish California 150 Birth of Modern Europe 208
Sojourner Trath 157 Cool It 220

S-24 DISTINGUISHING IDEAS

Principle: Critical thinkers distinguish between different senses of the same word, recognizing
the different implications of each. They understand that a writer's or speaker's purposes
determiae the ways he uses language. Critical thinkers recognize when two or more
concepts are similar or have an important relationship to one another, yet have different
meanings. They recognize the different implications of these words. They make clear
distinctions, and do not confuse (literally, 'fuse together') distinct ideas.

Application: Whenever a text, or discussion, uses one term in more than one sense, the teacher can
ask students to state how it is being used in each case, or have students paraphrase
sentences in which they occur. Then the teacher can ask students to generate examples
in which one, both, or neither meaning of the term applies. For example, students could
distinguish how they use the term 'work,' from how the scientist uses it.

When a text confuses two distinct ideas, students can clarify them. Students care
distinguish ideas by discussing the different applications and implications of the concepts.
Students could rewrite passages, making them clearer. For example, a social studies text
explains how 'consensus' means that everyone in the group has to agree to the decisions.
The teachers' notes then suggest discussion of an example wherein a group of children have
to make a decision, so they vote, and the majority gets its way. The example, though
intended to illustrate the idea of consensus, misses the point an confuses the two ideas.
The class could compare the two ideas, and so distinguish them. What did the text say
`consensus' means? What example does it give? Is this an example of everyone having to
agree? What is the difference? How could the example be changed to illustrate the term?

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Jobs 79 The Soviet Union 186
The Lonely Silence 94 Governments & Economic Systems ... 202
Beliefs 138 Rubber Bands 229
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R- 2A EXAMINEVG ASSUIPIPTIOI`ITS

Principle: We are in a better position to evaluate any reasoning or behavior when all of the
elements of that reasoning or behavior are made explicit. We base both our reasoning and
our behavior on beliefs we take for granted. We are often unaware of these assumptions.
Although assumptions can be either true or false, it is only by recognizing them that we can
evaluate them. Critical thinkers have a passion for truth, and for accepting the strongest
reasoning. Thus, they have a passion for seeking out and rejecting false assumptions. They
realize that everyone makes some questionable assumptions. They are willing to question,
and have others question, even their own most cherished assumptions. They consider
alternative assumptions. They base their acceptance or rejection of assumptions on their
rational scrutiny of them. They hold questir Able aosumptions with an appropriate degree
of tentativeness.

Independent thinkers evaluate assumptions for themselves, and do not simply accept
the assumptions of others, even those assumptions made by everyone they know.

Application: Teachers should encourage students to make assumptionsexplicit as often as possible.
Although it is valuable practice to have students make good assumptions explicit it is
especially important when assumptions are questionable. The teacher can ask, "Ifthis was
the evidence, and this the conclusion. what was assumed?"

There are no rules for determining when to have students evaluate assumptions.
Students should feel free to question and discuss any assumptions they suspect are
questionable or false. Students should also evaluate good assumptions. Doing so gives
them a contrast with poor assumptions.

The following are some of the probing questions teachers can use when a class
discusses the worth of an assualption: Why do people (did this person) make this
assumption? Have you ever mode thio assumption? What could be assumed, instead? Is
this belief true? Sometimes true? Seldom, true? Always false? (Ask for examples.) Can you
think of reasons for this belief? Against it? What, if anything, ran we conclude about this
assumption? What would we need to find out to be able io judge its How would someone
who makes this assumption act'

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Viewpoints 89 Spanish California 150
The Lonely Silence 94 Columbus 161
The Fountain of Youth 98 The Constitiiti on 170
Advertising 109 Governments & Economic Systems ... 202
Beliefs 138 Birth of Modern Europe 208
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R-21 Dr3711Nr-11-TTRI-Tuvri- RFT 'KIVA VT FRn214.
IRRELEVANT FACTS

Principle: Critical thinking requires sensitivity to the distinction I etween those facts that are
relevant to an issue and those which are not. Critical thinkers focus their attention on
relevant facts and do not let irrelevant considerations affect their conclusions. Further-
more, they recognize that a fact is only relevant or irrelevant in relation to an issue.
Information relevant to one problem lay not be relevant to another.

Application: When discussing an issue, solution to a problem, or when giving reasons for a
conclusion, students can practice limiting their remarks to facts which are relevant to the
issue, problem, or conclusion. Often students assume that all information given has to be
used to solve a problem. Life does not sort relevant from irrelevant information for us.
Teachers can encourage students to make a case for the relevance of their remarks, and
help them see when their remarks are irrelevant (How would this fact affect our
conclusion? If it were false would we have to change our conclusion? Why or why not?)

Students could read a chapter oftext or story with one or more issues in mind, and note
relevant details. Students could then share and discuss their lists.

Another technique for developing students' sensitivity to relevance, is to change an
issue and compare what was relevant to the first issue to what is relevant to the second.

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Do Me a Favor 7G Questions 112
Viewpoints 89 The Scapegoat 119
Advertising ... 109 Making Models: The Atom 240

S-27 MAKING PLAUSIBLE INFERENCES
Principle: Thinking critically involves the ability to reach sound conclusions based on observa-

tion and information. Critical thinkers distinguish their observations from their conclu-
sions. They look beyond the facts, to see what those facts imply. They know what the
concepts they use imply. They also distinguish cases in which they can only guess from
cases in which they can safely conclude. Critical thinkers' c cognize their tendency to make
inferences that support their own egocentric or sociocentric world views and are therefore
especially careful to evaluate inferences they make when their interests or desires are
involved. Remernbei, every interpretation is based on inference, and we interpret every
situation we are in.

Application: Teachers can ask students to make inferences based on a wide variety of statements
and actions. Students, for example, can make inferences from story titles and pictures,
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story characters' statements and actions, as well as their fellow students' statements and
actions.

Sometimes texts will describe details yet fail to make or have students make plausible
inferences. The class could discuss such passages. Or groups of students might suggest
possible inferences which the class as a whole could then discuss and evaluate.

Students should be encouraged to cistinguish their observations from inferences, and
sound inferences from unsound inferences, guesses, etc.

Teachers can have students give examples, from their experience, of inferring incor-
rectly, and encourage them to recognize situations in which they are most susceptible to
uncritical thought. The class can discuss ways in which theycan successfully minimize the
effects of irrationality in their lives.

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Jobs 79 Birth of Modern Europe 208
Language 144 What's in the Bag 227
Spanish California 150 Weather 232
Sojourner Truth 157

S-28 SUPPLYING EVIDENCE FOR A CONCLUSION
Principle: Critical thinkers, interested in the free exchange of ideas,are comfortable being asked

to describe the evidence on which their conclusions are based (rather than finding such
questions intimidating, confusing, or insulting). They value reaching con clusion s be sed on
sound reasoning (rather than, say, convenience or whim). They realize that unstated,
unknown reasons cen be neither communicated nor critiqued. They are able to cite
relevant and sufficient evidence to support their conclusions.

Application: When asking students to come to conclusions, the teacher should ask for their reasons.
(How do you know? Why do you think so? What evidence do you have? etc.) When the
reasons students supply are incomplete, the teacher may want to ask a series of probing
questions to elicit a fuller explanation of student reasoning (What other evidence do you
have? How do you know your evidence is true? What assumptionsare you making? Do you
have reason to think your assumptions are true? etc.)

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

The Fun They Had 76 Columbus 161
Language 144 Weather 232
Sojourner Truth 157
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R-20 RECOGNIZING CONTRADICTIONS
Principle: Consistency is a fundamental ideal of critical thinkers. Critical thinkers can recognize

when two claims are contradictory. They strive to remove contradic- tions from their
beliefs, and are wary of contradictions in others. Fairminded thinkers judge like cases in
like manner. Perhaps the most difficult form of consistency to achieve is that between word
and deed. Self-serving double standards are one of the most common problems in human
life. Children are in some sense aware of the importance of consistent: ("Why don't I get
to do what he gets to do?") They are frustrated by double-standards, yet are given little help
in getting insight into them and dealing with them.

Application: When discussing conflicting lines of reasoning, inconsistent versions of the same story,
or egocentric reasoning or behavior, the teacher can encourage students to practice
recognizing contradictions. (What does x say? What does y say? Could both maims be true?
Why o why not? If one is true, must the other be false?) The teacher may introduce the idea
of contradiction with a simple example, such as "Cana light be on and off at the same timer
After students have discussed similar examples, they could talk about how those examples
are like and unlike other contradictions (and apparent contradictions).

Sometimes language arts stories illustrate contradiction between what people say and
what they do. The teacher could use questions like the following: What did he say? What
did he do? Are the two consistent or contradictory? Why do you say so? What behavior would
have been consistent with his words? What words would have been consistent with his
behavior?

History texts often confuse stated reasons with reasons implied by behavior. For
example, some texts said that one of the major reasons the Mexican governmert abolished
the mission s:, stem in California was that it was cruel to Native Americans. The text then
mentioned several ways in which Native Americans were worse off after the missions
closed. Students could discuss such examples.

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page

Spanish California 150
Columbus 161

Countries of Eastern Europe 196

S-30 EXPLORING IMPLICATIONS AND
CONSEQUENCES

Principle: The critical thinker can take statements, recognize their implications (i.e. if x is true,
thee, y must also be true), and develop a fuller, more complete understanding of their
meaning. He realizes that to accept a statement he must also accept its implications. By
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following out the implications of subtle changes in a story, or instance of reasoning, critical
thinkers see how such changes can affect meaning, often in significant ways.

Application: The teacher can ask students to state the implications of material in student texts,
especially when the text materials lack clarity. The process can help students better
understand the meaning ofa passage. The teacher can suggest, or have studentssuggest,
changes in stories, and then ask students to state the implications of these changes and
coma ent on how they affect the meaning of the story. What does this imply I mean? If this
is true, what else must be true? What were, or would be, the consequences of this action,
policy, solution? Are the consequences desirable? Why or why not?

Teachers can have students explore the implications and consequences of their own
beliefs. During dialogical e,:changes, students can compare the implications of ideas from
different perspectives.

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

The Fun They Had 76 Spanish California 150
Jobs 79 Columbus 161
Do Me a Favor 84 Gandhi 182
The Lonely Silence 94 Countries of Eastern Europe 196
News 102 Government & Economic Systems .... 202
Advertising 109 Birth of Modern Europe 208
The Scapegoat 119 Cool It 220
People and Earth 133 Polar Ice Caps 225
Beliefs 138 Weather 232

S-31 REFINING GENERALIZATIONS
Principle: One of the strongest tendencies of the egocentric, uncritical mind is to see things in

terms of black and white, "all right" and "all wrong." Hence, beliefs which should be held
with varying degrees of certainty areheld as certain. Critical thinkers are sensitive to this
problem. They understand the relationship of evidence to belief and so qualify their
statements accordingly. The tentativeness of many of their beliefs is characterized by the
appropriate use of such qualifiers as 'highly likely,' probably,"not very likely,' 'highly
unlikely,' often,"usually,"seldom,"I doubt,"I suspect,' most,"many,' and 'some.'

Critical thinkers scrutinize generalizations, probe for possible exceptions, and then
use appropriate qualifications. The critical thinker is not only clear, but also exact or
precise.

Application: The teacher can encourage students to qualify their statements when they have
insufficient evidence to be certain. By asking for the evidence on which student claims are
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based, and encouraging students to recognize the possibility that alternative claims may
be true, the teacher can help students develop the habits of saying "I'm not sure,' and of
using appropriate probability qualifiers.

When generalizations are made or discussed, the teacher could ask students for
counter examples. The class can then suggest and evaluate more accurate formulations
of the claim. "Is this always the case? Can you think of a time when an x wasn't a y? Given
that example, how could we make the claim more accurate?" (Sometimes .... When this is
the case, that happens.... It seems that ....).

Lesson plans in which the strategy is used:
Page Page

Parts of Speech 72 People Change the Earth 191
The Lonely Silence 94 Countries of Eas),ern Europe 196
Language 144 The Birth of Modern Europe 208
Spanish California 150 Rubber Bands 229
Sojourner Truth 157 Ah Chute 237
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..1
The analytical vocabulary in the English
language, with such terms as 'assume', 'in-
fer', 'conclude', 'criteria', 'point of view',
'relevance', 'interpretation,' 'issue',
'contradiction', 'credibility', 'evidence',
'distinguish', enables us to think more
precisely about our thinking. -, /



Introduction

Introduction to
Remodelling
Language Arts
Lessons

Acritical thinking approach to language arts instruction, with its emphasis on helping students
understand the logic of what they study, can provide a strong unifying force in all of the basic
dimensions of the language arts curriculum: reading, writing, language, grammar, and apprecia-

tion of literature. It is rare to find this unifying stress in most language arts textbooks, unfortunately. As
a result, the emphases in reading, writing, language, grammar, and literature do not "add-up" in the minds
of students. They don't recognize common denominators between reading and writing. They don't grasp how
words in language have established uses and so can be used precisely or imprecisely, clearly or vaguely. Their
lack of understanding of language in turn undermines their clarity of thought when reading and writing. By
the same token, grammar seems to students to be nothing more than an arbitrary set of rules. They don't
generally come to learn how the basic functions of parts of speech dovetail with basic functions in reading
and writing.

Proper instruction in critical reading helps students to write critically, and both of these reinforce the
need to analyze critically the uses of words and phrases. Grammar itself, though it sometimes contains
arbitrary rules and conventions, has a basic logic to it that can give students additional insights into reading,
writing, and language. Let's consider each of these dimensions individually.

Reading
Reading is or -n taught as if it were simply the mechanical skill of saying written words aloud or to

oneself. In fact, reading is a critical thinking process by means of which we constructively i fer the meaning
of what we read. The expression critical reading is in fact redundant. Students need to grasp as soon as
possible the logic of reading: how it involves entering into an imagined dialogue with (.he writer, asking and
answering questions that help us construct intended meanings as we relate them to our own thoughts and
experiences.

R
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Writing, like reading, is often approached as if it were essentially the mechanical skills of tracing or
forming characters, letters, and words with a pen or pencil, using capitals and periods, indenting
paragraphs, etc But of course, like reading, writing is in the p. per sense a critical thinkingprocess by which
we express or communicate meanings in graphic form. Writing tends to be 'practiced' by copying sentences,
completing or writing sentences; seldom by writing paragraphs or essays. Most writing practice has no real
purpose. Students need to grasp as soon as possible the logic of writing: huw it involves selecting possible
meanings and expressing them with sensitivity to whether our intend- audience will be able to understand
what we mean from what we said.

This presupposes that we learn to distinguish between sentences which are clear and precise and those
which are vague and imprecise. It presupposes that we develop sensitivity to what our sentences imply and
assume, when they are inco,tsiete-t other sentences, when we need to give an example to illustrate oil*
meaning, when we need to elaborate or support our meaning in some way, how we can best show the structure
of our ideas.

Language
Lang" 'ge, like reading and writing, should be taught as ht. ring a logic, as being a set or system of

symbols that need to be used it a more or less uniform way to convey our meaning. Frown the outset, students
need to develop a sensitivity to clarity and precision of Innguage usage. They need to learn that we always
have a choice within language of a variety of relatc.3 words, each of which has nuances that distinguish it
from other words.

Grammar
Grammar, like reading, writing, and language in general, has a logic which, when understood, helps us

use language to convey clear and precise meanings more erre -tively. For example, the basic grammatical
structure of a sentence correlates we" with the structure of a clear communication. There must be someining
that we know ourselves to be talking about (the subject), and something that we say about :t (the predicate).
As we add more words to qualify the subject or the predicate, we make the sentence more precise and specific.
All parts of speech can be trz2.4rstood as que:iers of the subject or the predicate. Students can understand
them at -,vices for making clearer either what we are talking about, or what we say about it.

As students understand the logic of grammar, they can use that understanding to grasp better the logic
of reading, writing, and language in general. All four aspects - reading, writing, grammar, and language -
have structure that can be understood better if we learn what it is to be clear and precise in the construction
of meanings. The intellectual standards of clarity and precision should be integrated into all language arts
instruction. They help to unify that instruction, making it more effective. Students then begir ti) recognize
early that they can command language rather than to be mastered by it. that they can use it to accomplish
their purposes and ends. They learn to recognize that this command cores through respecting the rich less
of resources available in the grammar and words of a language.

Literature
As soon as possible, literature should be approached as writing that expr :saes ideas that are of

significant interest, that require us to think reflectively, to compare our own experiences with the imagined
experiences of others, to be a'nusec3, and to learn about ourselves and others. Unfortunately, most of the
reading material available to most tetIchers lacks literary worth. Stories are often bland, and filled with
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unrealistic and underdeveloped characters. Tt is difficult to teach appreciation of literature without good
literature.

Occasionally, however, readers haws lively, interesting selecti "ns. These should be taken full advant.ge
of. Teacher's notes often fall short of doing so. They present studeniz with the main point of the selection,
rather than having students discover it for themselves. Supplying the theme, or key concepts undermines
students' confidence in their ability to thank for themselves. Sometimes, text writers mistake the main point
of selections, further confusing students.

Whatever the quality of selections, we ;-elieve students can best develop their sense of good vs. poor
literature by frequently evaluating what they read. We encourage teachers to question students about
particular selections (Did you like it? Was it interesting? Were the characters realistic?); literary devises
(Why did the author choo, 1 this point of view rather than another? What would have been lost by using
another? Would anything have been gt. zed? Why was flashback used? What effect did it have? Could that
effect have been achieved otherwise?), as well as periodically comparing selections read over time (Which
were your favorites? Least favorites? What did the favorites have (lack) that makes you prefer them?) The
teacher could make an interdisciplinary connection by having students evaluate other writings (other texts,
books used for research, books read for interest, news articles).

When providing discussion questions for individual selections, texts often sca' ter the questions thereby
discouraging extended purposeful discussion of tae value of the author's ideas. Tio.el;crs notes will
recommend a question or two on key issues, then move on to some other questions, occasionally touching on
and then abandoning the basic question.. Arcughout the lesson. Students don't p' sue the ideas at length,
bring the various aspects into discussion, or organize their thoughts into a coherent whole. They are left -pith
idea fragments, rather than a clear whole picture. We recommend that discussion questions be reordered
to bring together questions on like topics, and that discussion be extended.

Texts often begin fostering dialogical thought by having students consider stories from points of view
other than the narrator. We reccmmend, again, that such discussions be extended and integrated hito
discussion of the main point. Students can then gain a fuller idea of each perspective, by comparing, anda
more fairminded view of the main issue, by assessing, reconciling, and integrating the various perspectives.

A similar fragmentation of discussion occurs %rich questions asking students to describe story charac-
ters. Usually the questions ask students to descrioe or evaluate characters based on single actions. They
do not require students to put the pieces together and de -elop a complete integrated description which takes
all of the behavior and character's inner world into account. Such treatment leads to fragmentation and
superficial understanding of characterization.

Texts often inadvertently foster separation of operational vs. representational beliefs by setting up
unreasonably false ideals and then leading students to condemn characters who fail to liveup to them. 'rods
often oversimplify situations, problems, and issues. Kindness, goodness, patience, and generosity Are
presented as easy trr,.-.is to acquire. Texts fail to address reasons for being otherwise, and the difficulty of
change.
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711 _ _,. _ AtiSpeechParts of o
Language Arts - 4th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The sti: tents will:

through Socratic discussion, exercise independent thought to discover the logic of sentence structure
and parts of speech for themselves

begin to recognize parts of speech by understanding their functions within sentences
avoid the oversimplified view of no, s presented in their texts

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
The first lesson, "The Two Parts of a Sentence," starts with a chart that divides three

simple sentences into subject and predicate. The discussion explains that the subject tells
who or what the sentence is about, and the predicate tells what the subject does or is. After
this clarification, the class dees oral and written exercises dividing sentences into subject and
predicate.

In the second lesson, "Nouns," students use the 'test questions,' "Do you see the .2 Do
you see two...?" to identify nouns. They are told that any word which has ° ingular and plural
forms which can complete the test st.atences is a noun. They are asked how they could test
a word to see whether or not it is a noun; to give plurals for a list of singular nouns; to use
singular nouns in the subject to complete sentences; to use plural nouns in the subject to
complete sentences (first orally, then in writing.) The other parts (,f speech lessons occur in
later lessons spread throughout the text.

from Exploring in English 4 by John S. Hand, et al.
Laidlaw Brothers. (. 1975. pp. h6- 58,132 -133, T15,
'1'79.

Critique I

We have broken up the critique and remodel into two parts, one for each original lesson. The first
teaches `subject/predicate,' the s did introduces parts of speedo.

Oiir approach to grammar encourages students to recognize the underlying logic of grammar. This
logic dovetails well with the writing skills needed to construct a grammatical sentence, a paragraph, or a well
organized, logically progressive essay. These same skills also establish or reinforce the thought patterns
necessary for en' ical thought. We believe, in other words, that well designed grammatical instruction can
re-enforce critical thinking principles, and vice versa.

Dividing sentences into subject am! pi :dicate is an excellent starting point for analyi ing sentence
structure and parts of speech. Since the class examines whole sentences, they must observe the relationships
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between the subject and predicate to divide the sentences. This division also builds a foundation for later
distinctionsbetween parts of speech, because every word or phrase we add to the sentence modifies some other
word in either the subject or the predicate. Furthermore, division of .entences into subject and predicate cai,
help students clarify claims.

The main weakness in this lesson is that it doesn't allow students work through the logic of the
subject/predicate relationship for themselves. The lesson arts with a chart that breaks three simple
sentences into two parts, clearly labeled subject and predicate. Students get the labels first, and then have
those labels defined and illustrated. We recommend that this process 1-a rovcrsed. Students could first
uncover the subject/predicate pattern, and then learn the appropriate laWls,

The following lesson plan is a specific example of what we mean by fostering understanding of
grammatical logic, rather than mere orizing mechanical recognition processes. If the student discovers these
grammatical distinctions for herself, we increase her understanding and encourage her to think for herself.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-/ exercising independent thought
S-29 engaging in Socratic discussion
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN I

Before opening the book to this lesson, the class can conduct an exercise that not only
uncovers the subject/predicate relationship, but also uses the focus of the sentence as the
basic unit of grammar. The teacher could write a simple sentence on the board. A good first
sentence would be a simple subject and intransitive verb like, "Birds sing." To encourage
analysis of the main sentence parts, the teacher could ask questions like: Which word tells
you what is being talked about? Which word tells what is being done? S./

Have students divide a few more sentences, each one a little longer. If this process bogs
down, the teacher could model the distinction for a few sentences until some students catch
on. Keep questioning as go, to stin.alate clarification through dialogue. S-19 When the
distinction has becom 3 clear, the class will be ready for the subject/predicate exercise in the
text (pp. 104-105).

After working through the lessen in the text, retum to the simple sentences on the boa; d.
Take the original example, "Birds sing." Ask students questions like: How can we make the
sentence longer? What words can we add to this sentence? How can we make it give us more
information? How can we make this sentence tell us more about the birds and their singing?
What does each addition tell us about? What question does each answer? Which birds? What
about their singing? Singing what? Singing how? How does adding these words change the
meaning of the sentence? If students need help, give them some examples like, "We could say,
`Blue birds sing.' o- Tlue birds sLig when they are happy.'" Show them how additional words
make the sentence more precise, by excluding some possibilities.

R
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i Subject Predicate
Birds sing.
Blue birds sing.
Three blue birds sing.
Three blue birds sing together.
Three blue birds sing together on the roof.

A s Jach word or phrase is added, ask questions like, "What does the new word tell us about?
(The birds. The subject. It tells us what color the birds are.) What does the word 'three' tell
us? (More about the birds. More about the subject. How many birds there are.) What word
does the word 'together' explain, about the birds, or about their singing? (Sing. The predicate.
It tells something about how they sang, whht.th-,y were doing when they sang.) What does this
phrase modify? (The predicate. Sing. It tells where he birds sang.)

If the class exhaustively expands .4 couple of the sentences in this manner, it will become
clear to them that every word or phrase they add to the basic sentence modifies either the
subject or the predicate. Every additional word or phrase makes the sentence more precise.
This activity also sets the foundation for later lessons teaching specific parts of speech. The
teacher could strengthen student compreh"nsion of the logic of grammar by comparing the
logic of sentences to that of a well constructed paragraph or essay. S-7

Critique II

The second lesson starts to teach the parts of speech in a fragmented, mechanical way that weakens
the unit's original focus. Instead ofbuildingon the function ofnouns within the sentence, it reduces the subject
to a mechanical two sentence test that makes the definition of 'noun' too narrow to be generally useful. The
other parts of speech lessons are scattered through the text. Every one or two units, students cover another
part of speech. Unfortunately, this tends to add to the fragmentedquality of th e parts of speech lessons. Each
part of speech is taught in isolation, as a feature of individual words, rather than in 'elation to one another,
as a feature of function.

This lesson emphasizes repetition over understanding, by simply havir ,unents repeat the test.
Students need to learn to distinguish parts of speech, not memorize a rule. Giv Ong them practice describing
and using the test does not foster the alai- :ty to make the distinction, or understand the concepts 'noun,' or
'parts of speech,' in terms that make sense to the student. Again, it turns a skill of understanding in a
mechanical skill.

The test itself is misleading, since not all nouns satisfy the conditions it sets. More importantly, part
of speech is not a characteristic of words themselves, but of their function within a sentence. Furthermore,
by only pointing out those nouns which are in the subject, the lesson fosters the idea that nouns occur only
in the subject. Instead, students should learn to identify nouns wherever they occur. We recommend, then,
that the teacher model the distinction (ex olained below) and correct students mistakes when they try 1`..o apply
it.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-6 avoking oversimplification
S-10 clarifying ideas
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S-21 refining generalizations
S-/ exercising independent thought

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN II

Begin the lessoa with 15 or so sentences on the board. (They could be the students',
sentences students find in books, your own, or some combination. Some should have two or
more nouns. Both singular and plural forms should be represented, as well as nouns
functioning as objects or in prepositional phrases, thus avoiding the idea that nouns function
only as subjects. S-6) Put the headings "Nouns" and "not Nouns" to the side.

Explain that the class will learn about one kind of word, or part of speech. Model the
concept 'noun' for the class by underlining nouns, and crossing out the other words, for five
or so sentences, explaining, as you go, "In this sentence, this is a noun. This is not." Then
have the students help you make the lists under the headings, telling you which words to put
under :ach and why they think each word belongs there. S-10 Students should begin to say
such tl, irigs as, "That is the thing that is being talked about. That is the word that is doing
or being done to is the sentence. (Nouns) That is what the subject does. (Verbs) That tells
us the color of the subject. That tells us more about the subject. (Adjectives)" Have the class
find the rest of the nouns in the list of sentences, If they fail to correct each others' mistakes,
draw their attention to them. Whenever possible, compare the words in question to similar
words already grouped. (You may want to allow students to put proper nouns with nouns
without correction. You may also want to supply some of the names of the other parts of
speech without emphasizing them.)

Students may then think of more nouns for the noun list, o; look through their writings
or books for examples. It might be fruitful to stress the flexibility of words. Use sentences
wherein the same word functions as two different parts of speech. Have students look up
words that each function as more than one part of speech. Students could then list different
uses of each.

When students have had sufficient practice, the class may discuss whet nouns have in
common. Encourage them to test their generalizations by trying to find counter-examples,
and, if necessary, revising their claims. S-31 In some cases their generalizations may be
nearly always true. If so, this could be pointed out. If they make a serious mistake which
they fail to correct, you may want to supply a counter-example. (When the class has covered
other parts of spe ach, you may want to have them repeat this discussion.)

The teacher could put sentences on theboard which are missin gnouns and have students
discuss what words could and couldn't be used to complete them and why. S-1

Students could be required to bring a list of at least five more sentences with the nouns
marked, as an assignment. The lesson could be extended by having students see if they can
group the words in the 'not noun' list.

R3
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The Fun They Had
(Language Arts - 4th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

exercise independent thought by determining the story's main point for themselves
practice fairm;ndedness b y shifting to an unfamiliar perspective to clarify and contrast their

concepts of and attitudes toward `school,' teacher,' and book' with that of the characters
use critical vocabulary such as `infer,' assume,"perspective,' Lnd 'conclude'
explore the consequences that a person's place in time has on his perspective

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstrwt
This science-fiction story is about Margie and Tommy, two children living in the year

2155, who discover an old book about school in the 20th century. Although Margie finds the
old says strange, she is envious of the fun students used to have learning from human
teachers instead of machines, and being with other children instead of alone at home.

The .'sson begins with a discussion of what it means to be 'old-fashioned.' Students then
read the story and make inferences from context clues. Among the inference questions, are
ones which require them to figure out the meanings of invented terms. Other questions
require students to agree or disagree with story characters' statements, relate their own
feelings about events in the story, and locate details. After the story has been reread,
students review with the teacher what schools of the past were like, answer questions about
the story (distinguishing when answers are stated or implied), and debate whether schools
of the future will be super' -'r to present schools. Some activities focus on categorizing the
story as science fiction.

from Lanterns, Marjorie Seddon Johnson, et al.
American Book Co. 1977. pp. 24c-32b

Critique

The main strength of this lesson lies in using material which encourages students to take another
point of view. Also, so- e of the questions develop critical thought by requiring students to make inferences
from dory details. The text questions, however, miss the point of the story, and distract students from
considering it.

Confusion
The discussion of the concept `old- fashioned' is ill-timed at best. Even if that were the key concept of

the story, discussing it at the beginning takes a lot of the punch out of the story. The lesson 'Concept', "What
is up-to-date now may seem old-fashioned in the future," misses the point. The story is less about old-
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fashionedness than about how Margie's attitude about our kind of schools differs from that of many students
today. It is a story about difrerences in perspective.

Some of the inference/conclusion questions and suggested answers are misleading. For instance,
when Margie has too hard a time with her geography, her parents call a repay nan who examines the teacher
and fixes it. One section has teachers ask, "In 2155, when pupils don't learn what they are supposed to, who
is blamed, the pupils or the teacher? (the teacher) How do you know? (The inspector is sent for to fix the teacher.
Margie isn't scolded.) " The inference that when students of the future do poorly in school, they are not held
responsible, is &surd. Had nnthing wrong been found with the machine, Margie would have been held
responsible. The teacher was simply the first place to look.

The text asks students how they can tell that the teacher is a machine, and answers that it is inferred,
when, in fact, it is directly stated. Similarly, the answer to the question, "Why do you `hick the inspector thinks
Margie will do fine? " is given explicitly in the text.

Missed opportunities
The text fails to take full advantage of the strengths of the story, and many of the suggested questions.

First, it doesn't have students explore Margie's point, of view, or compare it to their own. It doesn't have
students analyze key concepts in the story, such as 'school,' or 'good teacher.' The story also provides an
opportunity for discussion of the relationship between experience, perspective, and use of language. The
characters use a number of expressions such as 'regular book,' differently than we do. Such uses of language
could be used to develop students awareness of how different experiences lead to differences in what is
considered `regular,' normal,"comical; or 'weird.'

In many instances, students could learn or practice using critical vocabulary. The exercises which
require students to distinguish whether a fact is stated or unstated, is a missed opportunity to Lave them
practice using 'inference.' Students can also use critical vocabulary to make the reasoning involved in the
inferences, and the beliefs of the characters more explicit.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-/ exercising independent thought
S-3 exercising fairmindedness/reciprocity
S -'0 clarifying ideas
S-20 practicing dialogical thinking
S-2.3 using critical vocabulary
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
S-28 supplying evidence for a conclusion

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

When students have read the story through once, the teacher can begin the lesson by
ask:: 3 such questions as, "What is the s .y about? What is the author's point? S-/ What
idea is he trying to get across? What is the point of view of the main character?" When
discussing Margie's perspective, use questions like the following: What facts does Margie
think about when she thinks about schools of the past? What does she ignore? Whf.tt,ct:ncepts
or ideas are important to her? Are they the same as or different than the concepts you find
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most important? How accurate is Margie's view? Defend your answer. Do you agree that
you are luckier than Margi'' Why or why not? Have students compare their own and
Margie's assumptions, experiences, inferences, and values. How could someone argue that
Margie's school is better than our schools? Worse? S-3

To further explore Margie's Perspective, students could discuss words from the story,
such as `book,' teacher,' etc. S-10 Consider asking, "What is Margie's idea of a good teacher?
What qualities should a teacher have? What surprised Margie about teachers of the past?
Why? What are the advantages and disadvantages of human vs. machine teachers: How is
Margie's idea of what 'school' means different from yours? Alike? Does Margie really have
`school,' or should it be called something else? Why?" S-20

The class could also discuss differences between how the characters talk about school
and teachers, and their own expressions, e.g., 'my teacher is broken' vs. `rn:,, teacher is sick,'
`regular book,' revlar teacher,' funny schools,' 'have school today,' `go to school,' etc, S-10
Students could discuss why the children in the story use terms differently than they do. S-
30

The class could discuss Margie's values. F instance, though she thinks th at her teacher
is better, she thinks old schools are better because of the chance to be with other children.
Learning is not the most important part of school to her. Students could expand discussion
about the superiority of working with other students.

The teacher using the inference onestions provided in the text could have students
practice using such terms as `infer,' assume,' and 'conclude.' S-23 (For example, "Why did
Margie assume that human teachers taught in children's homes? Was this fact stated or
implied? Why did the repairman conclude that Margie would do better?")

/fusing the 'Comprehension Skills' section at the end, the teacher couldask students to
support those answer. not stated in the story, and explain their reasoning. S-28

Macro-practice is almost always more im-
portant than micro-drill. We need to be
continually vigilant against the mis-
guided tendency to fragment, atomize,
mechanize, and proceduralize thinking.
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I L!'!VU'S
(Language Arts - 4th Grade)

For original lesson, see appendix.

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

learn to construct a logically progressive composition by adhering to a basic theme ,opic
explore and clarify the eelationship between a society and the work generated by that society
through Socratic discussion, distinguish between different concepts of 'work,' 'job,' and 'chore'
discuss the requirements of a clear, well ordered paper, thereby exercising independent thought

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
This composition unit consists offour lesson plans grouped around the concept 'jobs.' For

the first, students read an Tadian chant listing trades open to male adult Kwakiute Indians
of British Columbia and Vancouver, Canada. The text suggests that the class discuss
parents' jobs and then paint or make a collage mural depicting jobs.

For the second lesson, students read a poem about a father and child taking care of their
cal. The text asks students to discuss and act out what they would have to do to accomplish
a specific task.

For the third lesson, students read suggested interview questions, and divide into groups
to plan and execute i:terviews with adult." about their jobs.

Finally, students study two pictures of housework; one set in the present and one set in
the future. The class is asked to discuss and write about the differences between a job as it
is done now and how it might be done in the future.

from Exploring in English 4 by John S. Hand, et al.
Laidlaw Brothers, © 1975. pp. 28-35 r31-33. Used
with permission.

Critique I
We chose one of this text's several composition units Lelmuse of the intimate connection between

writing and thinking skills. A student's ability to think critically is clearly reflected in his writing, and
improved by writing practice. The critical thinker learns to incorporate the answers to questions which
critical readers wculd ask, and can use writ' ig to explore a, I analyze a subject. Though not all composition
assignments need focus explicitly on critical thinking, we believe that at least one should do so. The
argumentative essay is one form this can take; the analytical essay, another.

Tlw original unit (in fact, all of the composition units in this text) fails to maximize the critical thinking
potential inherent in classroom writing development. Little writing is done, no rewriting. The discussions
are not related to each other. More than one concept of 'job' :s used, yet; the concepts are not distinguished
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or their relationships explored. The word `job' is used, though 'work' would better fit all of the topics covered.
There are many ways to better unify this unit to include active exercises in critical thought. One

possibility combines a heavier emphasis on the logical progression of a composition and stronger questioning
within class discussion to stimulate independent critical thought about and analysis of jobs or work. We
recommend that the first three lessons each emphasize an aspect of the concept, and the last synthesize them
into a well structured composition. Each of our critiques and remodels covers one lesson.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-19 engaging in Socratic discussion
S-/ exorcising independent thought
S-27 making plausible inferences
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
S-13 raising and pursuing root questions
5-8 developing one's perspective

PRAcnnFILLED LESSON PLANI
In our remodel, we suggest that each lesson produce a separate paragraph which will be

unified into a single composition analyzing the concept `job' or 'work.' The addition of more
writing practice to this four part unit would unify the remodelled unit's objectives of
emphasLing Socratic discussion, clarifying ideas, and fostering independent thou_ ;ht with
writing development practice. The class discussion times could be used to generate student
discussion of specific aspects of the concept 'work' S-19 Student contributions could be listed
on the hoard during discussion to emphasize the process of topic analysis. A copy of this list
could be provided to the child for reference. This copy could enable students to build their
writing assignments on the basis of theirown active participation in the discussion. S-/ It
could also encourage parent participation, by providing a take home guideline for the
assignment. If students understand the objective of the remodelled un they will be better
prepared to combine the separate assignments. Before they start to write the individual
assignments they could establish a 'theme' statement or question to guide them in writing
their short paragraphs.

A sample set of discussion/assignments could be: Lesson : What is work? Why is it
important to society? Lesson 2: What is my experience of wor'e How is it important to me?
How do I feel about it? Lesson 3: What kind of work is done by adults I know? How do they
feel about it?

Here are some specific suggestions for possible text related questions which could trigger
student participation: Why do these people do these kinds of work? What does this tell you
about the way these Indians live? S-/ What other work do you think these Indians do? How
did tiley get their food, and shelter? For whom do they work? 5-27 The teacher could have
students compile a list of modern jobs they know of, and ask questions like the following:
What does this list tell us about our society? 5-30 Where do we get our food and shelter? S-
13 How many jobs are there between a member of the ,,ribe and his food source? Between
you and your food source? What do most of their jobs have to do with? Do mo -si, of our jobs
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have to do with providing necessities? Students could raise other points of comparison
between the list in the chant and jobs in our society. 8-8

The teacher might point to specific jobs on the lists and ask questions like the following:
What has to be done in this job? Why? What did the person who does this job have to learn
before she could do it? What would happen if this job weren't done? E-30 What other jobs
does it depend on? What other jobs depend on this job?

This type of discussion should generate multiple possibilities for writing assignments.

I

Critique II

The sense of `job' used in the second lesson i5 synonymous with 'chore.' To add greater unity to the
disparate parts of this units, students could clarify the different senses and terms, and relate them to their
own experiences. This section could be focussed on students' work.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-10 clarifying ideas
S-24 distinguishing ideas

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN II

The teacher could start the discussion list with students clarifications of the concepts
lob,"works' and 'chore.' Here are some trigger questions. What is a job? Work? Is work the
same thing as a job? How about chores? Hcw are work, jobs and chores the same? Different?
What are the opposites of work, jobs and chores? If I say that you have such and such a job,
what does that imply? &10 What do you think of when you think of the word 'job?' Do you
have to get paid, for i to be a job? (Explore other related concepts: boss, pay, salary, wages,
vacation.) Do most jobs finish an entire action from start to finish or are they just a part of
a whole job? Are chores jobs? Is homework a job? What completed jobs are homework or
chores a part of? Relating the discussion to jobs or work that students do gives them a chance
to apply this part of the unit to specific examples from their own experience. It also allows
them to compare how the word is used in each lesson. 8-24

The writing assignment for this section could be fog the students to write about another
kind of work; a `job' they do, why, and what they think about it, or how chores relate to other
forms of work.

Critique III
This lesson, on interviewing adults, is a little too detailed. Too much is done for the student. Giving

students a list of questions for an interview eliminates the need to think up interview questions. The text,
doesn't encourage students to prepare follow up questions. Also, the interview and questions have no guiding
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purpose, do not fit into the rest of the unit. The way 'job' is used in this lesson in the most generally used
meaning work done for an employer for pay.

strategies Used to Remodel
S-13 raising and pursuing root questions
S-/ exercising independent thought

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN III

This section presents an excellent opportunity to explore adult attitudes about jobs' or
`work.' S-13 The groups could make their own lists of discussion questions to outline an
interviewbased paragraph. S-/ The initial discussion could be used to shift the focus of the
assignment awrg from the question list in the text and towards an interview that would
support the class discussions for this unit. For instance, sharing interviews on topics like
"What does work mean to your or "What makes ajob a good job? could provide the class with
several views. The class, as a whole, could compare different perspectives on the concepts.

If locating an adult who is willing to be interviewed proves difficult, the students could
interview each other or pick a related aspect of the concept on to write research.

Critique IV

This lesson (on housework in the future) doesn't sum up previous lessons. Its scope is too narrow to
synthesize the material discussed about jobs.' 'Work' or 'chore' fits the material better than 'job' does. In the
original text it was the only opportunity for any writing practice.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-/ exercising independent thought
S-30 exploring implications and consequences

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN IV

To meet the objectives of our suggested unit remodel, we need this section of the unit for
synthesizing the three short assignments into a complete composition. The teacher coulduse
this class time to discuss what students would have to do to their individual paragraphs to
rewrite them into a solid, logically progressive piece of writing. Some discussion questions
could be: How can you turn your paragraphs into an essay? S-/ How wouldyou do that? Why
would that suggestion help? 5.30 What is each section about? How are the sections related?
What is your essay about? How would a reader know what it was about? What belongs in
an opening paragraph? How does each paragraph relate to the rest of the essay? What can
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you do to each paragraph to fit it with the others? How should you end your essay? Etc.
The students could use the ideas from the above discussion to rewrite their original

paragraphs so that they flow from one topic to the next, and write opening and closing
paragraphs. With these outlines, students could rewrite their compositions with unity,
clarity, illustration by -specific example, and other specific writing development skills in
mind.

Peer proof reading would be especially valuable here because it would help the writer
and the reader clarify what elements are necessary for a well written paper. Perhaps groups
of two or three could read each other's rough drafts before a final rewrite. It might even be
helpful to have students hand in both rough and final copies to trace their thought processes
and detect individual writing weaknesses. Similar units could be used later in the year for
further development.

Consistency is a fundamental ideal of
critical thinkers. Critical thinkers can
recognize when two claims are contradic-
tory. Thoy strive 'to remove contradic-
tions from their beliefs, and artl wary of
contradictions in others.
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Do Me a Favor I

(Language Arts - 4th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

, isolate, clarify and pursue root issues regarding the exchanging of favors
clarify such ideas as 'favor,' `fairness,' selfishness; and 'generosity' through Socratic questioning
examine the assumptions of the main characters, and how they affect each characters' actions
distinguish facts relevant and irrelevant to key issues
evaluate the main characters' actions
exercise reciprocity by considering issues and claims from the perspectives of the various characters
recognize key differences between plays and other forms of literature

ORIGINAT LESSON PLAN
IP 'Ziet

btudents read a play about favors done and owed. Liza keeps a memo-book in which
she records favors she does and :eceives. In the beginning of the play, she agrees to take
a baby- sitting job for Karen, to whom she owes a favor. When her mother reminds her of
a previous commitment, she demands that her brother, Hooker, baby-sit ("Hooker, you
have to baby-sit with Bobby Winters this all -noon."), in return for a favor he owes her.
Hooker had plans to hike to see the first day of an archeological dig with his friend Neil,
but finally agrees to baby-sit. Then, when the girls' various commitments for the dayare
car .;elled, they decide that, since Hooker didn't baby-sit, he should repay his favor to Liza
by taking the girls on the hike. When Liza demands the favor, Hooker convinces Liza to
stop using her book. The children agree that favors will no longer be 'owed,' but done for
friendship's sake.

Teachers' text develops the 'nncept' that "People should do each other favors out of
friendship and not because they would like a favor in return." Many questions review the
complex sets of causes and effects (favors returned because owed, plans changed because
other plans changed, etc.) Others require discussion of the play format. The comprehen-
sion skills are cause and effect, prediction, and characterization.

from, Lanterns. Marjorie Seddon Johnson,
et al. American Book Co. 1977. pp. 90c-105b.

Critique

We chose this lesson for its focus on favors and friendship. The main issues raised in the play are
important, and are problems within most students' experience. The lesson, however, suffers from two basic
flaws: it oversimplifies complicated issues and contains a mish-mash of relevant and irrelevant questions.
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Oversimplification
The play itself sets up a false dilemma, which the text questions do nothing to critique: Always agree

to do favors without concern for inconvenience or whether you will ever be repaid, or be selfish, petty, and
dictatorial, demanding favor for favor, insisting on being paid back no matter what the circumstances.
Students are led to the 'Concept' quoted above, and led "to see that friendship may entail helping whenever
necessary - without expecting anything in return." The text treats this statement as equivalent to the 'Concept,'
though expecting a favor is not equivalent to doing favors in order to get favors. Throughout, both the play
and teacher's notes unfairly push the idea that turning down a request is selfish. Besides violating students
autonomy of thought, such treatment ignores a number of other reasonable positions.

In the text's view, any concern with being taken advantage of (for instance, continually doing favors,
yet having your requests for favors repeatedly turned down) is selfishness. The text (like Liza) takes the
phrase 'expect a favor in return' too literally, by associating it with Liza and her memo-book. One can expect
that, having done favors for another, one can count on the other to do favors, without keeping track of every
favor, or demanding a one-for-one return. Students who have grappled with the problem of one-sidedness
shouldn't be made to feel selfish. Students should have a chance to express a range of responses to such issues
as, "When should I do favors for others? Do people ever owe each other favors?"

Putting the issue in all or nothing terms leads the text to ignore important aspects present, though
unexplored, in the play. For example, when Liza asks Hooker to baby-sit, she asks him to give up a hike to
the first day of an archeological dig; a special, once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. There are, after all, big favors
and little favors. In this case, she may have been asking too much. Students could discuss details which might
reasonably influence a judgment about what favors should be done or returned, and evaluate Liza's literal
interpretations of such expressions as: I owe you one; any time you need a favor, etc.

Also, the text questions fail to have students distinguish Liza's views or record-keeping from her
obnoxious manner. Her behavior :a consistently dictatorial. She demands obedience, rather than lsking for
favors. ("Hooker Forbes, you listen to me! ... Not so fast! ... We want to go to Indian Mounds, too.... You owe
me a favor, Hooker Forb2s. And I demand that you pay me back now. Right now.") The idea that favors should
be two-way is unfairly associated with her manner.

Students do not discuss the resolution. Liza gave up keeping her book after Hooker got Karen to admit
that intention to repay a favor should be accepted as equivalent to having repaid it. Neither this idea nor its
possible relevance (or irrelevance) to the agreement to forget about 'owing favors' are discussed. Hence,
related issues, confused in the play, are not sorted out by the text questions.

Some of the characterization questions oversimplify understanding and evaluation of characters.
They usually ask about one action, and sometimes ask students to infer qualities. Explaining a character
requires using many details, and understanding the totality behind the details. ("What was the difference
between the way Liza felt and the way Hooker felt? Liza was angry. Hooker didn't care." Here, the answers
shed no light on the characters. "Who is more thoughtful, Karen or Liza? (Karen) Why? (Karen came to explain
the change in situation right sway. Liza just ran of without explaining Hooker 's involvement.)" Here, students
are encouraged to make an inference based on insufficient evidence.)

Unintegrated discussion
Rather than pursuing issues surrounding favors (and, perhaps, having a discussion about the play

format), the text questions jump around. The numerous irrelevant, trivial questions take time away from
exploration of the important, real issues. Such questions include the following: What made Liza run into the
kitchen? (Rather than asking every possible question about cause and effect, the questioner should stick with
those necessary to understanding the plot or the isst.as.) Did you ever have two things to do at the same time?

Cl 3
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Do you ever make lists or write notes to help you remember things? Can you think of any occasions when you
changed your plans and it forced someone else to change theirs? Why did Karen panic? Liza? Why does the
fact that Liza and Karen are Junior Scouts prove they won't slow up Hooker and Neil? Have students discuss
the skills learned in scouting.

These questions are mixed with relevant questions. Students do not pursue the main issues in an
integrated discussion, but occasionally touch on and then abandon the basic and related issues. Opinions on
a number of issues are requested, but the ideas are not related to the main issues, nor are positions followed
up. Questions don't search for reasons or underlying principles.

We suggest then, that the class more thoroughly, systematically, and fairmindedly explore the issues
raised by the play.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-/ exercising independent thought
S-10 clarifying ideas
5-13 raising and pursuing root issues
S-4 exploring thoughts underlying feelings
S-26 distinguishing relevant from irrelevant facts
S-6 avoiding oversimplification
S-9 clarifying issues and claims
5-16 evaluating actions and policies
S-3 exercising reciprocity/fairmindedness
S-29 recognizing contradictions
S-17 clarifying or critiquing text
S-30 exploring implications and consequences

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

We have divided the remodel into the following sections: 1) Introduction; 2) Finding the
main issues; 3)Exploringthe issues and avoiding oversimplification; and 4) Discussion of the
type of literature.

1) Introduction
Rather than beginning (as in the original) with a discussion offriendship, before reading

the play, consider asking, "From the title, what is this piece about? S-/ What is a favor? S-
10 How do favors differ from orders, demands, obligations, etc.? Why do people do favors?
Does asking for or doing favors ever cause problems? What? Why?"

2) Finding the main issues
Then, when the play has been read, have students recap the story. (Here, the teacher

could use some of the 'cause and effect' questions from the original.) Use questions like the
following to have students state the issues between, and basic positions of, the main
characters: What is this play about? S-/ What point is the author trying to make? What
issues are raised between the main characters? S-13 When does Liza get mad at Hooker?
Why? What does her anger here tell us about her attitudes and beliefs? S-4 When does
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Hooker get mad at Liza? Why? What do his anger and annoyance tell us about his attitudes
and beliefs? What do you think are the most important issues raised by this play?

When students reread the play, they can note details relevant to the main issues they
formulated and the reasoning of the main characters. S-26 Students who want to focus on
different issues, could form groups to discuss the issues of their choice. Or students could
write issues as headings, and list relevant details underneath.

3) Exploring the issues and avoiding oversimplification S-13
To help students focus on the factors relevant to understanding and evaluating positicns

taken in the play, have students use the details in the play and their experience to clarify the
main concepts or ideas. S-6

If the main claims or issues turn, for example, on the idea of the reasonableness of the
various requests (or expectations) of the main characters, those concepts could be clarified,
by having students list all of the favors mentioned in the story. For each, ask whether it was
a reasonable request or expectation. Have students explain their answers. S-10 Have them
group the favors as reasonable, unreasonable, borderline, and disputed. (Students could also
propose and categorize variations, e.g., "If Liza had asked nicely ...," "If Hooker wasn't doing
anything ...," "I once felt...," etc.)

Or, if the issues as stated by students, have to do with selfishness and generosity, have
students similarly group the characters' reactions to requests made of them.

To further clarify the key concepts, students can discuss the factors they find relevant
to their judgments. S-9 "What do the groups (made above) have in common? How do they
differ? Why is this example in that group? Why is that fact relevant?" Such a discussion could
become a dialectical discussion if more than one point of view is expressed. If so, students
could be paired or put in small groups for discussion, and main positions or points made could
be shared with the rest of the class.

Questions like the following can also be used, to help students relate the issues to their
own experiences: S-13 Who do people ask for favors? How do you feel about asking for favors?
Doingfavors? Always? Sometimes? Never? Have you ever been refused a favor? Why? Have
you ever refused to do a favor? Why? Is it sometimes OK to not do somebody a favor? When?
Why, or why not? Have you ever felt that someone owed you a favor? Tha t you owed someone?
Why or why not? S-6

The class could describe and evaluate the actions or reasoning of the main characters at
various points in the play. S-16 Use questions like the following: What do you think of Liza's
(Hooker's) behavior in this scene? Why? What words apply to her behavior? Why? What,
if anything, should she have done differently? (For each response, ask: If she had done this
instead, what would ylu think of her behavior here?) What reasons could she give in her
defense? S-3 Why might she think this way? Is this behavior consistent or inconsistent with
the rest of her behavior? S-29

The teacher could also use the following questions from the text when appropriate: S-
13 Do you think Liza felt good about doing favors for people? (or rephrase as "How do you
think Liza felt about doing favors?") Do you think that Hooker was being selfish or ungrateful
in not wanting to pay back Liza's favor? Why did Liza promise to do Karen a favor? Why did
Liza's brother refuse to baby-sit? What made Hooker say "Boy, you have to be careful what you
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say to her"? What kind of person do you think Hooker is? Why? What find of a person would
demand that a favor be paid back? Why did Liza put the memo pad in her pocket?

The class could also be asked whether they find the characters and their actions realistic.
Have them support their claims. S-17

4) Dibeussion of the type of literature S-13
The teacher could also have students discuss the type of literature this piece is, and the

format of plays. Ask, "What kind of writing is this? How do you know? What do you know
about plays? What do all plays have in common? Why?" S-/ Have students compare plays
to other forms of writing with questions like the following: S-30 How are plays different from
stories? How did you know Liza's and Hooker's thoughts, attitudes, and feelings? How do
learn about these aspects of characters in stories? What are the differences between how
stories and plays affect the reader? When might it be best to write in the play format? Story
format? Discuss at length. The following questions from the original lesson could also be
used: Have you ever gone to a play and been given a program? What is usually listed in a
program? Why do you think playwrights divide their plays into acts?

Though everyone is both egocentric and
critical (or fairminded) to some extent,
the purpose of education in critical think-
ing is to help students move away from
egocentricity, toward increasingly criti-
cal thought.
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Viewpoints
(Language Arts - 4th Grade)

For original lesson, see appendix.

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

examine the assumptions underlying various viewpoints
use reciprocity to gain insight, into opposing viewpoints, to better understand and learn from them
distinguish relevant from irrelevant facts used within various viewpoints
engage in dialogical discussions about particular points of view

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
This lessen on viewpoints has two parts. First, the teacher reads aloud a story entitled

"The Blind Men and the elephant," about six blind men who each feel a different part of an
elephant, and come to different conclusions about it. Students are asked the following
questions: Why do people Olen feel that their opinions are the right ones? How can this
attitude keep people from learning mcre about a subject? What advice would you give to an
opinionated person? Do you think he would listen? How do you react to a person who won't
listen to what you have to say? Do you always listen to what others have to say? Do you try
to understand another person's viewpoint? Do you try to understand why he has a different
point of view?

An extension suggests six blindfolded students feel different parts of an object. Each
writes two sentences describing it, which they read aloud. Then the teacher lists several
incomplete sentences to encourage students to express different viewpoints, e.g., "In my
opinion, one way each one of us can contribute to a better world is..." The teacher points out
that answers to questions like "Which color sweater do you like best?" are purely opinion,
there is no right or wrong answer.

In the second part, students read a short piece of nonsensical verse in which a bat and
a pup disagree about whether the world is upside-down OT the bat merely sees it that way.
Students then distinguish two meanings for the word 'viewpoint' Place from which one can
look at something; attitude of mind. Next, students read and discuss a dialogue in which five
different viewpoints about rain are expressed. Students are expected to recognize that the
blind men's opinions about the elephant differed because each had different information; the
people in the dialogue, differedbecause each had different plans for the day. Students discuss
three other subjects (school holiday, pet dog, bedtime) and say what they believe the
viewpoints of different people would be. The teacher then leads students to see that when
arguments occur, they should attempt to understand the viewpoints of all people concerned.

from Language and How to Use It 4 Andrew
Schiller, et al. Scott, Foresman, and Co. ©1973 pp.
162-165 Reprinted by permission of the publisher.
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Critique I

Introduction
The subject of these lessons is valuable for teaching students to think critically by encouraging them

to try to understand their own viewpointsas well as the viewpoints of others. The topic of viewpoints is very
important, with implications for the academic and personal lives of the students.

Everyone has a unique perspective, or set of beliefs, parts of which are personal and unique to each
individual, and parts of which are shared. No one is aware of all of his viewpoint, and rarely knows how he
got it. No viewpoint is complete and perfectly consistent, it can always be improved. Since every viewpoint
has some inconsistencies and contradictions, people have a tendency to compartmentalize their viewpoints,
so inconsistencies and contradictions rarely conflict. Many of people's contradictions are between the beliefs
they espouse and those they act upon.

Beliefs have a logic. One's viewpoint is not a collection of separate beliefs, but is a system of beliefs
(see the section, "Socratic Discussion"). Each belief hasa place in a viewpoint. Each presupposes some beliefs
and implies others. Understanding a beliefmeans understanding its assumptions and implications - the
system of beliefs of which it is a part. Although we often disagree with viewpoints that we do not understand,
we cannot justifiably do so. Before we can disagree we must know what we are disagreeing with. The
viewpoints of others, even if we find we cannot wholly agree with them, probably have some merits, some
strengths, that we could use to supplement, strengthen, and enrich our own. When trying to understand
another viewpoint, we should try to understand why the other thinks differently.

The stories in these lessons do provide some insights into the subject, but in many ways they are
inadequate. By failing to be more thorough, the text misses the opportunity to fully develop the idea of
viewpoints and how they affect reasoning. They mainly focus on two reasons for differences in viewpoints:
different information, as in the elephant story, and 'personal reasons' (e.g., different plans and intentions),
as in the rainy day dialogue. These kinds of reasons superficially address the topic, and are not the best for
developing key insights, confronting problems of clashofperspective, and finding strategies to deal with them.
The lessons don't address connections between beliefs. Nowhere do they address evaluating beliefs or systems
of beliefs.

Elephant Story
The story of the elephant and the blind men makes a fair beginning, as it focuses on an important

source of disagreement different information (and stubbornness). However, unlike most cases of conflicting
viewpoints, the story doesn ot adequately exemplify the ways in which interest, prejudice,and viewpoint often
affect the selection, identification and interpretation of information, nor do the questions help focus on these
tendencies. We tend to protect our viewpoints by onlyconsidering the strongest information in their support,
while not seeing information which may weaken them. Conversely, regarding viewpoints to which we are
opposed, we often look for their weakest support, while not seeing the strongest. Thus, we often do not have
enough information because we do not want it, and fail to recognize alternative interpreta- tions of it. Unlike
most cases, which require weighing of interpretations, judging of credibility, and so on, t_ e blind men need
only put the facts together. Also, the situation of the blind men and the elephant is too unlike most situations
involving lack of information; students are unlikely to transfer the insight to themselves. The original
questions in the teachers' notes (quoted in the abstract) call for yes or -no answers from students. The way
they are phrased encourages students to give the 'good person' answer, rather than having students discuss
times when and reasons why they often fail to live up to the ideals emphasized in the lesson.

The discussions suggested in this lesson's extention could be improved. Discussion of the first three
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sentence fragments, (In my opinion, one way each of us can contribute to a better world is Adults can learn
something from children by.... When juding someone else, it is important to....) could expose the logic of the
beliefs expressed, looking for compatibilities and inconsistencies between various answers.

The last three suggested statements (If I were an umpire at a baseball game, my hardest job would
be.... When I look at the summer sky I see.... The most attractive color for a sweater is....) are statements about
the speaker and idiosyncratic. As the text points out, "... many answers are purely opinion. :mere is no 'right'
or or better' or 'worse' judgment." Preference statements allow for little or no rational discussion or
assessment. Thq subject of umpires' experiences could be used to illustrate conflicts arising from differing
viewpoints (umpires as against players and fans of each team), leading students to explore the way in which
points of view, purpose, and self interest can affect the responses of different people to un.pires' calls. The
others could be used to help students distinguish types of issues. The teacher using this lesson should be
careful of the "fact/opinion distinction" implicit in these lessons.

The critique of the second lesson follows the remodel of the first.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-25 examining assumptions
S-2 developing insight into ego/sociocentricity
S-3 exercising fairmindednesa 'reciprocity
S-26 distinguishing relevant from irrelevant facts
S-20 practicing dialogical thinking
S-23 using critical vocabulary

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN I

The remodelled lesson plan has been divided into three sections: 1) focuses on problems
with information, 2) applies insights gained to students' lives and thought, 3) (Lesson plan
H) considers actual or imagined situations of confl;ct arising from different points of view,
examining and assessing assumptions which may be made in each perspective.

1) Information and differing viewpoints
After reading the first story, the teacher could supplement the questions from the

original (in italics) .'ith a few others: Did any of the six blind men give an accurate description
of an elephant? Why not? In what way was each man's description partly right? What could
the men have accurately said? What was each assuming? S-25 How could the men have
helped one another to *see" the elephant? Why weren't they likely to do so? Why did the men
disagree? The assumptions could be discussed at length. "Do people often make assumptions
similar to those made by the men in the story? Why?" S-2 Students could also discuss times
they thought they had the whole story, but after learning more, changed their conclusions
about an event or situation.

2) Applying insights
To encourage students to apply the above insights to their own lives and experiences, the

teacher could have them tell about a time two people interpreted the same situation
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differently. `What were the interpretations? Why were they different? Can they be
reconciled? How? Why not?" If necessary, provide an example like the following: One
morning I come in, and am very unfriendly to everyone. What might you conclude? Discuss
how different points of view affected conclusions. Have students make assumptions explicit.
S-25

For an extension of the first lesson, the teacher can substitute different sentences for
those in the, book. It would be helpful if the class has already had discussions which brought
out different perspectives or if there are school or class issues or problems to discuss.
Evaluative statements provide for good topics. Students could also discuss the claims from
an opposing view. S-3 Students could point out specific points of agreement or
disagreement, and tell how many viewpoints were expressed. Have students find assump-
tions in the various points of view. S-25 Studentscould also be asked to identify information
supporting assumptions and viewpoints, as well as suggest information that may nave be -I
left out. S-26 Students could write and share their responses and engage in extended
discussion. S-20 The class could be split into discussion groups to maximize participation
and allow students choice of 'issue. The teacher could have students record or take notes on
their discussions for analysis later.

Using the recordings or notes, students could give complete statements of perspectives
with which they disagree. S-3 (This activity can be discussed later, and any difficulties
students experienced shared.) Students can co-erect any misconceptions of their own ideas.
They could then categorize the kinds of points of disagreement (contradictory factual claims,
incompleteness of facts, questions of relevance, values, relative importance of different
values, preferences, problems with words or ideas). Some students may went to map out
viewpoints showing the connections between different beliefs in a perspective. (These facts
and this assumption led to this conclusion. That conclusion and this other belief led to this
other conclusion....) S-23 Some students may find ways to reconcile some of the differences.
If so, these ,:ould be discussed and evaluated. Students may want to speculate on some of the
reasons for their disagreements.

Critique II
Viewpoints

As with the elephant story, the discussion about the rainy afternoon fails to get at the root of the
problem since agreement is neither necessary nor of any significance. On the other hand, two of the subjects
at the end of the lesson the pet dog and bedtime are better for our purposes, as they do illustrate vast
differences in viewpoint in situations requiring agreement or resolution. This activity could more fruitfully
foster critical insight (especially how interest affects viewpoints and evaluation of other's views) by extending
the discussion to greater length, encouraging students to incorporate others' perspectives, evaluate argu-
ments, etc. Other situations involving differingviewpoints could also be discussed, but should include some
amount of conflict and not merely casual disagreement.

The explanation section recommends that the teacher lead students to two generalizations about
conflicting viewpoints: people disagree because ofpersonal attitudes and because of incomplete information.
Both of these do contribute to conflicting viewpoints, but the list oversimplifies the problem. A viewpoint will
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often influence which information we look for, which facts we will emphasize or downplay, accept or reject.
Students could be encouraged to recognize the tendency to select evidence which supports their perspective,
while discounting evidence which may weaken it. The subjects at the end of the lesson (pet dog, for example),
can be used to illustrate this. The facts which a parent may consider in deciding whether to get a dog, may
seem irrelevant to the child. Self-interest often interferes with a fair consideration of the other's point of view.

The text doesn't talk about what to do besides "impartially weighing the viewpoints of all concerned."
Again, this is fine, as far as it goes, but is insufficient. The text gives no guidance or practice in impartially
weighing viewpoints. Students do not assess information, or the ways information could be interpreted.
Superficially, students are asked to consider different viewpoints (at the end) but instruction could be made
more explicit by probing and evaluating the assumptions, reconciling differences, and looking for and using
more complete information.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-2 developing insight into ego/sociocentricity
S-27 making plausible inferences
S-/ exercising independent thought

REMODELLED LESSON H

3) Conflicts and difficulties in listening
Although many conflicts are obviously based on a lack of information, there are other

bases for disagreement. It is not always easy to getboth sides in a conflict to agree as to what
is relevant to the conflict. For example, a child doesn't want to go to bed, but the child's
parents do want him to go to bed. For the parents to tell the child he has school in the morning,
may not seem relevant to the child. To foster insights into the children's egocentricity, the
teacher could extend the last activity of the last lesson. S-2 Students might use role-playing
to bring out parents', neighbors', and siblings' views on the subjects given. S-27 The class
can describe the perspectives at length, again, comparing similarities and differences
between different beliefs expressed, and discuss possible reasons for these differences.

The discussion in the first lesson can be used here, supplemented with students'
experiences in giving opposing views during this activity, and that in section 2. These
questions have been taken from the explanation section #1 of the original (quoted in the
abstract) and rephrased to foster independent thinking, and extend discussion. S-/ Why is
it sometime hard to listen? Why do people have diff arent viewpoints? (Encourage multiple
responses.) Why is it often hard to understand another's view? When have you found it the
hardest to listen sympathetically to other viewpoints? Why? S-2

The lessons could be further extended with a discussion of how people often share many
views with people around them. What beliefs do you share with your friends but not your
parents? Parents but not friends? What do you share with both that other people from other
places don't share. If the class has students of more than one culture, this discussion could
be especially fruitful.
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The Lonely Silence
(Language Arts - 5th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

exercise in? pendent thought by discussing the story's main theme
evaluate the main character's actions
explore the thoughts underlying the feelings of the main character as well as examine the

assumptions that may contribute to those thoughts
exercise reciprocity by considering why characters may have felt or acted as they did
clarify and distinguish the ideas 'disabled' and 'handicapped,' and explore the ways in which some

of the characters are, or may be considered, disabled or handicapped
discuss the sociocentricity of the assumption that difference deserves ridicule
explore the main character's rationalizations that she uses to justify some of her actions

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
The focal point of this lesson is a story about a young girl whose parents are deaf-mutes.

The girl, Bina, teased about her parents when younger, is ashamed of them, anddetermined
that her present friends won't learn about them. When she learns her mother is planning
a party for her, she becomes angry and afraid, argues with her mother, and storms out of the
house. Later, at the hospital where she is a candystriper, shesees a little boy, Carl, also deaf
and dumb. He is scared because he doesn'tknow where his mother is, and no one else knows
sign language. At first Bina tries to ignore him for fear ofgivingaway her secret. Just before
leaving for the day she changes her mind and calms him down by signing to him. When the
nurse is impressed by her and her parents, Bina realizes that she has been more handicapped
by her fears than her parents have been by their deafness.

Students first discuss self-pity, and then read the story. The skills of prediction and
characterization are emphasized.

from Moments by Marjorie Seddon Johnson, et al.
©1977 American Book Company. pp. 178c-191b.

Critique

We chose this lesson because it provides fruitful material for having students practice evaluating
actions, and discussing an example of emotional conflict. Although the specific events are not applicable to
most students, the theme of being disabled by false beliefs is. Students should learn to see the ways that their
beliefs affect their actions, sometimes harmfully.
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Although the text takes advantage of the story to ask a few thought-provoking questions, it doesn't
go far enough in exploring what is going on inside Bina. The text also 'misses the opportunity to have students
discuss the difficulty and importance of confronting difficult problems like Bina's; Bina's self-serving thoughts
while she tried to ignore Carl; the sociocentricity of the children's attitudes (for example, the assumption:
Differences deserve ridicule.)

Oversimplification
The wording of many questions and suggested answers lead one to believe Bina's very character

undergoes several drastic changes. [Why did Bina hesitate before ringing the bell?... What does this tell you
about the kind of person Bina was? (considerate) In what way was Bina like the first-graders when she spoke
sharply to her mother? (She was inconsiderate and cruel.) What does this tell you about how Bina and her
mother differ in the way they approach problems? (Bina avoids problems; her mother wants to deal with them.)
What could you tell about Bina of you read that she would not help Carl? (She thought about herself before
she thought about others; she was being selfish.) What words could you use to describe Bina when she refused
to help Carl? (selfish, uncaring, unkind) What words could you use to describe Bina after she helped Carl?
(unselfish, compassionate, kind, caring) ] At the end of the story, she does not so much change from a selfish
person to a compassionate one, as solves a deep-seated emotional conflict which had prevented her from
consistently displayingher consideration and compassion. By callingher selfish when she tries to ignore Carl,
the text ignores the conflict (which is clear in the story), that she experiences. Though called uncaring, she
cares deeply, and was obviously upset.

The problem, in part, arises from the text's confusion between evaluating actions and evaluating
people. It is unfair to make judgmt its about a person's character based solely on a few actions in the worst
of situations. Though her treatment of her mother during their argument and her initial refusal to help Carl
were unkind, it is unfair to call her cruel and selfish, especially considering how torn she was when her
behavior was at its worst. In part, the problem with the questions is that, though many ask about h er feelings,
none are followed up with discussions of why she felt as she did. Nor does the text have students 'add up' the
various pieces of information about Bina.

Unrealistic Expectations
Most of the questions and suggested answers ignore the trauma Bina has carried, and the conflict she

experiences. Though one question asks students whether sometimes people don't help others because they
are afraid, rather than selfish, the questions and answers about Bina contain harsh judgments about her
character at the points in the story where she is most torn by conflict.

The text's conclusions set up an unrealistic idt .1 by downplaying the difficulty of helping Carl, as
though one can simply shrug off strong fear and longstanding shame in a moment. (Among the positive words
used to describe her at the end of the story is the striking absence of the word 'brave.') Students should not
be misled into thinking that kindness and compassion are always easy, or to despise themselves for hesitating
to help in a similar situation.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-1 exercising independent thought
S-4 exploring thoughts underlying feelings
S-25 examining assumptions
S-16 evaluating actions and policies
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avoiding oversimplification
S-31 refining generalizations
S-3 exercising fairmindedness/reciprocity
S-13 raising and pursuing root questions
5-10 clarifying ideas
S-24 distinguishing ideas
S-30 exploring implications and consequences

developing insight into ego/sociocentricity

.V.EMODELLED LESSON PLAN

The remodel contains suggestions for a more fairminded and less oversimplified
discussion of Bina, a cleaver discussion of the key concepts, and discussions of egocentricity
and sociocentricity.

Promoth fairminded discussion
When students have read and retold the story, theycan discuss the central theme. Ask,

"What point do you think the author .s trying to make?" S-/
Discussion can be expanded, and questions from the original rephrased. When asking

what Bina's feelings ark, at various points in the story, the teacher could follow up with
quesxtions like the following: S-4 What was she thinking? Why? What assumpiton did she
make? Was it a good asamption? S-25 Why did she make it? Were her thoughts and ideas
relevant?

If evaluating Bina's behavio. the 'characterization' questions can be rephrased to focus
more on the specific begavior, rather than global judgments about her. For instance, rather
than asking "What could you tell about Bina afteryou read that she would not help Carl?" ask,
'What did you think of Bina's begavior when she tried to ignore Carl? Why?" S-16 Then the
class could examine and evaluate Bina, taking, into account all of the details of her begavior.
S-6

:f the class compares characters and behavior, the text questions can be altered, and
followed up, for instance, the original que.stion about Bina's abendcr.ment of the argument
with her mothck 'What does this tellyou about how Bina and her mother differ in the way
they approach problems?" can be reworded to "How did Bina and her mother differ in their
approach to this problem? S-31 Why?' S-4 In another instance, the text asks, "How were
Nancy's feelings toward Carl different from Bina's" We suggest the teacher ask for
similarities as well as differences, 8-3 and ask why they had those similarities and
differences. &-4

The class can also clarify key ideas. For instance, if discussing 'disability', the teacher
can use questions from the original: S-13 In what way did Bina suffer from her parents'
handicap? Did her parents suffer in the same way? In what way is Carl lonely and silent?
What kind of silent: is worse, Carl's or Pina's? Why? (integrated with additional questions
like the following:) What is a disability? Who, in the story, is disabled? In what ways?
S-10 In the story, does the word 'handicapped' apply in the same way to Bina as to Carl and
Bina's Parents? S-24 What are th.) similarities and differences? Has a false beliefever
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prevented you from having or doing what you wanted? S3 How did you discover your
mistake? Was the mistaken belief disabling or a handicap? Did you change your behavior
when you learned you were wrong? Was it easy or difficult for Bina to change? For you? Why
or why not? S-4

Egocentricity and sociocentricity
The class can discuss the children who had teased Bina, with questions like the

following: What assumption did the first-graders make when they teased Bina? What
assumption did she make in her reaction to the teasing? S-2 What as: umption did she make
after she moved? Have you ever been teased, like Bina was? How does it make people feel?
S-3 What effect did it have on Bina? S-30 Why? Have you ever teased others? Did you hurt
their feelings? Why do people tease? Do you approve of teasing? S-16 If the teacher uses
the question from the (mint 1 comparing Bina's behavior to the first graders', it should be
balanced by a discussion of the verences, as well. S-3

An especially fruitful passage for discussion, is the one in the hospital scene which
describes her state of min d. Students can discuss her feelings and the thoughts behind them,
the worth or relevance of her reasons, why she snapped at Nancy, and why she thought what
she did. S-4 (Anger: She had come here to run away from just this problem....It just wasn't
fair. Fear ofbeing near Carl. ... she had worked hard these last years to build a separate life...
Next week ... this boy would be gone .... they would treat her as though she were different.)
Students could relate the discussion to times when they had similar self-justifying thoughts.
S-2 This discussion could be extended by having students discuss similar times when they,
someone they know, or another character had a similar confusion of conflicting feelings.

Evaluation is fundamental to critical
thinking. The critical thinker realizes
that expressing mere preference does not
substitute for evaluating. Awareness of
the process of evaluating aids fairminded
evaluation.
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The Fountain Of Youth
(Language Arts - 5th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

exercise independent thought by identifying and clarifying the main issues and ideas in a written
selection about Ponce de Le6n

look at his actions, develop criteria for evaluating them, and evaluate them
exercise reciprocity by considering his actions from different perspectives
evaluate the author's reasoning about Ponce de Le6n by examining his assumptions, and looking

at the issues dialectically
explore the differences between history, fiction, and historical fiction

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
Students read a piece of historical fiction about Ponce de Le6n. It first describes his rule

of Haiti (briefly; and Puerto Rico (in more detail). It then describes his unsuccessful search
for the fountain of youth, discovery and naming of Florida,battle with Floridans, and death.

The questions focus on skills of characterization, and distinguishing fact from fiction in
historical fiction. Students discuss the author's conclusions that Ponce de Le6n was greedy,
cruel, and unhappy.

from Moments by Marjorie Seddon Johnson, Roy A.
Kress, et al. ©1977, American Book Company. pp.
178c-191b.

Critique

We chose this lesson for its thought provoking content and because it combines language As with
social studies.

Fact/Fiction
The text focuses on the 'ability to distinguish fact from fiction,' as a way to teach the characteristics

of 'historical fiction.' Like fact/opinion, the fact/fiction distinction is not exhaustive. An evaluation or
interpretation, though not fact, need not be fiction. In making a distinction between fact and fiction, the text
equates fact with statements which `can be proven' and fiction with those which 'cannot be proven' This is
another, and quite different, distinction. Not every fact about Ponce de Le6n can be proven now. (What colors
he wore or how he first learned about the Fountain of Youth.) The lesson confuses three claims: evidence
exists for this statement; this statement is true, this was the case; evidence alone confirms this statement.

As is usual with fact/opinion questions, in this selection, students are not in a position to know what
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can and can't be proven, what evidence exists, or what that evidence shows. It is even possible that the
author's 'facts' may be wrong. He may not have researched the subject well, or may be biased in his
presentation. Given students' training in the `fact/opinion' distinction, students may have difficulty
distinguishing the facts of the ruler's life from the details ased to enliven the selection. The text's treatment
encourages impressionistic thinking. It would be better to distinguish degrees of certainty, and means of
possible verification or distinguish what the author probably thinks happened from literary embellishments.

Misconceptions
The text encourages the false view that historical accounts, as opposed to fiction, contain only fa. '..s,

and no 'opinions.' Page 306 of the lesson plan has the question, "Would you find opinions like this in a history
book account of Pone de Leon's governorship?" An extension emphasizes that value judgments are not found
in histories. Yet every historical account is written from a point of view, after evidence has been weighed,
and each presupposes values. Every historian chooses which details to mention, how to portray them, and
their significance and meaning. An historical account which contains only factual information may still
encourage one evaluation over another. For example, some facts maybe stressed while others are downplayed
or eliminated. The reader can be led to conclude that one side of a conflict is right and the other wrong, when
it may, in fact, not be that simple. Furtherziore, historical accounts often make explicit evaluations of events
and figures. One encyclopedia we consulted described Ponce de Le6n as a protector of colon ial settlers against
harassing Indians.

Some inconsistencies regarding the governor's character arise in the lesson as a result of the 'fact/
opinion' distinction motivating many of the questions. Although students are sometimes encouraged to judge
Ponce de Le6n as 'cruel, greedy, and selfiin, and accept the judgment unquestioningly, at other times, they
are encouraged to place the judgment in the category of 'author's opinion', and, therefore, arbitrary belief or
part of the 'fiction.' Though not unquestionable, the claims admit of debate, reasoned judgment, dialogical
reasoning, and evaluation. At one point, students do have a limited discussion of the author's reasoning, and
are asked whether they agree or disagree with the author. Yet they do not examine the issue, concepts,
evidence, opposing evidence, or views in sufficient depth to make their conclusions more than impressionistic.
Nor does the lesson encourage an indepth consideration of the author's conclusion that the explorer was an
unhappy man.

Insufficient discussion and synthesis
The comprehension/ characterization activity #2, at the end, foste, insight into point of view by

having students write about the explorer from the point of view of a Spanish soldier, missionary, or Puerto
Rican. This activity, however, is unintegrated with the rest of the lesson. Thus, any insights gained thereby
are not synthesized with the rest of the discussions. Students do not develop a unified perspective from a
dialogical consideration of the leader. Similarly, though extension #1 has students research many sources,
and note differences in their accounts, it flicks discussion regarding how different accounts could be reconciled
or judged.

The 'concept' reads "excessive greediness can lead to cruelty to others." Given the author's emphasis,
other main ideas seem more likely, e.g., "Money and power do not always bring happiness." or, "Even a
powerful leader and capable explorer can be led on by the false promise of an enticing myth." In any case,
students should discover the main point for themselves.
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Strategies Used to Remodel
S-1 exercising independent thought
S-9 clarifying issues and claims
840 clarifying ideas
S././ developing criteria for evaluation
S-3 exercising fairmindedness/reciprocity
5-16 evaluating actions and policies
S-13 raising and pursuing root issues
S-21 practicing dialectical thought
S-25 examining assumptions
S-14 evaluating arguments
8-5 suspending judgment
S-2 developing insight into ego/sociocentricity
5-18 making interdisciplinary connections

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

We have divided this remodel into four sections. In the introduction, students find and
begin to clarify the main mint of the selection. The next section, "Exploring the ithor's
reasoning," contains suggestions for in-depth discussion of the selection. We make sugges-
tions for a unified discussion of the type of literature of the selection in the next section. The
last section contains some ideas for additional discussions.

Introduction
The teacher may want to begin the lesson by asking if students have heard of the fountain

of youth, and if so, what they know about the story.
When the selection has been read, have students retell the story in their own words.

Have them distinguish the main points from the details. S-/ What point is the author
making? Is it well made? What supports his point? Have them analyze the main issues (e.g.,
Whatkind of leader was he, good or cruel? Was he happy? Gullible? etc.) S-9 Have students
identify and clarify the key concepts (possibilities include: `greed,' oppressor,"cruel leader,'
`legitimate government,' 'unhappy life,' 'fool') S-10 Have students describe what kinds of
evidence would be required to justify application of the key terms, and their opposites. S-//

Exploring the author's reasoning
Then, to unify discussion of the author's characterization, the teacher may ask, "What

does the author think of the main character? Why? (The descriptions could be listed on the
board.) How could we know whether the author's conclusionsare justified? Have them fill
out the reasoning - not just pieces of it, but as a whole.

If evaluating Ponce de Le6n as a ruler, students should consider both sides of the issue.
Have students examine the author's point of view in depth. You could also ask, "What is left
out? (A view favoring Ponce de Leon.) How would Ponce de Le6n, or those who approved of
him respond?' 8-3 (His primary responsibility was to his King and Queen, and his men; the
natives weren't Christian or civilized; he could take what he wanted because he was
stronger.) "What, if anything, could justify his behavior? S-16 Was his appointmentas
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governor justified? Why or why not?" The letter writing and alternative sources exercises
could be integrated into this discussion. S-13 If so, students can discuss how the different
accounts should be reconciled or evaluated. S-21 Have students compare the author's
concepts and assumptions with concepts and assumptions of opposing views. S-25 Have
students discuss their own conclusions, and back them up with reasons. S-14 Or, if they feel
they are not in a position to come to a conclusion, have them describe the evidence they would
need to be able to decide. S-5 Such a discussion could lead into a discussion of the explorer's
possible sociocentricity. S-2 Research regarding European society and attitudes about the
New World could be brought in as well. S-18

Teachers using the text questions on fact vs. fiction could rephrase and incorporate them
into the above discussion. S-13 Rather than asking whether details can be proven, the
teacher could ask, "How could we find out if this is true? S-9 (letters, ship's log, official
documents, records, laws, proclamations, other first hand accounts, physical evidence such
as graves, and abandoned living areas.) Would evidence alone tell us? Are we evaluating
him? What criteria are appropriate? Why?"

Type of Literature
Rather than asing scattered activities and questions to clarify 'historical fiction,' the

teacher may want to lead a more unified discussion. S-13 The teacher may point out that
an author of historical fiction may do a lot of research, or little, and may even ignore what
he knows about the times ir, order to make the story more interesting. Students can group
parts of the selection that are clearly the author's additions from those that are clearly
historical. Unclear cases could then be compared to those groups and discussed. When
discussing parts of the selection other than history, have students distinguish claims that
probably reflect the author's beliefs and conclusions, from what the author merely added to
enliven the selection, whether the added details affect their impression of the main character,
and if so, how.

The class could also distinguish historical fiction from history and from other types of
fiction. S-10 Students could discuss examples they have read of each type of writing. They
could then describe the features enabling them to categorize selections, and generalize about
each type.

Additional Discussions
The class could also discuss the text questions: Do you think it would be good never to

grow old? Would you like to stay the same age you are now? Why or why not? Discussion could
be extended with the following questions: What would be the advantages of staying young?
Disadvantages? S-3 Why or why rot? Why do some people wish they could stay young?

The class could discuss the char acter's belief in the fountain: Was it reasonable for him
to believe in the fountain of youth? Why did he believe in it? (All of the natives, from many
places, believed in it. He wanted to believe in it.) Students mould also mention other examples
of leaders with mistaken beliefs. The class could have an extended discussion of wishful
thinking; how sometimes we believe only because we want to believe. S-2 Students can relate
this problem to their own lives.
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News
(Language Arts - 5th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

explore the consequences of working with and using different news media
engage in Socratic discussion of root questions about the importance of following the news
exercise independence of thought when evaluating the importance of, and emphasis on, news items
analyze news stories by clarifying issues, claims, and criteria for evaluation

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
This unit has the following objectives: To identify the various parts of the front page of

a newspaper from a labeled picture of a front page; to be able to select the best headline from
four headlines about the same event; to be able to condense sentences into headlines of five
words or less; to be able to analyze a local newspaper and report the relative proportions of
international, national, state, and local news; to identify, from three news stories, which
informs, which advises, and which entertains; to be able to write leads for news stories when
given the necessary information; to be able to rewrite leads and supply information that is
missing; to be able to write several of the five types of news leads when given the necessary
information; to be able towrite a news story beginning with the most important information
and continuing with less important information; to identify slanted headlines in the news;
to be able to answer five questions about the purposes and techniques; of a model editorial;
to be able to recognize a controversial topic and write an editorial about it; to identify the
better of two letters to an editor, and explain the reasons for the choice.

from Our Language Today, 5 Level E. David A.
Conlin, et al. ©1978, American Book Company, pp.
101-121, G33-G40.

Critique

Critical thinking enables one to improve one's basic beliefs, and this requires having as complete
information as possible. We chose this unit because of the important role that the news media have in shaping
our view of the world. The earlier a person can learn to use news sources critically, the better. The critical
thinker follows news, at least in part, for well defined purposes. The critical spirit shapes his use of news
media.

When thinking about news media, the critical thinker considers such questions as, "Why follow the
news? What does 'news' mean? What situations and events are most important for me to know about? What
can I believe? What should I doubt? What shapes the form and content ofnews I receive? What are the
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purposes of those who bring me news? How should I evaluate news sources?" Furthermore, the critical
thinker realizes that the use of such ideas as, 'news,' 'fact,"important,' and 'worth knowing,' all reflect one's
perspective. The independent thinker makes these distinctions for himself, rather than accept;.ig reporters'
rand editors' ideas. The critical thinker acti7ely uses news media to develop his perspective, rather than
passively accepting the perspective presented.

Independent thought
An enormous number of events occur ;veryday. No more than a small fraction can be printed or

broadcast. Inclusion and placement of stories and order of details are editors' and reporters' decisions, and
reflect their perspectives. Reporters and editors decide which to print and which to ignore, which to put on
the front page and which inside. Yet the text repeatedly claims that the main or most important stories are
on the front page; the most important details are in the first few paragraphs. By ignoring the affect of
newsmen's perspectives, the text inadvertently encourages students to unquestioningly accept others'
judgments, rather than making their own.

Another factor which determines the size and placement of an article, is its popularity. A popular,
though unimportant, issue may receivi, prominent and extended coverage. For example, a soft drink company
that changed its recipe received time and space completely out of proportion to its importance. Gossip,
celebrity news, fads, and other trivial events often receive more prominent coverage than serious issues and
events. Emphasizing that the most important news receives the most extensive and prominent coverage
discourages students from examining and evaluating the importance others place on news.

The text presents three articles to students exemplifying each of the three 'purposes' of news stories:
to inform, to advise, to entertain. Providing this distinction discourages independent thought. This is a
common complaint regarding this and many lessons. Texts often ask and then immediately answer questions,
rather than encouraging students to think for themselves, thereby inadvertently encouraging students to
passively receive ideas.

Fact/opinion
The text uses and hints at the fact/opinion distinction throughout the unit. The sections on slanted

news and news vs. editorial pages emphasize the distinction. The use of this distinction, as usual, is highly
misleading. For example, an exercise in the section on slanted news marks as accurate the claim that 346
people heard a talk, whereas the claims that the crowd was large or small are marked as slanted. Without
context, without knowing the facts of the case, students are in no position to judge which of the three claims
is most accurate. The number given could, due to error or vested interest, be wrong, one of the judgments
could, due to exceeded or disappointed expectations, be more accurate. The text encourages students to accept
claims containing precise sounding language, and doubt other kinds of claims. What sounds like a fact may
be more doubtful than an inference or evaluation. Students should not be led to believe that they can judge
the truth of claims merely by looking at their form. Instead, they should note the sources of claims and discuss
the criteria for their evaluation. Here, the text provides no guidance.

The text promotes the commonly held belief that the news is facts (and therefore true) and 'opinion'
(usually understood as 'mere opinion') is reserved for the editorial pages. This belief ignores the following
points: 1) Much of the news is quoted. Although it may well be true that this person did say that, what the
person said may be false or misleading. Readers should remember whether "something they read in the
paper" was quoted and from whom and in what context. 2) Reporters make mistakes. They can get the facts
wrong. 3) Facts can be reported out of context. Facts crucial to a fair understanding of an event can be left
out, trivialized, or unfairly discredited. 4) When a newspaper goes on a crusade, investigating and reporting
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a story to champion a cause, most of that work appears in the news sections. 5) Editorial columns or letters
to the editor may well contain facts (sometimes crucial facts not found elsewhere in the paper). 6) A well
reasoned, clearly presented `opinion' column or letter to the editor may be as well worth reading, as new,
insightful, and informative, as useful for understanding an issue, as `news.' 7) Favored interpretations or
explanations of events can be assumed or promoted, reasonable alternatives, ignored. Students should learn
to judge what they ret.d on its own merit and in relation to evidence, not on the basis of the section in which
it appears. (See the section on fact/opinion, in "How to Use This Book.")

Superficial explanations
The lesson `Types of News,' encourages students to see all news stories as either informing, advising,

or entertaining. As it stands, the distinction offers little help toward understandingpurposes and functions
of various stories. The functions, rather than being clarified, are left vague. What is the difference between
informing and advising? Informing and entertaining? What is the purpose of the distinction? How should
this distinction affect how each kind of story should be read, understood, or used? The lesson leaves students
with a superficial, three word answer to root questions about the function ofa wide variety of kinds of news
stories.

According to the text, news is slanted by use of misleading headlines or sentences (ur lerstood in light
of the fact/opinion distinction). The text ignores the subtler and much more common forms, such as placement,
emphasis, introduction and use of details and quotes, lack of coverage, and the time at which stories are used
or ignored The concept of slanted news is trivialized by the text treatment. A neutrally phrased headline
above seemingly factual statements maybe slanted. The presence of evaluative language may not show bias.
Though word choice often biases readers, the bias most frequently occurs in a larger context, than in a single
sentence. Writers may have double standards regarding the use of evaluative words or phrases, or some terms
may simply be asserted without support. The text ignores these factors in favor of applying the fact/opinion
distinction to headlines and claims.

Trivial activities
Too much time is spent having students write headlines, leads, and stories, and copy sentences.

Introducing reflective critical use of news media is more important for fifth graders than training reporters.
Other forms of writing Practice could be substituted (paraphrasing, summarizing, writing argumentative
essays).

In one activity, students match 'headlines' to nursery rhymes. Such activities add nothing to
understanding news or news sources and should be dropped.

Confusion
The students text, in the section "What is news," says, "What is news? News is any recent happening....

Any matter that is considered interesting enough to report is news." The text has given two different answers,
which it fails to reconcile or explain. The teachers' notes compound the confusion by saying, "Question the class
as to their understanding of `recent.' Lead them to see that in terms of interest, recent cannot be limited to a
specific time interval. The report of the discovery, some time ago, of a buried city may interest may people if
they did not hear the facts at the time." Suggesting that `recent' has nothing to do with time, but with interest,
is confusing and misleading. The word `recent' refers to time. To suggest that is doesn't is sloppy writing. To
say that `recent' is sometimes old is absurd and fosters the idea that meanings of words are completely
arbitrary. The writers seem to mean that even an old event can be of interest now. If so, perhaps the phrase
"recent, or of recent interest" should have been used.
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Strategics Used to Remodel
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
5-19 engaging in Socratic discussion
S-/ exercising independent thought
S-13 raising and pursuing root questions
S-11 developing criteria for evaluation
S-8 developing one's perspective
S.9 clarifying issues and claims
S-12 evaluating source credibility
S-14 evaluating arguments
S-20 practicing dialogical thinking
5-18 making interdisciplinary connections

RE1KODELLED LESSON PLAN
Teachers' Introduction
We recommend that the teacher spend as much time as possible on this unit By using

social studies time, teachers can increase time available for study of news. News media
themselves should be the main source of material, the text can be used as a reference for
vocabulary. Students may also critique parts of the text, after their study of news.

Although both the original and remodelled lessons focus on newspapers, we recommend
that other sources of news also be used, discussed, and compared. S-30 "What are the
differences between TV, radio, magazine and newspapers? How do these differences affect
presentation (f the news? What are the consequences of the differences? What are the
consequences ior users of these forms of news" Students could compare the perspectives
reflected in different news magazines, newscasts, and newspapers. Videotapes of news
reports could be used to introduce students to important stories.

Our remodelled unit is divided into the following sections: 1) Preliminary work; 2) Story
placement; 3) Individual items; 4) Influence of media; 5) Purposes of news; and 6) Using news
in other subjects.

1) Preliminary work
The class could spend the first week or so examining the news. The teacher may want

to set up heterogeneous reading groups wherein stronger readers can help weaker readers.
Groups may be formed to follow ongoing stories for the duration of the unit (and beyond.)
Such groups can make periodic reports to the rest of the class, and the subjects can be
discussed.

Work within such groups could be divided, with interested students doing background
research, and others collecting, paraphrasing, and analyzing articles, looking up unfamiliar
terms in dictionaries and encyclopedias. Students not interested in following an issue may
cut and c &tegorize stories (perhaps by subject, importance, or perspective of the source.)
Some students could keep running tallies on such things as use of wire services, newsmen's
sources, reports of opinion polls, what proportion of the news is quotes, or who is quoted the
most.
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The class could have a preliminary discussion of what 'news' means and why it is
important. S-19 The teacher could ask questions like the following: What is news? What
are newscasts and newspapers for? What do they do? (Follow up student responses with
further questions, or counter examples.) What kinds of stories make up the news? What
kinds of stories do not make the news? Why do people listen to, watch, and read about news?
What do people want to know about? What do people need to know about? S-/ (Encourage
multiple responses, and encourage students to draw this distinction between want and need.)
What kinds of things are important for people to know? Why? S-13

When students have had sufficient time to familiarize themselves with newspapers and
have shared their discoveries and impressions, the teacher can begin a series of more in depth
discussions about the significance of what they've found and about news media.

2) Story placement
Students could apply insights gained through perusal of the news and preliminary

discussions by discussing placement and emphasis ofnews. The teacher could use question s
like the following: If you were an editor, and had a stack of stories, how would you decide
which to print, and which not to print? Si- Why? Which to put on the front page and which
inside the paper? Why? Which gets the biggest headline? Ify ou were writing headlines, how
would you figure out what to say? If you were a reporter, which details would you put first?
Next? Last? Why? Would everyone make the same decisions? Have students discuss what
kinds of stories everyone would agree are most important, least important, and which are of
disputed importance. S-//

Students could compare front page stories with stories inside the paper, compare their
ideas about what's m ost important, to those of the editors, and generalize about their criteria.
Ask questions like the following: Why do you think these sto ies are on the front page? S-
1 What, according to the editors of this paper, are the mob; important stories of the past
week? Why, do you think, did they make these decisions? What other decisions could they
have made instead? Are there stories or articles the editors thought were unimportant, that
you think are important? Which stories inside of the paper do you think belong on the front
page? Why? S-8 What were the editors assuming? What could they have assumed instead?
Which assumptions are better? Why? (Similarly, students could compare different sources
coverage of specific stories.) Do any of the criteria conflict? If so, why might they conflict?
Can they be reconciled? If so, how?

3) Individual items
To develop students' sense of the requirements of fair coverage, the teacher could take

a lead paragraph or headline, tell students the basic idea of the story, and ask questions like
the following: To research this story fairly, what would you have to do? S-9 Where could you
get the information you need? Who would you have to talk to? What questions should you
ask? (The answers could be compared to the actual story, or stories from different sources
- other papers, magazines, or TV.) If the story is one of conflict, the teacher might ask: How
are the sides portrayed in the story? Are they given equal space? Is each side portrayed
neutrally? Why do you say so? Are the evaluations justified? Why or why it? How could
we find out? How do the terms used influence the reader? Are the terms justified?

Students could discuss how details can be evaluated, rather than applying the fact/
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opinion distinction to statements. The teacher or students could select a story, and discuss
questions like the following: S-12 What facts are mentioned in this story? (The teacher may
want to record these.) What is the main point? Are all of the facts relevant, or are some
irrelevant? Why do you say so? Do the facts seem complete? Are both sides represented? Is
the report complete/does it tell you everything you need to know to be able to judge the
situation? Why? What sources are used? Are these people in a position to know what they
claim to know? Why or why not? Does anyone connected with the story have a vested interest
in what people believe about it? What evidence is presented to support or undermine the
truth of the claims made? What conclusions, if any, can we reach about this story?

For work on headlines, students could take actual newspaper articles, summarize or
paraphrase them, and then assess the accuracy of the headlines. Students could suggest
better headlines, compare different headlines for the same story. S-/

Examination of editorials, columns, and letters to the editor provide fruitful practice in
argument analysis and critique. S-14 The class could discuss questions like the following:
What is the writer's main point? How does he support it? What are the key terms or ideas?
Are they used properly? Why or why not? Does anything said contradict something you
know? S-20 How can we find out which is true? Does the writer cite evidence/facts? What?
Where does he get them? Are they cleirely true, clearly false, or questionable? Why? Are the
facts relevant? Why or why not? Are some relevant facts left out? How would someone with
an opposing view answer? tudents could practice dialogical or dialectical thinking here,
if they are familiar enough with the subject.) What are the strengths of this argument? The
weaknesses? Does the writer make a good case? Why or why not?

4) Influence of media
To explore some of the affects media have on reported news, the teacher could lead a

discussion about "News as a business." S-30 Point out that most money comes from
advertising, and that news media with larger audiences get more money from advertisers.
So news emphasizes stories that sell papers and attract viewers. And to maximize profits by
Spending less, news media tend to use cheaper sources such as press conferences, press
releases, rather than investigation. The teacher may want to explain how AP and UPI are
news-gathering services to which media subscribe. These services provide most of the news
used by reporters.

Since two main sources of news are the press conference and press release, the teacher
may want to explain what these are. Perhaps students could watch a videotape of a press
conference. Students could look for and count mentions of each, discuss why people give
them, who gives them, who doesn't give them, and why they are relied on heavily.

5) Purposes of news
At or toward the end of the unit, the class could discuss purposes of following the news

in greater depth than in the preliminary discussion. S-13 The class can discuss the news
covered during the unit. Ask questions like the following: What were the major stories?
What other stories did you see? How important are the stories we've seen? Why? (For
individual stories, ask,) Are they events people should be aware of? Why or why not? Why
would people find them interesting or important? How important were they? What effect did
they have? On whom? Which stories do you think are the most important for people to know

I
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about? Why? What does 'news' mean? (Discuss at length.)
During the course of this discussion, the teacher may have students review the idea of

`democracy.' If necessary, explain the phrase 'informed decision.' The class can then discuss
-hekinds of news citizens of a democracy need toknow. (Background for important decisions;
actions of elected and appointed government officials. Discuss at length.)

6) Using News in Other Subjects S-18
Social Studies Students could write news reports of historical events under study.

Different students or groups of students could write thereports from different points of view,
for example, the Revolutionary War from the points of view of the English, Indians, and
Americans. Students could compare and evaluate the results. S-20

Stories followed by students could be researched using back issues and other resources
for background into the history of the country, conflict, or groups involved. Study of both the
news and geography could be enhanced by having students read and discuss news about
areas under study in geography, or using their geography texts and other sources to research
areas mentioned in important ne--; 0, ries.

Politics is an especially fruitful area for using news. Students can discuss different
offices and to which branch of government each belongs, distinguish aspects of government
mentioned in the Constitution from those not, and discuss any Constitutional issues which
arise during he unit. Students can also learn about other governments, how they work and
their similarities with and differences from ours, as well as. our relationships to them.

Students could also relate discussion of political action groups and public opinion to
government and history. ("What is this group trying to accomplish? Why? Why hasn't it been
done? How are they trying to accomplish their purpose? Do you think their goals are
important? Why or why not? How would you evaluate their methods? Is public opinion
important or relevant in this case? Why or why not? How do people find out what the public
thinks? How do polls work?) The subjects anthropology, sociology, psychology are also
covered in the news and could be introduced or discussed.

Science Public opinion polls could be compared with scientific studies. Students could
use news reports when studying weather and climate. Such subjects as energy, the
environment, health and nutrition, and sometimes astronomy and physics are covered in the
news. Students can use, discuss, and evaluate various charts, graphs, and diagrams.

Critical thinkers realize that everyone is
capable of making mistakes and being
wrong, including authors of textbooks.
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Advertising
(Language Arts - 5th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

exercise reciprocity by considering advertisements from a variety of perspectives
analyze and evaluate advertisements
practice using critical vocabulary to analyze and evaluate ads
clarify key words in ads
distinguish relevant from irrelevant facts in ads
develop insight into egocentricity by exploring the ways in which ads appeal to self-image
explore the implications of visual and audio aspects of ads
examine assumptions in ads

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
The student text reminds students that poets have their own ways of using language to

describe, then points out that advertisement writers also have a unique way of using
language. It emphasizes that such writers try to make products sound attractive. Students
are informed that "Advertisers use language that influences people to buy." Students match
products with sentences. (For example, strawberries: Try our sweet vine-ripened rubies to
delight a king's table.) They make up names for products, and rewrite sentences "using the
language of advertisers." (For example: Our vitamtss will make you feel better.) They write
a "Buyer's Guide."

from Patterns of Language, H. Tompson Fillmer, et
al. American Book Co. © 1974
pp. 80-81.

Critique
We chose this lesson for its subject: advertising. Ads are a .iatural tie-in to critical thinking, since

many are designed to persuade the audience it needs or wants a product. Ads provide innumerable clearcut
examples of irrelevance, distortion, suppressnd evidence, and vague uses of language. Analysis of ads can
teach students critical thinking micro-skills, and show their use in context. This lesson, however, is riot done
in a way which best achieves these results.

The lesson focuses more on writing ads, than critiquing them. It treats neutral and advertising
language as basically equivalent in meaning, though different in effect, rather than pointing out how
differences in eirect arise from differences in meaning. It downplays the emptiness, irrelevance, repetition,
and distortion of words in most ads. Its made-up slogans bear little resemblance to real ads. Furthermore,
most of the products are not children's products, minimizing the immediate usefulness of any insights
students may have.
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Since most students are exposed to more television commercials than other ads, we recommend that
students discuss real co.. mercials, aimed at them. We also provide suggestions for using ads to practice use
of critical vocabulary, and to discuss the visual and audio aspect^ . commercials.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-14 evaluating arguments
S-10 clarifying ideas
S-3 exercising fairmindedness/reciprocity
S-26 distinguishing relevant from irrelevant facts
S-2 developing insight into ego/sociocentricity
S-23 using critical vocabulary
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
S-25 examining assumptions

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

Due to the number of ads to which students are exposed, and their degree of influence,
we recommend that the class spend as much time as possible on the subject.

Tc focus on ads and language, begin by having students give complete descriptions of
what is said in a variety of television commercials. Put the quotes on the board. For each
commercial, the class can discuss the following questions: What ideas does it give you about
the product (or service) and owning or using it? Does it give reasons for buying the product?
If so, what reasons? Are they good reasons? S-14 What are the key words? Do they have
a clear meaning? What? S-10 What other words could have been chosen? How might
someone who wasn't trying to sell it describe the product? How mighta competitor describe
the product? S-3 What would you need to know in order to make a wise decision about
whether to buy it? S-26 Does the commercial address these poirs? Why or why not? Has
anyone here had experience with the product? What?

When the commercials have been discussed, have students grc p them by the nature of
the ads (repetition, positive but empty lent, .age, etc.) or of the appeals made (to the desires
to: have fun, be popular, be more grown up, etc.) S-2 Have students fill out the groups by
naming similar commercials not previously discussed.

The class could also compare different ads for the same product, aimed at different
audiences (e.g., fast food ads aimed at children, vs adults). Or the class could compare ads
for different brands of the same or similar prodpets; compare ads to what can be read on
ingredients' labels; or conduct blind taste tests.

The teacher i 'rested in developing stude critical vocabulary can have students
practice while c, iquing ads. Use questions like the following: S -23 What does the ad imply?
S-30 Does the ad make, or lead the audience to make, any assumptions? S-25 Are the
assumptions true, questionable, or false? Does the ad contain an argument? If su, what is
the conclusion? Is the conclusion stated or implied? Does the ad misuse any concepts or
ideas? To judge the product, what facts are relevant? S-26 Are the relevant facts presented?
Does it, make any irrelevant claims?
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The class could also discus. aspects of the ads other than use of language. S-30 What
does the ad show? What effect is it designed to achieve? What is the music like? Why is it
used? Do the actors and announcers use tone of voice to 'persuade? Facial expression? How?
Are these things relevant to judging or understanding the product?

The teacher may also have the class critique ads for any stereotyping (e.g., sexual
stereotyping).

Lesson plan remodelling is well done
when the person doing the remodel
understands the strat gies and prin-
ciples used, when the strategies and pri ...-
ciples are well thought out, when the
remodel clearly follows from the critique,
and when the remodel teaches critical
thinking better than the original.
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questions
(Language Arts - 6th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

practice clarifying questions by distinguishing various interpretations of the question, "Which breed
of dog is best?'

develop different sets of criteria for evaluating breeds of dog

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
Each lesson in this units presents rules describing the transformations of statements

into one of four different kinds of questions. In the first lesson, students learn how a
statement can be made into a question by a change in intonation, while leaving the word order
unchanged. The second lesson introduces students to the transformation rules of yes -n.)
questions, and how the tense and placement of`be' affects this transformation. (For example,
"The car has been sold." "Has the car been sold?") The next lesson introduces the
transformations that produce wh- questions. (Who, what, how, when, why, and where) To
affect this transformation, students come to see that some information in the statement is
replaced by a question marker. ("Miriam is upstairs." "Where is Miriam?") In the last lesson,
students are introduced to echo questions. Here, a statement is 'echoed' back by the speaker,
in which the hearer is to affirm or deny the statement. ("Fred left town." "Fred left town,
didn't he?")

from Language and How to Use it 6 by William
Jenkins, Charlotte Huck, et al. 01973, Scott,
Foresman, & Co. pp. 213-220.

Critique
We question the usefulness of this level of transformational grammar to 6th grade students. The rules

for transforming statements into questions are cumbersome and complex. Teaching students transformation
rules to memorize is less important than teaching insight into the meaning, significance, logic of questions
and their relationship to statements.

We recommend that, if possible, these lessons on transformational grammar be dropped. If
transformational grammar must be taught, then we sLcsest fostering independent thought by having
students discover the transformations for themselves. Students already know how to transform statements
into questions, they do it all the time. They could compare statements with their parallel questions and
formulate rules which describe the differences between them.

More important and useful for the students than transformational grammar, is that they become
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aware of the logic of questions. Every question has a logic to it, in that each sets a specific task to be
accomplished in order to settle it. There are different types of questions, each requiring different methods
of settlement. How a question is settled is parallel to how the corresponding statement is verified. That is,
to verify the statement "Cheetahs are an endangered species." one would need to do the same sorts of things
as if one were settling the question, "Are cheetahs an endangered species?" To understand the question and
its logic is to understand precisely what would have to be done to settle it. How to settle the question parallels
how to verify or refute the claim.

To settle any question, we need to be aware of the kinds of tasks the question requires us to perform
(or which any authority we may consult must perform or have performed.) We distinguish three such kinds
of tasks: 1) gathering facts, evidence, empirical information; 2) evaluating; 3) analyzing or clarifying concepts
(words or phrases; ideas). Many questions are mixed, that is, they require two or all three kinds of tasks.

Grasping the 'logic r,f a factual qnestion requires sensitivity to what facts are relevant to the question,
and how those facts can be gathered. Factual questions require sense-data for their settlement; some also
require use of numbers (counting or measuring.) Ifyou can't gather the information yourself, you can use your
analysis of the question to evaluate sources of the relevant information.

The second possible kind of task set by a question is evaluation, with the question asking us to judge
which is better or worse, desirable or undesirable, right or wrong, healthy or unhealthy, good or bad, etc. It
is important to notice that to ask for an evaluation is not to ask fcr mere opinion. It is true that some evaluative
questions are only asking us for our personal preferences, as in the question, "Which ice cream do you like
best?" I need only consult my own taste to settle it. The most problematic evaluative questions, however, do
not ask for preference. Consider the question: Which i-e cream is the creamiest? Here the question is not
asking which ice cream I think is the. creamiest, nor which tastes the creamiest, rather which ice cream is the
creamiest. An evaluation is then made (for which facts must be gathered) of the various brands, sith the
criterion for the evaluation being their cream content. What we need to do to settle the question is to examine
ice creams, not say which we like. Evaluation is not equivalent to expressing mere opinion. Furthermore (like
most evaluative questions) it also requires facts.

The third possible task is analyzing concepts, in which we have to clarify vague or ambiguous words,
phrases, or questions, or where the question is itself asking about the rsllationship between words or concepts
(for example, "Are bachelors ever married?" or "Do animals think?" The latter has a conceptual component
insofar as what we include in and exclude froi-n the category 'thinking' depends on the meaning we ascribe
to the term.)

Questions are generally mixed, requiring some combination ofclarification, evidence, and evaluation.
For example, suppose someone was asked, "Which is the best car?" As it stands, the question is vague. It asks
one of a number of more specific questions. In different contexts the question could be asking which car is my
personal favorite; which ge's the best mileage; which is safest; which, if used to drive clients around, would
most help me make a sale. Upon deciding which question is meant, the reasoner would then decide what
criteria would be appropriate for t' evaluation. The criteria for evaluation in turn, tell the reasoner what
kinds of facts to seek when actually examining or researching cars.

Similarly the question "Is the U. S. a true democracy?" requires all three types of tasks. First, the
conceptual: What would have to be true of a form ocLo ,.ernment before we would want to call it a democracy?
Must all citizens have power? Equal power? At what ;.ioit.t would we say, "No, that country isn't a democracy."
and call it something else instead? Such analysis sets up criteria for the evaluation. Once we know what,
exactly, to look for, .ve can try to find the fads. Finally, we would have to decide whether or not the U.S. meats
the criteria well enough to be judged a true democracy.

By discussing the requireMents of various kinds of question, students can become clearer, more
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accurate and precise thinkers. The value of a lesson on questions is that questions become the subject of study,
rather than something to be answered before moving on. Students are forced to slow their thought down and
examine it in detail.

Strategies Used to Remodel
5-9 clarifying issues and claims
S-10 clarifying ideas
S-// developing criteria for evaluation
S-26 distinguishing relevant from irrelevant facts

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

To introduce students to the logic of questions, the teacher might begin by asking a
question like: S-9 Which breed of dog is best? After students have discussed their answers,
the teacher can begin to record some of the reasons they give. (Favorite, friendly, brave,
pretty, etc.) Some students may ask what is meant by 'best,' or 'best for what?' If so, the
teacher can proceed to the next paragraph without spending any more time on best breeds.

Siadents could then be asked a question like: Why didyou give different answers? Point
out to students that the question, as originally asked, is vague, and could be understood as
asking any number ofmore specific questions. The teacher could thenpoint out that students
assumed an interpretation of the question. Students could explain what they think are the
most important qualities for a dog to have. The teacher could also ask, "How could the
question be clarified? How would you reformulate/reword the question to make clear what
is meant? What more specific question could be asked, instead?'

Individual students could be asked to reformulate the question so it corresponds to the
questions each answered. (E.g., "German Shepherds, because they're brave and ferocious,"
answers the question, "What breed of dog makes a good guard dog?') The class could discuss
what questions could help the questioner formulate a clearer question. (What do you mean
by 'best breed?' Do you mean the friendliest, or best worker? Best breed for what purpose?)

When students have exhausted possible formulations, the teacher could focus on the
phrase 'best breed,' or ask students to identify the unclearwords. Point out that the phrase
is evaluative and presupposes a purpose for making the evaluation, and criteria for
evaluation. Students could then take several reformulationsand develop sets of criteria for
each. S-/0 Point out that these are the criteria which can then be used to evaluate various
breeds. S-// Here it is more important that students suggestcriteria and give reasons, than
that they give definitive lists of criteria.

Students are then in a position to discuss the kinds Af evidence required by the new
questions. Students could give examples of dogs that did and didn't meet one of the criteria.
Or they could mention the kinds of evidence one would need to settle the various interpre-
tations of the original question. S-26 They could discuss how the information could be
gathered. (You would have to know how easy it is to train it to do this kind of thing. How
each breed would act in this kind of situation. How much care it requires.) Students could
mention resource works wherein they might find relevant and reliable information, but they
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should not confuse how tz row:arch the answer with the logic of the question, or 'what
someone lias to do to find ou , for himself.' The class could compare the evidence required by
different specific questions, End so deepen their sense of the importance of clarity of
expression. (If I want to know if a breed adjusts to living in an apartment, it does no good
to learn that it's a good sheep-herder.)

Students could gain further practice and insight by clarifying a variety of questions. S-
9 The teacher could use questions like the following: Is the question clear? Do we know how
to settle it? Do we know what each word means, and what they mean together in this
combination? Is something being evaluated? What? Why? What criteria should we use?
What kinds of facts would we need? Where would we have to go to get the evidence for
ourselves?

Any questions could be discussed. The class could discuss different kinds of questions
from other textbooks. Here is a list of possible questions for analysis. We have broken them
into categories, though they could be used in an:? order:

Empirical: How tall is Mary? Is popcorn heavy? How many miles is it from the Earth
to the moon? Why does yeast make bread rise? What is the capital of New Jersey?

Evaluative: Is Sue a good baseball player? Is sugar good for you? Which skateboard
is the best? (Each of these also requires facts.)

Conceptual: Is a whale a fish? What's the difference between a democracy and a
dictatorship?

Mixed: Are Sarah and Tom friends? (If their relationship is borderline, the question
will be more conceptual.) Is Jack happy? Was life a hundred years ago better or worse than
I a now?

In teaching for critical thinking in the
strong sense, we are committed to teach-
ing in such a way that children learn as
soon and as completely as possible how to
become responsible for their own think-
ing.
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The Cave
(Language Arts - 61h Grade'

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

practice dialogical thinking by comparing several perspectives on events in a story
develop criteria for evaluating actions
evaluate actions in the story
discuss possible justifications for revenge
develop insight into sociocentricity by discussing membership in a gang
practice such critical vocabulary as `assumption,' conclude,"interpret,' and 'perspective'

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
Students read a st')ry about a boy named Charley, a member of the Jesse James gang.

Charley meets George an artist bum who has carved statues in the walls of his cave home.
Charley begins visiting George regularly. Meanwhile, the Jesse James gang needs a cave for
a clubhouse. Charley finds a possibility and leads the gang to it. He goes inside to explore
it, falls down a deep hole, wanders through caverns and tunnels and finally comes into
George's cave. He agrees to keep the cave secret, but the gang, suspicious because Charley
had been gone too long, and had returned to them holding one of George's carvings, decides
to explore Charlie's discovery themselves. One day, '...narley comes to visit George and finds
the statues destroyed, George gone, and the gang in possession of the cave. He fights the
gang -Fader Pat, but loses. The story ends with his decision to join a tougher gang and
eventually seek revenge on his old gang. The story is told in flashback.

from To Turn a Stone, by Theodore Clymer and
Helen Wardeberg. ©1973 Ginn and Company. pp.
14-31.

Critique
We chose this lesson because the story content is conducive to developing a variety of critical thinking

skills and insights. The guilt experienced by the main character, as well as the broad range of other emotions,
are fruitful subjects for evaluation. The question of Charley's guilt or innocence of the gang's treatment of
George is intriguing since, though he feels guilty, the facts of the situation do not clearly support his self-
imposed verdict. Charley's decision to get revenge is also ripe material for student evaluation.

Although Charley's guilt is by no means well established, the text seems to beg the issue. ("What events
would you blame Charley for?") This is especially surprising since it sets the purpose for reading the story
as 'to decide whether Charley was to blame for what happened." We recommend a more thorough discussion
of the issues of his guilt and plan of revenge.
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Although the text does place a value on encouraging reciprocity when it asks students to take other
points of view, it doesn't give students the necessary guidance for recognizing the implications of seeing an
issue from a different point of view. This is a common problem with texts at this level. They fail to have
students integrate taking other perspectives with analysis and evaluation of reasoning. The student is left
with separate, unreconciled views rather than an integrated more complete view.

The text also misses the opportunity to have students explore the important relationships between
thought and feelings in this story. The main character experiences a wide range of emotions, and students
could take advantage of this to discuss what his thoughts and assumptions were likely to have been, and
whether they were reasonable or justified. Such discussion can develop students' insight into emotion and
thought, and their critique. Students should develop the insight that feelings don't come from no where, or
from situations alone, but are, rather, a result of how we interpret situations (often unconsciously).

The lesson can also be used to have students practice using critical thinking vocabulary.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-/ exercising independent thought
S-// developing criteria for evaluation
5 -20 practicing dialogical thinking
S-8 developing one's perspective
5-14 evaluating actions
S-2 developing insight into ego/sociocentricity
S-4 exploring thoughts underlying feelings
S-23 using critical vocabulary

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

Instead of asking students "What events would you blame Charley fore The teacher can
ask "Is Charlie to blame?" S-/ (Or the teacher could have students critique the text's
question.) The class could discuss relevant details, and make their standards of evaluation
explicit. &I/ Students might also change story details to make their points about standards
clearer. If so, encourage them to use 'If.' ("If Charlie had ....) Consider using questions like
the following: What exactly did Charley blame himself for? Find places in the story where
he says he did something wrong. Why does he think each is wrong? Was it intentionally
wrong, a mistake, or what? What was wrong with what the gang did? Why was it wrong?
Can you be blamed for someone else's actions? When? Why? Can you be blamed ifyou didn't
know the result ofyour actions? Why or why not? When? Could Charley have prevented the
destruction of the artwork? How? Why not?

The exercise in which students describe the story from George's and Pat's perspectives
could be integrated here with such questions as: Would George blame Charley? S-20 Why
or why not? Why do you think so? Would Pat blame Charley? Why not? (Pat didn't think
wrecking the statues was wrong.) What did Pat think ofCh arley's behavior? Why? What did
other members of the gang think? Why? Whose perspective Is closest to yours? S-8 Why?
How is yours different? Students could also describe the main characters from other
characters' perspectives and compare those descriptions to their own conclusions about the
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characters. Questions like the following could encourage comparisons of characters' and
students' perspectives: Who is to blame? (according to Charley, George, You, etc.) For what?
Why? Did George have a right to the cave? Why or why not? More of a right than the gang?
Why or why not?

If using the question from the original about Charley's plan of revenge, students could
develop insight into how values generate criteria of evaluation by extending discussion.
Possible questions include the following: Why does Charley think his plan is a good one?
What does he value that leads him to make that plan? What do you think the results of his
plan are likely to be? What do you think of his plan? S-14 Why? What values of yours lead
you to this conclusion? What would be the likely results of acting on your values in this
situation? Why do you think Charley doesn't hold these values? Should Charley seek
revenge? Should he use another method of getting revenge instead? Why or why not?
(Discuss at length.)

Students could develop insight into sociocentricity through examination of Pat's atti-
tudes, those of his gang, and Charley's experience breaking away from the gang, but
retaining gang attitudes. S-2 Students could discuss why a group of children would follow
another child, what beliefs and values they shared, what assumptions the gang makes, etc.
"Why was Pat leader? What can we infer about the gang's values? Why? Why was Charley
out of the gang?" They could compare gang values and assumptions with those of other
groups such as friends, countries, etc. (Some common ideas follow: You are either in the
group or out of the group. Being in the group has certain requirements. [Requirements for
different groups could be compared.] The group's desires are more important than the needs
and wants of those not in the group. Our group is the most important. If the desires of two
groups conflict, you should chose ours. Some members of the group are more important than
others.) The class could discuss reasons for such assumptions, and evaluate the conse-
quences of making them. Students could make their own group assumptions explicit, and
perhaps evaluate them - assumptions about clothes, interests, possessions, speech and
behavior in and out of class.

The class could go through the story and discuss how Charley felt at various points,
relating his feelings to his thoughts. S-4 "What situation was he in when he felt that way?
Were his feelings mixed? How did he see or interpret the situation? What did he think about
the situation? What else did he think? Why did he feel that emotion then? What does this
tell us about his assumptions? Personality? How else could he have seen this situation? If
he had seen it that way, how would he have felt about it? How might he have acted? Is his
thinking consistent, or are there inconsistencies or contradictions? Does he notice them?
Why Or why not?

The teacher can modify questions used throughout the lesson to allow students practice
using critical vocabulary. S-23 For example, rather than asking What clues told you that
George was an educated man?" you could ask, "What can you infer about George? What
evidence led you to that inference?" Other possibilities include the following: What
assumption are you making? From Pat's perspective, what did Charley do wrong? Why did
Charley conclude that the cave was George's? How did the gang members interpret Charley's
behavior?
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The Scapegoat
(Language Arts - 6th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

engage in dialogical thinking by exploring several points of view expressed in a story
discuss the affect on the reader of the author's decision to write in first person
pursue at length the root conflict of the main character between wanting to avoid trouble with her

sister and disagreeing with her
discuss various possible consequences of the main character's options
generate and assess solutions to the problem in the story by comparing various characters'

statements of the problem with their own, developing criteria for evaluation, and distinguish-
ing relevant from irrelevant facts

explore the sociocentricity of some of the characters in the story

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
The lesson contains a story about the trouble which arises when the school band leader

(Mr. Franks) appoints a talented new girl, Nancy, solo clarinetist. Most of the band members
resent the decision as a slight to Katheryn (formerly best clarinetist at school). Katheryn's
twin sister Margaret, however, agrees with the decision, and is appalled to learn that band
members are refusing to sell concert tickets in order to get back at Mr. Franks, though they
display no resentment to Nancy. Margaret, deciding that her twin has no desire to be fair
about the issue, and wanting to avoid a breach, Ewa" q discussing the problem with her sister.
After Nancy fakes incompetence and tries to back out of her new position, the twins overhear
Nancy playing a difficult piece beautifully. Katheryn changes her mind and tells the rest of
the band they were wrong to resent the change. Margaret tells the story.

When introducing the material, the teachers' notes ask questions which encourage
students to think about what it's like to be a newcomer. For follow-up, it asks questions which
require students to write diary entries for Nancy, discuss differences in the story had it been
told by other characters, role play a discussion between the twins, make and justify
inferences, and identify cause and effect.

from Networks by Marjorie Seddon Johnson, et al.
01977, American Book Company. pp. 229c-242b.

Critique
We chose this lesson for its excellence, as much as its failings. The story contains fruitful material

for lengthy student discussions about the ethical implications of story characters' actions, and solutions to
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conflicts. Text strengths lie in the choice of material and the questions which encourage students to view the
central conflict from different points of view.

Confusions
Unfortunately, the title of the story is misused there can be no scapegoat when no one has done

anything wrong. Mr. Franks cannot be construed as bearing the blame for thev, rongdoing of another, since
there is no reason to believe that Nancy has done anything wrong. A scapegoat takes the blame for another's
wrong action. Though the bandmembers unjustly blame Mr. Franks, their mistake lies in claiming the action
to have been wrong, not blaming the wrong person. This lesson, therefore, encourages a sloppy use of
language. Students can discuss the discrepancy between the story and its title, and suggest other titles.

One suggested question misuses the term 'conclude.' Why did Margaret conclude that Nancy had
memorized the tune for the tryouts? It is clear in the story that she wondered, possibly suspected, but did not
feel she had sufficient evidence to draw such a conclusion. Other questions make this clear. The original
question, if used, should be reworded or critiqued.

Some suggested answers also show confused thought. "Was the scapegoat blamed unjustly? (Yes.
`Anyway, Mr. Franks isn't pushing you around.' }" The suggested answer doesn't prove the inference; it gives
Margaret's perspective. The answer to how students know Margaret disagrees is also misleading since the
citation it gives happens after we learn her opinion.

Point of view
The text uses, though fails to distinguh or adequately explore the connections between two senses

of`point of view:' perspectives on the situation and the literary sense of the voice of selection. Most ofthe time
is spent on the latter. The 'identifying point ofview' activity which has students distinguish first person from
third person sentences should be dropped, in favor of more extended discussion of the affect of the narrator's
point of view on the reader.

The activities of writing Nancy's diary entries, role playing a discussion between the sisters, and
discussing the effect of changisig the point of view of the story could be extended and integrated into a deeper
and more thorough discussion of the various perspectives expressed in the story.

Opportunities for fostering critical thought
Rather than pursuing Margaret's dilemma in depth, the text merely asks students to identify her

reason for not discussing the situation with liathryt., and describe how they would have behaved. A more
detailed and extended discussion could require students to grapple with the many aspects and difficulties of
such a decision, similar to many problems children face.

The text neglects exploration of the sociocentric principle of`favoring our own over a stranger.' Though
the bandmembers don't directly mistreat Nancy, they are ruled by hidden sociocentiicity which they try to
rationalize Students can gain useful insight into the irrationality and dishonesty of sociocentricity by
discussing the characters' behavior and remarks.

Strategies Used to Remodel
clarifying or critiquion. text

S-20 practicing dialogical thinking
S-13 raising and pursuing root questions
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
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S-14 evaluating actions or policies
S-15 generating or assessing solutions
S-// developing criteria for evaluation
S-26 distinguishing relevant from irrelevant facts
S-2 developing insight into ego/sociocentricity
S-4 exploring thoughts underlying feelings

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

We have divided the remodel into the following sections: 1) Introduction, 2) Discussions
of perspectives, 3) The problem, and 4) Sociocentricity.

1) Introduction
After students have read the story, have them retell it. The class could have a more detailed

discussion of the idea of a scapegoat. After students have looked the word up, have them discuss
criteria for determining when it would apply. Have them compare those to the situation in the
story. S-17 "Who was blamed? Was the blame justified? Should someone else have been blamed
instead? For what? Does the word fit this situation?" Students could then suggest better titles.

When having students reread the story, the teacher could have them keep notes of the
perspectives of the various characters: Margaret, Kathryn, Nancy, and Phyllis. Under the
appropriate headings, students can record details expressing or reflecting each character's point
of view.

2) Perspectives
The class can then discuss and expand on each point of view. S-20 Questions such as the

following could be used: What was this character's situation? How does it compare to that of the
others? What does this character think? Feel? Do? Say? Why? What ideas guide this character?
How does this character define the problem? What assumptions does she make? Why? What
does she value? How do her values compare to those of the other characters?

Students could also compare the story to what it would be like told from other points of view,
and how that would have affected the reader, and speculate about why the author chose to write
it as she did. S-17 They could also discuss whether this was the best choice.

3) The Problem
Students could explore the sisters' lack of communication in greater depth, and evaluate it.

Students could mention as many pro's and cons of their silence as they can think of, compare the
sisters' attitudes and situations and suggest alternative behaviors and discuss the consequences
of each possibility. S-13 The following original and new questions might be used: What caused
silence between Margaret ar,d Katheryn? (The original answer, citing Margarets' reluctance, is
incomplete, since neither sister was anxious to talk.) Why might Margaret want to avoid arguing
with her sister? Why might Katheryn have avoided discussion? How did their disagreement
affect their relationship? S-30 What may have happened if they had talked? (Encourage
multiple responses, or have groups of students use the suggested role play activity, and have the
class compare the results of the different groups.) What do you think is the best thing to do in
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this kind of situation? S-14 (Rather than asking students what they would have done.) Why?
Why did Phyllis say "some twin you are?" What does this tell us about Phyllis' values? Why is
a situation like this difficult?

Consider asking the class to evaluate the different solutions acted on by the various
characters. S-15 First, if students have not already formulated their own statement of the
problem, ask them to do so. Then ask, "Who is affected by the problem? What are the criteria
for a good solution/What would a good solution require? S-// What would someone have to know
to determine which solution would work? 5.26 What solutiondoes each character come up with?
What values are assumed by the solutions? How do these solutions compare? Do any meet the
criteria of a good solution? Why or why not? What solutions would?"

4) Sociocentricity S-2
Students could discuss some of the characters' attitudes about letting an 'outsider' and

`newcomer' take the top clarinet spot in the band. Such a discussion could help students consider
the unfairness of sociocentric attitudes, as well as bring a clearer sense of detail to what 'group
think' and 'us vs. them' means, how it manifests itself, and how people try to hide it. The class
could discuss such questions as: Who used the word 'outsider'? What does it mean? What
attitudes and feeling does that word express? What does Katheryn mean by her speech toward
the end of the story? Why does she think the children were being dishonest with themselves?
%let did Phyllis say was her reason for not agreeing with Mr. Franks? For saying that Katheryn
was cheated? Why was she angry with Margaret? If Katheryn was right that the children
weren't being honest with themselves, why weren't they? Why didn't they give their real
reasons? Why did they feel as they did? Why is it oftenhard to disagree with others in your group?
Was Margaret being disloyal? Were the others? Does being loyal to a group (or a twin) require
always agreeing with and supporting the groups beliefs? Why or why not?

The class could explore the thoughts underlying Margaret's feelings as they change during
the story. Students could also discuss Katheryn'schange of heart at length. Have them discuss
her feelings and reasoning when she was upset with Mr. Franks, and her feelings and reasoning
after she heard Nancy play at the end of the story. S-4

In order to think critically about issues
we must first be able to state the issue
clearly. The more completely, clearly,
and accurately the issue is formulated,
the easier and more helpful the discus-
sion of its settlement.
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Critical Thinking
(Language Arts - 6th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

develop their perspectives through dialectical exchange, writing, and argument analysis and
evaluation

clarify claims and ideas arising in group discussions
practice critical thought by writing and revising argumentative essays

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
We have extracted three lessons on reasoning. The first lesson, called "Critical

Thinking," uses fake ads to introduce 'indicator words' (iVthen, because, since, either/or,
therefore). Students write sentences using indicator words and explain their reasoning.
They rewrite ads in 5'i7then' form and write evaluations of the ads.

The second lesson has two sections: "Expressing an Opinion," focuses on giving reasons
for opinions. Students study a flow chart which records the number of contributions of each
participant in a discussion. They break into groups to discuss their opinions and make charts
of their discussions. Students then write essays stating and justifying their opinions. The
second part of the lesson, "Fact, Opinion, and Prejudice," has students look up those words
(and `propaganda') in the dictionary. Then they decide which of 10 sentences expresses fact,
opinion, or prejudice.

The third lesson also has two parts. "Denotation and Connotation" introduces these
terms (`dictionary meaning' vs. 'emotional meaning') using a diagram with the word 'house,'
in the center, and such words as `shack,"castle, 'hovel,' and 'apartment' around it. Students
read and discuss two paragraphs about the same scene, one neutral the other negative, and
distinguish 'friendly,' 'fighting,' and 'neutral' words. Finally, in "Inferences from Word
Connotations," students read five pairs of sentences and determine which of each pair
`suggests dislike or disapproval' and which 'approval.'

from Our Language Today, David A. Conlin, et al.
American Book Co. ©1978 pp. 193-7, G59-61

Critique I
Introduction

We chose these lessons because they address reasoning and language. Though this handbook mainly
fOcuses on incorporating critical thinking into other lessons, lessons specifically on critical thinking can also

be useful. Individually and collectively these lessons suffer from many seri nis flaws and misunderstandings,
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display fuzziness of thought, misuse terms, and lack critical insight. As a whole, the lessons downplay
evaluation of reasoning (where mentioned or suggested, they give no guidance and use confusing language).
They nowhere suggest evaluating the relevance of support to conclusions. The fact/opinion distinction
underlies them as does the confusion of objectivity with lack of `connotation,' and bias with emotional or
evaluative language. Though they address the importance of giving reasons for beliefs, they fail to suggest
the importance of considering opposing views, or strengthening one's reasoning by weeding out or altering
unjustified beliefs. We have written a critique of and remodel for each lesson.

The First Lesson
The first lesson does not explain how merely becoming aware of 'indicator' words helps students to

think more critically. The claim is especially puzzlint, since the presence of the words discussed does not
necessarily signal an argument or piece of reasoning. Several ofthe text's examples do not ex press reasoning.
The 'because' in "I was permitted to watch television because I finished Ny homework," for example, expresses
a causal relationship. I do not supply "I finished my homework" as a reason to convince you that "I was
permitted to watch television."

The advertising statements are not arguments, but premises. (A complete argument, a conclusion
supported by re wculd be, "If you use this product on your hair, pri you will be handsome. Since you
want to be ha you :ihould use this product.") Though having students make these kinds of key
premises from at... plicit as If/then' statements is a useful first step toward understanding reasoning, it is,
by itself, incomplete. This, however, the lesson refers to as 'analysis.'

Students rate ads they have brought in but they do not discuss the standards theyuse, or distinguish
different kinds of faults. The text suggests, bu.. tails to explain, these terms "acceptable (logical);questionable
(debatable); ridiculous (illogical)."

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-23 using critical vocabulary
S-14 evaluating arguments
S-8 developing one's perspective

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN I

We have restructured these lessons into a unified unit culminating in a well thought out
argumentative essay. Sim: tar units, repeated over the course of the year can greatly improve
both reasoning and its expression. We've structured this unit to more or less coincide with
the original. Class discussions can be used to introduce and clarify aspects of critical thought.
Group discussions alkw development and clarification of positions, and exchange between
opposing views.

The teacher could introduce argumeo. analysis and critique using ads, as in the original.
If so, we recommend that you focus on ads aimed at children. Similar treatment could be
given any arvments which the teacher uses instead of ads (including students' reasoning).
Students could describe ads which give a reason (or reasons) for using a product or service.
The teacher might develop students' use of vocabulary by having them rephrase ads into
explicit premises, assumptions, and conclusions. S-23 To have students identify the
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conclusion, ask, "What is the conclusion ? What is the point of the argument? What
statement is this ad trying to convince you to believer ("Therefore, you should buy our
product .") Then ask, "V nat reason is given? Is it stated or implied? Is the reasoning
complete, or is there a hidden claim, or assumption ?" When one ad has been made explicit
and discussed, have students practice on others. Students could then evaluate the ads in a
class discussion. S-14 You could have them give reasons for their evaluations, or guide
discussion with questions like the following: "Does it give evidence? What? Are the claims
clear? What do they mean? Could they mean something else ?!Are they ambiguous?
Questionable? Complete? 'What is left out? Is the reason releoane - should it affect our
conclusion? Why or why not? Does the ad present a strong argument? Should we accept the
conclusion? Why or why not? What else would we need to find out to decide?"

For unit discussion groups and essay topics, students could brainstorm issues. The
issues should not be mere questions of preference. Perhaps an issue which arose in a previous
class discussion would be interesting, or a school or class issue or problem. Or such questions
as, "What sports are the most dangerous? What should children be allowed and not allowed
to do? What makes a book a good book?"

Each student then picks an issue and writes an essay. Students should state their
positions, and support them with the best reasons they can. This is the first draft of their
argumentative essays. S-8

Critique II
The Second Lesson

The second lesson, "Expressing an Opinion," spends too much time on the flow chart, itself of
questionable value. It draws attention to the number of remarks, then claims that the most frequent speaker
"was not monopolizing the discussion. He presented some very excellent reasons for his opinions." It points

't that the flow chart tells you nothing about the quality of ideas, and tells the teacher to "Caution against
monopolizing the conversation." It gives no idea of how to distinguish monopolizing discussion from
presenting excellent reasons. Since the chart tells nothing but frequency of participation, it ib unclear why
students are told to make them during their discussions. Furthermore, presenting good reasons though
valuable, is only half of a discussion. The text fails to mention the importance of allowing others to speak,
and listening carefully and fairmindedly. It mainly focuses on how to defend opinions, not he to shape them

more reasonably.
Before students break into groups, the text tells them to make a list of topics, and makes these

suggestions as a starter: Do you like classical music, or country western or both? Do you prefer hockey, soccer,
or tennis? How do you think some TV programs could be improved?" The first two questions are especially
poor topics either for a rational discussion or for practice in giving and assessing reasons. Questions of
preference or mere opinion admit of little, if any, evidence, argument, or assessment

Onl ;n the second "Additional Activities" are students asked about the content of the discussion. They
are asked is 'mentally review the contributions" and "decide whether the opinions expressed were logical,

debatable, or unprodur ave." They are not asked to discuss the worth of the reasons, (instead, they are asked
to think about the contributions and respond) or how reasons coul I be evaluateti. The choice of termslogical,'
'debatable,' and 'unproductive,' is at best confusing. 'Logical,' used throughout the unit, is a positive term
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which we suppose could mean 'true statement and relevant.' Debatable,' then, could mean `statement, the
truth of which is questionable'. And 'unproductive' perhaps means 'irrelevant.' Regardless, it is: unfortunatethat clearer and more accurate terms were not used or explanations given. The text's approach allows
reactions that are too often impressionistic and based on prejudice or lack of understanding. ('This seemsridiculous to me!')

The exercise for this section has students write an essay giving reasons for "a strong opinion,"
encouraging them to "get something offyour chest," and "let off steam." These directions promote uncritical,
unfairminded thought, and overstating one's position, rather than rational, accurate. clear, fairminded
thought. As a rule, our thinking is not at its best when we are "letting off steam."

The second part of the lesson, on fact, opinion, prejudice, falls prey to the usual problems of the 'fact/
opinion' distinction. The text asks students which kind of statement "canyou depend upon for the most reliable
information?" Though the motive of having students distinguish questionable from acceptable claims is
worthwhile, the text's approach does not accomplish this purpose. It produces an unquestioning attitude of
acceptance for statements that seem factual, though factual (empirical) claims are not necessarily reliable,
and students can't necessarily tell if so-called 'facts' are true. Facts, when used in an argument, may not be
complete or relevant. There is not enough about the 'opinions' to determine whether they are mere opinion,
or can be well defended. Rather than asing the fact, opinion, prejudice distinction, students should
distinguish questionable from acceptable claims.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-21 practicing dialectical thought
S-9 clarifying issues and claims
S-8 developing one's perspective

REMODELLED LESSONPLAN II
For the second lesson, students can form discussion groups with those who chose their

topics. (The teacher may have to check composition of the groups to insure that more than
one view is represented in each group.) When assigning discussion groups, emphasize the
importance of listening carefully and open-mindedly to other arguments. The teacher may
want to have students take notes, and include opposing views in their essays. Students
should argue their positions (that is, give reasons to convince the others to adopt their
conclusions). 8-21 The groups could note assumptions, find contradictions, and look for
strengths and weaknesses in the arguments givers. Each group could recap the main points
of their discussion to the entire class. Some students may want to revise their essays.

Rather than focussing on "fact, opinion, prejudice," the teacher may want to focus the
next section directly on distinguishing claims which need further support. from those which
are acceptable without further support. The class could discuss the claims (though not the
explanations) from the exercise in the text, and/or claims from other sources. Use questions
like the following: Does anyone know whether or not this is true? How do you know? Is there
reason to doubt this statement? Why or why not? (Accept it?) What would count for it? S-
9 Against it? Stress that one can't judge truth or reasonableness of a claim from its form or
appearance. A statement alone doesn't tell us how much or little thought, or what quality
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of thought went on.
Students can then expand and revise their essays. S-8 They should give their new

positions and arguments, supportingclaims which require support. Stress that the strongest
arguments take the strengths of other points of view into account.

Students could trade their papers with other members of their groups. Students can
comment on the papers requesting clarification or evidence, pointing out where the relevance
of claims is unclear, or facts or assumptions are questionable, and correcting distortions of
opposing points of view. Students can use the comments when revising their essays.

Critique III
The Third Lesson

According to the text, some words are pure denotation (defined as "dictionary meaning"), neutral
(unbiased descriptions using them are %a_ d on facts'). Other words, 'emotion-arousing words' (with pleasant
or unpleasant emotional associations, or favorable or inf, vorable connotations - 'friendly' and 'fighting'
words), are used to indicate approval or dislike or disapproval. The applications of the various 'emotion-
arousing' words are equivalent to those of the neutral words. That is, the facts of the situations are the same.
Word choice is a matter of preference, or desired effect on the reader. Emotion arousing words make reading
more lively, and often humorous. Presumably, therefore, they have no place in reasoning. Bias is equivalent
to use of positive or negative terms (usually the latter). We find the text's explanations confused and

misleading.
The next lesson misuses the terms 'denotation' and 'connotation,' terms we find of questionable

usefulness. Denotation is the group of things the word applies to, connotation is what you say about the group
when you apply that word. What the text considers connotations are also mentioned in dictionaries. The
difference between the literal meanings of 'palace' and 'hovel' is as math a question of fact as it is of attitude
or emotion. Though, according to the text, the words have the same denotation and different connotations,
in fact, their denotations are as different as their connotations.

According to the text, the only difference between the positive and negative sentences is the dislike
or approval of the speaker, as though all use of evaluative language is based solely on prejudice, preference,

or whim.
According to the text, bias is shown only in word choice or the use of evaluative language. Yet, purely

factual passages can also display bias through selection (and omission) presentation and interpretation of
fact, and false seemingly 'factual' claims. In the section "Inferences from Word Connotations," students are
not encouraged to clarify statements or discuss conditions under which each remark is appropriate or
accurate. Again, evaluations are reduced to preference.

Students should be encouraged, not to abandon evaluative language, but to use it appropriately, when
its use is justified; not to discount it, but to evaluate it. They should learn to analyze terms, and determine
what kinds of facts are required to back them up; set reasonable standards, and apply them fairmindedly.
Instead, the text asks for lists of positive and negative words several times, and asks which statements or
words from lists "suggest approval or disapproval."
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Strategies Used to Remodel
8-10 clarifying ideas
8-9 clarifying issues and claims
S././ developing criteria for evaluation

REMODELIMD LESSONPLAN III
The next lesson can focus on clear and accurate use of and support for evaluative terms.

The teacher can use the examples (though not the explanations) from the book, or key terms
from one of the discussion groups (say, if one group is having difficulty) or claims and terms
from other sources. If discussing the 'house' words (or a similar example), students could dis-
tinguish the terms - describing when each most accurately applies. S-10 Musing the two
paragraphs in the text, students coulddiscuss the evidence and reasoningwhich could justify
the conclusions in the second paragraph. Or they could discuss other conclusions that could
be drawn from the first.

The section on "Inferences from Word Connotations" could be used to develop students'
ability to clarify claims or ideas. 5-9 Ask students to describe behavior to which, say, 'life
of the party' would properly apply. S-10 Then ask for examples of 'making a fool of oneself.'
Also ask what phrase could apply to both kinds of cases (e.g., was noticeable, or stood out at
the party). Students should then discuss features common to each kind ofcase, and make
the standards they use to judge such cases explicit. S-11 Have them use a similar process
on other words, phrases, or sentences.

Then each group can meet again to clarify the key claims and terms from their discussion
groups. Have students distinguish those terms which all agree apply from disputed terms.
They should then clarify the disputed terms or claims by using examples of terms, opposites,
and other cases. The standards used for applying the terms or claims should be clarified, the
facts required to justify evaluations made explicit.

Students can then write the final drafts of their essays to include clarification of the
terms they now feel justified using. Again, stress the importance of taking all relevantfats
into account, and of presenting opposing views fairly. Emphasize that changing your mind
or altering your original position is no crime.

The teacher could have students write group papers, instead of individalpapers, giving
all sides of the disagreement, and clarifying points of disagreement.
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Introduction
to Remodelling
Social Studies
Lessons

Each person responds to social issues from one of a variety of mutually inconsistent points of view.
Each poir.i, of view rests on assumptions about human nature. The unreflective adoption of one point
of view as the truth limits our understanding of issues. Therefore, practice in entering into and

coming to understand divergent points of view is crucial to social studied
Children, in their everyday lives, already face the kinds of issues studied in social studies and are

developing sets of assumptions about human nature. The assumptions they make concern issues like the
following:

What does it mean to belong to a group? What rights and responsibilities do I have? Does
it matter if others do not approve of me? Is it worthwhile to be good? What is most important
to me? How am I like and unlike others? Whom should I trust? Who are my friends and
enemies? What are people like? What am I like? How do I fit in with others? What are my
rights and responsibilities? What are others' rights and responsibilities?

Adults, as well as children, tend to assume the truth of their own unexamined points of view. People
often unfairly discredit or misinterpret ideas based on assumptions which differ from their own. In order
to address social issues critically, students must continually evaluate their beliefs by contrasting them with
opposingbeliefs. From the beginning, social studies instruction should encourage the fairminded discussion
of a variety of points of view and their underlying beliefs.

Dialogical experience, in which students begin to use critical vocabulary t.0 .=qarpen their thinking and
their sense of logic, is crucial. Words and phrases like 'claims,"assumes,"implies,"supports,"is evidence
for; 'is inconsistent with; 'is relevant to' shoule be integrated into class discussion. Secondly, instruction
should call attention to differing points of view, giving students insight into the multilogical nature ofhuman
life and experience.

Humans live in a world of humanly constructed meanings. There is always more than one way to
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conceptualize human behavior. Humans create points of view, ideologies, and philosophies that often
conflict with each ogler. Students need to understand the implications of this crucial fact: that all accounts
of human behavior are expressed within a point of view, that it is not possible to cover all the facts in any
account of what happened, that each account stresses some facts over other., that when an account is given
(by a teacher, student or textbook author), the point of view in which it is given should be identified and,
where possible, alternative points of view considered, that points of view need to be critically analyzed and
assessed.

Of course, this emphasi., on the diversity of human perspectives should not be covered in such a way
as to imply the view that all points of view are equally valid. Rather, students should learn to value critical
thinking skills as tools to help them to assess truth and falsity, insight and prejudice, accurate conception
and misconception.

Formulating their own views of historical events and social issues should enable students to
synthesize data from divergent sources and to grasp important ideas. Too often, students are asked to recall
details with no synthesis, no organizing ideas, and no distinction between details and basic ideas. The end-
of-chapter questions often ask for recall ofa random selection of details and key facts or ideas. Time lines,
maps, charts and graphs are presented and read as mere drill, rather than as aids to understanding deeper
issues. There is often an inadequate emphasis on extending insights to analogous situations in other times
and places.

Traditional lessons cover several important subjects within social studies:politics,economics, history,
and anthropology. They stress the importance of good citizenship, emphasizing pride in country and the
importance of people working together. They compare and contrast our culture with other cultures and
encourage tolerance. They stress the importance of accepting a diversity of points of view in the student's
peer group, community, nation, and world. The materials, however, typically fall short of teaching the
subject matter in a way that best fosters critical thought.

Critical education in social studies would focus on basic questions. Details would be taught as
illustrations of answers to questions like the following:

How does society shape the individual? How does the individual shape society? Are some
people more important than others? What happe ied in the past? Why? What was it like
to live then? How has it influenced us now? How dry I learn what happened in the past? How
do I reconcile conflicting accounts? Why are things the way they are now? Why do people
disagree? Where do people get their points of view? Where do I get my point of view? Why
do people have different cultures? What shapes culture? How does culture influence people?
What assumptions underlie my (and others') culture? How do people adapt to where they
live? How do people change their environment? What effects do different changes have?
What is government for? What is my government like? What are other governments like?
How did they come to be that way? What assumptions underlie them? (Similar questions
could be asked about economic systems.) How can governments, cultures and economic
systems be evaluated? How do people solve problems? How dogovernments solve problems?
How can we evaluate solutions? (Similar questions could be asked regarding technology.)

Traditional lessons seldom discuss the difficulty of being a good citizen (e.g., assessing candidates and
propositions before voting); nor do they discuss the positive aspects ofdissent, i.e., the benefits of considering
different ideas. Important ideals, such as freedom of speech, are taught as mere slogans. Students read,
recall, and repeat vague justifications for ideals, rather than deepening their understanding of them. Some
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texts confuse facts with ideals (especially about the U.S.) and genuine patriotism with show of patriotism
or false patriotism. The first confusion discourages us tom seeing ourselves, others, and the world
accurately; we often don't see the gap between how we want to be and how we are. The second encourages
us to reject constructive criticism.

Some Common Problems with Social Studies Texts

Although the texts treat diversity of opinion as necessary, beliefs are not presented as subject to
examination or critique. Students are encouraged to accept that others have different beliefs, but are not
encouraged to understand why. Yet it is by understanding how others have reached their conclusions, that
students can learn what other points of view have to offer, and can strengthen their own views accordingly.
The text writers's emphasis on simple tolerance serves to end discussion, whereas students should learn to
consider judgments as subject to rational assessment.

When contrasting our nation with others, students are not encouraged to recognize and combat their
own natural ethnocentricity. Texts encourage ethnocentricity in two ways. First, the text writers often
present American ideals as uniquely American when, in fact, every nation shares at least some of them.
Second, although beliefs about the state of the world, and about how to achieve ideals vary greatly, the
American version of these is often treated as universal or self-evident. Students should learn not to confuse
their limited perspective with universal belief.

Texts often wantonly omit crucial concepts, relationships and details. For example, in discussing
the opening of trade relations between Japan and the U. S., one text failed to mention why the Japanese had
cut off relations with the West. (See also The Birth of Modern Europe, Spanish California, and People and
Earth.)

Most texts treat important subjects superficially. There seems to be concern for the outward
appearance of things rather than their underlying dynamics. Many texts also tend to approach the heart
of the matter and stup short of further exploration. Topics are introduced, treated briefly, and dropped.
History, for instance, is presented as a series of events, narrative, chronology. Texts describe events briefly,
but seldom mention how people perceived them, why they accepted or resisted them, or what ideas and
assumptiws influenced them and how. Texts cover different political systems by mentioning the titles of
political offices. Most discussions of religion reflect the same superficiality. Texts emphasize names of
deities, rituals, and practices. Beliefs are not explored in sufficient depth; the inner life is ignored, the
personal dimension omitted.

In many instances, texts encourage student passivity by providing all the answers. After lengthy
map skills units, students are asked to apply those skills to answer simple questions. However, they are not
held accountable for providing the answers on their own. Texts usually err by asking questions students
shot'!d be able to answer on their own, and immediately providing the answer. Once a student understands
the system, she knows that she doesn't have to stop and think for herself, because the text will do it for her
in the next sentence.

Many texts go to great lengths 'introducing' land forms to students, most of whom, no doubt, could
themselves distinguish mountains from valleys, oceans from deserts, etc.

'2
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Texts often emphasize the ideal or theoretical models of government, economic systems, and
institutions without exploring real (hidden) sources of power and change. The difficulty and complexity of
problems are alluded to or even mentioned, but briefly ("This is a difficult problem.") without exploring why,
that is, why wouldn't this seemingly obvious solution work?

Primary sources, when used or referred to at all, are not examined as sources of information or
explications of important attitudes and beliefs which shaped events. Their assessment is not discussed, nor
are influences which shaped them. Texts fail to mention, for Pxample, that most history was written by
victors of wars, and by the few educated people. Much information about other points ofview has been lost.

Explanations are often abstract and lack detail or connection to that which they explain, leaving
students with a vague understanding. Texts fail to answer such questions as: How did this bring about
that? What was going on in people's minds? Why? How did that relate to the rest of society? Why is this
valued? Without context, the little bits have little meaning and therefore, if remembered at all, serve no
function, and cannot be recalled for use.

To help teachers generalize from specific
remodelling moves, andso facilitate their
grasp of strong sense critical thinking
and how it can be taught,we have devised
a list of teaching strategies. Each strat-
egy highlights an aspect of critical
thought. Each use illustrates bow that
aspect can be encouraged in students.
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7) 7 A N .04.11 .0/7 "47-IF fJpw Ur tile la' Ell 111
(Social Studies - 4th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

apply map skills to understanding p opulation distribution, thereby exercising independent thought
identify, and explore the implications of, the main factors which affect population distribution

e refine generalizations and correct textual oversimplifications about population distribution

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
This lesson focuses on world-wide population distribution. Students are asked to use a

population map to determine which areas are heavily and sparsely populated. Reasons for
these patterns are given: Arctic - too cold, Sahara desert - too hot, insufficient water, Amazon
rain-forest and mountainous areas - unsuitable for farming. Population density is correlated
with availability of level land, fertile soil, water for growing crops, comfortable climate.
Students are asked to use physical and climate maps to classify land forms and climates that
support large populations. The teacher's notes suggest brief questions dealing with the
implications of crowding and speculations about future population patterns (domes on the
ocean floor, space stations, etc.)

from California: People ofaRegion, Level 4. ©1984
by McGraw Hill, Webster Division.
pp. 60-63.

Critique

General weaknesses
In this critique we first consider the global weaknesses of the original lesson, especially its tendency

to oversimplify. Then we examine specific examples of those weaknesses from the text, noting important
factors which have been omitted ir. explaining past population distribution trends. We critique the text's
discussion of future population trend = and conclude by suggesting improvements in the text's questions.

We chose this lesson because it offers an opportunity to apply heavily emphasized map skills to
understanding population distribution. One failure of the lessen is that it does all the work for students, and
thus does not require them to use what they already know from previous study, or to use their map reading
skills. Students should experience the pleasure of independent thought and discovery. It will enliven the
learning experience for students and give them a sense of purpose in studying as they move toward the goal
of becoming autonomous learners and thinkers. The lesson objectives focus on 'locating and listing,' rather
than on understanding and interpreting the data. Critical thinking must go beyond the simple accumulation
of information to making it meaningful in a larger framework.
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The most serious flaw in this lesson is that the student text situates the question of population
distribution in the pre-modern technology era, giving a false and overly simplistic account of why people live
where they do today. It emphasizes temperature, fertile soil, flatland and availability of water as the principal
factors of population distribution. It leaves out the role of modern technology in supporting large populations
in areas which are not located in fertile, temperate agricultural zones. It does not account for the dynamics
of the industrial/ manufacturing age in population distribution: proximityto resources, availability of jobs,
ease of transportation. Access to waterways, though not dealt with at all, is of vital importance in
understanding population distribution, both historically and currently. Finally, the role of government
administrative headquarters in attracting substantial population is ignored.

Specific examples and omissions
The text implies that no large population centers exist in desert areas since food "does not grow in the

desert." How is one to account for cities such as Phoenix and Los Angeles? Although the text mentions mining
and timber harvesting as activities which take place in mountainousareas, it leaves the impression that, since
then is not much fertile land there, one could not expect to find large population centers there. Cities such
as Amsterdam which base their large population on trading and transportation are not mentioned at all. The
subsistence farming model is also inadequate to explain why a region such as the U.S. Mid-west, though ideal
for food production, is lightly populated. Since less than 3% of the U.S.population is engaged in farming, good
farming potential couldn't significantly affect population distribution.

In looking at future population trends, the text seems to ignore the movement of our economy toward
an information/service emphasis. We are movinginto that type of economy now, and it would be an interesting
and useful thing for students to consider what changes they mightexpect in population patterns in the light
ofthis new development. Although the notes to the Lacher suggest that the implications of population growth
for the future be discussed (p.62), they derail the discussion into exotic, futuristic "solutions such as living in
space stations, in enclosed domes, and on the ocean floor in 'bubbles of air.'" What do people in Detroit who
have lost auto production jobs do while waiting for this technology? Itwould seem more realistic and practical
to confront population problems with resources and technology currently available. Furthermore, seeing
economic shifts from agricultural to manufacturing to information will provide a useful framework for
understanding a variety of social phenomena.

Critique of text questions
The 'Concluding Questions' ask, "Where do large citiesget food? (transported from farm areas.)" but

do not follow up with a discussion of the implications. They do not correlate at all with the student text.
Another question is, "What happens when many people live in a small space? (Homes are smaller. More food
and more goods, services, and jobs are needed.)" This isan important issue to consider, but it seems to go far
beyond the scope of the student text. We recommend dropping it in connection with this particular : -3sson.

In the Review section, questions 1-6 are a jumble of factual recall items which do not probe
implications and have little coherence or contribution to understanding population distribution. Question 7
reinforces the text's emphasis on suitability for subsistencefarming as the main criterion for land that is "good
for people to live on." We would use questions 8 and 9 at the beginning of the lesson to foster independent
thought, rather than tacking them on after students have read the lesson. The text's placement of these
questions in the review section makes them into factual recall items rather than the stimulus for independent,
critical thought.
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Strategies Used to Remodel
Si - exercising independel ought
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
S-31 refining generalizations
S-6 avoiding oversimplification
S-17 clarifying or critiquing text
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

Our remodel concentrates on having students use maps and their own background
knowledge to understand population distribution before they read the text. Then we look at
the influence of types of economy and technology on population trends, considering what
changes could occur in the future. The remodel is divided as follows: 1) Where is world
population concentrated and not concentrated? 2) Climate, terrain and other factors which
influence population distribution. 3) Read and critique text. 4) Economic factors and
population distribution, and 5) Application.

1) Where is population concentrated?
One way to begin, would be to direct the class to study the population maps on pp. 60-

61. Then you might ask students for their observations on what the maps tell them about
population distribution. S-/ We do not think you need to explain or interpret the information
gathered at this point. It would probably be enough to ask students to briefly summarize
what they can say about the distribution of earth's population by studying the maps.

Next, you could explain that with the help ofa few additional maps students can use their
reasoning skills and what they already know to understand why most people live crowded
together rather than evenly spread out. They will need to use the physical map on pp. 48-
49 and the climate map on pp. 52-53. If interested students would like more detailed maps,
have them use an atlas or encyclopedia to supplement this lesson. Explain that after they
have made use of the maps to answer some questions they will read the chapter to see if it
correlates with their understanding of population distribution. You might suggest to them
that they will probably come up with things the text doesn't mention, to reinforce their
confidence in their abilities, independent of textual confirmation. S-/

2) Climate, terrain and other factors which influence population distribution
First, you might want to focus on the climate and population maps. You could ask,

(Review question 9) "What climate areas do most people live in? Why? How does climate affect
human life? S-30 Why don't many people live in the Arctic? The Sahara? The Amazon
jungle? Can you think of or find any examples of large cities in any of these types of climate?"
S-31 (Siberian cities, Phoenix, Los Angeles, Mombasa (Kenya)) For each example, consider
discussing what makes it possible and desirable to have a large population there. S-6 For
example, you could ask, "How does Los Angeles get enough water? Phoenix?" One way to
summarize this segment of the lesson would be to ask students to state what makes it possible
to live in areas like de ....:rts, jungles and the Arctic in this century. You may mention the cost
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of supporting large populations in inherently hostile climates, not only in terms of expense,
but consumption of non-renewable resources.

Next, you could have students look at the population map and the physical map. As they
do this, you might ask, (Review question 8) "What type of terrain do most people live on? Why?
What types of land forms do they generally avoid? Why? S-30 Is it possible to have large
population centers in the mountains? S-6 What are some examples of cities in the
mountains? S-31 How do they get what they need to survive? What are the costs of living
in mountainous terrain?"

A further possibility would be to direct students to look at their maps and list four or five
large cities from anywhere around the world. Write the names on the board until you have
fifteen or twenty. Then you could ask, "What do these cities have in common in terms of where
they are situated?" S-/ (Many will be on a navigable waterway. Some will be capital cities.)
You might want to discuss why these are such important factors in attracting and supporting
large populations. S-30

3) Read and critique text
You could summarize this part of the lesson emphasizingthe types of climate and terrain

most conducive to large population concentration, as well as exceptions to these 'rules.' Then
you could have students read the text to confirm some of their observations and conclusions.
Ask them to note anything they didn't include in their study that they find in the text, and
anything they discussed that the text omits. You might make the point that texts are not
always complete, and students themselves can go beyond what the text provides. S-17

4) Economic factors and population distribution
As part of a transition to considering contemporary population trends, you may have the

students look at all three types of maps, focussing on the U. S. You could ask, "Are there any
parts of our country which are good for food production, have enough water and are not
heavily populated? S-31 (Mid-west) Why aren't they? What is at work here?" You might
want to point out to students thatbecause ofmodern equipment a very few people can produce
enough food for the whole country. You could add that economies have changed from the
agricultural to a manufacturing/industrial type. This newer type of economy affects
population distribution in its own way. Consider asking, "What kind of a location would be
important for a textile mill, a steel mill, an automobile factory? (proximity to resources; good,
cheap transportation) Why would people move to a town with a steel mill? (jobs) If the mill
closes, what happens to the people? Will all of them stay there? What will determine where
they go? What are some examples of cities where this has happened?" (Detroit, Houston,
Pittsburgh) S-7

Now you might discuss with students the observation that our economy seems to be in
a period of ch ange where heavy industrial production is being phased out or done abroad, and
we are moving into an information processing/service type of economy. Discuss what kind
of work people would do in this kind of an economy. (Computer industries, high-tech, finance,
etc.) Whatkinds of population shifts might occur in this new type of economy? Si- You might
mention that population is shifting south and west. You could follow that by asking students
why they think this is happening. Remind students that change is sure to happen, and that
they can understand why these changes in population distribution take place, if they consider
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what people need to live and what technology is capable of doing to assist them.

5) Application
As a concluding assignment, the teacher could prepare a list of large cities from around

the world. Each student could then eelect three, research relevant information about
climate, terrain, proximity to waterways, resources, types of jobs available, seat of govern-
ment, etc., and explain their size. It might be goad to have them note any problems related
to temperature, ease of importing food, water, etc. Then students could present their
information either to the class as a whole or to each other in groups of four or five.

rGet experience in, lesson plan remod-
elling: How can I take full advantage of
fize strengths of this lesson? How can this
material best be used to foster critical
insights? Which questions or activities
ohovid I drop, use, alter or expand ,.upon?
What should I add to it?L
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.LAUGLICif

(Social Studies - 4th Grade )
For original, see appendix.

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The stu,7-ints will:

clarify 'belief and 'culturally shared beliefs' through Socratic questioning
become aware of their culture by identifying manifestations of some culturally shared beliefs and

prob.ag their underlying structure by examining ass lmptions, implications, etc.
develop self-awareness by making explicit processes by which they have arrived atsome beliefs
use reciprocity to appreciate why members of another culture have different beliefs
clarify text uses of the term 'belief

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
This chapter on beliefs occurs in a un't on culture. It emphasizes the following "ints:

beliefs Pre one aspect of culture, beliefs grow out of values, beliefs affect other aspects of
culture, cars are important in our culture, Aztec lack of understandingof and control over the
environment led to belief in nature deities. Students read a short passage about a space
traveler who mistakes cars for monsters and discuss their feelings about cars, as an
introduction to the importance of cars in our culture. Students survey television ads noting
how many emphasize cars, and discuss some effects of valuing cars, e.g., drive-through
restaurants. They are asked to put themselves in the Aztecs' place. They identify aspects
of nature associated with gods from many cultures pictured in their texts. Students choose
a category of culture, (language, technology, institutions) name beliefs relating to the
category, and provide examples of the effects of those beliefs on the chosen aspect of culture.

from Planet Earth, James M. Oswald. ©1976 by
Houghton Mifflin. pp. T124-131. Used with per-
mission.

Critique

Introduction
Since the problem of establishing rational beliefs and of up-ront ig and eliminating irrational beliefs

is at the heart of critical and fairminded thought, this is a particularly important lesson. Indeed, the problem
of belief is so important it should serve as a background for many lesson plans and be a re-emergent theme
in school as a whole. :n any case, it is an ideal topic for a general Socratic discussion, which should help
students' °gin to sort out a number of important distinctions and to organize their thinking acrd» a variety
of doma.,is. In depth discussion of culturally shared beliefs is also crucial to understanding the baba:. concept,
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'cultur s,' and to developing fairmindedness toward other cultures. Though the lesson has some potential for
developing crucial insights, it is marred by confusion, superficiality, lack or insight into the effect of culture
on the individual, and irrelevant nd unintegrated passages and activities.

Confusion in the text
The text suffers from a confusion of the multiple meanings of 'belief.' At first, the text explains that

beliefs have to do with values, e.g., "Cars are important." The term retains this meaning through most of the
lesson, ("Out of their values grow many beliefs." "Show pictures of people working or demonstrating for ,z
cause in which they believe.") Then, without mentioning the change in meaning, the text uses the term in a
much broader sense. When discussing the Aztec beliefs in gods of sun, rain, etc,. 'belief means, "Anything
someone thinks is true," e.g., "There is a sun god." ("Many other humans have believed in gods and goddesses
of air, water, sun and land." 'Jaye students speculate about how Aztec beliefs in nature deities might affect
the other categories of culture.") This shift in meaning is ignored. At the end of the lesson, the meaning of
belief shifts back to that used at first. For instance, teachers are instructed to give such examples of beliefs
as, "One should say 'thank-you' when one is given something." Since the term was explained in a narrow sense
in the beginning of the lesson, attention should have been called to the later, broader sense. The problem can
be corrected by having students distinguish the two ideas.

Though the topic is beliefs as an aspect of culture, the lesson frequently cites examples of personaV
individual beliefs that are not culturally shared (e.g., protest movements promoting certain beliefs).
Examples of individuals' independent judgments shouldn't be juxtaposed with the idea of beliefs of our
culture, without distinguishing these two sources of belief. Again, confused, unclear thought is fostered in
the st%,,lents. The class could make this distinction. To keep to the structure of the text, those beliefs which
are an aspect of culture should be emphasized, the rest downplayed. Our remodel, however, takes this
opportunity to explore beliefs in general.

The lesson emphasizes the idea that beliefs affect other aspects of culture. It overlooks the effecc, of
other aspects of culture oil beliefs, and so inadvertently confuses students. For instance, the text suggests
that the belief that "people should wear seat belts." shows an effect of beliefs on technology. Yet, in this case,
aanger inherent in the use of cars has led to the belief in the importance of seat belts. The cause and effect
relationship is the opposite of what the text claims. The class could add discussion of how culture affects
beliefs, to the text discussion of how beliefs affect culture.

The discussion about how some beliefs lead to others is misleading. "For example, someone who feels
that the health of people is important may believe that all people have the right to inexpensive medical care....
(a belief that all should have medical care might cause a person to become a doctor or nurse who works with
needy people in an impoverished area.)" The text fails to point out that the conclusions reached were not based
solely on the belief mentioned, but more on assumptions, or systems of beliefs. Also, the text fails to note that
a number of alternatives could stem from a belief or set of beliefs. The fact/opinion distinction underlies this
lesson.

Superficiality in the text
More seriously, however, the lesson ignores the crucial point of discussing beliefs as in aspect of

culture. We have many of our beliefs simply because we were raised in our culture. We have internalized
beliefs prevalent in our culture, e.g., belief in the superiority of the two-party system. Although the lesson
tries to er.courage fairminded consideration of a different culture in its discussion ofthe Aztecs, it fails because
it stops just short of suggesting that each person independently arrives at culturally shared beliefs. The
teachers' text suggests that the teacher, "Lrave students imagine what it would be like to live in the valley of
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Mexico in Aztec times. Now would they feel when heavy rains caused floods? Would they think there might
be some being that was causing the rain?" "The discussion of the Aztecs will help to build the idea that beliefs
often develop out of events occurring in the natural system." The text never alludes to the idea that, when
everyone around us believes something, we generally accept that belief, or that it often seems impossible to
doubt or disbelieve it. This insight is crucial to developing understanding of and respect for other cultures,
as well as the self-understanding the text tries to foster.

The importan 'e of cars in our culture is a good introduction to cultural beliefs; it is true, easy to grasp,
and has important implications. Yet, by itself it is insufficient; a superficial aspect of culture. The value is
not basic, but arises from more fundamental values (independence, conveaience, variety, speed, time, etc.)
The lesson doesn't have students discuss other ways these values affect-s. Students should spend substantial
time making oar culture's fundamental beliefs explicit, to be in a better position to assess them, and to better
understand themselves.

The les:3nn. also treats cars themselves superficially, as merely means of transportation, ignoring the
other aspects of our society's relationship to cars (status, image, etc.) Although the television survey is an
excellent way of showing how we can recognize beliefs by looking behind words and behavior, better use could
be made of it. The text uses it simply to.make the point that cars are important in our culture. Students can
practice analytic skills by examining ads for associated ideas, and so deepen their insight into their culture.

Irrelevant and unintegrated passages
As it stands, the space traveler story is an irrelevant, unintegrated introduction to the subject of cars.

It is introduced as follows: "Take a look at the way beliefs can affect just one part of people's lives." The story
is then used simply to have students tell what the 'monsters' rea.ly were, and then to describe their feelings
about cars. Neitli;-;r the story nor the discussion are relevant to the importance of cars in our culture. Use
could be made of the story to point out that there are things we have always known and which are obvious
to us because we were raised in our culture, but those things would not be obvious to a stranger without our
experiences. Such a use could serve as an introduction to culture as a source of knowledge and beliefs, and
so better serve the purposes of the original lesson.

The passage requiring students to tell which elements of nature were associated with pictured gods
is irrelevant and should be dropped.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-19 engaging in Socratic discussion
S-13 raising and pursuing root questions
S-10 clarifying ideas
S-3 exercising reciprocity/fa'..rmindedness
S-17 clarifying or critiquing text
S-25 examining assumptions
S./ exercising independent thought
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts
S-24 distinguishing ideas
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REMOnELLrn LESSON PLAY

Our remodel consists of 1) an opening Socratic discussion about beliefs, followed by the
three main parts of the original lesson. They are: 2) Introducing culturally shared ideas,
3) Exploring the importance of cars in our culture, 4) Understanding another culture. We
have added possible further discussion questions at the end, under section 5).

1) Socratic discussion of 'belief
You could begin the lesson by mentioning some of your beliefs, and having students

volunteer theirs. You may then want to conduct a Socratic discussion of 'belief,' using these
lead questions, and following up students' responses wit:, probing questions: S-19 What is
a belief? Do you have beliefs? Are there different kinds of beliefs? What are they? How do
we come to have the beliefs that we have? Why are beliefs important? Are some beliefs more
important than others? Why? Why do different people believe different things? Do our
beliefs affect the way we act? How can we find out what someone believes? Do you always
know what you believe? How can you find out what you believe? What is the difference
between mere belief and something known?

2) Introducing 'culturally shared ideas'
When, as in the original, students have read the little story and inferred the identity of

the monsters, th- story can be used to introduce the idea of 'culturally shared knowledge or
ideas.' The teacher could ask, "Did the space traveler have a mistaken belief about cars? How
do you know that cars aren't alive? When did you learn about cars? S-13 Why might a space
traveler make Lbst mistake? What can we tell about the traveler's home planet? (It doesn't
have cars, at least, not like ours, or he would have recognized them.) How did you come to
know about cars, wh at they are for, and what they are like?" S.10 Students may realize that
they are familiar with cars, because they have grown up around them. Cars are a part of their
culture. You could ask students to consider or write about what it would be like if they
traveled to the space traveler's planet. They could discuss how things everyone was familiar
with there would be new and confusing, 9.-id why they would likely have mistaken beliefs
about what they saw. S-3

3) Exploring the importance of cars in our culture
When students have done the television survey and discussed the results, the teacher

could use the following questions to make the purpose of the survey more explicit, and have
students practice micro-skills: Why does the text have you do the survey? S-17 What
question does the survey answer? What answer does it give? Why did the text suggest that
survey? What else could we do to answer the question? What assumptions is the text
making? S-25 (Television ads reflect our culture. If something is shown in many ads, it is
important to people in our culture.) Are the assumptions correct? Why or why not?

To develop insight into culturally shared beliefs, students could then discuss the
meanings cars have in our culture in greater detail. You might ask, "Why do cars appear in
so many commercials? What ideas are car commercials trying to get across? S./ What ideas
are associated with cars in the commercials? In the ads that had nothing to do with cars, but
that had cars, why were cars shown in the ads? What ideas, images, or associations were the
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cars used to get across? Why? What culturally shared beliefs underlie the ads? (What do
ads tell us about what cars mean to people in our culture? What do ads tell us about what
cars mean to us?) Which of these beliefs do you share? Not share? Why? Why are cars
important? What is important about cars? What are the differences between 'cool' cars and
`uncool' cars?" (Substitute the latest slang.)

To use the material on cars to probe some underlying values of our culture, the following
questions could be used: Why are cars important to us? Could we do without cars? How?
What would be the advantages and disadvantages of fewer cars or no cars in our culture? How
would our culture have to change, in order for us to get along well without cars? S-30 What
does this tell us about what values we have? (independence, freedom, mobility, speed,
convenience, being on time, doing lots of things, privacy, control, etc.) What else can we say
about our culture and our reliance on cars? Imagine someone who didn't like cars. Why might
he feel that way? S-3 What values might he have? What values wouldn't he have? The class
could also discuss the questions in the teacher's notes. Students may wish to compare their
feelings about living in a place thathad no cars, as in the original. They might be encouraged
to probe the reasons for their different answers.

To further explore ideas in our culture, students could also discuss,or write about, other
aspects of our culture influenced by the sm.?. values as those underlying values of cars, e.g.,
clocks and watches, convenience foods and stores, clothing, separate family dwellings,
express lines in grocery stores, clubs and social and political groups, etc. S-7 Discussion of
culturally shared bPliefs could be expanded by having students discuss beliefs shared by most
or all of the people tney know.

4) Understanding another culture
To apply the idea 'culturally shared belief to another culture, students could read

through the passage on the Aztecs, and discuss the following questions: Why would an Aztec
child believe in those gods? S-7 Why are you used to cars? When did you learn what cars
are for? When do Aztec children come to believe in their gods? (Students may see that, when
everyone around them believes in something, and those beliefs are continually expressed,
assumed, or acted upon, children adopt those beliefs as their own, unreflectively.) Why do
we say that the Aztec beliefin nature gods is a part of their culture, rather than simply calling
it a belief of the individual Aztecs?" S-10

5) Alternative discussions
To practice the micro-skill of distinguishing the differentuses of 'belief,' students could

compare the following passages from the text: S-24 "People feel some things are more
important than others.... From this value may come such beliefs as - land should In owned
by the group;" "The Aztecs did not know what caused floodsor earthquakes.... The Aztecs were
not the only humans who have felt this way about the natural system. Many other humans
have believed in gods and goddesses of air, water, sun, and land." To have students compare
di,: different uses of the term 'belief,' you may ask, "What does the word 'belief mean in the
first passage? S-17 In the second? Give me examples ofbeliefs in the first sense. The second.
How are the two meanings similar? Different? Paraphrase the passages, leaving out the
word 'belief.'"

To further develop students' ability to make clear distinctions, the teacher could have
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them sort the beliefs mentioned in the text into individual vs. culturally shared beliefs.
Any time during the chapter, to have the class explore students' beliefs, you might ask,

"What do you think is important? How do you spend your time? Money? Do you group or
categorize people? How? What does it mean to put some people in a category? What are you
saying about them? In what ways arc people alike? Different? Why are they different? (Or
discuss any subject of interest to students.) Students could distinguish those answers about
which most or all of them agree, froia those which vary more between individuals, or which
of the beliefs are culturally shared. S-10 "Which of these beliefs are culturally shared? How
can we tell?" Or students could Socratically question each other about some of their beliefs,
and so learn about relationships among beliefs as well as practice asking and answering
questions.

The class could use questions like the following to discuss how and why people change
their beliefs: "Have you ever changed a belief or set of beliefs? What did you believe before?
Why? What do you believe now? Why?" If students cannot think of any examples, suggest
belief in Santa Claus, knowledge they have acquired, or other likely candidates. Have
students compare different reasons for changing their beliefs. S-19
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rripp allel (1%0.........ivisito wws ii.,
(Social Studies - 4th Grade)
For original, see appendix.

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

clarify the terms, 'communication' and 'language,' and clarify the text's use of these terms
understand some advantages of verbal over non-verbal communication, supporting conclusions

with evidence
infer some advantages and disadvantages of using symbols
better understand the role of non-verbal communication
understand language as a human system and situate particu. : languages within that system
develop awareness of and tolerance for diversity in language (dialects, accents, archaic forms),

thereby exercising reciprocity
engage in Socratic discussion to discover and develop their own thinking about language
understand that communication can sometimes be enhanced by suspending judgment and

qualifying claims

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
This lesson on language occurs in a unit on culture. In the first two paragraphs, students

read that the previously blank page was ch anged by having words printed on it; that "human
culture is printed on the natural system;" that human culture helps us meet our needs. The
student text introduces the term 'communicate.' Students discuss gestures and symbols as
forms of communication. The teachers' notes foster the insight that for communication to
take pl ace, both sender and receiver must understand the gestures andsymbols. Advantages
of maps and universal symbols are suggested. Human and animal communication are
compared. The text mentions the use of 'human language' to communicate facts, informa-
tion, preferences, values, feelings, ideas, and beliefs (e.g., "I think it'swrong to litter.") It also
stresses language's ability to speak of the past and the future, as well as the ability of the
written word to preserve human experience. Students name feelings of pictured people
(happiness, fear, anger, etc.) discuss things they feel strongly about, and identify the needs
that specific examples of communication help meet.

from Planet Earth, James M. Oswald. ©1976 by
Houghton Mifflin. pp. T80-87. Used with permis-
sion.
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_ _LIqUe

Focussing the goal
We 'those this lesson because it deals with an important topic which seems to present some

organizational and conceptual problems for the textbook writers. The lesson contains some important
material and some good, creative suggestions for student activities. However, it suffers from lack of logical
cohesion, fragmentation, and confusion in terminology. The fact; opinion distinction underlies this lesson.
One of the main problems is that the lesson tries to combine and link up very tenuously related goals. The
teacher's notes identify some of the goals as, "Conceptualize language, by giving examples of the sounds,
symbols, and gestures people use to communicate.... Demonstrate tolerance of diversity by investigatingfood

preferences and pointing out that people's likes and dislikes vary." If the authors felt the need to include a

discussion on tolerance, why not use tolerance for otherlanguages, dialects, azcents, etc. as the focus? Another
stated goal is, "Demonstrate self-awareness by expressing her or his feelings in response to certain situations
or objects." Here again, the focus is deflected from language tofeelings quite another topic. The last listed
goal, "Cite evidence to support the hypothesis that humans use language to meet their needs." seems like an

attempt to unite the very fragmented preceding goals but in fact only baffles the reader and trivializes the

subject of language.
It is important for the critical thinker to be able to recognize systems of thinking within which she

operates mentally, and to step back and examine how those systems operate, how they compare to similar
systems, and what their role is in influencing thought and behavior. This lesson points in the / ight direction
by inviting students to examine language as such a system, identifying its important features, comparingit
to other systems of communication, etc. It shows weakness by not clearly delineating and distinguishing
aspects of the system (conceptual problems) and by digressing from considering language as a system to

discussing some of the subjects of language (food preferences, feelings). In the remodel, we hope to show how,
by clarifying key concepts, eliminating extraneous material, and extending discussion through Socratic
questioning, the lesson can be made to foster some of the goals of critical thinking.

Clarifying terms, correcting misconceptions, maintaining focus
Given the illogical mix of goals, it is not surprising that the first two paragraphs of the student text

are confusing and directionless. At this stage it is enough to simply say that language is an important aspect
of culture, and then directly address the topic of language itself. A second problem arises in that, although

the text says that "language is human communication," it keeps using the redundancy 'human language,' (by

its definition, "human human communication.') We suggest using the distinction between verbal and non-
verbal communication (mentioned in the last section of notes to the teacher), to help organize the lesson
content in clear categories. Gesture, expression and body language could then be seen as aspects of non-verbal

communication, written and spoken language as aspects of verbal communication (language proper).
Symbols could be discussed as a bridge between verbal and non-verbal communication. We advise dropping

the parts of the lesson that wrest the focus away from language and center instead on feelings, preferences
and needs. Instead, we suggest that you emphasize the range of possibilities of expression that language
offers, thus keeping the attention on language. Although it is alluded to, the precision and efficiency of
language in expressing oneself are not sufficiently clarified and stressed. The only differences between
human and animal communication mentioned in the text are, 1)people have more choice about how they can
communicate something, 2) people, unlike animals, can also talk about the past and future.

The lesson veers off course in another instance (p. 47) by asking students, "Where do you get
information about movies that are playing? About the weather? Aboui holidays? etc." This is now a lesson
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on reference skills rather than language.
The lesson fosters a common misconception about the relationship of language and symbol on p. 45.

The text states, "The symbols you probably know best are numbers and letters. Letters are put together to make
words. And words are grouped together to makesentences. The sounds, gestures, and symbols that people use
make up language." This scenario implies that language is constructed from letters and words, when, in fact,
oral language preceded the written symbols by millennia. The primacy of oral expression is not only ignored,
but implicitly denied.

Extending the lesson
The text wisely emphasizes that both sender and receiver must F we a common system of communi-

cation to achieve mutual understanding. The student text then mentions that international symbols (such
as those common at airports) are useful when people don't speak the same language. This is fine as far as it
goes, but the possibility of learning other languages is never mentioned. There is excellent potential here to
discuss different languages, how they are constructed, how they are not word for word structural equivalents
of ours, how they reflect and enhance a particular culture, how they influence each other, etc. It would be an
excellent opportunity to help students identify ethnocentric notions the;' hold about language, and to move
beyond them. The question of tolerance would fitnicely here. It would also be an opportune moment to discuss
regional or ethnic dialects; how they arose, how they meet the needs of their speakers, how they enrich the
`standard' dialect, etc. A sense of various points of view and perspectives could be incorporated into this
discussion, including a consideration of language prejudice and conflict.

On p. T85, students are directed to identify feelings and possible reasons for those feelings by looking
at some pictures. This is a good way to illustrate how facial expression communicates, but there isno emphasis
on how interpretation of such communication is very general. One cannot learn much from looking at
expressions in pictures. This activity could be a good introduction to discussing the advantages of words to
express more precisely and completely what we are thinking, feeling, experiencing.

An advantage of the written language that is hinted at but not made explicit, is in the section on
Erasmus. All that i s conveyed by the text is that written language extends forward i nto time. The implications
of that very important fact are not explored at all. The notes to the teacher on p. T87 likewise introduce an
important concept only to let it drop immediately. "Language is not only a part of culture; in some ways it
shapes culture." How does it shape culture? Students will not understand this unless it is discussed and made
clear and concrete.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-19 engaging in Socratic discussion
S-10 clarifying ideas
S-17 clarifying or critiquing text
S-27 making plausible inferences
S-5 suspending judgment
S-31 refining generalizations
S-28 supplying evidence for a conclusion
S-18 making interdisciplinary connections
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts
S-3 exercising fairmindednessreciprocity
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REMOTIPLT En LP SS ON PLAN

The original lesson has three principal parts: 1) Introduction of key vocabulary and
concepts, 2) Identification of some characteristics and advantages of human comm inication
(language) and 3) Consideration of some of the subjects language can talk about (food
preferences, feelings) and how these capabilities help us meet our needs. Our remodel begins
with an optional lead-in, a Socratic discussion of 'language.' Then incorporates it into the
first two parts of the original, drops the third, and finally provides a section suggesting
several alternatives for broadening and extending the lesson.

1) Optional Socratic discussion/lead-in 849
One way to begin the study of language would be to initiate a Socratic discussion of the

topic with questions such as: How did I learn my language? What is language like? Do
animals have language? How is human language different from animal communication?
What is language for? What makes language work? How do I know when it's working or not
working? Why doesn't everyone speak the same language? Where did language come from?
Can I think without language?" These and questions like them can be extended as interest
warrants. The primary purpose of this type ofintroduction is to help students to see language
as a whole, a system, and their own language as one of many manifestations of that system.

2) Introduction of key vocabulary and concepts
One passibility for beginning this phase ofthe lesson is to discuss the meaning ofthe term

` communication.' S-10 (p. 44, paragraph 3, "the way we send and get messages.") You might
use the suggested activity on page T81, paragraphs 1 and 2, to emphasize 4-t- 'Importance of
comprehension in communication. You could help students to clarify further by asking, "Can
animals communicate? How do they communicate? (If students don't mention them, share
the examples of honey bees and dolphins on p. T87, or other examples you can provide.) In
what ways do human beings communicate? About what do humans communicate? How does
h"rnan communication differ from animal communication?" At this point, you could
introduce the term 'language' and distinguish it from 'communication' by saying that it refers
to spoken and written words. It is what we refer to as 'verbal communication.' The other ways
of communicating are called non-verbal.' To have students clarify the way in which the text
uses the word 'language,' have them clarify in what way 'language' is used each time it occurs
throughout the lesson. 8-17

;t would be appropriate to incorporate the activities suggested on p. T82, paragraph 4,
here. (Identify the symbols on student text p. 45, name some other symbols they know, make
up original symbols, discuss and improve on them, and note their limitations.) If you choose
not to do this, you might ask, "In what circumstances would symbols be especially useful?
What are some limitations symbols have?" Discuss the section on symbols by emphasizing
that they are based on words and concepts. Have students read p. 45 and ask, "In our
language, what do letters represent? What do words represent? What about sentences?
Which do you suppose came first, symbols or spoken language? Explain your reasons." 5-
27 Emphasize that the symbols all represent the spoken language, which preceded them.
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3) Characteristics and advantages of human communication
At this point, you might talk about some of the things language can do that non-verbal

communication can't do as well. You could ask students what they think some of those
advantages might be. As they read pp. 46-49 they could list the advantages on the board.
(We suggest dropping all the information on feelings, food preferences, etc. on pp. T84-5.) An
important insight that you might want to clarify is that the power to preserve ideas,
discoveries, etc. he,ds subsequent generations to build on a broad knowledge base without
having to 'start over.' Anotheris emphasizing the range of possibilities ofexpression (nuance,
precision) that language allows.

One way to do this might be to have students look at the pictures on pp. 48 and 49 and
make up a sentence or two describing what they think the people are communicating. Have
them read their interpretations to the class. You could then ask questions such as, "Did we
all agree what the people were communicating? What were some of the differences in our
interpretations? Why were there differences? How could we know which version was right?
S-5 If we can't ask the people exactly what they meant, how sure can we be of our
interpretation?" The discussion should lead to the insight that although we can identify
general feelings from gestures and facial expre ;sions, we can't be sure of the details of the
experience or the depth of the feeling being expressed. If thepeople in the pictures were able
to speak to us, they could clarify what they meant much more precisely.

The range of expression language offers could be explored by having students write
something like, "I love to swim." and "I hate to swim." on opposite sides of the blackboard, and
then list a range of expressions in between. (I like to swim sometimes. I like to swim when
the weather's warm. I'm afraid to swim in deep water. I don't like to swir.. often.) S-31 The
purpose here is to illustrate the power of language to express nuance and a broad range of
feeling. S-28

Another way to extend this discussion and to cultivate a global perspective about
language (seeing it as a whole, a system) would be to consider with your students the fact that
language changes. There are many ways to approach this idea in discussion. One might be
to cite a brief passage from Shakespeare or the King James Bible (with some thees' and
`thous'.) Or, have students list slang terms from old television shows, e.g., "Oh, golly." You
could then ask, "Is this standard English? What's different about it? When was it written/
recorded? Why don't we speak/write this way now? Will our language change in100 years?
What changes in our language are taking place now? Why does language change? Are
changes good, bad or neither?" You could guide this discussion in such a way as to let your
students discover something about historical perspective in general, thus moving beyond a
single subject to broader, cross-disciplinary insights. S-18

4) Alternatives for broadening and extending the lesson
If interest and background warrant, the teacher could conclude the lesson with a

discussion of attitudes toward language. You might begin by asking students to name some
languages other than English. If there are any children in the class who speak other
languages they will be a good resource as the discussion proceeds. Note that other languages
are not word for word equivalents of English, but have their own structure. (If you are
familiar with another language you could illustrate, say, differences in word order, by
contrasting simple equivalents in English and the other language.) Note also that they meet
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the needs of their people just as our language meets ours. You might ask, "What might be
important to an Eskimo that is not as important to us? What in our culture might not be
important for an Eskimo to know? How do you think this would show up in languages?
(Esk mos have many more words for 'snow' than we, because it is such an important part of
their environment. We, on the other hand, have developed a computer vocabulary that
reflects our interest in computers. Another example of culture influencing language is in
Peru. Peruvians have many words for'potato,' reflectingthe importance of potatoes as a food
staple in that culture.) Another question might be, "How many students know someone who
has learned a foreign .anguage? How can a person learn another language? How long does
it take? Is it hard? What would be some of the frustrations? Why would it be desirable to
learn another language? What would be some problems of living in another country and not
knowing the language?"

If you want to explore another aspect of language which invites a discussion of diversity
and tolerance, you might consider the dialects that exist within a language. English is a good
example because of its dialects in North America, Australia, lv nv Zealand, Scotland, Malta,
Jamaica, South Africa. "Why are there so many forms ofa single language? Is one form better
than another? Why or why not? What do we mean by 'standard English? Does 'standard'
mean better?" S-5

You might extend this discussion in several ways, encouraging students to see and
develop tolerance for perspectives other than their own. Consider asking, "Have you ever
heard someone speak English with a Southern/Northern accent? Was it hard or easy to
understand them? How did they learn their way of pronunciation? Would they think you had
an accent? S-3 Why are there differences in pronunciation? Is one better than the others?"

All the various strategies explained in the
handbook are couched in terms of behav-
iors. The principles express and describe
a variety of behaviors of the 'ideal' critical
thinker; they become applications to
lessons when teachers canvass their les-
son plans to find appropriate places
where those behaviors can be fostered.
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Spanish CalljUritt
(Social Studies - 4th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

clarify the concepts 'to own land,' and 'to claim land'
exercise reciprocity by examining the Spanish colonial period in California from multiple

perspectives
infer what the text does not make explicit
recognize the role of ethnocentricity in Spanish treatment of California Indians
recognize bias in the text
draw their own conclusions after pursuing root issues about the Spanish period in California
refine generalizations about the period by probing assumptions andimplications, clarifying issues,

and making use of critical vocabulary
evaluate actions and pk)II0.ies of the people of the period
Socratically examine the concept of 'ethnocentrism'

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
Thil set of lessons is from a unit, "Europeans Come to California." We have selected two

short passages from the chapter, "Europeans Explore California,"and several other chapters
from the unit.

The first passages discuss European claims to California. "Spanish Settlement in
Californi a" briefly describes the three forms of Spanish settlements: presidios, missions and
pueblos. It then focuses on the founding of the missions. "Life in Spanish California" focuses
on life in the missions. It describes their slow start; gives a brief, "A Day at the Mission;"
describes the physical layout of a typical mission; describes some of the hardships of Indian
life at the missions; gives fuller discussions of presidios and pueblos, including who lived in
each, and what the residents did.

"Mexican California" explains how the missions were ended aftc r the Mexican Revolu-
tion, how the lives of mission Indians changed, and describes life on Ranchos.

from Our State: California, Jo Anne Buggey.
©1983, Follett. Allyn & Bacon, Inc. pp. 177-8,181-
2, 184-193, TE 33-5.

Critique
The problem of ethnocentricity

We chose these lessons because their subject matter, the Spanish period in California, shows the
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initial meeting of two vastly different kinds of cultures, a basic idea in history. If students examine such
periods of great change in depth, they will begin to develop the critical insight that actions and belief systems
can be evaluated from a number of points of view, that what is good in one framework is not necessarily so
in another. They will see that when one culture subsumes another both groups lose as well as gain. They will
also have the opportunity to explore moral dimensions of historical events and decisions (an area many texts
tend to avoid). Students Os uld begin to understand that texts themselves assume a particular point of ,iew,
and that authors write fro,. within a particular perspective. The critical thinker should learn to identify and
understand those perspectives.

It is crucial to avoid looking at such periods ethnocentrically by failing to consider actions from the
perspectives of each culture. One of the problems that crops up in social studies texts is inadvertent
ethnocentricity. The original lesson falls prey to it in that it is biased toward the Spanish. The ethnocentricity
takes many forms, including choice of language, incomplete presentation of the Indian perspective, and an
overly sympathetic portrayal of Spanish motives. Although many facts presented justify negative evaluation
of the Spanish, such conclusions are avoided. Details and discussion are scattered. No basic ideas or unified
concepts are stressed.

The text often chooses language which fosters the Spanish point of view. For instance, it uses 'religion'
and 'Christianity' interchangeably. The claim that the priests wanted to 'teach religions is misleading; they
taught their religion, not religion in general. Likewise, the text uses the expression, 'life in California' rather
than 'life in Spanish-controlled areas of California,' again presupposing the Spanish view.

Dealing with negative implications
Although the text does not completely white-wash Spanish treatment of the Indians, it steers students

away from evaluating certain aspects of Spaniards' behavior. The text fails to use negative terms suggested
by the details described. Given such facts as, "Indians were locked up at night. When they tried to leave the
missions, soldiers brought them back. They did the hard physical labor. They were ill-fed and ill-housed,"
one can conclude that they were badly treated slaves. By stopping short of naming this condition, the text
discourages students from considering the implications of the situation, or evaluating Spanish behavior.
These facts sit juxtaposed with the belief that the Spanish wanted to help the Indians. A coherent point of
view requires synthesis ofall available facts. (A related problem here is the questionable generalization, since
in different individuals, motives varied.)

Furthermore, when describing the harsh conditions in which the Indians lived, the text fails to put
responsibility on the priests. They controlled housing, food, and work hours. They failed to provide for the
Mission Indians. The facts about Mission life are described without reference to the priests. Also, by putting
such claims as, "The number of Indians in California got smaller and smaller" in the passive voice, the fact
seems simply to have 'happened somehow,' rather than having been caused directly or indirectly by the
Spanish priests and soldiers.

Words vs. actions
The text repeatedly emphasizes the priests' stated reasons for founding the missions. Students read

that Father Serra and others wanted to teach Christianity and the Spanish (i.e., better) way of life. several
times students are asked why the missions were started, and the text supplies those reasons. Students are
discouraged from considering whether there may have been other reasons as well, such as free labor and
setting the stage for Spanish rule, which would coincide better with Spanish treatment of the Indians. This
repetition, over-simplification, and ethnocentricity, foster a one-sided view of the period. The text also
oversimplifies Indian problems after the breakup of the missions. Thoagh the text gives several reasons - lack
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of money to work the land, loss of land through force, loss of knowledge of how to live off the land . the text
answer, when students are asked why Indians had problems, is, 'lack of monk de-emphasizing negative
effects of Spanish control.

European 'superiority'
The text misses the opportunity to have studer w examine a basic assumption made by the Spanish,

i.e., the superiority of the European/Spanish/Chr" ti ..1 way of life. Such cultural bias has often played a
significant role in history. Nor does the text have ..tents question the Europeans' belief that the 'New Work'
was the rightful property of the first European country to claim and use it. It never recognizes the cultural
specificity of such concepts as 'claim,"deed,' etc. Neither does it have students consider these ideas from the
Indians' perspective. As a result, it never questions the Europeans' right to claim ownership of the land, or
subjugate its people.

The text also fails to have students explore in sufficient depth the differences between the Indian
cultures, the lives of Mission Indians, and Spanish ways. Extended discussion, use of imagination, pursuit
of i -implication' and reciprocity are crucial to an understanding of the changes forced on many Indians.
Students have no chance to develop their own consistent perspectives on the period.

Critique If text questions and activities
Rather than pursuing basic ideas iir depth, text questions are scattered, and time is wasted on recall

of $.=,,,;h trivial facts as the kl,owing: "Why did the rancheros brand their cattle? Why was it hard for Portold
to find Monterey Bay? The first Spanish explorer to find San Francisco Bay was (a) Serra (b) Cortes (c) Portold.
Scurvy is caused by.... The roct(' that ran between the missionswas called.... Drake claimed California for...."
The end of the unit 'thinking skill' activity asks students to compare two pictures showing life in San Diego,
California, and life in Boston, Massachusetts. Theyare to note differences and similarities. The answers focus
on dress, road conditions and relative technological complexity.

III the chapter, "Europeans Explore California," students are directed to keep a list of the important
events in the chapter and arrange them in chronological (,rder. The teacher's answer key lists the arrival,
discoveries and claims of Cabrillo, Drake and Vizcaino. Studentsare not asked to distinguish important from
unimportant information. The information is not related to key ideas such as, "Why did the Spanish want
to establish a settlement in Alta California," and, "Why doyou think the Spanish were not interested in settling
California" (though the text does ask these questions).

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-10 clarifying ideas
S-23 using critical vocabulary
3-3 exercising reciprocity/fairmindedess
S-8 developing one's perspective
S-27 making plausible inferences
S -17 clarifying or critiquing text
S-9 clarifying issues and claims
S-5 suspending judgment
S-16 evaluating actions and policies
S-25 examining assumptions
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
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S -2
S-13
S-29
S-1
S-31
S-19
S-7

developing insight into egoisociocentricity
raising and purs'ling root cnIestions
recognizing contradictions
exercising independent thought
refining generalizations
engaging in Socratic discussion
transferring ideas to new contexts

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

Our remodel has six par s. The first three, 1) Review and introduction, 2) The meeting
of two cultures, and 3) Life in the missions, follow the original lesson. We have add 'd a
dialogical examination of the material from the first three sections, in 4) Evaluation of the
period. We again follow the original lesson in section 5' Results. We added section 6)
Supplementary discussions.

1) Review and introduction
At the beginning of this unit, so students will be better able to compare the cultures, you

mighthave students review material on the Indians of South Coastal California, asking them
to mention everything they remember, listing their ideas he board, and having them skim
that section of the text. Since the following ideas will be important in this unit, you might
want to emphasize religious beliefs, use of the land, technology, and sn-ial organization. The
teacher could keep lists of features of both cultures, on a large sheet of paper or the board.
Students could add to the list throughout the lesson.

Have the students read "Europeans Explore California." Here are some suggestions for
questions you might ask: How did Cabrillo `c: line the land? 5 -10 Drake? Why did they do
this? What did 'owning land' and 'rights to land' mean to them? What assumptions did they
make? S-23 (the land was unowned, their claiming it implied that other Europeans should
accept their claim). What did the Indians think about owning land? S-3 Whose land was
it? S-8 (Students may discuss at length.)

2) The meeting of two cultures
Then, have students read, "The Spanish Settle in California." You could draw th,ir

attention to the passage on pp. 81-2, "When Portold returned to San Diego, he found the little
colony near starvation.... The Spanish did not know how to live that way.", and ask, "What did
the Indians know that the Spanish didn't? What does this tell us about the Indian culture?
The Spanish cu .re?" S-27

You c also have students compare the following sentences: S-17 A mission is a
bettlement around a church where local people c7e taught about religion. (p. 181) He
went to Mexico to teach the Indians about Christianity. (p. 182) You could ask, "What were
the Indians taught? Is 'religion' the same as 'Christianity'? Did the Indians have a religion?
Could the first sentence be made more accurate? How? Why do you suppose the text was
written 4-his way?" The class could also discuss the phrase 'better life' (p. 182). You might
gsk, "What does it mean? 5-9 Why did Father Serra think his way of life was better? Would
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everyone r:gree?" Then you might want to draw student attention to the sentence, "During
the Spanish I eriod, life in California centered around missions, Presidios, and Pueblos." (p.
184) You maid ask, "What does the sentence mean? S-17 Does 'life in California' refer to
everybody living in California?" (It leaves out Indians who opposed, or were uninvolved with
Spanish settlements.) Studt.nts could then be asked to rewrite the sentence to more
accurately reflect the situation.

Students could also di' the sentence, "Presidios were b;.cilt to protect the settlers." (p.
184) "To protect the setti. ...om whom? What can we infer from this?" (At least some
Indians fought Spanish settlement.) S-27

3) Life in the missions
In the following chapter, "Life in Spanish California," when students havereed "Life at

Missions." The following questions could be used: Why did the Indians come to the missions?
Does the text answer this question? S-5 When the text says, "The priests needed the' -'.fans
to help them," what does it mean? What does this section tell us about the differences between
the two cultures? If keeping lists about the two cultures, add these points.

When students have read "A Day aft the Mission," you could ask, "What does the
sentence, 'When Father Jose unlocked the door, Older Sister hurried outside.' imply? S-27
Why was the door locked? Do you think that was right? S-16 Do you think that locking the
Indians up at night was consistent with the reasons the text gives for the creation of the
missions? Why or why not? If you think it was consistent, what can you say the priests were
assuming? S-25 (If someone doesn't wantyour help, au may have to force them.) What does
this section tell us about the differences between the two cultures?" Ifkeeping lists, students
could add these points.

If students rear: "What a Mission Looked Like," they couldcompare the dwellings ofthe
two cultures, and the and what the differences imply for each culture. S-30 (Labor
requirements, permanence, complexity of settlement, materials required, etc.)

When students have read, "Indians and the Missions," the class could discuss questions
like the following: Why weren't Indians allowed to leave? Who was resdonsible for the
Indians' conditions? Did the priests and sole .s treat the Indians fairly? S-16 What would
you call their condition? What did the priests do for the Indians? What did the Indians do
for the priests? Why did the, number of Indians get smaller?

4) Evaluation of the period
To integrate `he preceding material, we suggest four discussion topics. First, to

highlight the dialogical nature of the history of this period, we suggest that students refer
to the lists of the characteristics of both cultures on the blackboard. Students could then
-Iscuss the advantages and disadvantages of each. You could say, "The Spanish thought
their way of life was be -r; the Indians who resisted the Spanish thought their way of life
was better. Nearly everyone has this attitude about his own culture. S-2 It is a common
assumption. (If students don't know it, you might introduce the term 'ethnocentric?) What
does it mean to say that one way of life is better than another? How could we evaluate two
cultures? (Discuss at length, if interest warrants.)

Next, the class could discuss the reasons behind the behavior of the Spanish and the
Indians. S-1J "What reasons did Father Serra give for establishing missions? What other
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reasons were given in the text? Could there have been other reasons as well? Did all of the
priests have the same reasons? Were the soldiers' reasons the same as the priests'? How
could we tell what their reasons were? What did the priests want from the Indians? Is what
they wanted the same as what they said they wanted, or is there a contradiction?" S-29 At
this point, the class could discuss reasons some Indians resisted Spanish settlement, and
others were attracted to the missions and pueblos.

Now the class should be ready to evaluate the text. 5-17 You might ask, "What is the
point of view of the text? Is it fair to both sides? Does thk.; author's use of language reveal
a bias? Give examples. Are there ethnocentric assumptions in the text? S-23 Which? Why
do you say they are ethnocentric? Are there any groups the text ignores? Ara any facts
omitted? Are there ideas or inferences which are not made explicit? What difference does
it make if something is left out? What, if anything, can we conclude about the perspective
of the author?"

Finally, students could evaluate the period as a whole. Here is a list of possible questions:
S-8 What do you think of Spanish policy in California? Of what aspects do you approve?
Disapprove? Why? Did the priests help the Indians? What, if anything, should the Spanish
have done differently? Why? Did the Spanish have the right to do what they did? Why or
why not? What dc you think of the Indians' behavior toward the Spanish? Did the Indians
help the Spanish? Why did some Indians join the missions? Should they have joined? Why
or why not? Why did others fight the Spanish? Should they have fought? Why or why not?
With which Indians do you agree - those who joined the Spanish, those who fought them, or
those who did neither? Why? What, if anything, should the Indians have done differently?
What did the Indians learn from the Spanish? How did it affect them? Was the effect good,
bad, neutral, or mixed? Why? What other things, if any, should they have learned? Why
didn't they? What did the Spanish learn from the Indians? What could they have learned?
Why didn't they? Should they have tried to learn more? Why or why not? Is it important
for people to preserve their culture? Why or why not? Is there anything from the indians'
cultures you wish had been preserved, or incorporated into our culture? What difference does
it make to the dominant culture if another is destroyed? When a culture disappears, are we
made poorer in any way? S-13

5) Results
Before assigning the chapter, "Mexican California," the teacher could aF sign interested

students an altered version of, "Use this Reading Skill." (p.186) You might have the students
distinguish what they consider to be the more important ideas from the less important ideas
and write an alternative outline for the chapter. S-/ When the rest of the class has read and
discussed the chapter, the class can compare the students' outlines with the text's chapter
headings.

When students have read the section, "Changes for the Indian s," you might ask, "Which
Indians eles the text refer to? (Mission Indians) Was it right for the Mexican Government
to take the mission land? S-16 Why or why not? Whathappened to the mission Indians when
they were freed from mission life? Why didn't they return to their old ways?" If necessary,
you might have a student read aloud the passage from p. 182, "The California Indians lived
on what they could find. The Spanish did not know how to live that way." Point out that if
you are not raised to live off the land you lack the knowledge and skills necessary to survive.
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1 Have students read the rest of the chapter. You might ask what people are not discussed
in the section, "Rise of the Ranchos?" (Indians who hadn't lived at the missions. S,31 Also,
only some mission Indians found work on the ranchos. The chapter does not t( 1 us what
happened to the rest.)

6) Supplementary discussions
Finally, you could conclude tie Unit with the following questions: NOW that you have

read the results of Spanish settlement of California, in whatways, if any, did the priests help
the Indians? Were there things the priests should have done differently? The Indians?
Students could discuss at length. S -16

If you would like to explore the general question of ethnccentricity in a Socratic
discussion with your class, you might get started with questions suchas the following: S-19
What identity do we as a class share? What nation, and groups do we all belong to? What
are some of the groups we don't belong to? When Americans have a disagreement with
another country, do we think we're right? Does the other side think the: a right? (Extend
these questions to oth ergroups.) Are we always right? Are others ali .p. wrong? Is it always
a question of right and wrong? Is one group usually completely right or wrong: Why do people
like to think they're right? How do people feel when another group assumes they are better?
How can we overcome this tendency?

This unit will probably constitute the first example of the meeting of two cultures studied
by your students. if not consider having them compare this situation, the reactions of the
people involved, and the results, to the other examples. If so, when other examples are
studied in the future, it would be useful to have students make such comparisons. S-7 In
any case, it is important to encourage students to integrate insights gained in this unit to
subsequent analogous situations.

The reader should keep :33L mind the con-
nection between the principles and appli-
cations, on the one hand, and the charac-
ter traits of a fairminded critical thinker,
on the other. Our aim, once again, is not
a set of disjointed skills, but an inte-
grated, committed, thinking person.
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(Social Studies - 5th Grade)
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Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

understand Sojourner Truth's message in "Ain't I a Woman" by exploring thoughts underlying
feelings, clarifying issues and claims, making into, ences, and integrating critical vocabulary

appreciate her personal qualities
evaluate arguments in "Ain't I a Woman," supplying evidence for conclusions
identify society's double standards, inconsistency, racism, and sexism as revealed in "Ain't I a

Woman"
Socratically explore inconsistencies and double standards in personal thought and behavior
recognize the speech's dramatic and expressive qualities

ORIGINAL, LESSON PLAN
Student text
Another early worker for human rights was a former slave, Sojourner Truth. In 1851 she

made a stirring speech to the women's rights convention in Akron, Ohio. As men tried to
shout her down, she went to the platform and said,

"That man over there says that women need to be helped into
carriages and lifted over ditches, and to have the best place
where "er. Nobody ever helps me into carriages or over mud
puddles, or gives me any best place. And ain't I woman? Look at me!
I have ploughed and planted and gathered into barns and no man
could head [de letter than] me. And ain't I a woman? I could work
as much and eat as much as a man - when I could get it - and bear
the lash [whip] as well.
And ain't I a woman? I have borne thirteen children and been most
all sold off to slavery, and when I cried out with my mother's grief,
none but Jesus heard me. And ain't I a woman?..."

Teacher's text
Understanding Primary Sources. Have pupils answer the following questions based
on Sojourner Truth's speech to the Akron convention on p. 143.
a. About what two groups of people was Sojourner Truth speaking? (Blacks and worren)
b. What work did she do that men did? (Plowed, planted, and gathered crops)
e. What could she do equal to a man? (Work, eat, and suffer punishment)
d. What special sadness did Sojourner Truth have to bear because she was a black
woman? (Her children were sold from her.)
e. Why did she keep repeating the phrase, "And ain't I a woman?" (Answers will vary.

Pupils may say to dra "4 ;7e her speech, to emphasize women's abilities, to plead for
women's rights.)
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from The Imited States and Its Neighbors, Timothy
M. Helmus, Val E. Arnsdorf, Edgar A Toppin, and
Norman J. G. Pounds. ©1984 by Silver Burdett Co.
pp. .142-143. Used with Permission

Criticize

We chose this passage in part because it is representative of vignettes about famous people which areincluded within a particular lesson. This one, shorter than many, has little biographical information, though
the text suggests Sojourner Truth as a subject for a biogr' hical report. Too often texts gloss over stories of
injustice and inhumanity; this piece is a laudable exception. Even this shortsegment presents opportunities
for understanding Sojourner Truth as a remarkable individual with a powerful message and an effective wayof dramatizing it. The text, however, misses all opportunities by choosing to dissect the excerpt principally
in terms of its factual data. Most of thequestions ask students to pull information out of the speech and repeat
it. In emphasizing questions such as "What work did she do that men did?" (questions a-d), the text entirely
misses the important message and social criticism of the speech. Questions such as this simply function to
disassemble the speech into its parts and put them back together in chronological order. If supplementary
biographical information were provided, the speech could more easily be considered on its own terms for thehuman qualities and importantmessages it express as. In order to understand these things, students mustdo more than repeat information; they must infer meaning.

The text also fails to recognize the speech's dramatic and literarypower, and its portrayal of Sojourner
Truth as a passionate, courageous, multi-dimensional person. The text lists the recall questions under the
heading, "Understanding Primary Sources." This is a useful skill, when understanding is achieved. Here,
however, students are simply asked to decode a primary source. Oddly enough, the only question out of five
(question e) that might lead to a significant understanding of one aspect of the speech, ignores its passion and
energy. In the teacher's notes about the answer, no allusion is made to the anguish SojournerTruth felt at
the injustices directed toward herself and all Black women of the time, or the inconsistency between belief
in women's delicacy and treatment of Black 1,..den. One of the important attributes ofa critical thinker is
the willingness to look at inconsistencies in her own thought, and discrepancies between her words and
actions. Our thinking is often characterized by quite unconscious categories to which we apply different
standards. That is, we treat our friends one way and family member; another way, and we treat members
of other racial, religious, ethnic, or social groups differently from members of our own. The critical thinker
searches for these categories and inconsiste it., in her own thinking and behavior, evaluates them, and
adjusts accordingly. The speech, "Ain't I a Woman," provides an excellent model which reveals these sorts
of thinking patterns, decries the inequities they create, and invites self-examination in the name of justice.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-4 exploring thoughts underlying feelings
S-23 using critical vocabulary
S-16 evaluating actions and policies
S-19 engaging in Socratic discussion
8-9 clarifying issues and claims
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S-27 making plausible inferences
S-14 evaluating arguments
S-28 supplying evider ze for a conclusion
S-18 making interdisciplinary connections
S-13 raising and pursuing root questions
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts
S-31 refining generalizations

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

For our remodel, we have used the speech, "Ain't I a Woman," and have built a lesson
around it emphasizing its message, what it tells us about Sojourner Truth as a person, its
effectiveness as a dramatic piece, and one application students might make of it in their own
lives. We have basically set aside the questions the textbook suggests.

1) The messages of "Ain't I a Woman"
In order to provide a context for understanding the excerpt from "Ain't I a Woman," the

teacher could begin by assigning Sojourner Truth as a subject for a biographical report. After
the presentation to the class, have students read the introduction and speech You could then
ask students what feelings they experienced as they read the speech. For example, "What
did you think? What did you feel? Why? S-4 What do you think she was feeling as she spoke?
Why?"

You might guide this discussion to help students understand the theme of inconsistency
or double standards in treatment of people based on their race. Here are some sample
questions: What words mean 'saying one thing and doing something different? (hypocrisy,
inconsistency, double standard) S-23 What inconsistency or double standard was Sojourner
Truth pointing out in her speech? (The treatment of white women vs. bleck women) What
word do we use to describe when people are treated inconsistently because of the color of their
skin? (Racism) Can you think of any other examples of this double standard of treatment
baser; on race? What's wrong with double standards or inconsistency in the treatm( f of
people? S-16 Have you ever experienced inconsistency in the way you were treated? How
did you feel? Are we ever inconsistent in our treatment of others? How? How do people feel
when they are treated this way? Do we always know whet' we're applying double standards?
What might help us to know? What might the people she was talking about have said in
answer to her? How was the double standard Sojourner Truth talked about hidden or
disguised in words? What did the word 'woman' mean to the men she was talking to? What
did it mean to her? S-19

When students seem ready, you could develop the speech's theme of womens' role with
questions such as: What image of women was she criticizing? S-9 Do you think women liked
being thought of as helpless? Why or why not? Why might being thought of as helpless
frustrate a person? S-4 What does Sojourner Truth say about society's view of women? S-
27 (The romantic ideal of women was false.) What proof does she offer that these ideas are
false? Was she right? S-14 What did she want to change?
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2) Sojourner Truth as a person
The class could also discuss the following questions: What kind of woman was Sojourner

Truth? S-27 How do you know? How strongly did she believe in what she was saying? How
do you know? S-28 Do you understand how she felt about these issues? Paraphrase her
feelings. Paraphrase her message. Do you think the way she expressed herself helped her
message or hindered it? Why?

3) "Ain't I a woman" as a dramatic, expressive piece S-18
A speech such as this provides an excellent opportunity for interdisciplinarywork. The

teacher could initiate a discussion of why the speech was (or wasn't) effective, from a poetic
or dramatic point of view. Ask, "Was this a good speech? WI-v or why not? S-28 What do
you think about the use of the word 'ain't'? Does it help her get her point across, or distract?
Would the speech be improved by substituting 'Am I not?' How do her ex.rnples help her get
her point across? Why doesn't she simply say that she doesn't get a cold if she sits in a draft,
and doesn't care if her feet get wet? What effect would that have had? What effect did her
words have?"

4) Application to the students' lives
If interest warrants, the teacher could direct the discussion to a related area, gender

differences as experienced and understood by the students themselves. S-7 You could use
the following questions: Are boys and girls treated differently? Should they be? When? Why
or why not? Are there things that boys can do that girls can't, or vice versa? Are these things
true for all boys and girls? S-31 Do they justify treating boys and girls differently? Under
what circumstances should boys and girls be treated differently? How do people feel when
they think they've been treated unfairly? What should they do about it? Or students could
first consider what they would like to become when older, imagine they are the opposite
gender and consider the same iss,:.e. Have students compere their answers, and discuss at
length.

Critical thinking requires sensitivity to
the distinction between those facts that
are relevant to an issue and those which
are not. Critical thinkers focus their at-
tention on relevant facts and do not let
irrelevant considerations affect their
conclusions.
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(Social Studies - 5th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

practice using critical vocabulary, `assumption,' inference,"contradiction'
assess Columbus's reasoning by examining assumptions and implications, recognizing contra-

dictions, and evaluating arguments
clarify the words 'guess' and 'infer'
engage in dialogical thinking, by exploring opposing arguments
practice suspending judgment where evidence is inconclusive

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
This is part of a lesson which details Columbus's preparations for his voyage to the 'New

Woild.' It includes his theories about geography and his purpose for the voyage. The lesson
outlines the mistakes in Columbus's thinking a.4 well as including objections from scholars
of the time. To illustrate these errors, it quotes notes he made in the margins of a geography
book. The bulk of the text describes Columbus's attempts to get financing from the rulers of
Portugal, Spain, England and France, as well as specific preparations for the trip. It
describes his ships and the sailing technology of the period. A segment from the end of the
lesson speaks of the !Etter voyages of Columbus, including setting up a base for Spanish
expansion, and problems with the new colony. The text mentions that Columbus never
accepted the idea t 'iat he had not reached the Indies.

from Our UnitPd States, Jo Anne Buggey. ©1983
Follett. Allen & Bacon. pp. 92-94, 98.

Critique
We selected this lesson because it provides an opportunity for students to develop some of the micro-

skills of critical thinking, particularly making assumptions, inferences and implications explicit. As they do
so, students will learn and become skilled at using critical vocabulary. These skills will serve them well in
many other areas of formal study and personal inquiry. Although our emphasis in this lesson is on micro-
skills, there are opportunities to reinforce more .,lobal critical thinking objectives, such as exercising
reciprocity and suspending judgment, as well.

This lesson contains some excellent material for analysis of reasoning. Although the subject is
familiar, good supplementary information is provided. Nonetheless, the text fails to capitalize fully on the
opportunity to use critical vocabulary and to explicitly examine Columbus's and others' reasoning. For
example, the Thinking Skill, p. 93, doesn't identify the source of Columbus's 'wrong ideas? as wrong
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assumptions. The mental process of moving from assumptions to inferences to consequences is ignored. There
is an attempt to show that Columbus's thinkingwas wrong, but little effort to show precisely in what respect
it was wrong, why it was wrong, or how 11 some sense it was right. Vague, inaccurate words are used instead
of the more precise critical terms. For example, the text uses the word 'guessed' instead of 'estimated,'
'calculated,' or 'inferred,' thereby nonchalantly suggesting that Columbus's thinking is based on a whim, and
may draw attention away front the real thinking that went into this venture. The teachers' notes on p. 93,
propose asking for students"opinions.' Since opinion need no'. be based on fact or reason, it would be more
worthwhile to ask for students' evaluations, and the reasons on which they are based.

Activity #3 under "Developing the lesson," has students first copy the heading "Plans for the Voyage',
then copy the main points. This activity is unimportant and shouldbe eliminated. Activity #4 has students
learn details about the kinds of ships Columbus used. It seems appropriate only for interested students, but
is not important for the whole class.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-23 using critical vocabulary
.S-10 clarifying ideas
S-25 examining assumptions
S-20 practicing dialogical thinking
S-29 recognizing contradictions
S-14 evaluating arguments
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
S-5 suspending judgment
S-28 supplying evidence for a conclusion

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

We have organized our remodel into four parts, following the general sequence of the
student text for parts 1, 2, and 3, and adding section 4. The parts are labeled: 1) Identifying
Columbus's assumptions and inferences, 2) Evaluating Columbus's reasoning, 3) Evaluat-
ing the consequences of Columbus's reasoning, and 4) Applications and extensions.

1) Identifying Columbus's assumptions and inferences
This lesson offers an opportunity for development or reinforcement of critical vocabulary

and a chance to situate these concepts in a familiar context, You might begin by saying that
Columbus was not only an explorer, but a thinker as well. This lesson will deal not only with
what Columbus did, but with what he thought. Then you could have students read, The
Written Records of Columbus,' identifying the notations as his conclusions about geography.
S-23 The class could compare 'inference' to 'guess.' S-10 You could also ask, "What does
'guess' mean? If someone says, 'Guess what happened today?' what does she want you to do?
Is she asking you to come to a conclusion based on evidence, or just say any idea that occurs
to you? How can we describe Columbus's idea? Was it a wild guess? An intuitive guess? An
educated guess? What word or phrase would be more accurate or specific?"

Then you might continue by saying something like, "We don't have the text on which
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Columbus based his conclusions, but we can reason backwards to the assumptions he held
about geography. What were his assumptionsr Students could read pp. 92-3 and list
Columbus's possible assumptions and inferences. S-23

Assumptions Inferences

The Earth is a globe. You ,:an travel either east or west
to reach your destination.

Asia is extremely large. or
Earth has not much more area than we
are aware of.

Asia is not far west of Europe.

There is no land east of Asia and west of If you sail west, the first land you
Europe. We are aware of all major land. reach will be Asia.

Current technology is adequate for safe it is possible to make the voyage
navigation of the ocean. safely.

Then students could disting'ish his mistaken assumptions and inferences from those
that were correct. S-25

2) Evaluating Columbus's reasoning
We suggest that you read the background information on p. 92 to the class, and have

them read 'Columbus Seeks Help.' You could now have students list the opposing as-
sumptions and inferences. S-20

Opposing Assumptions

The Earth is much larger than Columbus
thinks.

Navigation of the ocean is too difficult.

What hasn't been done can't be done.

Opposing Inferences

The trip will take 3 years, and
cost too much money.

The trip can't be made safely.

Columbus can't do it.

Then students could note the contradictions. S-29 For each pair of opposing views,
you could ask, "Could both of these claims be true? If the first claim is true is the second
true or false? Do these claims contradict each other? The class could also speculate
about Columbus's reasons for rejecting the opposing views. You could point out that at
this point his biggest mistake was his certainty despite lack of sufficient evidence. Stu-
dents could evaluate the relative reasonableness of the opposing views at that time. S-14

3) Evaluating the consequences of Columbus's reasoning
Then you might have students read the rest of the chapter. You could ask, "Were

Columbus's mistakes serious? S-30 Why or why not? What were the likely consequences
for Columbus of proceeding on the basis of faulty assumptions? What are the consequences

I 7 G
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generally? How was Columbus surprised? How was he fortunate?" At this pointyou could
have students read, The Third and Fourth Voyages.' Then you might ask, "Which
assumptions did Columbus revise? (Size of Asia and the ocean) Which did he not revise?
(Lack of land between Asia and Europe.)" S-23 Students could speculate about hisreasons
for maintaining his beliefs. If so, ask, "Can we be sure this is why? S-5 How could we find
out? If we can't find out, how should our conclusion be stated?"

4) Applications and extensions
The teacher could conclude this lesson with either a discussion or a written assignment

as follows: Assess Christopher Columbus as a thinker. What were his strengths?
Weaknesses? Was he a good critical thinker? Support your conclusions with specific
examples. S-28 Would you have advised him to make his voyage based on the information
available in 1492? Why or why not? What evidence might have led Columbus to revise his
assumption that there was no major land mass between Asia and Europe? Should he have
revised it given the evidence he had? Why or why not? S-I4

An interesting corollary to this discussion of Columbus as a thinker might be to consider
some of Columbus's personal qualities that helped and hindered him, such as, dogged
persistence, enthusiasm, greed, courage, etc. Again, students should support theiranswers.
This wo be a good opportunity to illustrate how character traits influence thinking.

Students co-ald also consider how people were affected by learning that there was a vast
area they didn't know existed. This could be supplemented by referring to first-hand
accounts from the period.

We can never become fairminded unless
we learn how to enter sympathetically
into the thinking of others, to reason from
their perspective and eventual]: to try
seeing things as they see them.
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l'Ite United States Becomes
A World Leader

(Social Studies - 5th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

clarify 'world leader,' and 'propaganda'
clarify claims in their text
discuss the role of sociocentricity in imperialism
practice dialectical thinking when evaluating imperialism, by evaluating arguments for and

against it

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
This selection contains most of the material from a chapter on imperialism. It points out

that before the Civil War the U. S. was not very involved in foreign policy. It mentions some
expansion into Alaska, and the Pacific islands (in order to support trade vessels, and acquire
Naval bases) and the desire to spread Christianity and our way of life. The chapter describes
the revolt in and annexation of Hawaii. The rest of the passage focuses on the Spanish-
American War, describing reasons for the Cuban revolt, the explc ,ion of the Maine, and how
those events affected American public opinion. It recounts some Philippine history, and
Roosevelt's charge up San Juan Hill. The last section describes two main results of the war:
the territories gained, and America's new role as a world power. It also continues a brief
history of the Philippines until its independence.

The teachers' notes recommend a discussion of imperialism, examination of a time-line
and a discussion of propaganda. The "Chapter Project" recommends two students be given
an issue and asked to tesearch and report on arguments from both sides. Detailed
background information is provided for the Great White Fleet, inquiries into the causes of
the explosion of the Maine, and the Philippine revolutionary, Emilio Aguinaldo.

from The United States and Its Neighbors, Timothy
M. Helmus, Val E. Arnsdorf, Edgar A Toppin, and
Norman e I . G. Pounds. ©1984 by Silver Burdett Co.
pp. 221-227.

Critique
We chose this excerpt because imperialism is an important aspect of U. S. and world history, and

related ideas are at issue today. The text provides a fair amount of material relevant to evaluating policies
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of this period. It also provides, and suggests that the teacher discuss, an example where American public
opin.in was swayed by propaganda, and so provide, a clear example of uncritical response to media. Yet the
text does not encourage synthesized, fairminded discussion of the material. The text has more the appearance
of fairmindedness than its reality. Details are given, then discussion moves on. Students are not asked to
put the pie-es together and develop a unified view. 2ather, they are left with a choppy collection of
unsynthesized, unassessed facts and vague ideas.

Imperialism
The suggested discussion of imperialism occurs too early,' :ore enough details are covered to make

reasonable evaluation possible. Students are not asked to evaluate specific actions described in the text. For
insta_xe, though the text mentions that Americans led c revolt against native Hawaiian leaders, that
Congressmen wanted to annex Hawaii, and that the President disapproved of the way power had been seized,
students are not asked for tltei- ewbuttions of the different positions, or of the annexation that took place after
the Spanish-American War broke oat. The background material describes how the U. S. helped Philippine
revolutionaries against Spain, and then, after the war, maintained control of the islands. Again, students are
not asked for their reactions. Hence, their overall assessment of imperialism is unsynthesized with their
,unceptions of the details of imperialistic practice ; the details have no place within a larger picture no
meanie

The student text avoids describing how we acquired many of our territories; for example, "we also
controlled the Samoan Islands," and "Soon Americans were starting large sugar plantations" on Hawaii. A
populated area does not change hands by itself. Neither the process nor the results of the changes are
mentioned. Details are insufficient for evaluation.

More imports, fitly, the questions on imperialism are incomplete and nearly one-sided. "How do you
feel about ehis policy?" though neutral, merely asks for a 'gut reaction,' not for thoightful conclusions. The
other questions, "What if the imprrialistic eoc. ,try honestly feels it will make life better for the people in the
country it is going to control?; We think we in the U. S. have a wonderful system of government. Do we have
a responsibility to share it with other countries r both push positive cone' usions about imperialism, and ignore
other reasons people had for actions. Though teachers are told to point out that "Quite often the territory
and people who were 'expanded into' were not pleased and resisted," students are not asked to consider this
point when making their judgments. Apra. t from this remark, and some of the background information on the
Maine and AgUnaldo, p.'1.1-c= of view othd, than American are neglected. Students do not ask themselves how
imp 'alism relates to such American ideals as democracy and self-determination. The text doosn't raise the
issue of how much good vs. harm was done to indigenous neople, thereby leaving out relevant details.

Propaganda
The discussion of propaganda is incomplete. The teachers' notes state, "Using the Spanish-American

War as an example, point out the effect of propaganda on public opinion. The sinking of the luirte...was used
to influence a public already outraged by the atrocity stories that had been appearing." The heading
'Recognizing Propaganda' is misleading, since the passage points oi " propaganda's effects, not how to detect
it. Such treatment is more likely to lead to a vague and impressionistic view that propaganda is bad, Lhan
to the ability to detect and discount it. Students should clarify the idea 'propaganda,' and discuss how to detect
it and avoid its influence.

Other problems
The student text passage about the Maine is misleading. "No one knows who blew it up" assumes that
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people were responsible, whereas the teacher's background notes c aim twat it could have been an accident.
Students could use the Maine example to t.7plore how . nation of people can jump to unjustified conclusions
based on it sufficient evidence. The background material also suggests the effect of egocentric motives on the
investigations of the incident. Again, students don't use the material to develop critical insight into how
desires can affect interpretations.

The chapter project comer closest to critical treatment of the material, by having students learn the
pros and cons for various issues. Yet, 't misses being an assignment in critical thought for several reasons.
It rt co..mends debate, rather than analysis and evaluation. Students ere not asked to respond to the points
tmccvered by their research. Most imp,. tantly, the assignment has students find reasons Americans .ve,
rather than ha. Ing them also learn what other people involved.

Questions about the time-line take the form of questions about causal relationships. Students then
look at the time-line and note whether the events occurred in the right order and near each other. This
inadvertently encourages the false idea that if one thing happens right after another, it was caused by it.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-10 clarifying ideas
S-9 clarifying issues find claims
S-17 clarifying or critiquing text
S.1.6 evaluating actions and policies
S-3 exercising fairmindedneser ciprocity
S-2 developing insight iato ego/sociocentricity
S-21 practicing dialectical thinking
S-14 evaluating arguments
S-23 using critical vocabulary

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

After our introduction, section 1) Clarifying 'world leader,' our remcgel follows the
original lesson through sections 2), Early acquisitions, and 3) Spanish-American War.
Unlike the original lesson, the evaluation of imperialism occurs last, in section 4.

Interested students could be assigned research projects about the histories of some of the
places discussed in the chapter, and could later share their knowledge with the rest of the
class.

1) Clarifying 'world leader'
Either when beginning the lesson, or later, students could discuss the idea, 'world

leader.' S-10 You might ask,"What does the phrase imply? Why do some nations lead? What
are the advantages and disadvantages of being a leading nation? What responsibilities does

a nation have? Whatresponsibilities do its citizen shave? What responsibilities do other
countries have to it?" Students could also compare the idea of a good leading country with
a good leader (person).
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2) Early acquisitilus
After students have read 'Expansion into the Pacific,' they could clarify the statement,

"It would be better, thought the merchants and sea captains, if these places were under
American con,:rol." S-9 You could ask, "Better than what? What are the alternatives? Why
did they think thi was better? Better for whom? Was it bad for anyone? Why or why not?
Do you agree with the merchants and sea captains? Why or why not?" S-17

Wilw;n students have read through 'Hawaii,' you might ask, "What reason is given for
expansion? What reason was given in the previous section? Given what the rest of the
passage says, could there have been other reasons ao well? Was it right for missionaries to
go to Hawaii? Why or why not? Was it right for Americans to start big plantations? Why
er why not? Does the text tell us how Americans came to own the land? Should the U.S. have
annexed Hawaii then? What' , different after the war started? Are the diffPrences relevant
to judging annexation? Does the text tell us what the native Hawaiians thout,ht about these
change -? What do you think they thought about them? S-3 How could we find out? Did the
Americans have the right to revolt? S-16 Why or why not?"

3) Spanish-American War
When students have read 'Remember the Maine,' extend discussion under 'Recognizing

Propaganda.' Have students discuss why the term 'propaganda' applies. (Some stories were
untrue or exaggerated, the assumption that the Spanish were responsible for the loss of the
Maine was unquestioned, and the anger it gave rise to was fueled and channeled into the
desire for war.) The teacher could supplement the student text with the background material
and the following questions: What, exactly does "Remember the Mine" mean? How was it
used? Why did it become a rallying cry? What effect do you think it had on Americans? How,
besides going to war, could the U. S. have responded to the Maine incident? What can we
learn from this story? How can we distinguish propaganda from fair reporting? What could
Americans have done to avoid being unduly swayed by propaganda? Why did the different
investigations have different findings?" S-2 (Discuss at length.)

When students have finished the excerpts (through 'Results of the War') and have heard
the background information on Aguinaldo, they could evaluate policy toward the Philippines,
with questions like the following: Why lid Americans enter the fight between Spain and the
Philippines? What happened after the war? What did the people of the Philippines think
about that? Do you think they realized that, once free of Spain, their land would be .-uled by
America? What reasons did Americans of the time have for controlling them? What were the
reasons against it? What were the alternatives? What do you think Americans should have
done? S-16 Why?

4) Evaluati , imperialism
Such a discussion could naturally lead to an exploration and e. al uation of imperialism.

S-16 Students could list pros and cons, and evaluate their relative merits. S-21 If students
have researched other countries' histories, and have not already giver their reports, they
could provide their reports before this discussion.

If this develops into an extended discussion, ask students to clarify their claims, develop
their reasons, make assumptior. ; explicit, clarify ideas, compare values, etc. S-1 I "Of which
actions we've studied do you approve? Disapprove? (Alaska, Samoa, revolt in Hawaii, war
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with Spain, annexation uf Hawaii, protectorate of Cuba, rule of Philippines, etc.) Why?
What, if anything, should have been done differently? Or: what does evaluation of
imperialism depend? Our country's interest? What native people want? What we think is
best for native people? If these factors conflict with each other, which is more important?
Why? Is there another way 'our way of life' could have been spread? Is one way better than
the rest? Were the Americans interested in learning from native Hawaiians? S-2 Why not?
Should they have been?" Point out that every group of people assnmes that their way of life
is beet. Students could extend discussion by considering how (by what criteria) different
ways of life could be evaluated, if at all.

Use of critical vocaf%Liary could be fostered, as well as ar alytical skills practiced, with
su;11 questions as: S-23 What assumptions are you making? Why do you think your
assumptions are good? How could we know whether we were helping the indigenous people?
What criteria could we use? What facts are relevant? Which facts do we have? How do you
know? How could we get the facts wr, need?" As always, discourage closed-mindedness, and
have students restate opposing views whenever they have misunderstood or distorted them.
If mcessary, play devil's advocate for any position students ignore or downplay. S-3 The
teacher could have groups of students discuss their views on imperialism. Perhaps students
who are unsure what to think could Socratically question strong proponents of different
views. Such an exercise would be valuabi, questioning practice for the questioner, as well
as helping the s4idents being questioned develop their views. The Socratic questioners could
then evaluate the ideas they've heard.

The class could compare this period with analogous periods they have studied.

A teacher , Immitted to teaching for criti-
cal thinking must think beyond subject
matter teaching to ends and objectives
that transcend subject matter classifica-
tion. To teach for critical thUting is, first
of all, to create an environment that is
conducive to critical thinking.
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MI... ir 1,... ..i,4,. ,44' ..
A. I ll, 1.../ LIII,641,1,141,14114

(Social Studies - 5th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

learn some functions of the three branches of U. S. government
clarify claims in he text by exploring root issues regarding government and the distribution of

power in our government
compare ideals of the Constitution with actual practice
develop criteria for evaluating canuidat es
through Socratic questioning, understand till reasons for and assumptions underlying rights

guaranteed under the Bill of Rights
develop their perspectives on human rights, and functions and limits of government
transfer understanding of the Constitution to cui rent events

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
This chapter, "The Constitution of the United States," begins with a paragraph about the

Articles of Confederation and why they failed. It then lists the leaders at the Constitutional
Convention. The terms 'republic' and `federal' are explained, and some of the powers of the
national government listed. Separation of powers and the three branches ofgovernment are
briefly explained. Students are asked to state which powers from a list belong to the states,
and which to the national government. Students are told about the Constitutional Conven-
tion debate between small and large states about how the number cc representatives to
Congress should be allotted, and how the issue was resolved. The term `Amendments' is
explained. Students are told that some states refused to approve the Constitution until the
Bill of Rights was added. A three page Summary of the Constitution follows. Students are
asked questions about the Bill of Rights.

from The United Sta4es .. Its Neighbors, Timothy
M. Helmus, Val E. Arnsdorf, Edgar A Toppin, and
Norman J. G. Pounds. ©1984 by Silver Burdett Co.
pp. 120-125.

Critique
Introduction

We chose this lesson for its emphasis on and summary of the Constitution, because understanding the
Constitution is crucial to citizenship in a democracy. Students should explore the ideasunderlying important
aspects of our government: h -w it is supposed to work, why it was structured the way it was, how the structure
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is supposed to preserve citizens' rights, how it could fail to do so, and why some rights are important to
preserve. Critical education demands clear and well developed understanding of these points. When
understanding is superficial or vague, hidden agendas and mere associations guide thought and behavior.
Slogans substitute for reasons, prejudices for thought. Citizens become willing to accept the appearance of
freedom, equality under the law, and democracy, rather than fighting for their realization.

Summarizing the Constitution in language 5th graders can un le:-stand is an excellent idea, though
some parts of the originsl could also be used. On the whole, the summary is good, though flawed by its
incompleteness. For students to have enough details to understand the key concepts of the lesson, more of
the specific duties of the branches of government should have been mentioned.

The greatest flaw with the lesson is its size and lack of depth; not nearly enough time is given to
fostering understanding of this important document. This section is only part of a chapter which includes
details of battles in the Revolutionary War. The relative importance of different material should be reflected
in the text space given and time spent on it. Of the six chapter review questions, only one, a recall question,
addresses the Constitution. Equal space is devoted to "What do you think was the most important battle of
the Revolutionary War? Explain." Spending insufficient time on such important ideas leads the text to treat
them superficially or vaguely. Students have little opportunity to understand key ideas fully, see the whole
picture, app eciate reasons for important parts of the Constitution, or develop their perspectives on
government, human relations, and how to preserve their rights.

Inadequate explanations
The lesson has too few questions, no extended discussion, and a number of the questions are trivial,

or simple recall. Some of the suggested explanations and answers are sorely incomplete, confusing, or fail to
answer the questions. For instance, the text answer to the question on why the right to a jury trial was
considered important, is, "It had been denied under British rule." This answer is inadequate. Arson wasn't
allowed under British rule, yet is not guaranteed under the Bill of rights. The right to a trial by jury was
included because the writers of the Constitution thought it was among the most important human rights.
Students should consider why.

Important explanations ar_ ur developed. Questions about why the separation of powers and the Bill
of Rights were included, for instance, fail to probe the reasons. The student text explains, "The members of
the Constitutional Convention wanted a government that would protect the people's rights, not take them away.
So they divided the government's power i.'to three parts, or branches. This is called separation of pm. er."
Ch ckup question 4 (p. 120) asks, "Why z Jere powers divided among three branches of government?" The
suggested answer, by simply reiterating ..he abstract claim in the text, turns a thought-provoking question
into a recall question. Students are encouraged to substitute reiteration for understanding; to accept an
apparently unconnected answer as an adequate explanation. The text fails to explain how separation of
powers protects people's rights.

The given answer to, "Why was it itecessary to add a Bill of Rights to the Constitution?" s, "because
many states insisted that the people's rfdhts as well as the rights of the government must be written down."
Again, the 'answer' fails to answer the important questions: Why did People think rights should be written
down? What is the advantage? Why write them into the Constitution? Does writing them into the
Constitution guarantee they won't be violated? Crucial questions and connections are left unanswered.
Students are not left with a clear understanding either of the connection between separation of powers and
people's rights, or of the importance of the Bill of Rights.
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Superficial treatment
Though the Constitution is the only thingcovered in the 'Skills Development,' the subjects, separation

of powers and checks and balances, should not be covered solely in multiple choice format. Such treatment
discourages students from considering why these ideas are important, how they work, or how they can break
down. Nor is the importance of specific rights addressed anywhere in the lesson.

An activity, called "Applying Current Events," simply has students collect pictures of governn ent
officials and buildings and display them under the headings "Executive Branch," etc., displaying a superfi-
cial understanding of the connection between the Constitution and current events.

Confusions
The student text, when discussing the Constitutional Convention, says, "Other things were not so easy

to decide. The delegates knew they wanteda Federal government. In such a government the power is divided
between the national and the state governments. But how much power should go to the states? And how much
to the national government? They solved this problem by writingjust which powers the natiodal government
would have." Suggesting that the problem of deciding how to sllot power was solved by writing the powers
down perpetuates sloppy, unclear thought in the students, and makes the actual decisions reached seem
arbitrary.

Another confusion occurs in a suggested activity. Thetext suggests students write a Constitution for
their class "stating the rules the class needs." Constitutions are not lists of rules or laws, but rather definitions
of offices, rights, and powers. By stating the activity in that form, the te'c inadvertently conftmes students
about the difftdence between a constitution and a body of laws.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-17 clarifying or critiquing text
5-13 raising and pursuing root question,
S-22 distinguishing facts from ideals
S41 developing criteria for evaluation
S-19 engaging in Socratic questioning
S-9 clarifying issues and claims
S-.45 examining assumptions
S-8 developing one's perspective
Q-21 practicing dialectical thinking
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

Following the three remodelled parts of the original lesson, [1) Introduction to the
Constitution, 2) separation of powers and checks and balances, and 3) the Bill of Rights], -ve
hay- added discussions about human rights issues in foreign policy and international politics
4), prob;ng the purposes and limits of government (5), as well as brief additional suggestions
1,6).
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1) Introduction to the Constitution
When the passages about and summary of the Constitution have been read, to allow

students a chance to get the 'big picture,' you may ask, "What is this document for? What is
its purpose? What basic points does it cover?" S-17 (It defines *',e three branches of Federal
Government, describes how offices are filled, lists duties of and limits on each branch) You
might read the real Preamble to the students, and discuss it with them. You could then tel!
the students about some of the details left out of the text. Among the most important and
easiest to understand are the following points: Congress passes Federal Laws, establishes
Post Offices, secu es authors' and inventors' rights to their writings and discoveries, must
publish state, rents about how much money it spent, and must send laws to the President to
sign. If he vetoes them, they can pass the law if two-thirds of both Hoaxes agree. The
President can recommend laws to Congress, and, with Senate approval, can appoint
Supreme Court Justices and heads of the Departments (the teacher may want to list some
of the departments, or ask students to mention some.) The Supreme Court decides cases that
were tried in lower courts but which one side wants to appeal. State governments cannot
enter into treaties. Amendments must be proposed by two-thirds either of Congress or of
State Legislatures, and must be passed by three-fourths of the States to become part of the
Constitution. The class may want to discuss some of these points, (e. g., the difficulty of
changing the Constitution, or why the President needs Senate approval). Students could
reiterate the veto and override process, and discuss what protection it give.,.

2) Separation of powers, and checks and balances
Discussion of the previous point can lead into a discussion of the separation of powers,

and checks and balances. To probe these ideas in greater depth than the text, thereby making
the reasons for our system of government clearer, you could ask, "Have you ever been in a
situation where someone had too much power, or abused their power? Why was that a
problem? How could the problem be solved? How did the authors of the Constitution try to
solve it? Why not give all of the power to one branch, say, the Executive? S-13 Why have
each branch have some power over the others, rather than giving each branch complete
control over its duties? What does the tf3xi, say in answer to this question? S-17 What does
its answer mean? How could concentrating power lead to loss of pt.ople's rights? Make up
an example which shows me how a system like this could prevent abuse of power. This
separation ;I...pc:viers, and system of checks and balances is the ideal. S-22 What could make
it go wrong? (Using the checks and balances unfairly, or not using them at all.) Make up an
example of how it could go wrong. Why would that be bad? What has to happen to make it
work right? What should we look for in our leaders? S-// What sort of people should be
chosen? (E.g., when voting for President, voters should consider who the candidate would
appoint to important offices, or whether the candidate is a good judge of character. Perhaps
members of Congress who abuse or fail to use checks on the President should be reconsid-
ered.)

The class could also relate some ^f the above ideas to a specific historical issue by
discussing the text section, "Congress," why larger and smaller states disagreed, the
arguments for both sides, and the solution. The students could also try to come up with
alternative solutions to the problem ofabuse ofpower, and compare their solution; with those
in the Constitution. S-15
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3) The Bill of Rights
Students may reread the Bill of Rights section in the summary. The teacher may also

want to make the real Bill of Rights available, or have it read in class, and compared to the
summary. Students could use the summary to generate a list of the rights covered. To foster
in-depth understanding of the meaning and importance of the Bill of Rights, the teacher could
conduct a Socratic discussion ofeach right, with questions like the following: S-19 What does
this right mean? S-9 What does it say people should be allowed to do? How could it.oe violated
or denied? How important, is it? Why? Why would not having this right be bad? S-13 How
would it hurt the individual? Society? Are there exceptions to this right? Should there be
these exceptions? Why or why not?

The class could also discuss th?, underlying ideas and assumptions behind the Bill of
Rights, especially the First Amendment rights. S-25 (The importance of following
conscience, especially regarding political and religious beliefs; the idea that when everyone
can discuss their ideas and consider all alternatives, the best ideas will prevail or compromise
can be reached; people who do no wrong shouldn't have to be afraid of theirgovernment; even
people who do wrong should have rights; trials in which both sides argue before a ,;ury of
impartial citizens will best render justice; government has an obligation to be fair to citizens
- notjust run things because it's strong; etc.) You might ask, "Why did some people want these
rights written down? What ere the advantages? Are there disadvantages? Are there
important rights omitted? Should they be added to the Constitution? Why or why not?"
Students could compare their answers to that given in the text. S-17

For this activity, the teacher could split the class into groups, each of which could discuss
one or two rights. One member of each group could then report to the rest of the class.

4) Human rights throughout the world
The class could also discuss these rights with respect to people all over the world, and

so begin to forge their own perspectives on international politics, humannature, and the role
of the U.S. as a world power. S-8 "Doyou think everyone all over the world should have these
rights? Why or why not?" (You may need to point out that not every country has these rights:
In some countries you can be put in jail for disagreeing with your government leaders, even
if you don't advocate violence; you can be taken by the police or soldiers, kept, tortured ......d
even killed without ever having .1 trial; you can be arrested for practicingyour religion, or not
following the rules of the official religion; etc.) Student: could then talk about what, if
anything, our government should do about these countries, or the people in them. "How
should we treat such countries? Should we give them aid, or withhold it? What kind? Should
we tell them we want them to change, or is it none ofour business? What if most of the people
of the country voted for the leaders that do some of these things? If people want to escape
these countries, should we let them move here and become citizens? Wny do some Americans
object to this idea?" Teachers familiar with the UN Declaration of Human Rights could
mention it here. If students express different points of view, the teacher could conduct a
dialectical exchange, by having students defend their views, clarify key concepts, explore
assumptions, and note where the perspectives conflict. S-21 As always in such a discussion,
encourage students to listen carefully to, and note strengths in, ideas with which they
disagree.
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5) Purposes and limits of government
The lesson could also be used for a discussion probing the purposes and limits of

;over iment, and deepen students' understanding of government and our Constitution. S-
8 The Preamble could be reread to initiate discussion. The following questions could be used
to develop an analogy with, say, student government, if the school or class has one: Why do
we have student government? S-13 What does it do? Are you glad that there is student
government? Why or why not? Why did the writers of the Constitution believe they had to
start a government? Do you agree with them? Why or why not? What does government
provide for us? (The class could use a list of Federal Departments to generate some ideas.)
How could we have ',hese things without government, or why couldn't we have them without
government? What is our government not supposed to do? Why? What do people not like
about having a government? Why do most people think having a government is worth the
disadvantages?

6) Additional ideas
The lesson could also be linked to a unit on the news. S-7 The class, or groups of students

who could report to the class, could find newspaper articles about majcr bills being debated
or passed, Supreme Court decisions, a Presidential nomination, or debates on foreign affairs.
The class could outline both sides of the issue, pinpoint the relevant part of the Constitution,
and discuss the implications of different possible outcomes. If the issue revolves around
interpreting he Constitution, the class could discuss why there is no agreed upon interpre-
tation. Students could also distinguish aspects of the issue involving the Constitution, from
aspects which have become part of our government, but are not described in the Constitution.

Later in the year, when covering times when the various Amendments were ratified, the
class could review the Amendment, v.. hat it means, why it was added, and some of its results.

Critical thinkers distinguish what they
know from what th....y don't know. They
are not afraid of sayii.g "I don't know"
when they are not in a podtion to be sure
of the truth of a claim.
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(Social Studies - 5th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
Th. students will:

identify some of their rights and responsibilities
clarify claims in the text
develop their perspectives on their lives and the future and compare them with that of the author,

thus exercising independent thought
pursue root questions regarding school, citizenship, and changes in the future
evaluate how they spend their spare time
discuss egocentricity as an obstacle to tiring spare time more effectively
clarify `thoughtful son/daughter,"thoughtful brother/s4ster,"good citizen,' role'
develop awareness of their values and ofways they might affect the future
practice dialectical thinking regarding changes they would like to see

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
Students are informed that they have responsibilities and roles which will grow as they

grow. The next four sections discuss four roles students have: as members of families,
wherein students are asked to consider their responsibilities and what they learn from being
family members; as students, wherein school is compared to a job; as people with spare tir te,
wherein students are encouraged to use their spare time to improve themselves; and as
citizens, wherein future responsibilitiesare discussed, and students are _ncouraged to begin
being involved citizens now.

The next section briefly discusses technological changes since 1890 and suggests
possible changes in the future. Two possible futures are then desc . ed; one negative, with
people suffering from pollution, overpopulation, and starvation; one positive, with people
enjoying healthy, active old age, no war, etc. Students then read a fable about a wise woman
and a boy who tries to trick her. Since she always answers questions truthfully, he decides
to hold a bird in his hands and ask her if it is dead or alive. If she says `dead,' he will let it
fly away; if she says `alive,' he will kill it. The trick fails whoa she says, "It is as you will, my
child." Students write about this statement.

from The United States and Its Neighbors, Timothy
M. Helmus, Val E. Arnsdorf, Edgar A Toppin, and
Norman J. G. Pounds. ©1984 by Silver Burdett Co.
pp. 460-465.
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Critique
Introduction

We chose this epilogue for the important ideas covered regarding responsibilities, citizenship, and the
future. We commend the authors for encouraging students to begin to work toward a better future now, and
for raising some important issues. The lesson, however, does not go far enough. On the whole, rather than
realistically addressing and pursuing important issues in depth, and encouraging students to develop their
own ideas, the chapter suffers from vagueness, superficiality and a preachy, moralistic tone.

It does not encourage independent thought. Rather, it presents ideas without requiring much
reflective response from students. Suggested questions are few, and discussion limited. Throughout,
problems and some solutions are suggested. The text ignores the importance of clear, extended, fairminded
thought required before action.

Vagueness
This lesson fails to connect vaguely expressed ideals to specific behaviors. For instance, in the section

on citizenship, the student text says, "You have to take those same ideas of freedom and equality to heart. You
have to be willing to stand up for them." The text then lists ways for students to be active citizens now, and
"make the United States and the world better." These suggestions include: encouraging adults to vote,
understanding important events so they will be ready to vote, complaining about any unfair treatment they
experience as consumers, recycling, staying away from crime, becoming involved in scout, church, or
community groups. Most items on the list are not related to the above general comments. The general
comments are not anywhere clarified or made concrete or real, i.e., how does one take ideas 6 heart or stand
up for them? The most crucial or difficult concepts are left unanalyzed and vague. Without clarifi- cation,
the ideals can become mere slogAns with which all agree, but upon which few act.

The same problem occurs with the expressions "build a better future" and "the future is in your hands."
The discussion neglects to raise such significant questions as, "What does 'better future' mean? Am I sure
which changes really would be better? How much affect can I reasonably expect to have, and how? Why don't
people already make these changes? What obstacles are there to such changes?" Such questions would bring
the discussion from the level of abstract "Let's be good and wonderful" to specific discussion of what could be
done, and what obstacles there are to doing them.

Superficiality
The section on school is especially disappointing. It describes students' present job thus, "It is working

hard in school.... following the rules of the school....listening carefully to your teacher....cooperating with other
students....coming to school every ri,ay unless you are sick." The list of duties confines itself to mere outward
behavior, completely overlooking Ille most important aspects. 1ducation requires that students' attention be
engaged, and that they think about what they learn. It also requires honesty: you shouldn't say you
understand or agree, when you don't. Furthermre, critical education means listening to everyone's ideas and
taking them seriously, not listening to the teacher alone.

The text discussion of the purpose of school is also flawed. It reads, "You ma. learn a great deal about
rights and responsibilities. And you can become prepared for a paying job later on that will be suited to your
abilities and that ) ou will enjoy." The purpose of school is not confined to learning about rights and
responsibilities and preparing for future careers. Absent from the passage are such ideas as satisfying
curiosity, broadening perspectives, profiting from the knowledge acquired by previous generations, develop-
ing judgment and refining notions of right and wrong, learning how to fit details into a complete picture,
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developing the ability to communicate effectively, deciding what to believe, and developing a sense of
intellectual power and autonomy. The bland and incomplete picture presented does not motivate students
to take school or educativn seriously.

The teacher's notes display superficial and confused ideas about critical thinking. For example, at the
end of the lesson is the following suggested writingassignment, "Do you agree or disagree that 'our country's
future is in your hands'? What evidence can you give to support your opinions :low doesyour opinion affect
how you live at the present time? " The main question is poorly phrased, since it encourages full agreement
or rejection. Complete agreement with the claim is unrealistic; complete disagreement, cynical and defeatist.
To avoid oversimplification, the teacher could rephrase the question to ask students to what degree, and in
what ways the future is in their hands.

Most of the suggested assignments cling to superficial, trivial, or cute ideas, rather than also having
students explore basic ideas. Among these suggestions are the following: paraphrase JFK's words ("Now the
trumpet summons us again fa call to] struggle aainst the common enemies of man: tyranny, poverty,
disease, and war itself"); build a model of a future community in space, underground, or underwater; write
a one minute commercial that suggests ways in which people can build a better world; discuss the mechanics
of solar energy. More time should be spent on thoughtffil discussion.

Although separating differeni, roles helps simplify ideas, students should also explore the connections
between different roles or aspects of life to avoid oversimplification. The following are among the possible
points of connection and overlap: school and preparing to become voters; jobs and the desire for abetter world;
family, raising children and the desire for better world; family and job; etc. Students have no chance to put
their ideas together into a coherent whole.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-9 clarifying issues and claims
S-8 developing one's perspective
S-17 clarifying or critiquing text
S-10 clarifying ideas
S-1 exercising independent thought
S-16 evaluating actions and policies
S-2 developing insight into ego/sociocentricity
S-21 practicing dialectical thinking
S-23 using critical vocabulary
5-6 avoiding oversimplification
S-15 generating or assessing solutions
S-3 exercising reciprocity/fairmindedness

REMODELLRD LESSON PLAN

This chapter could be used as a summary of theyear, a chance for students to synthesize
and exchange ideas, and evaluate their knowledge andvalues. Our remodel follows their six
part organization. We have added one part at the end.
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1) Introduction
When the first section has been read, you might ask, "What does the author mean by the

sentence 'Rights always involve responsibilities?" S-9 Ask for specific illustrative examples.
You could extend the discussion of rights and responsibilities to our country. For each right
mentioned in the text. you might ask what responsibility it implies and have students list
other rights and responsibilities. (E.g., the right to vote implies the responsibility to be an
informed and fairminded voter.) Of each responsibility, consider asking, "How can you live
up to it? What does it require?" You could further extend discussion by asking, "Do you also
have responsibilities to the rest of the world? As individuals? As citizens?" S-8

2) Families
When the class has read the second section, the teacher could ask what the analogy of

the U.S. to family means; what similarities and differences there are; what other groups are
also analogous to families; whether the analogies are good, (i.e., whether the differences are
significant,) and why or why not. S-17

Students could also discuss the differences between a thoughtful and thoughtless son or
daughter, and brother or sister. S-10 If so, encourage students to mention specific examples
of actions that fit in each category. Students may also compare their ideas about what they
owe family members to behavior that is desirable though not required. Students could relate
this passage to the last, by discussing responsibilities implied by their rights as family
members.

3) School
The following questions could be used to extend discussion of the passage about school:

Why does the author think school is important? S-17 Why do you think it is important? S-
1 What is school for? How can it help you in your personal life? As a citizen? What knowledge
is required to enable you to vote wisely, as opposed to simply filling out a ballot? What does
the author say a 'job well done' at schocl means? S-17 What do you think it means? What
do you have to do to do a good job in school? What should you avoid doing in order to do a good
job as a student? Is it easy or hard to do a good job at school? What aspects are easy? Hard?
Studer I could develop self-awareness and awareness of others by comparing and discussing
theii answers. S-8

Other possible questions include the following: What do you learn outside of school?
What can you learn from friends? Family? Acquaintances? On your own? What makes a
job or career good to have? What would a bad job be like? What aspects of a job or career are
most important? Least important? Why?

4) Spare time
When students have read the section on spare time, they could discuss how they spend

theirs; whether they are satisfied with how they spend it; S-16 whether they think they
should spend, it differently, and if so, why they don't. This topic could be extended with
questions like the following: S-8 What other ways of spending you spare time would be
productive? S./ Which do you think are most important? Which would you most enjoy?
Would it be better to do something more important that y ou wouldn't enjoy, or less important
that you would? Why? Would it be hard for you to change how you spend your spare time?
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Why or why not? What could help you change? Why do some people use their spare time to
improve themselves or help others? Do you have an obligation to do so? Why do some people
waste all of their spare time? Should you use all of your spare time to help others or improve
yourself? Why or why not? If not, how do you decide how much you should so spend?

5) Citizenship
When students have read the section on citizenship, you could use the following

questions to help them to better understand the text, and clarify the idea, `good citizen': What
do 'take to heart" and "stand up for" mean? S-17 What does it mean to take those ideas to
heart, or to stand up for them? How can you tell if someone has taken them to heart? How
would they act? Not act? When would someone have to stand up for them? How could
someone stand up for them? Why would it be necessary? Would it be easy or hard? Why?
In what kinds of situations could you stand up for these ideas now? Have you seen anyone
do so? Was it hard for that person? (Students could discuss such situations as a group of
children treating someone unfairly, where no one stands up for justice. They could discuss
why it happens, why it's hard to ga against the crowd, and strategies for effectively doing so.)
S-2 Which suggestions in the text relate to these ideas? How?" S-17

To have students clarify the term 'good citizen,' consider asking questions like the
following: What are the differences between good, bad and indifferent citizens? S.10 What
things are listed as ways of being good citizens? Are they important? Why? Are they
necessary? If someone doesn't do these things, is he a bad citizen? What do bad citizens do?
Are there other ways ofbeing a good citizen? For each suggestion, you might ask how it helps
the country. Other questions could be added, such as the following: Which of all of these are
the most important? Why? Whit would be the most enjoyable? Hardest? Do countries also
have responsibilities? What?" S-8

6) The future
When the chapter is finished, consider asking, "What ideas here are the most important

to the author? S-17 How can you tell? Which do you think are the most important? S-/
Which are the most interesting? Do you think that the two futures described are realistic?
Why or why not? VI, other kinds of futures would be undesirable? Are there aspects of the
second that you think are undesirable? Why or why not? Do you have an image of a better
future? What is it like?"

To develop independent thought, students might brainstorm changes they would like to
see. S./ You could then ask each student to rank them by their importance, or group them
under such headings as 'most important,' less important,' much less important,' or
`undesirable.' S-8 Have them share their groupings with the rest of the class. They may want
to discuss their ideas at length. S-21 If so, you could allow students to try to convince each
other of their different priorities. Have them distinguish ideas they share from those they
do not, and note contradictions, examine assumptions, clarify key concepts, supply and
question evidence, reconcile differences, and point out relative strengths and weaknesses.
Students could then practice reciprocity by arguing each others' positions. S-3 Or students
could be paired, with one student Socratically questioning another, to probe his beliefs
neutrally. The students could then trade, and the other question the first.

Students could also di3cuss whether it matters if everyone agrees about which problems
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or changes are the most important. Students could also use their sense of priorities to expand
their self-knowledge if asked such questions as, "What does how you ranked these ideas tell
you about your values? If you think that this is more important than that, what are you
assuming? Etc." S-23

Students could also discuss the obstacles to changes. "What keeps people from making
these changes? S-6 What would have to happen, or what could you do to bring them about?
S-15 Are there ways that you are now working against this change? How? How could you
stop?" Encourage students to be very specific, address their remarks to one desired change
at a time, and give complete, rather than simple answers. You might provide questions like
the following to help students extend their answers: How could you do that? What would you
have to do before that could happen? What else would you have to do? And then? What could
happen to prevent the change? Do some people disagree th at your suggestion is a good one?
If so, what could be done to convince them? What col .promises would you be willing to make?
S-6

7) Additional suggested activities
Students should have a chance to discuss the passage as a whole, or pursue basic ideas

in it, and relationships between the various topics. S-13 They could clarify the idea, 'role.'
S-10 To have them do so, you might ask, "What examples of roles were given in the text?
What other examples can you think of? What roles do you think you might be taking on later?
Which roles are chosen and which do you not have a choice about? When you take on a role,
are there some aspects which you can decide how do to? Are there some about which you have
no choice? Which roles do you look forward to taking on? Which not? Why? Do you have to
take it on, or t..rm you choose not to? Is there a way of changing how the role is fulfilled so that
you wouldn't mind it? What are the relationshipsbetween roles? S-6 (E.g., between choosing
a job and being a good citizen?) Would some choices of roles be incompatible? Would some
roles help you fulfill others?"

The discussions could be summed up with a written assignment. Students could write
papers in which they describe what kind of life they want (family, work, where they want to
live, what interests, skills, arts or hobbies they want to develop, what public service they may
want to do, what kinds of friends they want to have, etc.) Have them tell how they can begin
to prepare for the life they envision, and the obstacles to doing so. S-8

Or interested students who have had practice evaluating arguments could take one or
more of the points read or discussed, and compare their points of view with that of the author
or of another student. S-3 Have them give a summary of each point of view to be discussed,
highlighting differences, presenting arguments for and against each, and giving reasons for
their conclusions. S-8

j9,2
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Famous People: Gandhi
(Social Studies - 6th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

clarify 'unjust laws' through Socratic questioning
exercise independent thought when evaluating laws
evaluate methods of changing unjust laws
probe underlying ideas of the relationship of governments to their citizens
appreciate Gandhi's methods as a leader and evaluate solutions
develop their perspectives regarding means of correcting injustice
transfer ideas discussed when evaluating actions and arguments from current events
explore the implications of rule without consent

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Student text
Mohandas Gandhi In 1930, Mohandas Gandhi (moe- hahn -dahs gahn-dee), a short,

thin, bald-headed man, walked 309 kilometers (192 miles) to help the people of India. This
man was the religious leader of millions of Indians. They called him "Mahatma," which
means great soul.

At that time, India was still a colony of Great Britain. It had been a British Colony since
the 1700's. The British made the Indian people pay heavy taxes and obey unfair rules. ne
British law Forbade Indians from taking salt from the ocean. Itwas illegal to possess salt not
purchased from the government. Another British law made it illegal to oppose British laws.

Mohandas Gandhi's walk ended at the sea. There he bent down and took a handful of
salt tliat h ad been made from seawater. Gandhi was arrested for breaking the law. Over the
years. he was arrested many times. But he continued to peacefully protest the unfair British
laws. In time, these unfair rules were changed, in part because of this man's peaceful
disobedience.

Throughout his life, Gandhi used nonviolent protest to achieve his goals. For example,
he often fasted to protest unfair laws. Gandhi believed that how a person acts is more
important than what a person gains. He believed that those on the side of truth and justice
would succeed without violence, even if protesting meant going to jail.

Gandhi was a leader in India's movement for independence. When India finallywon its
freedom from Great Britain after World War II, Gandhi helped the people of India begin the
difficult job of self-government. In 1948, Gandhi was killed by an assassin who disagreed
with his ideas. Nevertheless, Gandhi's belief's and non- violent methods became models for
peaceful protests in many parts of the world.

Teacher's text
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Background
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was born on October 2, 1869, in Porbandar, near

Bombay. Later he was called "Mahatma," meaning great sottl. As a young man, he defied
Indian custom by going abroad to study law. He went to South Africa to practice law, and
found that Indians there were discriminated against. He spent twenty-one years there
working for Indian rights. During that time, he began to experiment with nonviolent protest.

In 1915, Gandhi returned to India. He became the leader of the movement to free India
from British rule. In 1920, he began a campaign of noncooperation. He urged the Indians
to spin and weave their own cottnn. He felt that this would help make Indians aconomically
independent and would hurt the British textile industry.

He practiced civil disobedience and organized protest marches against unfair British
measures. Eventually, Gandhi's tactics proved successful. The British could no longer rule
the Indians without their consent. On August 15,1947, India became a self-governing nation.

Teaching "Famous People"
1. Have the students read the feature on Mohandas Gandhi. You may wish to provide

the students with some of the information given in the Background.
2. When the students have finished reading, ask them to speculate about why Gandhi

deliberately broke the British laws. (Possible answer: He believed he had a right to protest
against injustice; he wanted to protest nonviolently; he wanted to drAmatize how unjust the
laws were; he wanted to gain attention and sympathy for his cause; he wanted to attract
supporters.)

3. Relate Gandhi's nonviolent approach to that of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s. You may
wish to provide the students with information about King and the civil rights movement of
the 1950's and 1960's. King began his crusade for civil rights in 1955 when he led a boycott
of the Montgomery, Alabama, bus system because it discriminated against blacks. Through
the 1950's and early 1960's, King's work was instrumental in guaranteeing voting and other
civil rights for blacks. He was assassinated in 1968.

from Our World, Grade 6, Teacher's Edition, by
JoAnn Cagemi. copyright ©1983 by Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc. p. 265. Reprinted by permission
of the publisher.

Critique
We chose this lesson for its thought provoking subject and common form. Many texts have special

mini-lessons focussing on individuals, though, like this one, they often fail to explore the individuals'
importance in sufficient depth. Such explorations could allow students to appreciate the power of a dedicated
individual, and the relationship of the individual to society.

The charge of unjust laws has been the impetus for innumerable revolts, revolutions, social upheavals,
and public debates. Exploring the concept, related ideas, and current or historical events gives students a
chance to develop and apply their ideas about government, law, ethics, and citizenship. Extended discussion
of this material produces more well developed perspectives crucial to fairminded thought. The text fails to
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take full advantage of this opportunity by failing to encourage xtended discussion, and by presenting
conclusions, e.g., 'The salt law was unfair,' without allowing students to discuss their justification. Independ-
ent thought is best fostered by refined judgment achieved through practice.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-19 engaging in Socratic discussion
S-10 clarifying ideas
S-/ exercising independent thought
S-13 raising and pursuing root questions
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
S-15 generating or assessing solutions
S-8 developing one's perspective
S-3 exercising fairmindedness/reciprocity
S-16 evaluating actions and policies
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts
S-14 evaluating arguments

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

After our suggested introductory discussion, 1) clarifying 'just vs. unjust laws', our
remodel follows the two-part structure of the original: 2) responses to unjust laws, and 3)
Gandhi's significance. In section 4) we suggest questions for additional discussions.

1) Clarifying 'just vs. unjust laws' S-19
When students have read the text and heard the background material, they could

discuss the concepts 'fair' and 'unfair laws,' or 'just' and 'unjust laws,' with questions like the
following: S-10 What law w qs mentioned as an example of an unjust law? Is it unjust? S-
1 Why or why not? Can you give me examples of unjust laws? (Discuss each at length - Does
everyone agree it is unjust? Why is it unjust?) Why did the British make the salt law?
Students could reread the sentence, "It was illegal to possess salt not purchased from the
government." Why were the other laws we've discussed made? Then students might
summarize the differences between just and unjust laws. They could also discuss their
assumptions about the purposes and limits of government. S-13 The teacher could probe
student responses to earlier questions, eliciting assumptions, and basic concepts, etc.

2) Responses to unjust laws
To better understand Gandhi's significance, students could compare possible reactions

to unjust laws, and their consequences. Encourage them to include examples in their
discussion. You may use questions like the following: S-30 What can people do when their
laws are unjust here? Elsewhere? What have different people done? What happened next?
Why? What was Gandhi's method? How was his approach unique? You could remind
students of relevant background material; for example, the boycott of British cloth. Students
could compare alternatives and their results, for both the individuals and countries. S-15
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Was Gandhi a criminal? S-10 Do people have the right to break unjust laws? Why or why
not? When? Under what circumstances? (You may point out that Gandhi's protests were
public and publicized, and that he accepted the penalties imposed on him.)

3) Gandhi's significance
If using the part of the original lesson on Dr. King, the teacher may point out that

similarities in method were no accident; Kinghad been influenced by Gandhi. Students could
discuss their impressions of Gandhi, and his role in history. What do you think ofhim? Why?
Was he a great leader? In what way? (If students do not realize it, you may explain that he
did not hold office; he influenced many people because he was loved and respected.) Why did
he succeed in his goal to make Indians free? The class could also discuss other pacifists.

4) Other possibilities
Students may want to discuss their ideas about Gandhi's belief in nonviolence, and so

develop their perspective on means of social change: Is violence ever justified? S-8 Why or
why not? Which works better, violence or nonviolence, or neither? If discussing at length,
have students consider multiple points of view. The teacher could have students rephrase
each 3thers' arguments. S-3

The passage could also be used to generate a discussion of the roles and responsibilities
of governments, especially colonial governments. Again, encourage students to discuss as
many specific examples and events as possible. The following questions could be used: What
would you call a government that has a lot of unjust laws? If a group of people governs
another, does it have an obligation to he just and fair to those it rules? Why or w:ly not? What
are some principles of fairness or justice? Does one group of people have the right to rule over
another group against their will, or should every group be allowed to rule themselves? Why?
S-16

Students could also discuss the text statement: "The British could no longer rule du
Indians without their consent." Ask, "What does this mean? Why couldn't they? If this is so,
why do people tolerate unjust laws?" S-30

The class could also relate these ideas to international politics and U.S. foreign policy by
discussing questions like the following: S-16 If a government has many unjust laws, should
other governments do anything about it, or is it none of their business? Why? What, if
anything, should be done? What might the people in the unjust government say? Would they
think of themselves as unjust? Should we help governments that seem to us to be unjust?

This lesson could also be related to current events, or to a newspaper lesson, by using the
ideas discussed, and applying them to examples of governments which have been recently
charged with injustice. S-7 Students could discuss the justification for the charges, come to
their own conclusions, and engage in fairminded discussion. S-14
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The Soviet Union
(Social Stuc. a - 6th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

exercise fairmindedness, when discussing the U. S. S. R.
detect bias in the text, and ego and ethnocentricity in their own thinking
distinguish two uses of the term 'political party'
Socratically probe ideas underlying censorship

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
These pages occur at the end of a chapter on the Soviet Union. The first passage discusses

Lenin's importance to Soviets. The text mentions the CommunistParty, describes elections,
and discusses government control of books and newspapers. Students read an American
girl's account of a Soviet school. The final passage discusses Soviet relations with other
Communist countries. Students are asked to compare Soviet elections and schools with ours.

from Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia Kenneth
S. Cooper. ®1984 by Silver Burdett Co. pp. 229-
231.

Critique I

Suciocentrism in the text
We chose these passages because while they purport to deliver a balanced, 'objective' picture of life

in the Soviet Union, they maintain a strong sociocentric bias. The text's veneer of fairness makes the
sociocentrism harder for a sixth grader to identify and deal with. Curiously, the lesson errs not only in its anti-
Soviet bias, but in its omission of legitimate and important criticisms of the Soviet Union. The resulting
picture is unfairly negative and at the same time inapproviately innocuous.

The critical thinker strives to consider opposing ideologies and practice reasoning empathically
within different frameworks. This multi-faceted approach should clearly reveal strengths and weaknesses
in each position, and enable the student to evaluate each as fairly as possible. Each position should be as fully
a disclosed and open to scrutiny and as possible, so that a fair evaluation can be made.

The need for reciprocity/ examples
The section on 'Lenin - the official hero' gives the impression that the people in the Soviet Union are

unsophisticated and extreme in their adulation of Lenin. "All nations honor heroes, but few countries in
modern times go so far as the Soviets do to honor their officialhero." Several subtle things are at work here:
the use of the word 'official' implies a forced, unspontaneous promotion of Lenin as hero; 'modern times' gives
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the impression that the Soviets are old-fashioned and unsophisticated; "few countrie8...go so far as the Soviets
do...." reinforces a view of the Soviets as extremists. All of these things may, in fact, be true, but there is little
acknowledgement that other countries do very much the same thing vial their 'heroes.' The tendency to
lionize heroes of the past should be seen as one common to most countries, not just the Soviet Union. Teacher's
note draws a parallel between Lenin and George Washington, but then derails the discussion into triviality
by asking what monuments students might like to visit if they were to go to Wasl.iiigton D. C. It provides an
opening for discussion of significant issues and then drifts off into banality, without ever having seriously
probed similarities and differences. The text lacks depth of purpose here, and unfortunately this type of
question is typical of many texts. Students are informed that a Soviet warned an American, "You can joke
about many things here but not about Lenin." Students are asked why this was said. The given answer is,
"Because the Communist Party does not permit any criticism of Lenin or his ideas." The answer is misleading,
and, given the student text, a poor inferonce.

The text's discussion of 'The government and the party" assumes that the concept 'political party' is
the same for the U. S. and the USSR, and goes on to compare the operation of the Communist Party
unfavorably with our system. (It is elitist, restrictive in membership, runs elections with no choice of
candidates, and tolerates no opposition.) Here again, these things may be true, but they are viewed strictly
from a U.S. perspective. Despite the instruction to the teacher on p. 230, there is no recognition that the
concept maybe understood differently by the Soviets, (thus altering the way it operates,) or that this problem
comes up in a variety of contexts. A member c ?the Communist Party would likely give reasons for preferring

that system.
On p. 230, the text says, "Pravda gives the news that the party thinks people ought to read." We have

no desire to take issue with that view, but would encourage recognition that our newspapers also print only
the news they think we ought to read. The difference is more of degree than kind. By failing to recognize
tendencies common to most countries, the text isolates the Soviets and subtly conveys the message that they
are somehow essentially different from the rest of the world, and us in particular.

In the same section, 'Books and newspapers,' favorable information 13 provided, yet almost every
positive statement is followed by the qualifier, 'but.' Then the bad news is delivered. For example, "The people
in the Soviet Union read a great deal. But they are allowed to read only what is approved by the government."
"More newspapers are printed in the Soviet Union than in the United States. But neither books nor newspapers
print material against the Communists or the government." Thus, what might be genuinely praiseworthy is
generally sabotaged almost immediately. At the same time, the lesson fails to develop a sense of what is wrong
with government control of reading material, leaving the criticism too abstract. The second part of the
critique, addressing the end of the chapter, follows the first remodel.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-3 exercising reciprocity/fairmindedness
S-24 distinguishing ideas
S-2 developing insight into ego/sociocentvicity
S-17 clarifying or critiquing text
5-13 raising and pursuing root questions
S-19 engaging in Socratic discussion
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REMODELLED LESSON I

Our remodel follows the sequence of the student text and can be divided into three major
sections: 1) Idealization of heroes, 2) Comparison of aspects of Soviet and U. S. society, and
3) School in the Soviet Union. Section 3 appears after the second critique.

1) Idealization of heroes
Before having the class read 'Lenin the official hero,' you might nsc,g,n a student (or

small group of students) to rewrite tne passage, substituting the name of an American hero
such as George Washington for Lenin, and make other appropriate changes (e.g., V. S.' for
'Soviet Union'). 8-3 Then you could have the student read his version to the clam. Ask the
rest if the passage seems extraordinary in any way. If so, how? Then you could have them
read the original section in their texts. You might ask the students if they can think of other
nations' heroes whose names might be substituted in the same passag Since the analogy
is not perfect (e.g., pictures of Lenin in living rooms), students should discuss whether any
of the differences they noted are significant. You could point out that almost all nations and
peoples honor their heroes in similar ways. The teacher's notes suggest asLing the class why
the American writer's Russian friend warned him not to joke about Lenin in the Soviet Union.
It might be a good idea to point out that although there is no official edict forbidding joking
about our heroes, Americans would be likely to react negatively to a Soviet visitor joking
about Washington or Lincoln, for example. The discussion could extend to a consideration
of how and why heroes are idealized and how they become symbols for national pride and
patriotism.

2) Comparison of aspects of Soviet and U. S. society
For the next section, 'The government and the party,' we suggest that you use the

suggestions to the teacher for class discussion. When students have considered differences
between the Communist Party and political parties in the U.S., you could ask them ifthe word
'party' means the same thing in both systems. 5-24 "How might a Soviet explain the term?
Is it fair to use our understanding of the term as the only right one?" S-2 Next, you might
point out that the text is using a particular concept of elections (ours) as the standard of
reference. "Would a Soviet explain elections as the text does? What point of view is the text
author taking?" S-17 If possible, you could invite someone familiar with, and sympathetic
to, the Soviet system to come and explain its operation and rationale, or have students write
questions to the nearest Soviet consulate, and discuss the replies.

The segment on 'Books and newspapers' could be used as a springboard for discussing
how and why newspapers in general select a portion of the news for their readers. S-2 It
should be pointed out that just as Pravda manages the news for its readership, American (and
other) newspapers use screening techriques for their ends. Consideration of bias in
newspapers is a large topic and could comprise a unit in itself, but some effort should be made
to alert students to bias in their own cultural context as well as in that of the Soviet Union.
Students could also discuss what is wrong with limiting people's access to written ideas. S-
13 You might ask questions such as: Why would a government want to control what people
read? What assumptions might underlie this policy? What fears would the government
have? Are ideas dangerous? How? Can you think of any examples where ideas have led to
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changes in government? Do people need protection from ideas? Some people? All people?
Why or why not? How can people decide if what they read is true, partly true or false? Why
would it be important to know how to distinguish? Does a person lose outby not having access
to written ideas? How? Does a government lose out if its citizens don't have access to written
ideas? Explain. S-19

Critique II

Soviet schools
The text provides some very interesting information about school in the Soviet Union from the

perspective of an American girl who attended 6th grade there. Nevertheless, the image of a gray, regimented
life is underscored without much consideration of positive aspects of Soviet schooling. The text's answers to
the question, "What is school like in the Soviet Union rare that it is held 6 days a week, students have to work
very hard, they take at least 12 subjects, including English and they have a lot of homework. This emphasis
will almost guarantee a negative response to the Enrichment Activity (p. 230) asking pupils to report on
whether they would like to attend a Soviet school. Amore fairminded way to approach this, one which would
foster reciprocity, would be to have the students discuss advantages and disadvantages of both educational
systems and/or which gives a better education, considering the purposes of each. The text quotes Laurie
Hednck's and her father's observations of the Soviet school: there were no interesting class discussions, no
games, and a strong emphasis on drill. These negative comments are followed by the further remark that the
Soviet school 'did seem to get results....' Here is a good opportunity for students to probe deeper, question the
line of reasoning and examine the bias expressed. Another thing to consider is that most of these
generalizations about school are based on a very small sample. It should also be noted that the educational
system described as typical of the Soviet Union sounds very much like those of Western Europe and other
Western aligned countries.

Omissions and failure to confront negative aspects of Soviet policies
The lesson concludes with a description of`The Soviet Union in the world.' A sanitized versica of Soviet

aggression is presented here in an offhand mariner. The invasion of Afghanistan is treated as follows: "For
example, in 1979, the Soviet Union sent armies into one of its southern neighbors, Afghanistan. This military
action helped to support a government that was friendly to the Soviet Union." No mention is made of resistance
or opposition, struggle or loss of life and loss of autonomy for Afghans. Only 'sent armies' would give a clue
that this was an act of aggression. The same bland treatment of Soviet 'influence' in eastern Europe
completely ignores the military force and brutality with which Soviets enforced their will on resistant
populations. Nor does the text mention that the United States engages in similar ventures. The picture is
certainly incomplete and misleading. Here the text errs not so much in the direction of sociocentric negativism
but in failure to confront issues fully and realistically.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-3 exercising fairmindedness/reciprocity
S-13 raising and pursuing root questions
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REMODELLED LESSON PLANII
3) School in the Soviet Union
Of more immediate interest to students is the next section on schooling in the Soviet

Union. Have students read this section. As the students compare their subjects with those
studied in the Soviet sixth grade (as in the text,) you might have them discuss th e significance
of the differences and similarities they have noted. "Are there advantages to the Soviet
system? Disadvantages? How might a Russian student in the U. S. describe American
schools?" S-3 You could point out that the Soviet system is not unique to the Soviet Union,
but is similar to those of many parts of the world, including Western Europe, Latin America
and the Far East. If interest warrants, the discussion could extend to a consideration of
purposes for schooling, how they differ from country to country and how they generate
different systems.

As students answer the questions under Checkup, you could encourage them to respond
to questions 4 and 5 fairmindedly, using points brought up in class discussion. Otherwise,
this could degenerate into a stereotypically negative portrayal oflife in the Soviet Union. 5-
3 (The answers in the teacher's notes, p. 231, underscore this tendency to accentuate the
negative and minimize the positive.)

Look for a variety of ways in which the
various component strategies can be
used in classroom settings: What do criti-
cal thinkers do? Why? 'What do they avoid
doing? Why? When can this aspect of
critical thought be fostered? What ques-
tions or activities foster it?
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People Change the Earth
(Social Studies - 6th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

understand some ways people have damaged the environment
clarify the term 'harmful' with regard to the environment
develop criteria for evaluating changes people have made to the environment
practice dialogical reasoning by discussing environmental changes from multiple perspectives
identify organizations responsible for improving the environment
through Socratic discussion, identify their role in improving the environment

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
The lesson discusses the impact of people changing the natural environment in both the

past and the present. Over hunting has resulted in the extinction of some animals; burning
and clearing forests (as well as unwise farming practices) have led to erosion; over-grazing
has extendeo deserts; cities have reshaped the landscape. Strip mininghas scarred the land,
mineral and water supplies have been depleted; air, water and soil have been polluted by
industry, modern transportation and human wastes. The teachers' notes speak of the
greenhouse effect, and advocate finding alternative forms of energy to fossil fuels. The term
`ecology' is defined and portrayed as a means for protecting the environment. Students are
to list some ways the local environment is being protected. There is also a section .1n the
polders of the Netherlands explaining what they are, why they were developed, at the same
time showing a beneficial human change on the natural environment. Students are asked
to focus on how and why people have changed the earth and how people are working to protect
the environment. They are to rank these questions from least to most important.

from Our World Today, Jo Anne Buggey, Follet
Social Studies. Published by Allyn and Bacon 0
1983. pp. 108-115.

Critique
Exploring multiple perspectives in environmental issues

This lesson deals with an important topic, environmental change, but although it introduces some
valuable concepts, the overall treatment is bland and incomplete. This type of presentation results in a
superficial, overly simplistic understanding of the problems as well as a sense of personal distance from them.
There is no attempt to promote individual responsibility for the environment.

One of the biggest problems of this lesson is the failure to consider a range of reasons for behavior
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which degrades the environment. For example, over-grazing is listed as a cause for the increase in size of the
Sahara Desert, but there is no attempt to explain why the practice continues or why there is resistance to
stopping it. In speaking of strip mining, water, air, and soil pollution, there is no hint of an allusion to
corporate, individual, or government opposition to efforts to regulate their activities; nor a consideration of
th-ir reasons for doing so.

The critical thinker needs to consider problems, particularly controversial ones, from a variety of
points of view and frame works of thinking. This sort of dialogical approach will reveal complexities,
reasoning, needs and concerns which might otherwise be ignored or dismissed. Consideration of abroad range
of views will provide a more solid, realistic, and compass.tonate base from which decisions can be made. In
this lesson we are not asking students to solve complex environmental issues and conflicts, but to consider
that all sides have points of view from which their reasons flow. This can serve both as a base for future
involvement in actual problem solving ire this a-ea, as well as a model for critical thinking in other situations
with multiple, competing points of view.

Exploring complexities in environmental issues
No mention is made of the cost of environmental clean-up, either to the offender or the general public.

In fact, there , no specific mention of an:,- particular agent or agency responsible for taking action to improve
treatment of the environment. The captions under the paired pictures (before pollution and after clean-up)
on p.111, imply that the improverrhaits just happened. "Miners once stripped areas of Montana's landscape
to get coal. After cleanup efforts the area looks hardly changed." 'Past pollution made Lake Erie's waters unsafe
for fi9hing or for swimnting. The lake is now being cleaned up." There isno discussion of the struggle involved
in environmental improvement and the complex problems encountered in arriving at a solution.

Many textbooks tend to oversimplify both problems and solutions, giving students an unrealistic idea
abcut how hard it is to solve probl-_is, implicitly minimizing the world's need for good, fairminded thinkers.
This weakness inadvertently fi. 'Ars passivity, non-involvement, and the attitude that the problem will solve
itself, or someone will do something about it. We think it is a counter-productive tendency which should be
identified and corrected.

Both the teachers' notes and the students' text use the word 'carelessly' to describe how people have
used the earth and its resources. This conveys an impression of innocence and unawareness, thereby
minimizing the seriousness and urgency of the problem. On p.112, one simple solution to the depletion of non-
re.tewable resources is to "find new mineral and water supplies. Settledareas may have to be abandoned as
people search for new resources." No other options are suggested or called for. This reinforces an underlying
passiveness if, approach. The discussion should address itself to what people must give up to achieve and
maintain a clean environment.

Throughout the lesson, nuclear waste is not referred to as a pollution problem, nor is nuclear power
named as an alternative source of energy. As these are very significant current environmental issues, they
should be considered in some detail, from variorA vits.wpoints. Avoiding controversy stifles development of
critical skills such as dialogical and dialectical reab ling ^ rid entering empathically into various views,
recognizing contradictions, making assumptions explicit, etc.

Suggestions on text questions and activities
The key questions at the beginning of the lessor. are good ones to consider. However, the suggested

activity of having students vote to Yar:k them in order of importance seems pointless. The follow-up on this
at the end of the lesson calls for a re-vote, a discussion of why some answers were changed and a general re-
ranking. The purpose of this is u.iclear and we would advise eliminating both activities.
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Other questions emphasize factual recall, such as those on p. 114, and ignore more substantive
questions. Question 5 under 'Checking Up' needs to be extended to include a consideration of who is taking
responsibility for protectiag the local environment, obstacles to the task, and the cost of the project.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-3 exercising reciprocity/fairmindedness
5 -10 clarifying ideas
S-// developing criteria for evaluation
S-31 refining generalizations
S-20 practicing dialogical thinking
5-15 generating or assessing solutions
S-2$ raising and pursuing root questions
5-7 tra sferring ideas to new contexts
5-19 engaging in Socratic discussion

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

Our remodel basically follows the sequence of the original lesson plan which can be
divided into three parts: 1) Introduction of the topic: harmful and beneficial changes to the
environment, 2) Dealing with environmental pollution, and 3) Local environmental issues
(suggested by question 5, p. 113.) To each section we have added elements which focus on
bringing in dialogical questions to foster students' consideration of issues from differing
frameworks and points of view, as well as encouraging a realistic look at the complexities of
problem solving in this area. To section 1) we have added consideration of why people
continue harmful practices (their point of view.) To section 2) we have added a discussion of
how clean-up actually happens, who does it, who opposes it and why, as well as costs and a
look at the nuclear waste questior.. Finally, we supplement section 3) with ALggestions for
discussion of ways in which stude;:ts can accept personal responsibility for caring for their
environment.

1) Introduction of the topic
One way to begin the lesson might be to have students consider the key questions on p.

108. We would add these to the list. "How do people decide when an environmental effect
is harmful? Why might they disagree? S-3 What resistance is there to environmental
regulation and why?" It would be useful to explore the concept 'harmful,' clarifying it in
relationship to the environment, and emphasizing degrees of harm. S-10 Here are some
questions you might use: What do we mean when we say something is harmful to the
environment? Beneficial? What are some examples? Are all harmful things caused by
humans? Are some things more harmful to the environment than others? What are some
examples? How can you judge how harmful they are? S-// Are some effects short-term?
Long-term? Etc. These questions will not be addressed in the text, but probably should be
considered in discussions of material presented because they bring up crucial, practical
aspects of the problems and they suggest the complexity and controversy inherent in
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environment management.
When students have read through the section on Polders and been provided with

background information from the teachers' notes on pp. 108-9, you might ask, "Are all
changes that humans make to the environment harmful?" Elicit specific examples ofharmful
and beneficial changes. You could emphasize that changes generally have mixed results;
they are not all bad or all good. S-31 To engage students in dialogical reasoning you might
discuss some advantages of changes that have been made to the environment, particularly
from the point of view of those making the changes. For example, removal of forests provides
additional farmland, strip mining provides industry with needed raw materials, etc. S-3 As
students read about over-grazing on p.110, you could discuss why nomadic cultures continue
the practice. As students compare the pictures on p.111, consider asking, "Why might mine
owners object to replanting?" A solid discussion of these points should prepare students for
an understanding of why there is resistance to regulation of use of the environment. S-20
A next move might be to consider reasons people oppose certain changes to the environment.
What are the harmful effects of some changes? The long-term effects? Aesthetic effects?How
would one decide which interests should weigh most heavily? S-21 What compromises might
have to be made?" S-15 Often there are local environmental debates which can serve as an
additional focus for this discussion.

2) Dealing with environmental pollution
There could also be specific mention of who takes responsibility for monitoring the

environment. At this point you could have students compare the pictures of Lake Erie. Ask,
"Who is bringing about the clean-up? S-13 Who is doing the clean-up? Paying for it?" You
might mention government agencies (the EPA), private organizations (such as the Sierra
Club), scientists, public opinion and individuals active in environmental issues. In order to
help your students see some of the complexities of environmental protection, you might
emphasize that clean-up does not happen automatically and that there are cost considera-
tions that enter into Aost resolutions of these problems.

After students read the remainder of the lesson (pp. 112-3,) you could ask, "Why do
people continue to pollute? What would it take to stop them? What are the implications of
stopping? (higher taxes, lost jobs, more beautiful environment, preservation of a variety of
species, better health) Ask, "Is the government responsible for any pollution? Why? Give
specific examples. What can be done to get people to stop polluting?" We sugf ;t that you
consider introducing the issue of nuclear waste if it doesn't come up. This is an important,
current controversy and should not be ignored.

3) Local and individual environmental issues
You could conclude the lesson by doing the 'Checking Up' questions, p.113. You might

want to expand question #5 by adding, "Who is taking responsibility for protecting the
environment in our area? Who is opposing it? What are some ways the environment in our
area is being harmed? Who is going to do something about it?"

Interested students could investigate an area of local or personal concern, including
consideration of the factors discussed in class, and present their findings to the class. If there
is sufficient interest and consensus, the whole class could undertake such an investigation.
This would logically lead to a consideration of ways students might join in implementing
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heir findings in the local newspaper, writing to legislators,
;ties, recycling, etc. This overall process should give students

mplexity of problem solving as well as a sense of personal
n important issues. S-7

rage personal responsibility for caring for the environment might
discussion of how students themselves affect their environment,
as vandalism, litter, and careless consumption of resources. Here

ons you. could propose to your students: Do I affect my environment?
I do without knowing it, which harm the environment? Do I use many

ow does that affect the environment? What could I do to improve my
there any behaviors I need to change to help the environment? What is

to others who share the environment? Can one person make a difference?

change, such as publicizing t
organizing litter pick-up activ
an understanding of the co
investment and initiative i

Another way to encou
be to initiate a Socratic
considering such things
are some sample questi
How? Are there things
resources? How? H
environment? Are
my responsibility
How? Etc. S-19

This is not a "good-boy/bad-boy" ap-
proach to .thinking, for everyone must
think his ow# way to the ethical insights
that underlie becoMing a 'fairminded
thinker.' We are Calrefid not to Judge the
content of the student's thinking. Rather,
we facilitate a process whereby the
student's own insights can be. developed.
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Countries of Eastern Europe
(Social Studies - 6th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

use map skills to draw conclusions and explore implications, thus exercising independent '.hought
recognize the geo-political significance of the Bosporus
transfer this insight to analogous configurations
understand geo-political power struggles over the Bosporus from several points of view; exercising

reciprocity
develop criteria for evaluating source credibility (such as recognizing contradictions) and apply

them to historical as well as personal reports
engage in dialectical exchange to assess strengths and weaknesses of opposing views
understand and refine generalizations, using probability qualifiers and critical vocabulary

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
The lesson begins by identifying the countries of Eastern Europe along the Danube

River. Geographical features such as the Carpathian and Balkan mountains, the Iron Gate,
and the Hungarian Plain are indicated. Countries of the Black Sea are noted. The Bosporus
strait is highlighted as a dividing point between Europe and Asia and as a water FP.teway to
the Sea of Marmara, the Dardanelles and the Aegean and Mediterranean Seas. The
importance of this water gateway is underlined. Student questions center on locating and
identifying the countries and geographical features of Eastern Europe and explaining the
interest of the Black Sea countries in controlling the Bosporus. Students are also asked to
write a letter describing a recent class activity and then to note and compare differences in
the reports. The teaches notes suggest that this activity may be linked to Captain
Cochrane's journey across Russia in Lesson 1. Captain Cochrane wrote Narrative of a
Pedestrian's Journey Through Russia and Siberian Tartary, based on his walk across Russia
in 1820. The text quotes and paraphrases his observations about the physical terrain, the
climate, the resources, the cities and the people he met. He also wrote about the variety of
ethnic groups he encountered as wall as details about their customs and life-styles.

from Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia Kenneth
S. Cooper. ©1984 by Silver Burdett Co.
pp. 186-201.

Critique I

We chose this lesson because it presents some excellent opportunities to explore the implications of
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geography and could, if developed, provide a basis for understanding important geopolitical tensions which
have shaped and will continue to shape world history. The text stops short of examining those implications,
however.

We have divided the critique into two parts, the second of which follows the first remodel. The whole
remodel has 5 parts: 1) situating the Bosporus and exploring its political implications, 2) extending insights
to analogous geographical features, 3) evaluating source credibility, 4) applying source credibility criteria to
historical reports and, 5) applying source credibility criteria to personal accounts. Section one is based on the
student text. Sections two and five are our additions, while sections three and four are derived from exercises
suggested by the text.

Pursuing implications and connections
One of the characteristics of critical thinkers is a propensity to probe the underlying structure of

whatever they are studying. They ask questions such as: Why is this particular geographical feature
highlighted? What is the larger context of this feature? How is it related to human activity? What is its
history? What does the history tell me about its significance? How does this situation require understand-
ing and synthesis ofgeography, technology, history, economics, and politics? Can I apply this insight to other
situations? How do I know which other situations are similar? What features are alike? Different? How
should I adjust for the differences?

If the lesson were taught as the original lesson plan suggested, the students would come away with
a collection of memorized facts and only a minimal or superficial understanding of what they imply. Three
out of four of the Checkup questions are factual recall. The fourth question asks, "What is the Bosporus? The
Dardanelles? Why are they important?" The answer to the latter question, worded just as in the text, is, "The
Bosporus is important because it is the only way out of the BIrtck Sea and because it makes it possible to cross
a bridge to get from Europe to Asia. The Dardanelles is important because whoever holds it holds the water
gateway to a large part of Eastern Europe." The text does not make explicit the strategic considerations at
work except to state the obvious. The suggestions under Enrichment (p. 198) again emphasize the
compounding of factual information with no provision for thoughtful consideration of what that information
might imply and why it is important to understand.

Fostering independent thought
Another characteristic of a critical thinker is the ability to think independently, to move away from

slavish dependence on authorities (such as texts) to drawing her own conclusions and exercising the power
of autonomous thinking. In this lesson, however, students are not encouraged to think independently and
draw their own conclusions. If, as the text states, "the map tells the story," why does the text immediately
reiterate the story? The effect of such juxtaposition makes the map superfluous. In another instance the text
states, "It is easy to see the importance of this waterway." This is followed by an elaboration of its importance:
"Whoever holds it holds the water gateway to a large portion of Eastern Europe." The subject is then dropped
and students are not encouraged to nerci se their power ofjudgment independently. With the heavy emphasis
on maps and map skills in this and previous grade levels students should be ready to use those skills to
independently predict and explore the implications of geogzaphy suggested in this lesson. Instead, students
are asked only the most obvious questions under 'Reading Maps: The only interpretation students are asked
to do is superficial and leads to no meaningful synthesis. The expression 'control gate' is not clarified, leaving
the idea vague in students' minds. 'Control' implies a possibility of power, which has political implications.
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Transference
The critical thinker regularly seeks to transfer new information rnd ideas to other contexts so as to

link up her knowledge in meaningful patterns. This networking of ideas and information enhances memory
as well as understanding. It is also an economical strategy which saves having to start from the ground up
every time an analogous situation arises. Transfer maximizes the effort that has been expended in the first
place to understand deeply.

This lesson fails to have students relate the conclusions about particular geographical features to
others they have studied or read about. Rather than stressing general underlying principles inherent in
geographical configurations, and having students transfer those principles to analogous situations, the text
simply moves on to another subject. The Bosporus, therefore, is seen as unique rather than one of a type of
significant areas.

The first two sections of remodel follow. The secondpart of the critique discusses insight into the use
of primary sources in history.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S./ exercising independent thought
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
S-3 exercising reciprocity/fairmindedness
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN I

1) Situating the Bosporus and exploring its political implications
You could begin this lesson by having the students study the map on pp. 466-7 of their

texts. It would be useful to draw their attention to the Bosporusand ask them to use the scale
of distance to figure out approximately the width and length of the strait. Si- Confirm the
dimensions using the information to the teacher on p. 199. You might then compare the size
of this geographical feature to something they are familiar with, or ask a student to make
such a comparison. Then consider asking something like, "Why would the countries
bordering the Black Sea be interested in the Bosporus?' It might be a good idea to focus on
the transportation of supplies and trade goods. Nextyou might ask, "Do these countries have
alternative ways of getting supplies or goods in and out of their countries? What are they?
(air, overland) What are the advantages and disadvantagesof each? " You could mention that
the Soviet Union's other major sea-port is frozen in winter. In order to elicit that, in time of
war, the country that controls an area can deny its enemiesaccess to supplies, etc., you could
ask, S-30 "If Turkey went to war with the Soviet Union, what use could they make of the
Bosporus? Would this be a serious problem for the Soviet Union? In what way? Ask, "What
pressures might the Soviet Union or other Black Sea countries bring to bear on Turkey? What
might they want from Turkey?

At this point, it would be easy to ask some more hypothetical questions which encourage
students to synthesize ideas already discussed. The teacher could ask, "What if Turkey
decided to close the Bosporus?" One idea would be to ask students to imagine that they
represent one of the Black Sea countries, and submit a protest to Turkey carefully stating
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their reasons. S-3 You could continue with other hypothetical questions such as, "What if
Turkey decided to charge a high fee to ships using the Bosporus? What reasons might Turkey
give for such an action? What might protesters give as their reasons for opposing it?" The
teacher might give students the opportunity to pose hypothetical questions themselves to
generate some of the conflicts possible in this particular geographical situation. S-/
Solutions to the problems might be considered, if interest warrants.

2) Extending insigh ts to analogous geographical features
The lesson could then be extended by discussing analogous situations in other areas of

the world. S-7 You might have students look for similar places on maps or globes, noting who
owns each, and what other countries would have an interest in each, and why. (Suez and
Panama Canals, Straits of Gibraltar, rivers, strategic mountain passes, etc.) Some students
could research the histories of some of these, and report to the rest of the class. When a list
has been made, you could use the following questions: Are, or have these areas been, the
subject of contention? Why? What are some principles we learned about the Bosporus that
might apply in these places as well? Why were you able to predict these tensions?

Critique II
Historical perspective

The concluding activity for this lesson, 'Writing a Letter,' has rich possibilities for fostering an
understanding of historical perspective which transcends this particular episode and could tie together a
whole set of related concepts, such as, bias, credibility, point of view, incomplete evidence, etc. Instead, after
having students describe a group experience and exchange their descriptions, the text directs students merely
to note differences to the class. Again, the text lays the groundwork for what could be a meaningful, in-depth
understanding of historical perspective, but stops short of accomplishing those ends. Students do not discuss
reasons for the differences, nor how different accounts could be reconciled or evaluated.

Evaluating source credibility
The questions on Captain Cochrane's account of his trip through Russia (pp.187-8) toy with assessing

historical perspective but are much too brief and superficial to teach students how or why they need to
question such a report. The teacher should call attention to the process of evaluating reports so that it becom es
a tool that can be used whenever appropriate.

Question 'd,' "Do people always give favorable accounts of what they see or do? (No. Even the captain
was critical of many things.)" is basically a rhetorical question which doesn't go deeply into evaluation. It
completely skips over a whole range of reasons for bias in reporting and is essentially useless. Question 'e'
at least asks, "Why or why not?" but again, does not seriously give students a working strategy for dealing
with historical reports.

If the text's purpose is to consider primary sources, much more of the significant parts of the source
must be quoted. Here we have only isolated fragments used to punctuate the text's narrative. The text pays
lip-service to an important application of critical skills, but does almost nothing to actually develop them.
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Strategies Used to Remodel
S-29 recognizing contradictions
5-3 exercising fairmindedness/reciprocity
S-21 practicing dialectical thinking
S-// developing criteria for evaluation
S-31 refining generalizations
5-1 exercising independent thought
5-12 evaluating source credibility
S-23 using critical vocabulary
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN II

3) Evaluating source credibility
At the end of the chapter, you could have students write their letters as directed on p.

199. Then you might have them share their accounts in groups and note the differences.
(These can be categorized by the students, e.g., differences of fact, emphasis, interpretation,
omission, etc.) Then, you might ask students, "Why are there different accounts of the same
experience? Do these accounts contradict each other? S-29 Can they be reconciled? Can we
say that some accounts are more accurate? Why:" If disagreements arise, students could
defend their positions, and explain opposing views. S-3 Encourage them to modify their
positions in light of the strengths of opposingviews. S-21 Students should generalize about
what makes some accounts better than others. Consider asking, "Which are right? How do
you know? What are some of the criteria for deciding which accounts are best? S-//
(accuracy, completeness, objectivity, fairness, etc.) Is it bad or good to have different
accounts? How does your picture of the event change by reading several reports? How could
a perspective be strengthened by incorporating others into it?" (Encourage students to take
aspects of more than one point of view, and describe a more complete idea. It would be a good
idea to encourage the use of qualifying terms, e.g., most, probably, often, etc.) S-31

4) Applying source credibility criteria to historical reports
Next, review the account of Captain Cochrane's visit to Russia. You might ask, "What

questions would you ask about Captain Cochrane's report to help assess its historical
validity?" S-/ You could suggest that they use the criteria previously developed in "Writing
a Letter." Questions should address accuracy, fairness, credibility and completeness, etc.
Possible questions might be, S-12 "When did he write his report? As he travelled or after?
Would this be important to know? Why or why not? What aspect of the report's truth would
it affect? Have you ever tried to write down a sequence of events some time after they
occurred? Give specific examples. What problems did you find?" You could also consider
asking, "Did he leave certain things out of his report? Why did he select the things he did
report on from all the possibilities? "iat accounts might have been given about his trip by
the people he met? Is there anythingin the text that helps you infer what kind of a reputation
for reliability Captain Cochrane might have had? S-23 Can you infer to whom he wrote? Was
he paid in advance for his report? Would this affect what he said? How? What kind of
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background did Captain Cochrane have? Was he well educated? Had he travelled much, read
much? Why could these questions be important to ask? Are there any other accounts that
might support or undermine his observations? Can you think of other questions that might
help you to detect or assess an author's point of view? (Was he paid for writing his report?
By whom? How might this affect what he said? Was he the kind of person who liked everyone
he met and thought everybody was friendly ?)" This line of questioning could generate a
lengthy discussion leading to a critical understanding of how history is written and how it
represents a certain perspective rather than absolute truth. It is also important for students
to ask questions rather than always depending on the teacher to do it.

5) Applying source credibility criteria to personal accounts
Another extension of this lesson could be made by drawing on students' experience. S-

7 They could relate an event reported in the school or community newspaper, a T.V. story,
someone's account of an accident, a fight, etc. Then students could assess the strength of the
report using the criteria developed above. (The teacher could mention application of these
principles in courts of law.) They could also relate the above to other history or geography
lessons. (E.g., compare how American and British accounts of the Revolutionary War would
differ.) By this point they should begin to generalize principles of critical assessment
applicable to a variety of situations, producing fairly sophisticated critical insights that will
help them have a better understanding of how a reporter's perspective influences his report.

The goal is to explain critical thinking by
translating general theory into specific
teaching strategies. The strategies are
multiple allowing the 'novice' critical
thinkers to begin with more elementary
strategies, while the more 'advanced'
critical thinkers can use more complex
strategies.
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Governments and Economic Systems
(Social Studies - 6th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

distinguish politics from economics, clarifying confusion in the text
state advantages and disadvantages of different economic systems, avoiding stereotyping and

oversimplification
elaborate implications of various economic concepts
identify basic assumptions behind each system
in each system, distinguish ideals from facts
practice dialectical reasoning and reciprocity in arguing strengths and weaknesses of opposing

economic systems
develop insight into sociocentricity and how to overcome it

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
The lesson defines 'economics' and then discusses the current dominant economic

systems: capitalism, socialism, andcommunism. Elements of capitalism include the role of
government and its relationship to the private entrepreneur, as well as the role of profit and
competition. Consequences to workers and consumers are outlined. The text emphasizes
that no system is `pure;' there is overlap in all three. Likewise for socialism and communism,
the elements of government ownership and control of production and resources are ex-
plained, along with consequences for consumers (little choice ofgoods,one price) and workers
(set wage levels). Great Britain is cited as an example of a mixed economy, with elements
of capitalism and socialism. Russian communism is discussed with attention drawn to the
gap between stated goals (no rich or poor) and actual practice. The text stresses the role of
the government in regulating all aspects of the economy. A short digression on the Russian
political system follows. A chart showing the three systems on a continuum and another
comparing features of the three systems are included at the end. Students are asked to
describe how each system works, give an example of where each is practiced, compare them,
and designate which system they prefer and why.

from Our World Today, Jo Anne Buggey, Follet
Social Studies. Published by Allyn and Bacon 0
1983. pp. 418-423.

Critique

Clarifying concepts
We chose this lesson because the important subject could provide a good basis for subsequent study
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and expanded understanding in later grades. Unfortunately, in some ways, the text actually lays the
groundwork for prejudice and misunderstanding. One point about which the authors seem particularly
confused is the relationship of communism to socialism. The text says, "Communism is a special form of
socialism," yet also says that there are three kinds of systems.

The text also perpetuates the common confusion between economics and political systems. Although
elections, a political phenomenon, are not mentioned in the discussions of capitalism or socialism, they are
discussed under communism, thus inappropriately fusing political elements into a consideration of an
economic system. The effect is to discredit communism, the economic system, by criticizing political practices
of tae USSR's government.

The picture on p. 420, shows a crowd of people in a department store. The caption says, "Under
communism people have few choices when purchasing goods." There is no way of getting to this conclusion
by looking at the picture. How are students to "discuss how this photograph helps explain the text"? What
they are in effect asked to do is make a negative judgment about communism with totally irrelevant evidence.
The teacher's text (note #2, p. 419 in '.ference to the pictw. e) also equates the terms 'worker' and 'consumer,'
as though owners were not also consumers.

Facts vs. ideals
The text confuses ideals with reality when discussing capitalism. For instance, on p. 418, the text

states that businesses and industries compete by "having lower prices or a better product or both." This may
be true in some cases, br.a often businesses merely claim to have a better product, when in fact the product
is no better than a competitor's or in some cases is worse. The paragraph continues, "Under capitalism a
worker is free to work or not to work. Of course, those who do not work may not be able to buy the goods and
services produced." This is like saying that the workers are free to starve, when in fact the eating imperative
may significantly affect their freedom to not work. Furthermore, there are many who want to work but cannot.
Again, "Workers are also free to choose the kind of work they want to do. No one tells them that they must take
certain jobs." While this is partly true, it is far from completely true. Workers are constrained by their
opportunities for training and education, as well a s by the shifting demand for certain types oflabor, and many
are not hired for reasons irrelevant to the job.

Sociocentrism and bias in the text
The lesson's treatment of socialism is somewhat more balanced, although much shorter than either

capitalism or communism. Some general strengths and weaknesses are mentioned, albeit briefly. Students
do not actually get a chance to explore specific advantages and disadvantages for the average citizen, such
as free health care and heavy taxes.

The text's portrayal of communism, on the other hand, is cne-sided and emphasizes the negative. The
text is quick to point out that the communist ideal of eliminating social class distinctions "has never been met
in any of the communist countries." The progress toward the ideal is not mentioned (e.g., China). The
advantages of capitalism are touted while those of communism are either passed over lightly or altogether
ignored. The disadvantages of capitalism are never made explicit. Although unions are mentioned, and the
basis of worker/owner conflict laid, there is no follow-through and no detailed discussion of the sometimes
violent struggle that has characterized this movement in the United States. Sweeping statements such as,
"Control by a communist government i3 complete." serve to drive home the ominous message.

The larger problem in the lesson is sociocentricity. As it stands, the lesson does not encourage
fairminded examination of each economic system for its strengths and weaknesses. Most people reading this
lesson would not have the faintest idea why anyone would be anything but a capitalist. A critical thinker
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studying this material would want to understand, as fully and empathically as possible, why people support
alternative economic systems. To do this, she would be willing to confront weaknesses in her own system,
rather than seeing it as flawless. Likewise, she would be willing to view opposing systems from the perspective
of their intelligent advocates, genuinely recognizing those systems' strengths as well as their weaknesses.
This lesson gives students the impression that they have understood socialism and communism fairly, but
it actually manipulates the material to inculcate an uncritical acceptance of capitalism and an uncritical
rejection of socialism and communism.

Correcting misunderstanding and oversimplification
The text reiterates instructions to the teacher to emphasize the mixed nature of economic systems;

that no country practices 'pure' capitalism, socialism or communism. This is a laudable move, but it is not
sufficiently backed up in the text. The passage noting socialistaspects of the U. S. economics is not connected
with the idea that no country has a 'pure' system. Where the text mentions the postal service and passenger
rail service, it characterizes the government as an 'owner,' thus hiding the similarity to communist
'government ownership of the means of production' Communist countries' divergence from communism is
not mentioned.

Moreover, the text doesi:. uo an adequate job of explaining capitalism's strengths. The implications
of capitalism are not explored either. Most claims about capitalism are left too abstract to be meaningful.

The questions at the beginning of the lesson and in "Checking Up" are oriented toward simple recall,
omit fai omparison and evaluation, and should be supplemented. Question #5, "Which economic system do
you prefer? Why?" is guaranteed to produce the answer, 'capitalism,' given the general orientation of the text.
More detailed and in-depth evaluation should be substituted.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-24 distinguishing ideas
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
S-2 developing insight into ego/sociocentricity
S-25 examining assumptions
S-3 exercising fairmindedness/reciprocity
S-17 clarifying or critiquing text
S-22 distinguishing facts from ideals
S-6 avoiding oversimplification
S-21 practicing dialectical thinking

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

The remodel we have developed follows the order of the student text and adds an activity/
assignment section at the end. It is organized as follows: 1) Clarification of L..ns, 2)
Capitalism, 3) Socialism, 4) Communism, 5) Suggestions for concluding activities.

1) Clarification of terms
When the students have read the first paragraph in which economics is defined, it would

be a good idea to have them distinguish it from politicsor government. S-24 One way of doing
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this would be to ask the students what was covered in lessons on different forms of
government. They could compare the subject with economics. The teacher could list the
names of political systems and the names of economic systems. It is important to make
students aware of these differences in order to sort out the confusion which occurs lai,er in
the lesson.

2) Capitalism
Then, students could read the section on capitalism. You might discuss its essential

features and list them on the board. (Include individual ownership and control of money,
property and resources; profit; competition; freedom of workers) You could extend the
discussion of each feature and its implications for citizens. S-30 For example, in discussing
competition, the class might mention that, associated with it, are usually winners and losers;
there is sometimes a degree of risk; advertisingis important; a variety ofproducts may result;
there are appealing incentives; ingenuity, creativity and novelty may be rewarded when
profitable, and sc. on. When discussing 'profit,' you could mention the pressures it puts on
owners and their businesses or industries. "How have those pressures affected the workers?
The product? The owners? Why are unions necessary? Why would owners be likely to resist
unionization? What are the concerns of unions?" S-20 You could also point out that for
capitalism to work, consumers have to be smart shoppers. Then you might ask, "What are
the goals of capitalism? For owners? For workers? For consumers? Do these goals conflict?
How does the system address the conflict? On what assumptions about people is this system
based? S.25 What does this system assume about why people work and create? What
evidence is relevant to settling the issue? What is your position? Why? What can make this
system go wrong? Do you approve of the goals? Have they been achieved? To what extent?"

Next, by way of summary, you might ask the students to mention some of the problems
or disadvantages associated with capitalism. S.20 "What might be some ways of dealing
with those problems? What are the advantages of capitalism? Why do people defend it?"

Now you could direct students' attention to the fourth paragraph on p. 418. You might
point out that the authors ofthe text are talking about some ideals of capitalism here and that
if examined, a gap between ideals and facts will be discovered. S-22 You could ask questions
such as: Could you give an example of a product you use where you have a choice of several
brands? Is one always clearly better or lower in price than the others? How do you know?
What influenced you to buy it? How could we expand the text's explanation of how
competition affects products? What happens if a worker decides not to work? When you don't
have the money to buy food and housing, is not working a real optijn? If a worker is
responsible for other people, is he 'free' to choose not to work? Are workers always free to
choose the kind of work they want to do? If you walked into IBM and asked for a job would
you expect to be hired? Why not? Do people always have the opportunity for education or
training for a job they want? What might stand in the way of their acquiring the necessary
education? What happens to workers when their company closes down? Are they free to get
whatever job they want? Why not? What other factors might make it hard to get the job you
want? (racism, sexism, lack of 'connections,' etc.) S-17

Talk specifically about what the facts are (see critique) and why it is misleading to state
ideals as if they were completely realized. S-22 You might mention that this is a common
characteristic of many kinds of writing, including textbooks, and that readers should be ales t
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to this. The teacher could also ask, "Why would an author want to state ideals rather than
fact -9 What harm is there in stating ideals as if they were facts?" Develop the discussion as
interest warrants.

3) Socialism
The class could now read the section on socialism. We suggest that you proceed in the

dame manner as with capitalism. You .aight list the essential featuresof social' .,m for clarity.
Since the text does not, the teacher should include some of the benefits that socialism ideally
provides, such as comprehensive health care, free education through university level,
guaranteed employment, etc. S-3 Ask, "What are some of the goals and ideals of socialism?
What do you think of them? Have they been achieved? To what extent? Why or why not?"
You might paint out that there is not 100% employment in socialist economies. What might
be some implications of the features of socialism? How are the services, such as free medical
care, paid for? S-30 What would life be like for a person living under socialism? How would
it be different from capitalism? The same? Where is socialism practiced? Why are there
unions in socialist countries?"

To establish an understanding of the relationship of political systems to "onomic
systems, you might ask, "Can there be free elections in a socialist country?"

Then students should be ready fo:. the teacher to share the background information on
p. 418, emphasizing that no country has a pure version of any economic system. You could
talk about some of the aspects of socialism in our economy. S-6 You might mention (or have
students mention) Social Security, Medicare, etc. "Why are these 'socialist' in nature?" You
might point out the last paragraph of the Capitalism section, emphasizing that the
government controlled postal and passenger rail services in the U.S. are further examples
of aspects of socialism in our economy.

4) Communism
When students have read the section on communism, you :mild ask, "What are some

goals of communism? What do you think of its goals? Ti, , text says that they havenever been
achieved. Why is this so? Is that true only for communism?" S-3 Then you may want to
discuss communism's essential features. You could asl-, "What are some differences and
similarities between communis and socialism?"

You could have students review the distinction between economics and government.
Then you could consider with the students the thirdparagraph on p. 420. You might ask, "Is
the text discussing economics or politics here? What political aspects does it bring into the
discussion? What is the source of the afusion? Why do you suppose the author mixes in
political considerations in this section? S-17 Was it done in the other sections? Can we
critique the chart on p. 420? (It is inacL.urate to suggest that socialism is in the middle of a
continuum between capitalism and co .nunism. The degree of socialism could vary all the
way from near complete government ownership to near private ownership. This simplistic
representation defeats the text's own stated purpose of emphasizing mixed systems.)

You could ask the students to critique several other textual biases. ' )u might point out
that the sentence, "Control by a communist government is complete." is inaccLy - te. Ask,
"Why? Control of what? What impression does this sentence give? Is it fair? Why or why
not?" Then you might want to discuss ways in which the government of a particular
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communist country les not control its citizens. You could ask students, "Why do you suppose
the author of this text made such a statement? How would you restate it more accurately?
What are the authors guilty of here?" (bias)

You might continue by asking students to critique the picture and its caption on p. 420.
"What does the picture show? Is the caption made clear by the picture? Why was it done this
way? Is this another example of bias? Why or why not?" Or the teacher could have some
students look at the picture and not the caption, others just the caption and try to guess what
the picture could be, others could look at both. You could have students compare their
impressions. To finish the section on communism, it might be useful to discuss advantages
and disadvantages, as for the other sections. S-3

5) Suggestions for concluding activities
Several concluding activities could now tie the lesson together. One would be to assign

students to role play defenders and critics of all three systems. They could compare the
assumptions, basic concepts, and values of each. S-21

A written assignment might be given as follows: "People who emigr ate from the USSR
to the US sometimes have difficulty adjusting to our economic system. Could you predict
what some of those difficulties might be and why it could be hard for them to adapt?" (If
desired, the assignment could be reversed for an American taking up residence in the Soviet
Union.) S-3 Another written assignment might be: Explain the goals of each of the economic
systems studied. Compare them and then give your evaluation of each. Consider such things
as: fairness, whether the goals are easy or hard to achieve, etc. Or students could write their
analyses and assessments of the text.

As a more extended project, students could find examples of each type of economic
system. They could then determine what kinds of governments these countries have. They
could also consider: Which have good relations with us? Poor? Can y 1 see a pattern here?
Why might capitalists and communists not trust each other?

One does not /earn about critical think-
ing by memorizing a definition or set of
distinctions.
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ire Birth of Modern Europe
(Social Studies - 6th Grade)
For original, see appendix.

Objef3tives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

Socratically consider some purposes for studying history
identify and understand the underlying structure and assumptions of feudalism, using critical

vocabulary appropriately and clarifying ideas
examine feudalism from the perspectives of nobles and serfs, thus practicing dialogical thought
identify diverse manifestations of basic ideas of feudalism in other Medievalinstitutions, transfer-

ring insights where appropriate
discuss the implications of some of feudalism's basic ideas
critique and clarify oversimplification and vagueness in the text
infer meaning beyond the text's statements, thereby refining some of its generalizations
reason dialogically when examining and comparing feudalism and other systems

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
The lesson begins by explaining the development and perspective of the terms 'modern'

and 'Middle Ages' as used by historians, as well as pointing out the diversity of life in Europe
during the period. The lesson focuses on the life of William the Conqueror, his boyhood, his
claim to the throne of England, and the Battle of Hastings. The mechanics of feudalism are
elaborated: vassalage, fiefs, waging war without taxes. Reasons for frequent breakdowns of
the system are noted. Details of daily living such as the construction of castles, life on a
manor, and travel are included.

The text devotes significant space to describing the life of the serfs, attachment to thy:
land, farming methods, other duties performed, surnames, relationships to the lord. This is
parallelled by a description of life in the cities for the middle class, including a description
of some trades, the exchange of goods and services and the structure and influence of guilds.
The text details the system of apprentices, masters and journeymen.

A section on Eleanor of Aquitaine follows, tracing her marriages and sphere of influence.
The Crusades are briefly mentioned in connection with one of her husbands, Louis VII. The
lesson concludes with a passage about monks and nuns, featuring Bernard of Clairvaux.
After a brief biography, Bernard's daily routine at Citeaux is recounted by way of contrast
to other Medieval life-styles previously considered. By the end of the lesson, students are
expected to understand the terms 'modern,' and 'Middle Ages,' to explain how feudalism
worked, to describe the ways guilds c2erated and restate the general vows monks and nuns
took.

from Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia Kenneth
S. Cooper. 1984 Reprinted by permission from
Silver Burdett Co. pp. 140-151.
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Critique I
Overview of the study of History

Many ofthe social studies programs we have looked at heavily emphasize history. We chose this lesson
as a representative of that type, hoping to provide an example of how a teacher of critical thinking might
approach a history lesson. We have divided the critique into three parts, the remodel into nine. Lesson Plan
I includes sections 1) Introduction to the Middle Ages, terminology, and 2) William the Conqueror. Lesson
Plan II includes sections 3) Feudalism, structure and basic features, 4) Feudalism, underlying ideas and
assumptions, 5) Ci ty life, 6) Guilds, and 7) Eleanor ofAquitaine. Lesson Plan HI includes sections 8) Religion,
and 9) Feudalism compared to our system. We have tried to link the whole chapter together by relating each
of the medieval institutions discussed to some of the basic ideas and fundamental assumptions of the time.

Although students are often told that it is important to study history and are even provided with some
reasons for doing so, they are rarely given the opportunity to explore for themselves what history is, how they
are involved in history and why it might be important to them. A Socratic discussion using questions such
as the ones in our social studies introduction, could serve this purpose here.

In addition, critical thinkers need to understand how certain key assumptions and ideas gave rise to
a variety of historical social institutions. Once understood, these ideas help tie together a great deal of
information in meaningful ways. Without them, periods in history can seem like a hopeless jumble of data.
Our primary fccus in remodelling this lesson is to highlight the powerful ideas underlying the facts, their
influence on almost every Medieval social institution, and their relationship to our own ideas.

Establishing historical perspectives
This lesson has a number of strong points. The discussion of historical time persrective with regard

to the word 'modern' is one of the best we have seen. It eAtends the idea of perspective in labeling time periods
to the term 'Middle Ages' as well. That is, they were not "middle" to those living at that time. The introductory
remarks on the Middle Ages note the variety of the culture in time, place, and social position ara.: imply that
only a fragment of the whole picture will be examined in this lesson. This is an important understanding for
students to have, since the critical thinker relates parts to he whole in an effort to integrate material being
studied. The authors also lo an excellent job of incorporating relevant and interesting anecdotal material,
such as the origin of common family names in occupations or physical appearance, humorous episodes from
William the Conqueror's life, daily life in a monastery, etc. There is a commendable effort to show aspects
of Medieval life in both positive and negative light (life of the serfs, life in a city, Guild practices, uroken
promises, etc.) Nevertheless, the lesson could be improved by an explicit consideration of the concepts and
ideas that gave rise to the peculiar social institutions and way of life characteristic of the Middle Ages. The
text's emphasis is on the concrete, without a unifying framework to make sense of all the data. This is
particularly important for students to have in this lesson since this period is so different from their own.
Without this foundation -tudents are likely to make hasty judgments and hold stereotypical views about the
period. (Medieval practices are "weird," the Middle Ages were "dark ages.")

The next part of the critique, following the first remodel, will address the sections of the original
relating to social structures.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S- r9 engaging in Socratic discussion
S-13 raising and pursuing root questions
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REMODELLED LESSON PLAN I

1) Introduction to the Middle Ages, terminology
Before students begin this lesson on the Middle Ages, v "u might consider devoting some

time to a Socratic discussion of history itself in order to give students some idea of ?hat they
are about and why it is important. Of course, you will need to adapt the discussion to the
needs and experience of your particular class, but we offer some suggestions for getting
started. S-19 "What is history? Is everything that happened part ofhistory? Can everything
that happened be put into a history book? Why not? If historianshave to select some events
to include and others to leave out, how do they do this? Is it likely that they will all agree?
Is it possible for people observing and recording events to be biased or prejudiced? Could a
historian be biased or prejudiced? How would you find out? If events, to be given meaning,
have to be interpreted from some point of view, what is the point of view of the person who
wrote our text? Do you have a history? Is there a way in which everyone develops an
interpretation of the significant events in his own past life? If there is more than one point
of view that events can be considered from, could you think of someone in your life who
interprets your past in a way different from you? Does it make any difference how your past
is interpreted? Etc."

We suggest that you then proceed as directed through the text's introduction. You might
point out on p. 142 that the text is just summarizing important events and periods (Charles
Martel's victory, Charlemagne's reign.) Much more information about these times is
available, but the text authors have chosen to emphasize the later Middle Ages. Interested
students could research these times, perhaps through biographies, and report to the rest of
the class. The class could then compare early to late Middle Ages.

2) William the Conqueror
Next have students read the section about William the Conqueror. Then you might have

them go back and refer to the text again to answer questions such as, "What words or phrases
describe life at this time in Normandy? S-13 (warlike, fierce, dangerous, uncertain, full of
intrigue and conflict, etc.) In such times why would a strong leader be valued? What part
of this account implies how important such a leader was to the people? When a king or noble
died, who usually took over? (relatives) When would the question ofinheritance most likely
be disputed? (When there was more than one relative of equal rank wanting the power.) How
did the system work? Why did William think he could rule England? What do you think
might have happened if William had been killed? Was there another to take his place? Why
not? How is this different from our system?"

Here you could explain that there are other reasons a leader such as William was so
important in the Middle Ages. They have to do with the way society was organized and the
basic ideas behind that organization. This will give students a sense of what you want to
stress throughout the chapter.
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Looking for underlying social structure and foundational ideas
A discussion of rigid hierarchical social classes will not make a great deal of sense to students unless

they understand the basic assumptions behind sucli a system, as well a cl the chaotic environment in which
rigid structure was an appealing, safe haven. The warlike nature of the Middle Ages can be better understood
as one explores the implications of having a permanent "warrior class." If one sees personal relationship
between leader and followers (complicated by questions of inheritance) as central to life in the Middle Ages
one can understand the betrayals and fragmentation of that society more clearly. We believe that these
concepts can be taught in such a way that sixth graders will understand them. Studying history in this way
will also help them to understand the dynamics of their own system and will demonstrate the power in
examining the systems of thought underlying social structures. The lesson, however, expresses its goals in
terms ofbehaviors which tend toward the superficial. ("2'o give the meanings of modern and Middle Ages, to
explain feudalism and to des ..:ribe three ways of life du.^ing the Middle Ag "s: on the manor, in a city, and in
a monastery or convent.") The sections which 'explain feudalism' discuss only the mechanics of it, not its basic
ideas, how people at the time saw it, or why they accepted it. "Feudalism is that system which granted fiefs
for the service of knights, It divided the power to govern among a number of nobles. Each lord ruled his vassals
just as he was ruled in turn by his lord." etc.) The analogy of feudalism with a triangle, (p.144) although a
possible starting point, is too simplistic by itself to explain what was really going on. It shows the ideal but
not always the facts. Students should be encouraged to critique this model rather than just accepting it.
Although texts often rely on oversimplified analogies, critical thinkers should test them to ascertain their
strengths and weaknesses. The final part ofthe critique, addressing the section on religion and review, fellows
tint aecond remodel.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-6 avoiding oversimplification
S-25 examining assumptions
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
5-13 raising and pursuing root questions
S-17 critiquing or clarifying text
5-20 practicing dialogical thinking
S-10 clarifying ideas
S-23 using critical vocabulary
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN H

3) Feudalism . basic structure
We suggest that you begin a discussion of feudalism by using the triangle image

suggested in the text. You could point out that this was the ideal. Ifyou choose to do so, you
could tell students that when they finish reading and talking about this section you're going
to ask them to revise the triangle image. You might want to have students read paragraph
by paragraph, asking them to state key parts of the feudal system. In paragraph I, for
example, note that land was acquired not with money, but by swearing loyalty. You could
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ask what this meant. (Promising a certain number of armed men with service to the king
every year; not fighting for anyone else.) Emphasize that the oath was sworn to a person, not
a nation or state. It could be useful to pursur the implications of this by asking, "What do
you suppose happened if the leader died? S-6 (obligations were off; people could swear loyalty
to someone else; they may often have swor loyalty to the leader's heir) Was the sense of
obligation to the new leader the same as to the original person? What if theheir was a weak
leader? What may people have been tempted to do?" You might point out the shifting of
allegiance in the Middle Ages, owing to personal ability to attract and keep followers, degree
of protection offered, amount ofland given, etc. You might draw student attention to where
the text alludes to this and have them expandon it, exploring assumptions and implications.

To deepen student understanding, you might explore the concept of 'promising' service.
S-25 "On what assumptions does this practice rest? (that your word will be kept; that there
will probably be fighting; that those involved are better off in these relationships) What are
the consequences if someone breaks a promise? S-6 (no longer trusted;retaliation) Ifa vassal
broke a promise to his lord, what do you suppose might have happened to the vassal? The
lord? When might a vassal have wanted to break his promise? (when he couldn't keep it,
when he thought he could make a better agreemeni, elsewhere, when he wanted to take more
power) When might lords have broken their promises? Whatmight have happened as a
result?"

Then, in order to explore the idea of fighting as an occupation, you could ask, "1-3",w did
one get to be a knight in the Middle Ages? Was it easy or hard? Who could become knights?
Why was it important for a knight to fight? (to get land/support, to fulfill promises, to keep
skills sharp, win fame and glory) If knights' "main purpose in life was fighting," what
condition was a consistent part of medieval life? (war) S-30 Interested students could do
some research and construct their own time lines of all the wars in Western Europe between
say, 1350 and 1450 to test the prediction. "How did wars then differ from now? (Discuss at
length.) What did knights do when there wasn't a war to fight in? What generalizations can
you make about having a warrior class?" (It exists for war, stimulates, encourages war, its
identity is based on war)

The class can then discuss the important features of feudalism mentioned in paragragph
3. (Money was not exchanged, but land was distributed in exchange for service, an army was
ready to fight whenever called upon, you had to agree to go to war in order to possess land.)
Paragraph 4 illustrates how the system was extended to lesservassals all down the line. Here
you might simply ask why it was important to own land. Students could discuss the
alternatives to land ownership.

As you continue with the section on feudalism, after the first paragraph, you could ask,
"How were disputes settled in the Middle Ages? S-13 How did the lord decide whatjudgment
to make? Did law exist es it does now? What were the differences? Were judgments uniform
in a country or language area? Do you understand another reason a lord was so powerful?
(William the Conqueror) Why? What are the similarities and differences between being a
leader now, and leaders then? Between good leaders now and then? What were the
advantages of a system such as feudalism? The disadvantages? How did it meet the needs
of the time? How is it different from the system we live under? What ideas did they have that
we don't? What ideas do we have that they didn't?"

When students have read the next two paragraphs under Feudalism, you could ask,
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"What were some of the ways feudalism didn't work?" Then you might refer to the 'ideal'
image of feudalism as a triangle of power and ask students how they might revise it. (A
number of separate triangles or one big triangle with a number of smaller ones inside, some
triangles over-lapping, etc.) "How is your design an improvement on the text's? Why did you
make the changes you did?" S-17

Next, as students read the sections from the text on manors and lives of the serfs, you
could say something like, "We have spent quite a bit of time talking about those at the higher
levels of the social scale, kings, nobles, and knights. Yet, these people represented only a
small minority of the population in the Middle Ages. Why do you think we spend more time
on them?" Here you could mention that very widespread illiteracy was characteristic of most
past civilizations, by telling students that generally only the elite were educated and left
records of their times. "How does this affect our understanding of these times? (It is most
often through their eyes, from their perspective, and focuses on themselves and their peers.)
S-30 Where were serfs on the hierarchy? What does 'attached to the land' mean? If serfs
were 'just like the trees in a manor's forest' were their lives seen as being as valuable as, say,
that of a Duke? Given their lowly status, what were serfs seen as good for? (labor) What
words would describe what a serf was like from a noble's view? S-3 (weak mind, simple, in
need of guidance, not to be trusted or given authority, etc.) How might they have seen the
nobles? How was a serf different from a slave? S-10 (not bought and sold) How were they
like slaves? Look at the names of some serfs in the text. To what do the names refer? (animals,
physical appearance, personality traits, occupations) What were serfs identified with? For
what were they valued? Do you think you could identify whether a person was a serf or a noble
just from hearing his narnp? How?"

4) Feudalism - underlying ideas and implications
The next section is important because it explores some of the basic assumptions

underlying feudalism and other social structures of the Middle Ages (most often ignored in
elementary and intermediate textbooks.) It can also afford students the opportunity to
engage in dialogical reasoning as they consider questions of social class from several points
of view.

You might introduce this discussion by saying that an important thing to understand in
any system is how it governs the relationship of one person to another. You might want to
emphasize that social position in the Middle Ages almost always was determined by birth.
"From what you've read thus far, how would you describe the relation ofone person to another
in feudalism?" S-13 We advise that you introduce the term 'hierarchy' at this point, and have
a student read a definition to the class. Others could rephrase the definition in their owr,
words, or provide examples from their experience. Then you could ask, "What assumptions
do you make about people when you organize them in a strict hierarchy such as feudalism?
S-23 Are they equal or unequal? In what ways? What conclusions did leaders in the Middle
Ages draw from these assumptions? S-30 (The strong should make decisions for the weak;
the strong should protect the weak; the weak should serve the strong, etc.) Think about what
this system implies in terms of how many could be at the top of the hierarchy (few.) The
authority of the few was a natural corollary of their inherent superiority. The superior should
govern the inferior. Who should be educated? Why? Who should dress well and have the best
houses? Given these assumptions, why would it be important for people to be ranked, classed
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and labeled? (So they and others would know how to relate to each other; what rules apply.)
What might be some ways of identifying a person's social class simply by meeting them?
(clothing, manner of speech, knowledge of rules of society, surnames, etc.) How easy do you
think it was to move from one social class to another? How could it have been done? Why
would this question probably not have occurred to someone living in the Middle Ages? Why
was it in the interest of the wealthy, high classes to keep their numbers small? (When
resources are limited, adding more people means less for each individual.) Why would serfs
accept their place? S-20 What options did they have? What assumptions would they have
made? What was more important to serfs than to people now? What ideas were less
important?"

5) Cities
After students i ead the section on "Living in cities", you could ask, "What word does the

author repeat in describing life in cities? (crowded) Do you think that a person raised in the
city then would emphasize 'crowded'? S-3 Remember that the period was warlike. What
word might a person from the Middle Ages use to describe a city? (safe, protected, secure,
efficient). Our perspective often affects how we judge something and causes us to notice
things that are important to us rather than to the original party. Do you think the serfs or
the townspeople were better off? Support your choice with good reasons. What might have
been some advantages of living in the city as a tradesman? Some disadvantages?"

6) Guilds
Ask students to look at the picture representing Medieval guilds. What does the central

figure remind you of? (king) What was the guild organization similar to? (political structure
under feudalism) As you read the next section ask yourself how 'hierarchy' applies to guilds.
S-7 How is the guild structure different from that we discussed under feudalism? S-6 (one
could progress; apprenticeship was temporary) Why did guilds limit the number of
apprentices? What's the problem with having 'toomany people in their line of business?' How
did guilds limit members' freedom? How did guilds help their members? Why were guilds
so powerful? What are the advantages and disadvantages ofa monopoly?"

7) Eleanor of Aquitaine
To tie in the next section, "A strong-will edwoman ," you could emphasize the implications

and complexities that marriage alliances created with regard to land, power and inheritance.
S-6 It might be helpful to point out that this was typical of Medieval noble families and
created endless conflicts and disputes over claims to rightful ownership and control of
territory. Since the Crusades are alluded to in this section,you could mention that they were
extremely important in introducing changes to the Medieval way of life, but that they are not
discussed in depth here.
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Critique III
The role of religion - omissions

One of the most serious and puzzling omissions in the lesson is the role that religion, the Catholic
Church, and religious ideas played in shaping almost every aspect of Medieval culture; basic assumptions
about the purpose of human life and its relation to Deity, government, the calendar and holidays. As
presented, religion is just another manifestation of daily life - a benign practice rather than a powerful set
of ideas. The discussion of Bernard of Clairvaux, although interesting in its detail, lacks a context within
which to understand his life. Although it hints that he was protesting corrupt practices, ("He picked Citeaux
because the monks there strictly followed the rules of a religious life. Bernard scorned those who took vows as
monks but did not keep them strictly."), it provides no background that would help students appreciate the
significance of his life to the larger community.

The phrase, 'the Religious life,' is vague. ("Christianity was very powerful and many people led
religious lives.") What did it mean to lead a religious life in the Middle Ages? The text merely gives a daily
schedule. The claim that religion was powerful is never elucidated. This is confusing and gives the (correct)
impression that important ideas are being left out. Among the more significant shortcomings is the stunning
omi: lion of the role of God in religion. The word 'God' is never mentioned in the student text. Without some
concept of humans' relationship to God and the church there is no basis for understanding why one would ever
choose a lifeauch as Bernard's. Had these religious assumptions been made clear, secular institutions such
as feudalism and guilds could have been understood as reflections of those fundamental ideas; the reasons
for their acceptance made clear. To leave them out of a discussion of the Middle Ages is incomprehensible.
Without them the Middle Ages cannot be adequately understood.

The one and one-halfparagraphs devoted to the Crusades, another key development with far-reaching
implications, is much too cursory, particularly when compared to the six paragraphs devoted to apprentices,
though the textbook devotes more time to them in a later chapter. Again, without a grasp offundamental ideas
which organized life in the Middle Ages, it is hard to establish priorities for amount of coverage. The Checkup
questions at the end of the chapter mirror the text's emphasis on nuts and bolts, rather than also exploring
ideas and concepts which make sense of the many different aspects of Medieval life introduced in this lesson.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-27 making plausible inferences
S-31 refining generalizations
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts
S-20 practicing dialogical thought

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN III

8) The religious life
For the section entitled, "The religious life," you may want to do something similar to

what was done for "Feudalism." It would be appropriate to tell students that religion we s one
of the most important aspects oflife in the Middle Ages; that it affected every part of life, and
that its ideas about the purpose of life, the relationship of God and humans, etc., really
undergird the whole social structure, including feudalism. The text nowhere explains the
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meaning of "Christianity was very powerful" and 'a religious life.' Ifyou have the background
and resources it would be advisable to supplement the lesson in this area. If not, you could
proceed with the life of Bernard of Clairvaux. You might ask students what implications they
draw from the lines, "He picked Meaux because the monks there strictly followed the rules of
a religious lift. Bernard scorned those who took vows as monks but did not keep them strictly."
S-27 (not all monks kept their vows) Why would this be important to him? Why would others
not keep their vows? Does that mean that the life described in the text was the way all monks
lived? S-31 How is hierarchy manifest in the religious life? S-7 (vows, obedience to superior
authority) Whom was Bernard trying to serve? Why? What ideas were at the core ofhis life?

9) Comparison of feudalism to other systems
Throughout, you may wish to compare Medieval values, assumptions and practices with

ours, and with other times and cultures. It is an excellent way of clarifying aspects ofdifferent
systems, and encouraging students to look for basic, organizing ideas in any social structure,
as well as providing a framework in which details will be better remembered. It also provides
another opportunity for students to engage in dialogical thinking. The teacher could
formalize this into a concluding activity where students are asked to explain the differences
between feudalism's and capitalism's basic ideas, values and assumptions. S-20

The highest development of intelligence
and conscience creates a natural mar-
riage between the two. Each is distinctly
limited without the other. Each requires
special attention in the light of the other.
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Introduction to
Remodelling
Science Lessons

Although there are well-developed, defensible methods for settling many scientific questions, it is
essential that educators recognize that students have developed their own ideas about the physical
world. Merely presenting established methods to the student does not usually affect those beliefs;

they continue to exist in an unarticulated and therefore unchallenged form. Jack Easley, the aut.': or ofa series
of penetrating articles on mathematics and science education, says, "cognitive research shows that young
children develop and test alternative rational explanations which authoritative exposition can't displace.''
Rather than transferring the knowledge they learn in school to new settings, students continue to use their
pre-existing framework ofknowledge. The child's own emerging egocentzic conceptions about events in their
immediate experience "are much more activated and real than any alternative conceptions fostered by
classroom instruction or textbo_ ks."2 The Proceedings of the International Seminar on Misconceptions in
Science and Mathematics gives an example of a child who was presented with evidence about current flow
incompatible with the child's articulated beliefs. In response to the instructor's demonstration, the child
replied, "Maybe that's the case here, but ifyou come home with me you'll see it's different there."3 This child's
response graphically illustrates one way in which students can retain their own beliefs while simply
juxtaposing them with a new belief. Unless students practice expressing and defending their own beliefs, and
listening critically to 'hose of others, they will not critique their own beliefs and modify them in light of what
they learn, a process essential for genuine understanding. "As children discover they have different solutions,
different methods, different frameworks, and they try to convince each other, or at least to understand each
other, they revise their understanding in many small but important ways."'

A critical approach to teaching science is concerned less with students accumulating undigested facts,
than with students learning to think scientifically. As students learn to think scientifically they inevitably
do organize and internalize "facts." But they learn them deeply, tied into ideas they have thought through,
and hence do not have to "re-learn" them again and again. Education in science should combat the common
assumption that "Only scientists can understand science."

Scientists are not given experiments; they begin with a problem or question, and have to figure out,
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through trial and error, how to solve it. Typical science texts, however, present the student with the finished
products of science. These texts present information, and tell students how to conduct experiments. They
have students sort things into given categories, rather than stimulatingstudents to discover and assess their
own categories. Texts require students to practice the skills of measuring, graphing, and counting, often for
no reason but practice. Sometimes, the experiment or study is not obviously related to the question. The
reasons for the design of experiments is often unclear.

Texts also introduce scientific concepts. But students must understand scientific concepts through
ordinary language and ordinary concepts. Confusion arises when scienceconcepts th at have another meaning
in ordinary language (e.g. 'work') are not distinguished in a way that highlights how purpose affects use of
language. Students need to see that the different concepts are both 'correct,' for their different purposes.
Furthermore, those texts which emphasize the distinction between observation and conclusion often fail to
make the link between the two explicit. These faults can be overcome by a critical approach.

To learn from a science activity, students should understand itspurpose. A critical approach to science
education would allow students to ponder questions, propose solutions, and develop and conduct their own
experiments. Although many of their experiments would not succeed, the attempt and failure provides a
valuable learning experience. When an experiment designed by a student fails, that student should be
stimulated to amend his beliefs.

Akey point is this: scientific thinking is not a matter of running through a set of steps once (commonly
called following the scientific method). Rather it is a kind of thinking in which we continually move back and
forth between questions we ask about the world and experimentswe devise to test out various possible ideas
we have about it. We continually think in a hypothetical fashion: "If this idea of mine is true, then what will
happen under these or those conditions? Let me see, suppose we try this.... What does this result tell me?
Why did this happen? If this is why, then that should happen when I ...." We have to do a lot of critical thinking
in the process, because we must ask clear and precise questions in order to devise experiments that can give
us clear and precise answers. Typically the results of experiments - especially those devised by students - will
be open to more than one interpretation. Whatone student thinks the experiment has shown is often different
from what another student thinks the experiment has shown. Here then isanother opportunity to try to get
students to be clear and precise in what they are saying. Exactly how are these two different interpretations
different? Do they agree at all? If so, where do they agree?

As part of the process of learning to think scientifically, clearly, and precisely, students need
opportunities to transfer ideas to new contexts. This can be linked with the scientificgoal of bringing different
kinds of phenomena under one scientific law, and the process of clarifying our thinking through analogies.
Students should seek connections, and assess explanations and models.

Finally, because science is much more monological than social studies, if students ever become
scientists, they will have to learn how to think within a highly specific and tightly interwoven set of concepts
(the conceptual frameworks of biology, chemistry, physics, etc.). Nevertheless, students should learn to do
their own thinking about 'scientific' questions from the beginning. Once students 'give up' on trying to do their
own scientific thinking and start passively taking in what their science textbooks tell them, the 'spirit' of
science, the scientific attitude and frame of mind, is lost. Never forget the importance of"I can figure this out
for myself! I can find some way to teat this!" as an essential scientific stance for students in relationship to
how they think about themselves as knowers. If they reach the point of believingthat knowledge is something
in books that other people smarter than them figure out, then they have lost the fundamental drive that
ultimately distinguishes the educated from the uneducated person. Unfortunately this shift commonly occurs
in the thinking Of most students some time during elementary schooling. We need to teach science, and indeed
all subjects, in such a way that this shift never occurs, so that the drive to figureout things for oneself does
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not die, but is continually fed and supported.
Whenever possible, therefore, students should be encouraged to express their ideas and try to convince

each other to adopt them. Having to listen to their fellow students' ideas, to take those ideas seriously, and
to try to find ways to test those ideas with observations and experiments, is crucial. Having to listen to their
fellow students' objections will facilitate the process of self critique in a more fruitful way than if they are
corrected by the teacher who is typically taken as an absolute authority on 'textbook' matters. Discussion with
peers should be used to make reasoning from observation to conclusion explicit, help students learn how to
state their own assumptions and to recognize the assumptions of oth, -a.

Jack Easley, "A Teacher Educator's Perspective on Students' and Teachers' Schemes: Or Teaching by
Listening," Presented at the Conference on Thinking, Harvard Graduate School of Education, August, 1984,
p. 1

2 Richard Paul, "Dialogical Thinking: Critical Thought Essential to the Acquisition of Rational Knowledge
and Passions," Teaching Thinking Skills: Theory and Practice, by W. H. Freeman & Company, Publisher,
Joan Baron and Robert Steinberg, editors, 1987.

3 Hugh Helm & Joseph D. Novak, "A Framework for Conceptual Change with Special Reference to
Misconceptions," presented at the International Seminar on Misconceptions in Science and Mathematics,
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, June 20-22, 1983, p.3.

4 Easley, op. cit. p.8.
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(Science - 416' Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

develop experiments to settle the question, "Does water cool at different rates in different
containers?"

discover related questions their experiments do not answer
clarify these remaining question_
practice using the critical vocabulary: inference, conclusion, evidence;, and relevance
distinguish relevant from irrelevant inforrnatirn to the problem
make inferences from their experiments and evaluate them

7: ..*I.NAL LESSON PLAN
A3stract
This lesson asks, "In which container (tin can or styrofoam cup) will the hot water retain

its heat longer? Why?" Students pour equal amounts of water at the same temperature into
the containers. They !word the highest temperatures, and the temperature every minute for
fifteen minutes. They ni 3ke line graphs, individually and together. Under discussion topics,
teachers are asked to "Encourage the students to draw conclusions about the relationship
between the time it took the water to cool in vle container compared to the other container."
The extension suggests that students could test several kinds of containers.

from Introductory Investigations Arthur Wiebe and
Larry Ecklund editors. Fresno Pacific College
Project Aims p. 10

Critique
This lesson presents an experiment, rather than presenting a question and allowing students to

design experiments, thereby failing to encourage students to engage in scientific reasoning. It also
unnecessarily limits the containers used. Allowing students to propose and test different containers would
help them broaden their understanding of which materials conduct heat and which insulate. Using merely
two materials pro: ,nts students from fruitfully attempting to make generalizations about insulation.

The lesson presents another opportunity for practicing critical thinking micro-skills by using critical
vocabulary, distinguishing relevant 11 Jul irrelevant evidence, making and evaluating inferences. Further-
more, students could consider cold water remaining cold, and explore practical applications of insulation, thus
applying the key concept to other situations (buildings, clothes, atmosphere).
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Strategies Used to Remodel
S-17 clarifying or critiquing text
S-/ exercising independent thought
S-9 clarifying issues and claims
S-15 generating and assessing solutions
8-13 raising and pursuing root questions
S-23 using critical vocabulary
S-6 avoiding oversimplification
S-30 exploring implicate ins and consequences

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

A minor remodel of this lesson, would be to present the teachers' text to students, and
have them explain why they are given those instructions. S-17 (Why does the temperature
of the water have to be the same when the experiment starts? Etc.) Thus, students could
begin to develop for themselves, a sense of how to design a controlled test. The discussion
could be reviewed when students are later asked to design other experiments.

Instead of setting up the experiment for students, engage them in a discussion of hot
water cooling. S-/ You might ask, "What happens when water cools? Where does the heat
go? How fast does hot water cool off? What affects the rate at which water cools off?" The
teacher could split the class into groups to explore other questions, or inform students that
they will study how different containers affect heat retention.

To help students design experiments, use questions like the following: S-/ How can we
find out what materials best retain heat? What kinds of containers should we 6est? What
aspt.ets of the containers might affect cooling rate? (size, shape, material, thickness) How
can we test each aspect? S-9 What units ofmeasurement should we use? How can we make
sure that the results are due only to what we are testing, and not influenced by otherthings?
What, besides the container, could affect the cooling rate, or our measurements? Hcw can
we prevent each of these things from affecting our results? S-15 What will we have todo?

This discussion could also be used an an opportunity to teach the 'ntific method of
hypothesis, controlled testing, observation, and inference, by providing these words during
or after discussion. (All water should begin at the same temperature and containers should
sit in the same temperature. If testing for shape, use two shapes of the same size and
material; if testing for material, use two different materials, of the same size and shape.)

Students could also themselves and decide on good ways to record, organize and report
their observations, though charts, graphs, or tables. S-/ (What information will we need to
record? How can you organize the results and present them clearly? What headings will you
need? etc.) Students could find cooling rates, or simply the time it took the water to reach
room temperature. Students need to record time, beginning and ending temperatures,
describe each container - its size, shape, and what it's made of. Students could also engage
in qualitative observation by periodically feeling the outsides of the different containers.
This data could be helpful to students when discussing the implications of their findings.

When students have conducted their experiments, ask them what they observed, and
what they conclude or infer. Have them e) 'ain their answers and reasoning as fully as
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possible. Extend discussion using questions like the following: What differences did you find
between the containers? Why, doyou think, did you find those differences? What about the
containers could account for those differences? S-13 What containers gave similar results?
Why? The teacher could rephrase student responses using critical vocabulary, and encour-
age students to use such vocabulary as, observe, infer, evidence, relevant, conclusion,
assume. S-23

The teacher could extend this lesson by having students design and conduct experiments
to test new ideas they expressed in the above discussion. Thus, students develop a clearer,
more complete and less stereotyped idea of what scientists do. S-6 Or students could merely
pose and clarify unanswered questions. Perhaps interested studentscould conduct further
tests, and keep the rest of the class posted.

The class could then explore the importance of their experiments and findings in the
directions of either science or practical application. To pursue the latter, consider asking the
following questions: S-30 When is it useful to know what materials (shapes, sizes, etc.) hold
heat? Let heat escape? (Insulate' could be introduced, if not done before.) When do people
need to know what materials insulate or conduct heat? Why? What other things do people
keep in mind when choosing insulatorsor heat conductors? What other factors are relevant?
(For example, why don't wewear styrofoam clothes to keep us warm?) Can you think ofways
that nature insulates? How do those examples relate to your experiments? Are natural ways
like any of the materials you tested? Which? How? How are they unlike?

Students could summarize their results by completing such sentences as, "Heat travels
more quickly through materials that are .... Heat travels more slowly through materials that
are ...." and write brief explanations why.

There is no one right' remodel. Many dif-
ferep+ improvements are possible.
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(Science - 4th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

explore and clarify 'magnetism' through play and structured activities
transfer the idea of a magnet to their understanding of the Earth

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
The article containing the followiiig suggestions emphasizes the importance of students'

"playing" Trith magnets before the formal lesson begins. The author then suggests that:
students be given a variety of objects to test for attraction to magnets; that students
distinguish metals that are attracted from those that aren't; that students devise tests which
determine relative strengths of magnets; that students make magnets; and that students use
magnets to find objects buried in sand.

from Learning Magazine Vol 15, #7 "Science - Dis-
cover the Wonder," by G. Douglas Paul pp. 44-45

Critique
The first, third and fourth activities, as well a: the iaroduction, encourage independent thought. It

is unclear, however, whether or not students are to discuss their findings. The lesson does nothing to put the
concept of magnetism into the larger picture of science. It misses the chance to discuss the purpose and
applications of the object of study. Ships and airplanes use compasses, which rely on magnetism, to navigate.
Magnetism is an important idea in astronomy.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-/ exercising independent thought
5-7 transferring ideas to new contexts
S-18 making interdisciplinary connections

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

Thi3 lesson could start with a discussion to find out what students already know about
magnetism and its uses. Instead of giving students objects to tept, students should be able
to decide what to test and how to determine the attraction to the magnet. S-/ This lesson
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does a good job when it transfers learning to the situation of making magnets, but it would
do well to make this transfer explicitby asking students what more they have learned from
making magnets, instead of studying those already made.

Discuss a compass with students, explaining what it is used for. Let students play with
compasses, or make them, and see how the magnet affects them. S-7 "Why does the compass
needle usually point one way? Why does your magnet change that? What does that tell us
about the Earth?" Students could be asked to describe or sketch the shapes of the magnetic
field as discovered by noting where magnets attract and repel each other. They could look
up drawings of the magnetic field around the Earth and compare the two.

As an extension exercise, students could discuss why we use the expression 'magnetic
personality' and what it means. S-18 The teacher could lead a discussion where the children
try to puzzle this out.

Finally, this lesson can be wrapped up by asking students to review what they have
lerrned. They should be able to state what they now know and what they are uncertain of
in the area of magnetism. "What kind of 'thing' is magnetism? Can we sense it? How do we
know it's there? What do we know about it? What questions doyou have about magnets and
magnetism?"

7

It should not be asswned that there is a
universal standard for how fast teachers
should proceed with the task of remodel
elling their lesson plans. A slow but
steady evolutionary process is much
more desirable than a rush job across the
board.
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Polar Ice Caps -Melt
(Science 4s' Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

design a model of a shore, to explore the consequences of the melting of the polar ice caps
compare each others' observations
evaluate their models

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
This lesson focuses on the question, "If the polar ice caps melt, what would happen to the

rest of the world?" Students put sand, water, and a large chunk of ice in a large pan, and record
periodic observations while the ice melts. They discuss the following questions: In what way
is the model similar to what happens on Earth? What kinds of errors occur when any model
is used?

from Down to Earth Arthur Wiebe, Sheryl Mercier,
and Larry Ecklund editors. Fresno Pacific College,
Project Aims. ©1984 p. 14

Critique
This lesson provides an opportunity for model design and assessment, distinguishing relevant from

irrelevant differences, differences in 'e of observations, and an exploration of the chain of cause and effect.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S./ exercising independent thought
S-30 exploring implications and consequences
S-7 transferring ideas to new contexts
S-13 raising and pursuing root questions

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

You could begin by asking students what they think would happen if the polar ice caps
melted. Guide them in designing a model to answer the question, with questions like the
following: How could we find out, without it actually happening? What could we do? Why?
What could we use? Why? S-/
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During the course of the study, have students write down their observations (and times
at which they made them.) A student could put the observations inchronological order. The
class could discuss their observations, and what they imply: What has happened? What did
different students find? How can we compare these notes? (The class could use the notes to
make a composite description, which would probably be more complete than that of any -angle
student. Students could discuss differences between obsc-rvations near the same time.
Students could delete irrelevant observations.) How is our model like the what the real
situation would be? Unlike it? What does that tell us about what would happen if the ice caps
really melted? Follow up responses to elicit further effects. S-30 (Then what? What effect
would that have?) Students could discuss affects on land, climate, people, and other forms
of life. The class could also discuss the question: What would happen gale ice caps grew?
(Discuss at length.) S-7

The teacher could supplement the discussion of the worth of the model, with questions
like the following: S-13 Why did we have to make a model to explore this question? In what
ways was the model different from Earth? Which of these differences are relevant to our key
question? How useful was the model? What might we have done, if we had the time and
resources, to make the model more accurate? Why would that have been better? Do we need
to have done that, or can we draw conclusions from our model?

If students know about the ice ages, they could be brought into the discussion of this
lesson. S-7 Students may be able to speculate about how scientists know the ice caps have
changed sizes.

:When the powerful tools of critical think.
ing are used merely at the service of ego-
Centrism, soclocentrism, or ethnocen.
trianit then genuine communication and
discussion end; and people relate to one
another:in fundaMentally manipulative,
evenif intellectual, ways.
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What's in the Bag
(Science - 4th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

design a study to discover the percentage of each color of M&Ms in their samples
speculate on reasons for their findings
make interdisciplinary connections between studies done to settle different kinds of questions
clarify the concept 'science'

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
This lesson focuses on the question, "Does the M&M Company package according to a

systematic plan?" Groups of students count candies in sample bags, find the mean, count by
color, figure percentages and totals, and graph their results. The class then discusses the key
question. One discussion question asks students how their data supports or refutes the key
idea.

from Introductory Investigations Fresno Pacific
College - Project Aims. Arthur Wiebe, Larry Eck-
lund editors. 41982. p.21

Critique
Although this lesson might be abandoned as "trivial," we decided to remodel it, as an example of what

might be done with such a lesson. Although the su.1;ject matter ofthe lesson is not within the domain of science,
nonetheless, its technique can be used to illustrate a common form of empirical study. After that, the lesson
can be used as a springboard for discussing the meaning of the term 'science.'

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-/ exercising independent thought
S-27 making plausible inferences
S -b clarifying ideas
S-18 making interdisciplinary connections
S-7 transferring ideas to now contexts
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REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

In this lesson, as in general, guide the students in study design, rather than offering the
prepackaged plan. The teacher could ask the key question and let students work out how to
settle it. S-/ "What would we find if the bags are filled systematically? Randomly? What
data are we looking for? What do we have to record? What should we do with the numbers
we find?" The teacher could also have students graph their results after explaining what kind
of graph they think they should make, and how it should be labeled.

When students have conducted their studies (and eaten the evidence), the teacher could
ask for their findings, and I( Id a discussion with the question in the original lesson,
supplemented with questions like the following: What, do you think, accounts for your
findings? Why did you find the numbers of colors that you found? How do you think the
candies are packaged? 8.27 Why? Why doyou think so? What could account for there being
more of these colors, and fewer of those? What do we know about businesses that provides
a clue? Students could also discuss the assumption that their total si.mple was representa-
tive.

Another general technique that suits this lesson is looking beyond the trivial informa-
tion the children are asked to find, to explore possible connections to more serious studies.
Ask students whether or not this lesson is science and why. S-/C If not, what subject is it?
S-18 What resemblance does it bear to science? When are other subjects like science? What
technique was used? When, in science, would a similar technique be used? S-7 To settle what
questions? (numbers and types of creatures in an area, chemicals in water samples, etc.)
When, in other subjects would a similar technique be used? (opinion polls) How is this like
science? Unlike? Are the similarities crucial? The differences? Why do this lesson?

The critique should inform the remodel;
the remodel should arise out of the cri-
tique.
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Rubber Bands
(Science - 5th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

engage in Socratic discussion about their observations of and speculations about rubber bands
design and conduct tests about how much different rubber bands stretch and how far they

shoot, thus exercising independent thought
clarify the idea, 'stretch,'

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN

The first lesson, "Rubber Band Stretch," focuses on the key question, "How much does
a rubber band stretch?" Students suspend paper cups from different kinds of rubber bands
attached to boards by means of tape and paper clips. They add pennies to the cups and
measure how much the different rubber bands stretch. They graph their data, and develop
a formula relating stretch to mass. The extension has students compare rubber bands of
different characteristics.

The second lesson, "Rubber Band Shoot," has students discuss the key question, "How
does a rubber band shoot?" Students then stretch the rubber bands measured amounts, and
let go. They graph their data and discuss the results. In the extensions, students compare
the behavior of different rubber bands, and devise a formula combining stretch and shoot
formulas.

from Introductory Investigations Fresno Pacific
College - Project Aims. Arthur Wiebe and Larry
Ecklund editors. pp. 33-35

Critique
These lessons offer i number of exciting opportunities. Both lessons, however, put too much emphasis

on measuring and recording. Students could make fuller observations, and begin to develop a sense of what
goes on when rubber bands stretch, and discuss the relationship of stretch to shoot qualitatively.

Rubber Band Stretch is unnecessarily confusing. Mass doesn't make rubber bands stretch, force does.
Students should understand more clearly the reason for the design of this experiment. As given, the purpose
of the test design is unclear. Nor does either lesson ask students to consider any application of what they have
learned. No attempt is made to tie the information to other objects. Discussions of muscles, elastic, gum, and
other stretchy things belong in this unit.

Rubber Band Shoot does not answer the question it purports to. It asks, "How does a rubber band
shoot?" It succeeds in answering how far a rubber band shoots, and therefore confuses two distinct and very
different questions.
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Strategies Used to Remodel
S-19
S-10
S-24
S-1
S-6
S-7
S-31
S-11
S-17

engaging in Socratic discussion
clarifying ideas
distinguishing ideas
exercising independent thought
avoiding oversimplification
transferring ideas to new contexts
refining generalizations
developing criteria for evaluation
critiquing text

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

Before beginning study of rubber bands, the teacher may want to lead students in a
discussion regarding safety. Students could mention possible dangers, and the best ways of
avoiding them. We suggest an introductory lesson, since children love to play with rubber
bands. This first lesson should be a chance for the children to manipulate and share
observations about rubber bands. Record their ideas on the board and save them.

To begin the science unit, remind the class of their rubber band play. Ask them if they
remember any of the ideas thcp mentioned. Discussion could be extended with questions like
the following: S-19 What did you notice about rubber bands? (When necessary, elicit
clarification.) What kind of rubber band was it? What, exactly, did you do? How did it look?
Feel? Sound? Which of these things you found, could we measure? (Some studentsmay want
to explore ideas other than amount of stretch.) What differences did you find between rubber
bands? Do you think the differences were related? How? Why?

The class could discuss the idea of stretch and clarify it. S-10 What is stretch? What
kind of thing is stretch? What things stretch? How are all of these things alike? Different?
Are there different kinds of stretch? S-24 How could we measure stretch? What might affect
the measurements? What characteristics of rubber bands affect the amount of stretch? What
kinds of rubber bands stretch the most? The least? How could we find out?

Then the teacher could ask students if they can think of ways we measure things. Ask
what kind of thing is measured by each. Students could choose questions to investigate.
Students could then discuss which type of measurement would work for their investigations.
What, exactly, should we measure? How? What do we need to record? How? Why?"

At this point, the teacher could have students split into groups to design and conduct
tests. 84 The tests could then be discussed and evaluated. Students could then suggest and
assess solutions to any problems they had conducting or interpreting their tests. (For
example, if students stretched a large and a small rubber band and simpi., measured the
lengths, they wouldn't be able to distinguish later how much of the difference was due to
stretch. Or different students may have gotten vastly different results, due to different
mounts of force applied.) Such an experience would graphically illustrate the requirements
of a well thought-out experiment.

Or, the teacher could elicit design do test similar to that in the book. "To stretch a rubber
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band, you need a force. To ma' curate measurements, you need a way to control the force,
so that results are due only to erences in the rubber bands, not to differences in force. S-
6 What force can we use? If we pull, how can we be sure results won't vary because of different
amounts of pull? We can't control or measure how much pull we use. Etc." The teacher may
want to have a wider variety of materials available than those mentioned in the original
lesson.

Students could also decide on a reasonable method of presenting the data. S./ Some may
also demonstrate or reproduce their experiments, and compare the results.

Students could write a paper describing their question, experiments, hypotheses, data,
observations, inferences, assumptions and conclusions.

Ask if this experiment suggests any important issues or questions and how we might go
about settling them. They might think of ways to apply what they've learned about stretch.
The teacher could bring out the list of stretchy things made earlier in the lesson, and have
students discuss the items in terms of what they learned about rubber bands. S-7 They could
elucidate similarities to and differences from rubber bands and try to predict the effects the
differences might have in a similar study. S-31 "What does it imply about muscles and
exercises, fitted sheets, pants with elastic waist and pennies in the pockets?"

For the second lesson, you could ask students to share their questions about rubber band
shooting. Each group/person selects one cr more related questions and designs an experi-
ment or study. Ifyou provide materials and guidance you will have many interesting studies.
Have students solve the questions of safety. Each study needs to address shooting method,
means of observation, means of recording and presenting data. S-//

Ask students to read the original lesson, and to do what they are asked in the lesson. Ask
them the question, "How does a rubber band shoot?" If they answer with distances, ask them
to consider their answer and decide what question they are really answering. They should
see, or you can point out, that these distances answer "How far " not "how" rubber bands
shoot. S-17

Discuss the relationship of stretch to shoot. "Were the stretchiest the best shooters?
Worst? Neither? Why do you think so? What were the best stretchers/shooters like?" It is
interesting the concept developed and measured in the first study became a variable in the
second.
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Weather
(Science - 5ih Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

infer how surface temperature affects air temperature
exercise independent thought by organizing their data on weather, and answering essay questions

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
The students text is divided into the following sections: How Weather Begins; Air

Pressure and Winds; Air Masses and Weather; When Air Masses Meet; Clouds.
"Changes in the Weather" introduces the chapter and defines weather and atmosphere.

It explains that students will learn what causes weather and why weather changes.
"How Weather Begins" discusses solar energy and its relationship to Earth's weather.

This section explains how the warmth of the sun heats the atmosphere unevenly. One of the
reasons for this is illustrated by an experiment in which students predict and observe which
materials heat the most and least, and which lost heat the quickest and slowest. Another
activity has the teach4r shine a flashlight straight onto paper, then at an angle. Students
compare the areas. The text relates the demonstration to the difference betweensummer and
winter sunlight.

"Air Pressure and Winds" explains the idea of air pressure, what affects it, and what
causes local and global winds. "Air Mass and Weather" describes air masses and influences
on them.

"When Air Masses Meet" defines a front, describes the kinds of weather found at
different fronts, and the kinds of clouds thataccompany them. Students are asked to observe
temperature, pressure, clouds, and precipitation every day for one week, and answer
questions. The last section, "Clouds," describes different kinds of clouds and how they form.

"Understanding Ideas" has students look at three pictures (island, desert, icebergs).
Students are asked what kind of air mass would form over each, and what would happen if
two moved together. Lastly, "Using Ideas" claims that the moon has no atmosphere and
therefore no weather, and asks students to defend the claim.

from Silver Burdett 5th Grade by George C. Mt Illin-
son, Jacqueline Mallinson, William L. Smallwood,
Catherine Valentino. ©1985 pp. 258-281

Critique

While the text of this chapter is fairly strong, the suggestionsfor teacher presentation of the material
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is quite weak. The text is strong in that it integrates the various sections, relates them to one another, and
concepts are enriched and expanded with each succeeding section. Another strength of the chapter lies in the
illustrations offered by the two activities. Finally, the text, along with the teachers notes offers a variety of
approaches to each section's concepts.

There are, however, several important weaknesses that need to be addressed. Much of what passes
as 'inferring,' in the text, is actually merely restating the surface content of the reading. The activity charts
are given and thus the chapter loses the opportunity to encourage independent thinking, the motivation and
enrichment activities could be better designed, and the Chapter Review does not test any substantial thinking
skills or an adequate depth of content comprehension.

The text confuses inferring and concluding, with remembering and sensing. Examples of this problem
occur on teachers' notes on pp. 260, 268, 227, when students are asked to infer, conclude or figure out facts
just mentioned in the text or described by students. For example, after discussing experiences of walking
barefoot on hot and cool surfaces, students are to conclude that some of the surfaces were cooler than others.
When you step from a hot surface to a cool one, you sense the latter is cooler; you do not conclude it.

In the activities or experiments, charts are given and students are to observe and record data.
Students then come to conclusions about weather conditions and their attributes. An important scientific skill
is the ability to organize and present data, therefore, having students design their own charts would provide
a valuable opportunity.

The motivation exercise in the teachers' notes on p. 260, about walking barefoot, is not terribly
motivating and is a poor introduction to the text. Although is does illustrate that some surface areas are
warmer than others, it would not engage students in the way the experiment for this idea does. This activity
is a hands-on illustration of the preceding text and thus more dynamic than the proposed motivation. Evea
if this option is not exercised, a more exciting motivation scenario could be explored.

The chapter review mainly limits itself to questions that require one word vocabulary answers or
short, fairly surface responses. In the section called "Using Ideas," the first question regarding the moon
states that the moon has no atmosphere, thus no weather, and asks students to explain why. This infers for
the students and does not begin to plumb the depths of the students' understanding. Similarly, the second
question g; Ares h fact and asks for an explanation, rather than setting the stage for prediction, inference and
supporting information. These types of questions do not test any substantial critical thinking skills, nor really
indicate the level or the students' understanding.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-27 making plausible inferences
S-18 making interdisciplinary connections
S-/ exercising independent thought
S-28 supplying evidence for a conclusion
S-30 exploring implications and consequences

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

Rather than opening the chapter with a questionable inference (that palm trees imply
tropical places), it would be better to ask students what weather is and what they know
about it. You could substitute the experiment on how heat affects different surfaces for the
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"motivation," and ask students what surface temperatures might have to do with weather.
How is surface temperature related to air temperature? S-27

The enrichment auggestion on p. 261 (wherein the teacher is supposed to demonstrate
that light shown at an angle covers more area, and thus provides less energy per unit oi
space), falls short of fully illustrating the concept. The reasoning behind the enrichment
activity for the different angles of sunlight could be made more explicit by eliciting or
explaining that when the same amount of energy hits a small vs. large area, the amount of
energy oer unit of area is greater. Here, students could be reminded of work with fractions.
Wite a fraction on the board, labeling the numerator 'amount of energy'and the denominator
`area.' Write a second fraction, labeled the same, but with a larger denominator. Thus,
students can understand the idea mathematically, as well as verbally. S-18 Ask students
if they can design other models to illustrate this concept. S-/ If they do not suggest any,
suggest a few yourself (both adequate and inadequate) to check on their understanding of the
concept. For each model, ask if it does indeed show how the angle of sunlight affects the
intensity of heat. Probe their answers; insist they not only answer but explain why or why
riot. S-28 (They may need two models, one for"En ergy which arrives atan angle, covers more
space," another for "The dame energy hittingmore area provides less energy per area.")

Both activities (264 and 275), as well as "Finding out"on p. 277, give ready-made charts
for students to fill in. Since th 4.. misses the chance to encourage independent thinking, try
allowing students to pose questions, collect data, and considerways to record, organize and
present data by way of charts or graphs. S-/ Remind them that the conclusions they wish
to draw can guide their design.

Finally, the chapter review can be remodelled by rewording the "UsingIdeas" section
and adding one or MOTE essay questions. Question 1 might point out that the moon has no
(little) atmosphere and ask what this implies for its weather. S.27 Askstudents to explain
their answers fully, pointingto facts in the text to support their claims. 5 -28 Question 2 could
be addressed in a similar fashion. Possibleessay questions might be, "Describe an area on
Earth and the weather patterns it has. Be sure to show why that area would have that
particular weather pattern. Explain the possible variations in that pattern and 'iat
conditions would precede and bring about different kinds of weath er."S-30 or, "Explain why
the Earth hes seasons, illustrate underlying principles with examples."
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Guilty Comparison,
(Science - 5th Crack)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

exami,.e different kinds of corn
in a Socratic discussion, consider why popcorn pops
design and conduct a test to discover ratios of popped to unpopped popcorn

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
This lesson focuses on the key question, "How much will the volume of popcorn expand

when it is popped?" Students make their predictions, and divide into groups. Each group pops
its sample (one of two different brands, one of sewral amounts) and calculates the ratios of
popped to unpopped corn. Three of the six discussion questions focus on evaluating between
the two brands. The extensions suggest various cost calculations.

from introductory investigations Arthur Wiebe and
Larry Ecklund editors. Fresno Pacific College
Project Aims p. 12

Critique
The major weaknesses of this lesson are its failure to provide a place for independent thought and its

stopping at the trivial level of measurement and data recording. Students should design their studies, and
consider popcorn. Discussion of how cooking affects food, differences within species, and related questions
and areas of exploration would tie this lesson more firmly to science.

Strategies Used to Remodel
Si - exercising independent thought
S.19 engaging in Socratic discussion
S-6 avoiding oversimplification

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

Rather than giving students an experiment to perform, you could begin by asking them
to describe what happens to popcorn when it is popped. S-/ Someone will use the concept
of expanding or exploding. You could also ask, "What makes the 'pop' sound? Why do you
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think that explains the sound? What is inside an unpopped kernel? Why do you think so?
What does popped corn look like?" Eventually someone may say that the popcorn turns inside
out. You may want to have some popped corn and a corn cob available for students to look
at and take apart.

Then, attention can be turned to the notion of expansion. S-19 "What is it that makes
the inside get so big? Is that related to the 'pop?' Why is the inside ofsteamed or boiled corn
' set and compact, and the same stuff on the outside of popped corn is dry and fluffy? What
kinds of cookingpower are there? (Dry heat, hot water, directflame, microwave.) What kinds
are used to cook corn on the cob, corn kernels, popcorn? Does this account for the differences?
Why doesn't corn on the cob pop? Why isn't steturrIl popcorn like corn on the cob?" Students
could read the labels regarding age and storage instructions, speculate about reasons for
those instructions, consequences of ignoring them, and what those consequences imply about
why popcorn pops.

You may then want to focus attention on amount of expansion. Rather than presenting the
experiment in the book, help students to design their own experiments. S-/ A broader range
of experiments could be devised if slightly damp and old popcorn is also available for
comparison. You could use questions like the following: How can we find out how much bigger
the popped corn is than unpopped? What might affect the size of popped corn? How could we
test for these effects? What, besides the things we're testing for, could affect the results? S-6
How do we prevent that from happening? Ifnecessary, lead them to see that, if comparing two
characteristics, everything else has to be the same. Students might also weigh and compare
unpopped and popped popcorn.

When students have conducted their experiments and recorded (and eaten) the results,
they could speculate on what their iindings mean, and why they got the results they did. S-/

If what we do in a remodel is unclear,
review the critique and strategies for
guidance.
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nib Art1'lute. _.I._lu
(Science - 5th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

design and tilt parachutes
discuss characteristics which affect the descent rates of parachutes
transfer insights about parachutes to any falling objects
hypothesize, test, and refine their hypotheses regarding the descent rates of objects

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
This lesson focusses on the key question, "What is the rate of descent of your parachute?"

Students design, build, and test parachutes (twice each from three different heights),
calculating the rates of descent in meters per second. They then discuss the following
questions: What things affect the rate of descent? Did the rate of your chute change from one
height to another? Why? Select the five slowest rates of descent and the five fastest from the
class (..aart. Have those students display and describe their parachutes. Were there
similarities? What can you conclude? How would you modify your parachute to improve its
performance?

from The Sky's the Limit Arthur Wiebe and Larry
Ecklund editors. Fresno Pacific College. Project
Aims. ©1982 p. 13

Critique
A major weakness of this lesson is its failure to connect why a parachute works to falling objects in

general. It misses the opportunity to teach important science concepts such as gravity, wind resistance, and
inertia. This trivializes the lesson by restricting it to measuring and recording data.

This lesson offers the opportunity to have students engage in extended scientific reasoning - posing
questions, testing answers, posing new questions, conducting further tests, all the while, assessing their
original ideas and refining their initial generalizations. Headway can be made on the broadened topic without
extended preparation, no measurements, and little recording of data.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-/0 clarifying ideas
S-15 generating or assessing solutions
S-/ exercising independent thought
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5.7 transferring ideas to new contexts
S-31 refining generalizations

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

Begin by asking if anyone knows what a parachute is and what it is for. They should
know that a parachute is designed to keep something from falling too quickly, that is, that
it slows the rate of descent. Rather then using the key question in the text, foe= aLLEntim
on the discussion question of what affects rate of descent. Ask students what characteristics
make a good parachute, and how they know. S-ID Ask them to think of situations which call
f. using a parachute. S -15 Ask if there are any other possible solutions for these pz oblems.
Have them consider questions like these, "What affects the rate ofdescent of a parachute?
How could we find out? How does a parachute work? Why does it work?"

Students could then design their tests, as well as their parachutes. S-/ Perhaps they
could try to make appropriate parachutes for various specific irposes or objects. Students
may repeat their tests on different days and/or in different places (windyvs. protected) and
compare results. As in the original, have them compare slow with fast parachutes, and
speculate on which differences affected the descent rate. They could compare parachutes of
different materials, and carrying different weights and shapes. Ask them, "What does this
tell us9 About air? Gravity? Objects? Why did we get the results we did? Why does the
parachute fall slowly?" Students could then begin making generalizations and hypotheses,
and designing experiments to test them.

You could then broaden the original question to, "What affects the rate of fall of objects,
and why?" S-7 Students could practice making and refining generalizations. S-31 Suggest
that they experiment with other kinds of falling objects, i.e., paper planes, feathers, books,
rocks, pillows, etc. Students need not measure, they could simply group objects in general
categories of fast-falling, slow-falling, and in-between-speeds. After each test or each few
tests, discuss results. "What were you testing for? (To see if weight, size, density, etc. affect
fall rate.) What did you do? (Dropped this and that from the same height at the same time
and place.) Why? (If what we tested for affects fall rate, since they're the same in every way
but this, then this should have fallen much more slowly than that.) What happened? (This
fel much more slowly that that.) What does th atme an? Could there be another explanation?
Were there other differences between the two objects that could have accounted for the
results? How do these latest finding compare with our earlier tests? What other questions
could be asked? Is there anything else that you noticed, that would explain the results? What
else could you test for? Now what would you say affects descent rates? Why? What doesn't
affect descent rates? Why?"

Tin class could keep notes on the discussions, listing ideas, tests, and conclusions. The
teacher could, perhaps during the summary, point out tests or hypothesis that failed or were
proven wrong, but from which students learned something. Students could use the class
records, sort slow, medium, and fast falling objects, and write short passages comparing the
three kinds of objects, trying to generalize from them, and speculating on the reasons for or
principles behind the results.

The material in this lesson could be related to botany with a discussion of different
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shaped seeds and seed containers, and how well they scatter seeds, S-7 Students could
discuss objects falling on the moon. if necessary, first point out to students that the moon
has less gravity, and less air. Students could compare how different objects would fall on the

moon as opposed to Earth.

Everyone learning to deepen her critical
this skills and dispositions comes to
insights over time. We certainly can en.
rich and etthance this process, even help
it to move at a faster pace, but only in a
qualified way. Time to assimilate and
grow is essential.
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(Science - 6th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

develop models of an atom
clarify the concept 'model' by discussing models they have seen and discussing the purposes of

models, and 'good vs. poor model' by developingcriteria for evaluating models
discuss the strengths and weaknesses of their models of atoms

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
Students examine pictures of models ofatoms, are provided with materials, and are

asked to make their own models ofoxygen, carbon, or sodium atoms. They are asked if
they can make the electrons revolve.

from Concepts in Science 6th Grade by Paul
F. Brandwein, Elizabeth K Cooper, Paul
E. Blackwood, Elizabeth B. Hone. p.293

Critique

This lesson offers an opportunity for students to discuss the purposes of models in general and the
specific benefits of making models of atoms. Students can also practice assessing models, in light of those
purposes. By examining their models at length and in great detail, students can develop their clarity of thought
and expression, and review what they know about atoms.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-10 clarifying ideas
S-/./ developing criteria for evaluation
S-/ exercising independent thought
S-6 avoiding oversimplification
S-26 distinguishing relevant from irrelevant facts
5-18 making interdisciplinary connections

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

The class could begin by discussing models in general. "What does 'model' mean? 5-10
What models have you seen or made? Did they help you understand what they modeled? How?
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Why? How can you tell a good model from a poor model? S.././ What's an example of a good
model? Why? A poor one? Why? What differences were there between models you have seen
and the things they modelled? Why make models? What purpose do they serve?"

Tell students that they are going to make models of atoms. Have students discuss what
they know about atoms, and ask, "How could models of atoms help us? How could we make a
model of an atom?" & / You might ask them what parts they would need, and how they could
put them together. Students could make and evaluate various models of atoms and engage in
an extended process of designing, making, discussing, and improving models of atoms.
Students could be led in a discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of various models, with
questions like the following: (Of each proposed model ask,) What parts does it have? What
parts do atoms have? Does the model have any extra parts? Does it leave out parts? How is
each part of this model like the part of the atom? (Continue for each part, including the
connecters.) Unlike? (Encourage multiple responses.) Could this model be improved? How?
How do these models help us? How could they mislead us? S-6 How can we avoid being misled?
Do these models help you understand atoms? How, or why not? Do any of these models suggest
questions about atoms? What? Do the models help you find answers to those questions? Why
or why not? Is the difference between the model and the atom relevant to the question you
asked? S-26 Why or why not? How could this model be improved? Why would that improve
it?

The teacher could use the idea of models to clarify the concept 'analogy.' S-./8 Have
students recall analogies. Have them compare models and analogies. (A model is a thing,
analogies are words. Both have similarities and .differences to the originals. Both can be
evaluated in terms of their purposes and whether relevant features are similar or different.)

Your first remodels should use those
skills or insights clearest to you. Other
principles can be integrated as they be-
come clear.
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What Biome Do You Live In
(Science - 6th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

clarify, through discussion, their own concept of 'biome,' the usefulness of distinguishing biomes,
and interdisciplinary implications of the concept

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN

Find out the high and low temperatures and the average annual amount of precipitation
for your town. You can find this information in an almanac or by contacting a local weather
station. Then look at the table on page 79. In which biome does your town best fit according
to the amount of precipitation and the temperature range? Read the descriptionofthis biome
in this chapter. Does the description sound like the area in which you live? If it dcesn't, what
conditions make the area different?

from Silver Burdett Science 6th Grade by George G.
Mallinson, Jacqueline Mallinson, William L.
Smallwood, Catherine Valentino. 41985 p. 101.
Reprinted by permission from the publisher.

Critique
The lesson encourages independent thought by having students compare their area with the

description, and speculate reasons for any differences. We would extend this discussion. The lesson also offers
an opportunity for interdisciplinary work.

Strategies Used to Remodel
Si - exercising independent thought
5-13 raising and pursuing root questions
S-18 making interdisciplinary connections

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

The teacher, rather than iniclediately assigning thispage, could first ask students bow
they could find out what kind of biome they live in. S4 "What do you need to know about
an area? How could we find those things out?"
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When students have identified the biome, use the questions in the original lesson,
extended with questions like the following: Why is that our biome? What is different here?
Which differences are natural? Man-caused? If different places that nave the same kind of
biome vary in these kinds of ways, why do we classify biomes? S-13 Does knowing which
biome we belong to tell us anything? What? How can we use our knowledge about biomes?
Why do other places have our kind of biome?

To have students make interdisciplinary connections, you could ask, "How does what
biome an area is affect the history of that place? S-18 Why? Identify the biomes of places
we have studied in history. Would that history be different if that place had been tundra?
Desert? How? Why?"

What is remodelled today can be remod-
elled again. Treat no lesson plan as be-
yond critique and improvement.
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Hair Keeps Animals Warm
(Science - 6"' Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

discuss the importance of controlling variables when experimenting, by critiquing the experiment
in their texts

evaluate the model used by the text for its experiment design

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
Students remove the labels frcm two tin cans. They glue cotton aroundone of them and

fill both with the same amount of hot water. They predict the results and then measure and
record the water temperature every five minutes for half an hour. The conclusion reads,
"Using the results from this experiment, explain how hair keeps an animal warm." As an
extension they are to consider how sea mammals with little hair keep warm.

from Silver Burdett Science 6 by George G. Mallin-
son, Jacqueline Mallinson, William L. Smallwood,
Catherine Valentino. ©1985 p. 58

Critique

This lesson ,affords the opportunity for students to critique their texts. It inadvertently encourages
sloppy thinking in students. It does not answer the question it claims to. Though the title question is "How
does hair keep an animal warm?" all that can be inferred from this experiment is that stuff similarto hair
retains heat. It does nothing to explain how, itmerely suggests that hair (or cotton) helps keep animals warm.
Students are likely to answer the question with a restatement of what it asks, i.e., hair keeps animalswarm
by keeping the heat in.

The lesson offers a number of opportunities for infusing critical thought. Students could exploreand
evaluate the analogy between the cans of warm water and animals. Critical vocabulary use can be reinforced.
The extension about how sea mammals keep warm could be further extended with a discussion of people and
reptiles.

Strategies Used to Remodel
S-17 clarifying and critiquing text
8-6 avoiding oversimplification
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REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

Students could read the experiment, and discuss its design at length. S-17 For exstmple.
you might ask, "Why fill the cans from the same container? What could happen ifyou didn't?
How would that affect the results? Why do both cans have to have the same amount? Why
make a graph? Could the data be organized another way instead? Which is best for this kind
of information? Why? How would you expect the experiment to turn out? Why? What kind
of answer would you give to the question? What did the experiment show? Why? What did
it claim to show? Are these the same or different? Why? What is used in place of the animal?
Its fur? How like and unlike are cans of warm water and cotton to animals and fur? Are the
similarities relevant to the question the experiment poses? Are the differences? Assess this
experiment."

Finally, students could consider less hairy mammals and animals. S-6 "Does hair help
keep all animals warm? Name some animals that have little or no hair."

Ask students if any related issues were broLght up by the experiment or discussion.
They could also discuss other forms of insulation.

IEvery trivial lesson you abandon leaves
i more time to stimulate critical thinking.
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Earthquake
(Science - 6th Grade)

Objectives of the Remodelled Plan
The students will:

exercise independent thought by using an earthquake's distances from three cities, to locate the
epicenter

understand that the problem solving skills highlighted in this lesson are useful in other situations

ORIGINAL LESSON PLAN
Abstract
Students trace the map of the U.S. that they are given in their text. They are also given

the information that an earthquake occurred 1,275 km from San Francisco, 1500 km from
El Paso, and 960km from Seattle. Using a compass they are to draw circles around the three
cities with t'iameters corresponding to the information given. They are to use their diagram
to answer the question, "In what state did the earthquake occur?"

from Silver Burdett Science 6th Grade by George G.
Mallinson, Jacqueline Mallinson, William L.
Smallwood, Catherine Valentino. ©1985 p. 247

Critique
This lesson illustrates the fact that a critique and remodel can sometimes make modest changes in

the original. In this case, students are given more directions than they need to be given. Rather than give
them the compasses, they could just be given the facts and an opportunity to discuss in small groups how to
pinpoint the earthquake.

Strategies Used to Remodel
54 exercising independent thought
5-7 transferring ideas to new contexts

REMODELLED LESSON PLAN

This lesson could be introduced by asking students the title question. Give them the
map, the tracing paper, and the necessary facts about the earthquake. Then let them
struggle with the problem. If necessary, you can guide individuals through the process. S-
1 Ask students to describe the methods they used to solve the problem. and what other
problems that method might solve. S-7
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Some Vocabulary
and Distinctions

Critical Thinking: refers to
a. a body of intellectual skills and abilities which (when used in keeping with the dispositions and
values below) enable one rationally to decide what to believe or do.
b. a body of dispositions
c. a set of values: truth, fair-mindedness, open-mindedness, empathy, autonomy, rationality, self-
criticism

Uncritical Person: refers to one who has not learned the intellectual skills above (naive, conform-
ist, easily manipulated, dogmatic, closed- minded, narrow-minded).

Critical Person: refers to any person who in a weak or strong sense uses the intellectual skills
above (a critical person may or may not significantly embody the dispositions cr be committed to
the values of critical thinking. Some critical persons use the intellectual skills to justify or ration-
alize whatever beliefs they uncritically internalize and do not hold themselves or those they ego-
identify with to the same intellectual standards to which they hold those they disagree with or
disapprove of.)

Weak Sense Critical Thinker: refers to
a. one who does not hold himself or those he ego-identifies with to the same intellectual standards
to which he holds "opponents"
b. one who has not learned how to reason empathically within points of view or frames of reference
with which he disagrees
c. one who tends to think monologically
d. one who does not genuinely accept, though he may verbally espouse, the values of critical
thinking
e. one who uses the intellectual skills of critical thinking selectively and self-deceptively to foster
and serve his vested interest (at the expense of truth)
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Strong Sense critical Thinker: refers to
a. one who holds himself and those he agrees with to the same intellectual stands is to which he
holds those he disagrees with
b. one who thinks empathically within points of view or frames of reference with which he dis-
agrees (one who is able to see some truth and insight within opponents points of view as well as
weaknesses within his own)
c. one who is able to think mull logically and dialogically
d. one who genuinely strives to live in accordance with the values of critical thinking (hence one
who can see occasions in which he or she has failed so to live)
e. one who uses the intellectual skills and abilities of critical thinking to go beyond those beliefs
which serve his or her vested interests and to detect self-deceptive reasoning

Critical Society: refers to the notion of a society which rewards adherence to the values of critical
thinking and hence does not use indoctrination and inculcation as basic modes of learning (rewards
reflective questioning, intellectual independence, and reasoned dissent.)

Monologica Thinking: refers to thinking that is conducted exclusively within oae point of view or
frame of reference.

Monological Problems: refers to problems that can be rationally solved by reasoning exclusively
within one point of view or frame of reference (many technical problems can he solved by monol-
ogical thinking.)

Multi-logical Thinking: refers to thinking that goes beyond one frame of reference or point of
view.

Multi-logical Problems: refers to problems which to be rationally solved require that one enter-
tain and reason empathically within more than one point of view or frame of reference.

Dialogical Thinking: refers to thinking that involves a dialogue or extended exchange between
different points of view or frames of reference.

Dialectical Thinking: refers to dialogical thinking conducted in order to test the strengtna and
weaknesses of opposing points of view (court trials and debates are dialectica. nature.)

Dialogical Instruction: refers to instruction that fosters dialogical or dialectic thinking.

Socratic Questioning: refers to a mode of questioning th..t deeply probes the meanirg, justifica-
tion, or logical strength of a claim, p9sition, or line of reasoning. Socratic questioning can be
carried out in a variety of ways and adapted to many revels of ability and understanding.

Reciprocity: refers to the act of entering empathically into the point of view or line of reasoning of
others; learning to think as others do and by that me.,,.is to sympathetically assess that thinking.
(Requires creative imagination as well as intellectual skill and a cummitment to fair - mindedness.)
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evidence: The data on which a judgment or conclusion might be based, or by which proof or
probability may be established.

premise: A proposition upon which an argument is based or from which a conclusion is
drawn; logic one of the first two propositions of a syllogism, from whilh the
conclusion is drawn.

assumption: A statement accepted or supposed as true without proof or demonstration; un-
stated premise.

conclusion.' A judgment or decision reached after deliberation,
inference: A conclusion based on something known or assumed; derived by reasoning.
reasoning: The mental processes of one who reasons; especially the drawing of conclusions or

inferences from observations, facts Jr hypotheses. The evidence or arguments used
in this procedure.
Conformity to knowledge, fact, actuality, or logic: a statement proven to be or
accepted as true. Not false or erroneous.
Containing or based on a fallacy; deceptive in appearance or meaning, misleading;
delusive.

To establish the truth or validity of something by presentation of argument or
evidence; to determine the quality of by testing.
A claim which follows from other stated claims; an indication which is not said
openly or directly; hint; what is hinted or suggested by what is said or done.
A tendency to view everything else in relat:_ aship to oneself: one's desires, values
and beliefs (seeming to be self-evidently correct or superior to those of others) ire
often uncritically used as the norm of all judgment and experience.

ethnocentric: A tendency to view one's own race (culture) as central, based on the attitude that
one's own group is superior.

sociocentric: When a group or society sees itself as superior and thus considers its way of seeing
the world as correct; there is a tendency to presuppose this superiority in all of its
thinking and thus to serve as an impediment to open-mindedness.

truth:

fallacious:

prove:

implication:

egocentric:
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Appendix: Original Lesson Plans

We woulf- 9-,e to acknowledge the usefulness of the preceding
lessons whip . we remodelled. We gratefully acknowledge the
following publishers for their generosity in allowing the excerpts
to be reprinted:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston
Houghton Mifflin Company
Laidlaw Brothers, A Division ofDoubleday & Company, Inc.
Silver Burdett Company
Scott Foresman
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from Exploring in English 4 by John S. Hand, etat
Laidlaw Brothers. C 1975. pp. 28- 35,T31 -33. Used
with permission.

Language Experience: The pupils participate in a group dis-
cussion by exchanging information about diffeeent kinds of

jobs held by people that they know.

Talking about Parents' Jobs
FOR
TEACHING
HELPS,
SEE Th.

When I am a
When I am a
When I am a
When I am a
When I am a
Oh, father! ya

Note: The word Kwakiutl
is pronounced
/fovea* ii'del./.

Activities

A. Farm groups of between four and six people in each group.
Plan to make a mural showing people doing different job,,.

I. Make a list of jobs .of people that you know.
2. Decide what should be in the background of a mural which

shows people doing the jobs on your list.

3. Paint the background on your mural.
4. Look through magazines or newspapers and cut out pictures

of people dressed to do the jobs on your list. If you wish,
you may draw your own pictures and cut them out.

5. Arrange the pictures of people doing jobs. Then paste them
on your mural background.

6. Display your mural so that other groups can see it.

man, then
man, then
man, then
man, then
man, then
ha ha ha

I

I

I

I
I

shall be a hunter
shall be a harpooner
shall be a canoe-builder
shall be a carpenter
shall be an artisan

K. /AKIUTL INDIAN CHANT

Study the picture and read the chant sung by Kwakiutl boys of

British Columbia and Vancouver in Canada.

Why do you suppose the boys wanted to be hunters, harpooners,
canoe-builders, carpenters? Why do you suppose they wanted to
be artisans, or men who make things with their hands ?Probably

because these were jobs that were most important to the Kwaklutls.

Read the chant again. Do you or any of your classmates have

parents who are hunters, harpooners, canoe-builders, carpenters,

or artisans? What jobs do your parents do?

A. What are some jobs of fathers that you know? What are
some jobs of mothers that you know?

B. If you told your friends the names of some jobs, would they

know what these jobs were? If not, how could you explain tl,'!se

jobs to them?

2
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B. Try this activity alone. Draw a cartoon strip shoWing what.
_ your mother or father does for a living. Or, if you wish, draw

a cartoon strip showing what you would like to do when you
grow up.

Commentary

This series of four composition lessons
is organized around the topic of jobs. In
lesson 11 pupils exchange ideas, as they
talk about jobs. Then in lesson 12 they
role-play the performing of different jobs.
In lesson 13 they interview adults to find
information about jobs. Finally, in lesson
14 pupils write imaginative descriptions
about how jobs might be done in the fu-
ture.

Introductory Activities

A very good way to begin this series
of lessons would be with a field trip to
someplace where pupils could talk to
adults who perform a variety of jobs. If
this is not possible, a visit or several vis-
its from one or more adults might be a
good introduction. The visitor or visitors
could explain, and possibly demonstrate,
their work.

Teaching Helps

Lesson 11: Talking about Parents' Jobs,
pages 28-29

'Teaching goal. To have pupils use lan-
guage in purposeful talk by exchanging
information about different kinds of jobs
of people that they know.

Discovery activities. Direct pupils' atten-
tion to the picture at the top of page.28.
Tell pupils that the boys in the picture
are Ki,i akiutl Indian boys from Vancouver
Island or from the mainland of British

Columbia. Have pupils find Vancouver Is-
land and British Columbia on a map of
Canada.

Read the chant aloud to the pupils as

they follow along silently. Then have the
pupils try to read the chant aloud.

Using the discussion activities. In . doing
part A of For Discussion on page 29,
pupils might be less restricted if you
remove the stipulation about fathers and
mothers whom ley know. Instead, you
might hay, ttrit.ri discuss any jobs they
know of.

In discussing part B, try to get pupils
to describe jobs by describing the func-
tions of these jobs.

Using the composition activities. Before
beginning the composition activities,
groups should be selected. One way to
select groups would be to have five or six
pupils volunteer to be group chairmen.
These chairmen would then select jobs to
show on murals. Each pupil in the class
could work on the mural that appeals to
him. Another way to have pupils form
groups is to use some device such as the
alphabetical order of last names or the
seating position in class.

However g;; ups are formed. it might
be wise !o foresee and discourage any
disastrous personality combinations. It
might also be a good idea to be sure that
each group has at least one pupil who
has some organizational ability.

Pupils may need some guidance in
delegating ,he tasks involved in making a

mural. However, give help only when it
is obvious that the group cannot function
without it.
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Language Experience: The pupils experiment with miming
as a method of role-playing as they mime performing
jobs before small groups of pupils.

12. Playing a Role
FOR
TEACHING Study the poem below and the picture beside it. What are
HELPS.
SEE T32. some of the jobs which the boy and his father are doing?

The boy an a his father performed three jobia, First they
filled the radiator. Then they changed the oil. Finally,
they cleaned the car.

AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS

Sometimes
I help my dad
Work on our automobile.

We unscrew
The radiator cap

And we let some water run
Swishfrom a hose
Into the tank.

And then we open up the hood
And feed in oil
From a can with a long spout.
And then we take a lot of rags
And clean all about.

We clean the top
And the doors
And the fenders and the wheels
And the windows and floors. .

We work hard
My dad
And I.

What actions did the boy and his father perform in their job
as automobile mechanics? What did they do first? What did
they do next? What was the last thing they did?

Read the poem again. Think of a job you might like to help
someone do. Then answer the following questions.

What actions would you have to perform to do
your job?

Jr what order would you have to perform these
-lions?
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For
Discussion

Suppose that you were going to act out being an auto mechanic.
How might you act out each of the following jobs?

1. Unscrewing the radiator cap 3. Putting in oil
2. Opening the hood 4. Cleaning the engine

Activities

A. Form groups of five or six pupils in each group. Then try
these acti.-ities.

1. Think of a job your group would like to act out.
2. Practice acting out your roles.

B. By yourself you might enjoy this.

1. Think of a job to act out with a puppet.
2. Make a puppet ma of your fist.
3. Make up some lines for

your fist puppet to say in
describing the job he is

doing.

4. Put on a performance of
your puppet for a friend.

Note: Lipstick or magic marker
can be used to make features,
and yarn can be used for
hair.

Lesson 12: Playing a Role, pages 30-31

Teaching goal. To help pupils experiment
with miming as a method of role-playing.

Discovery activities. 1-lave pupils study
the picture on page 30. Ask what is dif-
ferent about the c r in the picture from
the car their father owns. Pupils will
probably mention the radiator outside the
hood, so you might want to explain what
the function of a radiator is. The running
board, too, might need some explanation.

Now read the poem aloud to the
pupils as they follow along silently, trying
to visualize the actions described in the
poem.

In discussing the questions in the first
vragraph at the top of page 31, ask
pupils to read lines from the poem to
show what jobs the boy and his father
are performing

In discussing what jobs the pupils
might like to perform, ask pupils to dem-
onstrate by miming the different steps in-
volved in doing the job.
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Using the discussion activities. In talking
about how each of the jobs listed in For
Discussion on page 31 might be acted
out, encourage specific comments. For ex-
ample, in talking about unscrewing a

radiator cap, ask pupils how they would
bend their back and with what hand and
in what direction they would unscrew a
radiator cap.

Pupils who know a !ot about automo-
biles might wish to act out performing
chores on particular cars. Ask these
pupils to tell the class what kind of car
they are pretending to work on.

Using the composition activities. Caution
pupiis to think of jobs for A which have
parts for all the pupils in the group. If
groups need help, you might give sugges-
tions such as the following:

1. Taking the tarpaulin off a baseball
field

2. Preparing dinner
3. Running a supermarket
4. Working in the yard in autumn
Some pupils or groups may wish to do

B instead of A. You might consider al-
lowing B to be done in place of A if the
desire is very strong, or if a pupil is

mue!- better able to express himself
through puppets than through mime.

Additional suggestions. Some pupils might
wish to form two teams to play a

modified version of Charades. Each team
could make up a list of jobs for the other
team. Each member of a team could then
select the name of a job and act out the
performance of this job for fellow team
members who would try to guess what
the job was.

Some pupils might like to look for
some songs which refer to jobs. "The
Daring Young Man on the Flying Tra-
peze," "Sixteen Tons," and "I've Been

Working on the Railroad" are examples.

Language Experience: Small groups of pupils
explore the process of interviewing a person
as they select a subject, plan and conduct
the interview, and report the results to the
class.

13. Interviewing Adults

..Zuzatio-na. -

PogialA. CdPUZ. We(1, (2'4-

1. 9icivr did Itou, 4exame,_ _______

02. "M a-6 -tAeinva- de you, .

izarue. je...wiz, -to- Jecarne,___ _

3. 9kizat 4,7ea..ifrint/n-t do- you __

9,Ma-t do- you, da
vat,e, .2-e-c-thub a- pa, alaivir.., 7_
91Pizb yz. do- you, te,.0-24_at

cl,(4/uini, tize, day ___-_

a,t

Lesson 13: Interviewing Adults,
pages 32-33

Teaching goal. To give pupils the experi-
ence of planning and conducting an inter-
view.

Discovery activities. Have pupils st 4
the picture at the top of page 32 and ex-

aminc thc list of questions beside it. Ask
pupils where thc girl is and what she is
doing. Be sure they understand that the
list of questions is supposed to be thc
same list that the girl is holding.

When you finish the lesson, you might
ask: "Suppose you were interviewing Mr.
Poner about his job. Can you think of
any other questions you might ask?"
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FOR

TRACIUNG Look at the picture above. What is the girl doing? interviewlug a fireman.HELPS,
err "sa°.41 tea.

Study the questions above. Think of someone you would like
to interview, or ask questions, to find out more about his job.
Then answer the following questions.

_ What did the girl ask to find out why a person
might want tc become a firemen? Question L

What question did she ask to find out what a
person has to learn to become a fireman? Question 2.

. What questions did she ask to find out what a
32 person has to do when he is a firemar.7 Questions 3, 4, and 5.

For
Discussion

Suppose that you are going to interview an adult to find out
about his job.

1. How would you ask the person if you could interview him?
. or ask in person.telrvellwnp2. How would you get ready for the inte

3. How would you end the interview? Prepare a list of questions.

Thank the person for his help and for his time.

Activities

A. Form groups of about four people in each group. Try these
activities.

1. With the other members of your group talk about adults
who have interesting jobs that you would like to learn more
about.

2. Select one of the people for your group to interview. Be sure
that the person you select is someone who you know would
not mind being interviewed.

3. Decide how to ask this person whether he will let you ir'-
terview him.

4. With your group make up a list of questions which you
want to ask the person you are interviewing.
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Using the discussion activities. You might
begin the discussion activities on page 33
by asking pupils how they might select a
person to interview, PupiN will probably
mention that this person should have an
interesting job. Bc sure pupils are aware
that not all adults will be willing to be
interviewed. This makes the method of
asking for an interview important. Pupils
may then discuss question 1.

You may then wish to point out that
the person being interviewed is doing a
favor by granting an interview. This ob-
servation may lead to discussion of ques-
tions 2 and 3.

Using the composition activities. It might
be a good idea to select the groups for A.
In this way each group will be sure to
have at least one member who can lead.

It might also be a good idea to check
to scc what plans each 3roup hag made
for requesting and carrying out the inter-
view. See, too, that each pupil has been
able to contribute to the discussion or to
the actual interview.

Additional suggestions. Some pupils might
enjoy role-playing celebrities. These celeb-
rities could represent many different
fields. such as entertainment, medicine.
law, and art.

Other pupils might interview their par-
ents, relatives, or neighbors.

Jobs

5. Decide who is going to ask the questions of the person your
group chooses to interview. If two people do the interview,
one person could ask the questions while the other writes
down the answers. If one person docs the interview, he may
wish to use a tape recorder for the interview.

6. Have the member or members of your group who did the
interview report back to the group.

B. Share what your group learned with the rest of the class.

Language Experience: The pupils discover how to write
descriptive paragraphs as they write about jobs in the future.

14. Writing about Jobs

FOR
TEACHING Study both pictures at the top of the page. What job is being
HELPS, done in each picture? Which picture shows a job being done in
SEE T33.

the future? Housecleaning. The second picture.

Study both pictures again. Be thinking of another job. Think
of how this job might be done in the future. As you answer the
following questions, think of sentences you might write describing
how this job might be done in the future.

Is the same or a different job being done in
each picture? same.

What is different about the room in each
picture? The second picture shows how the room might look in the future.

What is different about how the housework is
34 being done in each picture? A hose and a vacuum in

the second picture replace the vacuum in the first picture.
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For
Discussion

Suppose that you live in the year 2000. Think of how you
could write a description of how housework is done differently
than it once was.

1. What might be a good title for your description?

2. In one or two sentences, what might you say about how
housework was done in the 1970's?

3. In one or two sentences, what might you say about how
housework has changed by the year 2000?

Activities

A. Think of a job. Think of how it is done now. Think of
how this job might be done in the future. Then try the following
activities.

1. On your paper, write a title. For example, if you are describ-
ing housework, you might write Housework in the Future.

2. Write two or three sentences telling how the job is done
today.

3. Write two or three sentences describing how the job might
be done in the future.

4. At the bottom of the page, draw two pictures. TI e first pic-
ture should show the job you described being done today.
The second picture should show the job as it might be done
in the future.

5. If you wish, share your written descriptions and pictures
with your friends.

B. Have one person in your class collect the pictures and de-
scriptions from each of you. These pictures and descriptions can
be put into a class job folder.

35
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Jobs

Lesson 14: Writing about Jobs,
pages 34-35

Teaching god. To give pupils the cxperi-

cncc of writing descriptive paragraphs
about imaginative jobs in the future.

Discovery activities. You might begin
these activities by asking pupils how old
they will be in the year A.D. 2000. Then
ask pupils what will be different about the
way people will be living then. After a few
minutes of discussion, ask pupils what they
think might be different about houses and
methods of taking care of houses. T :I nave
pupils compare the two pictures at the top of
page 34 and decide what things in the secotd
picture are the counterparts of thc things in
the first picture.

Allow pupils time to read the two para-
graphs beneath the pictures and to think
about the questions asked in these para-
graphs before discussing the questions.

Using the discussion activities. You might
have pupils interpret the word housework
loosely. Give pupils time to rcally think
about the discussion qucstions on page 35
bcforc answcring. Caution pupils to think of
specific tasks whcn discussing the questions.
Parking a car, growing vegetables, and cook-
ing a roast are possible tasks.

Using the composition activities. It is a

good idea to caution pupils to be specific
about the jobs they choosc when doing the
composition activities on page 35. Some
pupils may wish to illustrate and describe
more than one job for A.

In doing B, a volunteer might wish to dc-
sign a cover for thc class job folder.

Additional suggestions. Some pupils might
wish to think of one or two possible jobs of
the future. Dusting thc family computer and
being a conductor on a passenger conveyer
tclt are possible jobs. Pupils could write brief
descriptions of future jobs such as these.

Some pupils might like to draw pictures or
cartoons showing jobs of the future.

2 72
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Viewpoints

PAGES 162-163

EMPHASIS
A famous old tale from India alerts
children to the fact that people can
have different points of view about al-
most anything. These may depend upon
what they know (or think they know)
about a subject. Through discussion,
youngsters should come to realize that
a valid opinion results from impartially
weighing differing points of view.

EXPLANATION
I," boys and girls they are going to
hear an old tale in which several blind
men try to describe an elephant.

After pupils have heard the story,
lead a discussion of the first three para-
graphs that appear in the box at the
bottom of page 163. Then ask children
these questions:

Why do people often feel that their
opinions are the right ones?
How can this attitude keep people
from learning more about a subject?
What advice would you give to an
opinionat't person? Do you think
he would listen?
How do you react to a person who
won't listen to what you have to say?
Do you always listen to what others
have to say? Do you try to under-
stand another person's viewpoint?
Do you try to understand why he has
a different point of view?
When discussing the last paragraph in

the box, children should note that this
old tale resembles a fable, in that it
teaches a lesson. What lesson do young-
step: think this tale teaches'

from Language and How to Use It 4 Andrew
Schiller, et al. Scott, Foresman, and Co. 01973 pp.
162-165 Reprinted by permission of the publisher.

Many years ago, in a village in
the faraway country of India. there
lived six blind mcn. Now these men
had one thing in common. In spite
of their blindness, they all wanted
to team as much as they could about
everything. And one of the things
they wanted to learn about most was
the elephant. They had heard a
great deal about this huge, wonder-
rui beast, but still they wanted to
find out for themselves what it was
like. So they had a boy take them
to an elephant that was working for
its master. Just at the moment,
however, the elephant was resting.

As the first man went up to thc
elephant, he happened to stumble and
fall against the side of the animal.
"It's easy to see what this creature
is like." said the man. its like
a great stone wall."

Now the second man went up to
the elephant. but the first thing
he touched was dn. sk. "You arc
wrong!" he cried to the first man.
The elephant is like a strong

spear "
When the third man approached

thc elephant, the animal reached
out its trunk and the man felt it.
"Aha!" he cried to the first two.

"How silly! The elephant in like
a snake "

Now by this time the other thrce
men were puzzled. So they all ap-
proached the elephant. The fourth
man touched the elephant's knee and
cncd, "I think the elephant is like
a tree." The fifth man touched its
ear and said, "No. no. not The

_phant is I:ke a fan." The sixth
man touched its tail and said con-
temptaously. "You are all wrung.
The elephant is like a rope."

Then what an argumcit there
was) Each man insisted that he

knew exactly what an elephant was
like But you. dear reader, will
understand that each man was pad.
right. and each man was partly wrong.
And that is the way it is with a
groat many people in this world.

Did any of the six blind
men give an accurate descnp-
tion of an elephant? Why not?

In what way was each man's
description partly nght"

How could the men have
helped one another to "see"
the elephant') Why weren't
they likely to do so?

Does this old talc resemble
a fable in any way? Try to
wnte a moral for it.
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EXTENSION
1. Devise a game to let pupils step into
the blind men's shoes and fully appre-
ciate the truth that underlies the tale.
Blindfold six children. Let each child
feel a different part of an object you have
chosen. Without any discussion of the
object, he should write at least two sen-
tences describing it. When all six have
completed their descriptions, have them
read their sentences to the class. Then
show the six children the object they have
described.

Repeat the game several times with
different pupils and objects. Finally,
discuss what the lesson teaches.

2. To help pupils realize that there
are many valid points of view, list several
open-ended sentences that encourage
children to think for themselves. You
could choose from these sentences:

In my opinion one way each of us can
contribute to a better world is ...
Adults could learn something from
children by ...
When judging someone else, it is
important to ...
If I were an umpire for a baseball
game, my hardest job would be ...
When I look at the stars in the sum-
mer sky, I see ...
The most attractive color for a sweater
is ...
After boys and girls have had time to

consider their ideas, invite an exchange
of viewpoints. Bring out that many an-
swers are purely opinion. There is no
"right" or "wrong," or "better" or "worse"
judgment as to whether a blue sweater
or a green sweater is the more attractive,
for example.

PAGES 164-165

This lesson underscores the importance
of trying to understand the viewpoints
of other persons. Youngsters discuss
what viewpoints certain people would
be likely to have on selected subjects
and why the people would take those
points of view.

After children enjoy the humor in the
pup's answer to the bat, ask them to
think how both meanings for the word
viewpoint (1. place from which on6 can
look at something; 2. attitude of mind),
apply to this bit of nonsensical verse.
If necessary, review the meanings by
referring to the blind men who spoke
without sufficient information because of
their limited viewpoints. Then ask pupils
what might have happened if the pup
and the bat had traded places from which
to look at the world.

Have pupils read silently the dialogue
on these two pages. Then, after they
answer the first two questions in the
box, point to the changes in attitudes.
Ask whether anyone in the family changed
hk opinion during the conversation. What
caused that person to react differently
to the rainy day? When children sense
how each member of the family felt, have
them read the dialogue aloud.

Ask how the family's reactions to
the rain differed from the blind men's
opinions about the elephant. Pupils
will realize that the blind men's atti-
tudes differed because each knew only
a part of what he was talking about. The
family's attitudes differed because each
member had a personal reason for want-
ing or not wanting rain. Lead children
to generalize that two reasons for dif-
ferent viewpoints are (1) incomplete
information; and (2) personal attitudes.

After pupils complete the discussion
suggested in the box, conclude the lesson
by eliciting a statement to the effect
that, when arguments occur, youngsters
should attempt to understand the view-
points of all pers ,ns concerned.
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Listening to poems to detect viewpoint.
wilt. heighten youngsters' poetic appre-
ciation. For example, read several h,
on rain in Harry Behn's Cricket Songs
(Harcourt Rrace Jovanovich, Inc., 1964)
or read rain poems in The Arbuthnot An-
thology. For example, "It Is Raining" by
Lucy Sprague Mitchell presents view-
points with which pupils may not agree.
Annette Wynre's "Excuse Us, Animals
in the Zoo" in the latter reference has
as its theme the consideration of others'
viewpoints.

Although most of us don't look at the world
upside-down, all of us se-t things in slightly
different ways because we are all different.
As you read the conversation below, "tice the
different viewpoints that five people had on
the same subject.

&IOTA*: My goodness, just listen to that
thunder! Were in for a good rain this
afternoon. I'm glad I have that new book
to read.

oar: Our Girl Scout hike Is going to be
spoiled. It always rains when vie have
something planned.

MARY: Can't you wear raincoats r's your tile?
I'm going to wear my new ,.it incoat and
hat today. I di,nk I'll ^ut them jn right
now and go outside.

ALLAN: If you're going out, why don't you
help me deliver my newspapers? I need help
today. "'.., all this dumb rain I'll have
to put the pipers inside the screen doors.

DOT Maybe there's a chance th' rain will stop
in an hour. We might still have our hike
then unless it's too muddy.

MOTHER. You're not much 01 a hiker if you're
afraid of come mud.

ALLAN: I just heard Dad come in the door.
Maybe he'll drive me around on my paper roinc

DAD: rill certainly glad I rot up early and
plar d those tomatoes today. What a wonder-
ful rain for the new g.inlen'

MOTHIR Do 'jou think you could take Allan on
his paper route? He just got over J cold

have some hot soup for both of you when
you get hack

our: The hike leader called. Mother. We've
decided t, work on our troop scrapbook instead
of hiking. i told her the girls could come
riser here to paste and cut I wish we could
have some cookies

Horitta. There gGes my quiet. rainy afternoon

How did each person view the rainy day/ Why
did each one probahly think as he did? Perhaps
you've had .2 similar experience Tell about it

The people below would probably have differ-
ent views on the subjects under which the) arc
listed. Discuss xv'.a, 'heir different views
might be

a school holiday a pet doh bedtime
a mother a child parents
fourthgradcrc parents a hole brother
a teacher a neightor you
a %ratite officer a mailman a bahy cuter
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LESSON 8 4 days

This lesson t....velops children's understanding of
themselves as human beings and as members of
groups It focuses on the effect of beliefs on the
other categories of culture.

The learning experiences in this lesson help to
develo, the skills of conceptualizing, inferring,
imaci,.ning, and acquiring and reporting information
from direct observation of 'television ads The lesson
also fosters seif-awareness and respect for others

The student should be able to.

Conceptualize the rEationship of beliefs to other
categories of culture by listing examples of se-
lected rriqtionships

Exhibit decreasing ethnocentrism expressing,
from the voewpoint of an Aztec. beliefs about the
natural system

Infer the part of the natural system that pictured
nature deities may represent

Demonstrate self-awareness by naming a belief
he or she has about one of the categories of cul-
ture.

student text pages 8E -95

paper end pencil, globe or map of North America
(optional. magazine and newspaper pictures of
people demonstrating or working for a cause)

beliefs (review natural system)

from Planet Earth, James M. Oswald. 0 1R76 by
Houghton Mifflin. pp. T124-131. Used with per-
mission.

2
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Beliefs

HOW DO BELIEFS AFFECT OUR LIVES?

People feel some things are more important than others

They value these objects or ideas or ways of doing things.

Out of their values grow many beliefs. For example, one

group of people may put a higher value on the group than

on the individual. From this value may come such beliefs
as land should be owned by the group; each person
should work for the good of all; each person should get

d fair share of the goods produced.

Beliefs are like a thread. They weave together the

other parts of culture. Beliefs may be shown in paintings

and carvings, in stories and poems, and in songs and
dar:es. They may affect the kind of technology a group
of people will have, or the kind of family, or the ways
people learn. The goods and services people lice, the laws

they make, and their religious institutions also grow out
of their beliefs.

Take a look at the way beliefs can affect just o.le part
of people's lives. Suppose a traveler from Outer Space

,-ame to Earth and wrote this about visiting a !arr. ity:

The first thing I saw when I came to this city was a
strange monster. It rushed past me, screaming and blar-
ing. Its coat was shiny and bright. it was a very strange

monster, for it had eyes in front and in back of it. It had
two round eyes on its front, and square eyes on its rear.
All these eyes glowed in the dark. And it ran on round,
black feet It was followed by a herd of smaller monsters.

They darted from side to side, hooting and crying.

These monsters seem to be the most important form

of life here. The large ones don't let anyone get in their
way. And their young do not seem to have had any train-
ing at all. They scurry around like ants.

All the monsters smell bad. Their voices are harsh
and hurt the ears.

What are the "monsters" in the story? Would you
agree with the visitor from Outer Space?
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This shield of leathers and

gold has the symbol of an

Aztec ruler. Ths painting

shows the valley where 1.1e

Aztecs lived.

Beliefs

Many people believe cars are an important part of

their lives. This belief has affected the rest of their culture.

Look around you on your waf to school. How many

stop lights do you see? How many signs tell drivers what

to do? What inshrtion do Lars affect?

Do a survey of the ads on tele% ,cion How many are

ads about cars? How many are -..,out things that have to

do with cars? How many ads that ire not about cars show

people using cars? And how many of the ads have nothing

at all to do with cars?

What does your survey tell you about the value peo-

ple phce on cars? What does it tell you about the interac-

tion of beliefs with language and technology?

How might a belief that tars are important affect the

technology of building roads? Of building railroads?

What skills have people cle%elopeci because they be-

lieve cars ar.- important?

What institutions do +he pictures show? How are they

affected by rie belief that cars are important?

What needs do cars help people meet?

Humans depend on the parts of the natural system..

A look at some peoples' beliefs indicates how important

the natural system is in people's lives.

Long ago, a people called the Aztecs lived in Mexico.

They lived in a huge valley that had many lakes. All
around the valley were volcanoes. These volcanoes often

ca ised earthquakes. Clicks appeared in the ground, and

buildings were torn apart.

Part of the year there was little rain. The land dried

up, and the air was filled with dust. Plants died because

they did not get enough water. Part of the year there was

heavy rain. It filled the lakes and made floods that tore

down hous,--s.

At such times, the Aztecs feared the natural system.

They did not have the technology to change their environ-

ment. They could do nothing to stop the floods or earth-

quakes.

But the Aztecs also valued the natural system. The

wind cooled them when days were hot. Rain and the warm

sun made plants grow. The land could be n- de into sun-

chied bricks for houses. The plants that grew in it met

most of the people's needs.
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Beliefs

11 possible, show students
magazine and newspaper pictures of people work-
ing or demonstrating for a cause in which they be-
lieve Otherwise you might discuss with the students
such things as Peace Corps workers, mission doc-
tors a-id nurses, workers striking people marching
for civil rights, marches against poverty Ask stu-
dents what they think the people involved in these
situations feel :s important Help them see that
what people feel is important 3y lead to other be-
liefs For example. someone who feels that the
health of people is important may believe ;hat all
people have the right tc,nexpensive medical care.
Give the students two Cilifiree examples to help
them see that one belief may lead to others.

Name a belief and ask students to think ho.,, it

might affect the way a person lives How might it
affect other parts of culture? (A belief that all should
have medical care might cause a person to become
a doctor or nurse wno works with needy people in
an impoverished area (This would require the learn-
ing of medical skills (technology) and perhaps the
acquisition of a new language ) Don't press children
for answers, since beliefs are intangible and difficult
for them to grasp, but give them a chance to recog-
nize that beliefs can affect the other categories of
culture (The Background Information on page T131
will be useful in your lesson preparation )

Read to the students or
have them read the story on page 89 After they've
identifier' ine "monsters" as cars, ask thern how
they feel about ;ars Let students speculate about
why the space traveler saw cars as monsters Have
them imagine they've never seen a car before and
suddenly are put in the middle of a city at rush hour
How would they feel? Give them a chance to em-
pathize with the hypothetical space traveler

Then ask students to describe their own impres-
sions of city traffic Does it eves frighten you? Or
do you accept as a matter of cosyse" Does a
day ever pass when you do not see at least one
automobile' How would you feel about visiting
some place where there were no cars'

Answering the questions on page 90 will give
students insig'it into the way beliefs affect the other
categories of culture Stoplights mileage signs,
signs restricting soeed or giving other directions to
motorists reflect ways cars affect language An
automotive-oriented society must of necessity af-
fect government, the institution that makes laws and
decisions Advert,sernents about cars and car
products show how cars affect the economic insti-
tution

Have students conduct the television ad survey
over a limited peris)ci (two or three days) Here is a
sample survey sheet students might use

NUMBER OF ADS
Day 1 Day 2 Total

Ads about cars
Ads about car products
Ads about other goods

but showing cars
Ads about other goods.

not showing cars

Explain, if necessary, that ads about cars would
include ads about new or used cars for sale,
whereas ads about car products would be about
such items as gas, oil, and tires Have students in-
clude in their record the time period involved (1
hour, 2 hours, and so on) in surveying television
ads

Disciss the results of the survey with stuoents
They may have found that a surprisingly high pro-
portion of ads were oriented toward an audience
valuing cars Ask what their findings tell about the
importance of cars to people in the United States

Valuing cars would lead to the building of high-
s .7.nd often the decline of railroads It you can

.d an oid atlas showing highways and miroads
oef ore 1945 to compare with a current one stu-
dent:, will have a better idea of the effect of an au-
tomotive society on technology

Have students list people ,se jobs are related
to cars traffic officers, workers in an auto factory.
highway construction rew auto salesperson, auto
mechanic gas station attendant to help them
understand how valuing cars can affect the skills
people learn Encourage children to talk about peo-
ple they kn-w who have ;chs connected w.th au-
tomotive vehicles
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The Aztecs did not know what aused floods or
earthquakes. They explained them by saying that there
WCIC gods and goddesses of air, land, water, and sun. The

Aztecs said that floods came when the god of rain was
angry. Then the Aztecs would ask the god of the sun for
protection. When it was dry, they would pray to the god
of rain.

The Aztecs were not the only humans who have felt

this way about the natural system. Many other humans
have believed in gods and goddesses of air, water, sun, and

land. Like the Aztecs, they prayed to these gods and god-

desses and gave them gifts.

The pictures on page 91 show ,nstitutions
driviho school drive-in restaurant drive-in bank
that cater to a population which values ',ars Shop-
ping centers that can only be reached by car reflect
this outlook Help students to understand that one
reason people value cars is that cars help people
meet many needs Automotive vehicles help people
get to work They help people get food from stores
and deliver goods and services They can transport
people on trips, to various kinds of institutions of
lea.ning and to scenic places and museums to help
meet the need for beauty They can make it possible
for families P do things and go places together

Explain to students that lust as our beliefs about
cars can affect our larguage. technology. and in-
stitutions, so can beliefs about the natural system
For example, a belief that trees were important
might cause a government to make more parks
Trees might be used as symbols on advertising
signs Technology would emphasize skills in grow-
ing trees and in using tree products

In discussinc beliefs about the natural system.
help students realize how people depend on this
system by asking students what would happen to
bread if the wheat it was made from was killed by a
severe dry spell Why might people think the sun
caused the disaster?

The discussion of the Aztecs will help to build the
idea that beliefs often develop out of events occur-
ring in the natural system Use a globe or map of
North America to locate Mexico Have students no-
tice its location relative to your communiti Then
point out Mexico City, which stands on the site once
occupied by Tenochtitlan, the Aztec capital

The Aztecs were the last of the societies which
arose in the Mex.. Central Amenc.a area in what is
called the pre-Columbian period Along with the
earlier Maya. today the Aztecs are the best known
of these early societies because many records of
their language, beliefs, technology, and institutions
were preserved Investigations by archeologists and

anthropologists have further en:ightened us on
Aztec society A good popular source for informa-
tion about them is Everyday Life of the Aztecs by
Warwick Bray (Putnam. 1968) which combines ex-
cerpts from Aztec writings and :,panish reports

The Aztecs maintained a close contact with the
natural system. This is evidenced by the fact that
they named and described thousands of plants and
animals. Cr ou might like to point out to students that
some of our words for living things coyote. to-
mato. chocolate, for example come from Aztec
words ) Aztec interest in the natural system was
also indicated by the names of people and gods
Seven Serpent. Flower Prince, Hummingbird War-
rior. Feathered Serpent. One Reed

Give students time to study the pictures on pages
92-93, The feather shield represents a lost art It

probably belonged to Ahuitzotl, the uncle of the di-
lated Moctezuma during whose reign Mexico was
conquered. It depicts an imaginary aquatic animal
and reflects the Aztec interest in the natural system
The painting of the valley of Mexico is by one of
Mexico's leading landscape artists. Jose Maria Ve-
lasco, and was painted about 1900 While it shows a
drier valley than in Aztec times, when there were
more lakes, the landscape had changed little since
the time of the Conquest (Today much of the valley
is covered by the expansion of Mexico City.) The
painting is interesting because it shows (on the left)
the two snow-covered volcanoes Popocatepeti
and Ixtaccihuatl that dominate U valley. Point
these out to students and have them note the many
smaller cone-shaped hills whit'' are further evi-
dence of volcanic activity.

Help students to understand that, because the
Aztecs lacked the technology to control floods and
earthquakes. many lives were lost during natural
disasters, and crops were ruined Explain to stu-
dents that while we still cannot control earthquakes.
we can build dams it'ai control much flooding Also
we receive advance warnings of natural disasters
through modern media. and these warnings hero
save many lives

280
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Beliefs

Humans are born into societies that have already
established values and beliefs. Children accept.
adapt to. or relect these beliefs as they grow and
learn. This lesson helps students become more
aware of the prevalence of beliefs in their society It
should help students to become aware of, and to
clarify, some of their own beliefs and to see how
they agree or conflict with beliefs held by others
Understanding that other people at different times
and in different places have held a variety of beliefs
can help children tolerate diversity and respect dif-
ferences in beliefs Students may also recognize
that, while beliefs in nature deities are held by far
fewer people in the modern world than they were in
the past. we are still linked to the natural system In
the past few years many people's beliefs about the
natural system have begun to change as people
have become increasingly aware of humanity's de-
pendence on the natural environment The follow-
ing units will explore each of the parts of the natural
system in more detail and help elucidate the in-
teraction of the natural environment and culture

These pictures show the ways dif-

ferent peoples have thought of thei-
gods. What part of the natural system

do you think each god stands for?

Today many people believe there

is only one God. They do not think
there are gods or goddesses of air,

water, sun, and land. But they realize

that the natural system is important to

life on Earth.

We have seen how important cul-

ture is to humans. Culture helps people

use and change the natural system.

The units that follow take a clover

look at the parts of the natural system.

We will see how these parts and culture

interact with each other.
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An important viewpoint for students to begin to
discover is that of viewing unfamiliar societies in the
context of those societies Have students imagine
what it would be like to live in the valley of Mexico in
Aztec times rlOW would they feel when heavy rains
caused floods'? Would they think there might be
some caing that was causing the rain'? How might
they feel about sun that brought drought'? How
might this lead to a belief in a sun dEity? Have stu-
dents speculate about how Aztec beliefs in nature
deities might affect the other categories of culture
Encourage students to try to put themselves in the
place of the Aztecs rather than disparaging Aztec
beliefs because they differ from the students' own
Point out to students that putting ourselves in
someone else's place helps us underiztand that
person better. As students learn to view a society in
its own terms, their ethnocentrism should decrease

Have students look at the drawings on pages 94-
95, which represent the attributes of nature deities
in which people have believed in the past To help
students associate the gods and goddesses por-
trayed with the natural system. can their attention to
the details that indicate functions or qualities of
each The following brief descriptions may be help-
fu' to you.

PAGE 94 (from top) Tellus Mater a very early
Roman poddess, the Earth Mother (Mother Nature)
from whom all living things get life Also called
Terra. the Latin word for Earth Poseidon Greek
god of the sea and its inhabitants, often associated
also with horses Amaterasu Orrukami an ancient
sun goddess in the Japanese Shinto religion The
ruling family in feudal Japan claimed descent from
her, and Japan is sometimes called "Land of the
Rising Sun

PAGE 95 (from top. clockwise) Thor. Germanic
god of thunder, noted for his immense strength.
when ne struck clouds with his hammer MI() !Intr. it
caused thunder and lightning Surya a very early
Hindu sun god. known as the all-seeing, who drove
out both darkness and evil and was reputedly made
of brightly polished copper Nisaba the Sumerian
goddess of grain Wind mask several different peo-
ples in the Americas believed in a wind god whom
they often represented by a mask with blowing lips

Beliefs

Have each student
choose one category of culture (You may wish to
split the category of institutions into its five basic
components family, religion, education, eco-
nomics, government ) Ask students to name one
belief that relates to the category chosen. To help
students. give them some simple examples Lan-
guage one should say "thank you" .,hen one is
given somethini le(' tmolcgy people should wear
seat belts mstir.,:i)ns children should obey their
parents, you should not jaywalk Let students work
together in small groups to list ways the beliefs
named affect that category of culture

On student text pages 96 and 97 you will find
review exercises for Lessons 4-8 and for the unit
The suggested duration for this lesson (4 days) is
intended to accommodate the use of these review
exercises

Have students interviev. People in their family or
community on the value of public transportation
compared with the value of private cars Have stu-
dents follow the guidelines for interviewing as they
did in Lesson 3 (page 68).

Have students pick something that is valued highly
in their society (such as television, certain hair
styles style of dress. sports) Television and maga-
zine commercials are a good starting point Have
them find pictures that show how this valued object
affects language. technology, and institutions

Students may wish to know more about religious
beliefs of the major religions or of lesser-known
onei,.. Encot. ige them to use reference books to
add to their understanding
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Linguage

HOW HUMANS USE LANGUAGE .

These words are printed on paper. Before words were put
on it, the paper was blank. Now it has been used. The
words printed on the paper have changed it.

Like words printed on a page, human culture is
printed on the natural system. Culture language, tools,
institutions, and beliefs helps people use and change the
natural system. Culture gives us many ways to meet our
needs for air, water, food, and shelter.

Language is the way that people communicate
(kuh-MYOON'ih-kate), the way we send and get mes-
sages. Humans and other living things communicate by
sounds and gestures. What messages do you think they
are communicating in these pictures?

What gestures do you use? what does each of your
gestures mean?

People may use symbols (SIM'bulz) when they com-
municate. Symbols are things that stanc: for something
else. Symbols can be pictures or signs. They can be
words. Symbol,. -7e a short way of saying something.

A few of the symbols people use are shown above.
What other kinds of symbols can you name?

The symbois you probably know best are numbers
and setters. Letters are put together to make words. And
words are grouped together to make sentences. The
sounds, gestures, and symbols that people use make up
language. Human language makes it possible for us to
communicate in ways other things cannot.

In how many ways can a dog tell you it is hungry?
In how many ways can "ou tell someone that you're
hungry? Humans can use many different forms of lan-
guage.

Sometimes one kind of language is better than an-
other. Suppose you wanted to tell someone how to get
from your home to your school. Which of the two kinds
of language shown here would be better to use? Why?

from Planet .Barth, James M. Oswald. 0 1976 by
Houghton Mifflin. pp. T80-87. Used with permis-
sion.

Language can also communicate beliefs. It can tell
you what people like and what they don't like. Language
can tell you what people think is important.

I think it's wrong to litter.

I'd rather walk than ride my bike.
People should get lots of exercise.

I like potatoes better than peas.

How would you use language to tell someone about
your beliefs?

The pictures below show you how the expressions on

people's faces communicate feelings. What other forms
of language can you use to show these feelings?

Human language makes known our ideas, feelings,
and beliefs. It can do even more.

There is something only human beings can com-
municate about. Read the sentences below. !What is it?

Will you go away on your vacation this year?

Yesterday I was so tired I fell asleep at the table.
Last week I read three books.

I'll pick up the cleaning tomorrow morning.
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Language

By barking and jumping, a dog can

tell you only that it is hungry today It

has no language tc tell you it was
hungry yesterday or that it will be
hungry tomorrow. But people can use

language to communicate about the
past, the present, and the future.

Language can do even more. Here

is a picture of Erasmus (ih-RAZ'mus).

Erasmus died more than 400 years ago.

He lived in the Netherlands, thousands

of miles away from the Unites States.

How can he communicate with you
now? (HInt People are communicating

in this way with you right now.)

People use language to communicate

information, ideas,.and feelings. Why is this

important? By communicating with each other,
we find it easier to meet- our needs.

Here are some sentences you might hear in your
schcol. In each case, what human need is language helping

to meet?

May I get a drink of water?

Ym cold. May I close the window?

Will you play at my house after school?

Watch out for that ball!

Will you help me team that game?

Can I borrow that record? I like the music.

That's a nice picture. You're getting good at painting.

I'm starved. Can I have part of your lunch?

Get off me! I can't breathe.
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Language

This lesson develops children's understanding of
themselves as individuals and as human beings It

focuses on how people use language to com-
municate

The learning experiences in this lesson help to
rlevelop the skills of conceptualizing, inferring, and
hypothesizing The Icsson also fosters sell-aware-
ness and tolerance of uncertainty

The student should be able to

Conceptualize language, by giving examples of
the sounds, symbols, and gestures people use to
communicate

Infer from pictures some of the kinds of informa-
tion language can communicate

Demonstrate tolerance of diversity by investigat-
ing food preferences and pointing out that peo-
ple's likes and dislikes vary

Demonstrate self-awareness by expressing her or
his feelings in response to certain situations or
objects

Cite evidence to support the hypothesis that
humans use language to meet their needs

student text pages 42-51 and map on page 324

drawing materials

communicate, symbols. language, information

Give students a few minutes
to study the Unit Two opener (pages 42-43) Ask
them what things the picture shows Students
should recognize that the preponderance of oojects
were maCe by humans (The Backgrounct informa-
tion on page 187 will be useful in your lessOn prep-
aration )

Have students read pages 46 and 47 and answer
the questions in the text They should recognize that
a map shuwing directions is often a more effective
means of communication than words alone (They
might be interested in knowing that the map on page
46 was drawn by a fifth-grade student in Charles-
town, Massachusetts Students might enjoy making
similar maps )

Point out to students that people using an airport
may speak a number of different languages If your
community has an international airport nearby, stu-
dents may have firsthand experience with this They
might gel a better understanding of the problems of
communicating it you have them imagine they re in
an airport in a country where few people speak
English As them. How would you know where
the restrooms are? How would you find out
where to get a bus or taxi'? To make a phone call'?
To get something to eat? Point out that interna-
tional worts use pictorial signs like those in the
picture at the top of page 47 Have students try
making up signs for the classroom using both writ-
ten and pictorial language Ask them which of the
signs communicate most effectively

To help children see that feelings vary from indi-
vidual to individual, abA them to name foods they
like very much Then have them name foods they
don t like List their responses on the board Have
the class as a whole indicate by raising their hands,
whether they agree with the items listed Keep a
tally beside each food Then ask Are there some
foods that all of you like'? Dislike'? What foods do
only a few of you kW Dislike'? Do you think other
people would have the same likes and dislikes'?
Why? 'mob students to recognize that likes and dis-
likes L . an individual matter They should realize
that if a sampling of the class shows a number of
differences, then there may be more differences
when more people express rood preferences Help
students to accept and tolerate these differei.ces by
pointing out that what is important to one person
may not be important to another
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Give students some ex-
amples of different ways of communicating Tell

them you are going to give them the same message
in two different ways first by gesture and then by
sound. Ask them to identify your message and tell
how you communicated it Making the first example
an easy one will give them confidence to identify
more difficult examples You might put your finger to
your lips. then say ''please be quiet Other exam-
ples common to the students' experiences will fur-
ther their understar.ding

To help students understand that communication
is a two-way process, read them something in a
foreign language, use sign language. make mean-
ingless sounds or jumble words in a sentence Ask
them what you're doing Are you sending a mes-
sage Do they understand the message that s being
sent? Why do they think it's important for sender
and receiver to use a language that both under-
stand'? They should realize that comprehension is
part of communication.

Ask students to tell what they think each of the
pictures on page 44 st communicating Have them
tell what kind of communication is being used in
each Then °wide the class into two groups and
have one group try to guess the gestures made by
the other Discuss with students whether gestures
alone are sufficient to communicate Students
should begin to realize that a gesture must be com-
mon to both sender and receiver for a message to
be understood and that gestures are suitable only
for a limited amount or communication

To help students understand the meaning of
symbols, have them identify those pictured on page
45 (nautical flags, ioad sign. musica score, ac-
count number. and map symbols) Gave them a
chance to name some other symbols they're famil-
iar with They might enjoy making up symbols, per-
haps to go with school rules Let students volunteer
to show her symbols to the rest of the class, who
will try to express what each symbol means If a
symbol is not clear. ask students wh,1 it fails to
communicate a message Discuss with students
how they could improve their symbols and make
their messanes clearer Have students consider
why symbols used alone, limit one's ability to com-
municate They should recognize the overall ad-
vantage of words over gestures and symbols as a
means of communication

To give students further practice in i. iterpreiing
symbols. have them do the map !olls exercise
"Using Symbols." on student text page 324

Use the pictures on pages 48-49 to explore how
facial expressions reveal feelings After students
identity the feeling expressed by each picture, ask
what they think caused the person in the picture to
feel the way she or he does (If students think that
the child is showing fear because he is about to
receive medical treatment, point out that fear often
comes from ignore; ,e, that if the child knew treat-
ment would make him well, he would probably not
show fear )

Students may enjoy making up stories to go with
the pictures Discuss with the children why there
are different interpretations to the pictures to help
them see that each individual has different feelings
and may express them differently

Students might like to bring into class snapshots
and magazine pictures that show people with dif-
ferent expressions. Have them write or tell what
each person's expression communicates to them
You might also want to talk about how we are able to
sense another person's feelings by the way he or
she is sitting or standing or by the gestures he or
she makes

Then choose some subjects about which chhdren
may have strong feelings You might show them
contrasting pictures of urban or rural scenes, dif-
ferent kinds of clothing, various natural or human-
made objects Or name some cc Jrs or ask students
how they feel about darkness, a beautiful day, a
rainy day, a birthday party, a holiday Have students
choose a picture or draw one, that expresses how
they feel about the subjects named Or have them
choose a song that expresses how they feel on a
particular occasion



Language

To stress the importance of language in transmit-
ting ideas through the ages, you may want to talk
about ancient writings such as Egypttai. hiero-
glyphs The picture on page 266 of the student text
shows an example of these hieroglyphs You might
want to show .t to students. tell them that it is very,
very old, and explain that the meaning of the
hieroglyphs was lost until the Rosetta stone was
found. Because this stone contained the same
message both in hieroglyphs and in a language that
was known, it was possible to use it to find put what
hieroglyphs like those in the picture meant.

Tell students about the time capsules that are
deposited in different places to serve as messages
to future generations Ask them to think 01 what one
thing each of them would wish to communicate to
someone twenty years in the future Have them
make up a class time capsule containing these Oil-
ferent messages Encourage students to use a vari-
ety of forms or language in their communications

Ask students what needs
the sentences on page 50 are about Let them add
examples of their on Then have them look at the
pictures on page 51 and identify the need language
is helping meet in each case (clockwise from the
top need for food. for safety for self-actualization
and:or learning, for water for beauty and or learn-
ing)

As students Which of these needs do you
have? Which of them do other people have? Have
students name examples of other ways language
can be used to he'p meet people s needs What can
they say about human use of language") They
should recognize that since all humans share tne
same needs, all humans use language to communi-
cate and satisfy their needs

Have students form small groups each one re-
sponsible for making something that communicates
what he or she feels is the most important need of
the school community nat.on. or Earth They may
make a montige from magazines, mime, write a
story, play or poem, make posters or do paintings
or sculptures or models

Have students keep a diary that tells huw they feel
and what they did during one week The diary mignt
be kept in vriting. spoken onto tape or done pic4
tonally

Communication is vital to existence it is now known
that many animals communicate with each other in
a variety of ways Honeybees do a dance on the
hive wall to indicate the direction and distance of a
food source Dolphins in the depths of the ocean
communicate by sound. beds use song to warn off
territorial invaders.

Human language is both verbal and nonverbal
Verbal language may be spoken or written. whereas
nonverbal language relies on gestures. signs, and
symbols other than words. Although humans manly
use spoken and written language as a means of
communication, they also communicate through
gestures and body language

Language is not only a part of culture, in some
ways it shapes culture It is a means of expressing
and sallsrying our needs and of communicatingour
values attitudes. and beliefs .
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The Birth of Modern Europe

from Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia Kenneth
S. Cooper. 01984 Reprinted by permission from
Silver Burdett Co. pp. 140-151.

The Birth of Modern Europe
Develop an under.Yzolding of Ine Icrrn pc cple
yea's horn no vi v.11; clz,icler pL:TIc

The Middle Ages
VOCABUI

knight
fief
vassal
feudalism
manor
serf

guild
monopoly
apprentice
monastery
abbot
convent

Periods of history The word modern
comes from a Latin word meaning "just
now." We say we are living in modern
times, but so did the German writer, Cel-
larius (se !aril us), who lived nearly 300
years ago.

Cellarius wrote books in Latin. One of
his books, Modern History, came out in
1696. It told the story of Europ4 from 1453
to his own times.

You may think it strange that Cellarius
called the times he lived in "modern"
because he lived so long ago. But will
people living 300 years from now think
we lived in "modern" times?

The fact is that people always think of
their own times as modern, or "just now."
Socrates and Julius Caesar did not think
they lived in ancient times. It is we who
call their times ancient.

Cellarius also wrote two other histories.
He called one Ancient Aistory. It told of
events before A.D. 337. The other book was

a history of the period between ancient
and modern times. He called this book
History of the Middle Ages. We have con-
tinued to use Cellarius's labels for these
periods of history, but not all people who
study history agree with the dates Cel-
larius picked.

Cellarius may have chosen am. 337 as
the end of ancient times because that was
the year the great Roman Emperor Con-
stantine (kon' stan ten) died. Ce!larius
chose 1453 as the end of the Middle Ages
because that was the year Turkish armies
conquered the city of Constantinople
(kon stant' an a pal). Other historians
have chosen different dates, but most use
the name he invented. They call the
period between ancient and modern
times the Middle Ages.

Life in the Middle Ages What was
life like in the Middle Ages? The answer
to that question depends on what part of
the Middle Ages you are talking about,
what part of Europe you mean, and what
kind of people you are studying.

Life in the early part of the Middle Ages
was different from life in the later part of
the Middle Ages. The lives of the peasants
who worked the land were very different
from the lives of the nobles who owned
the land.
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The Birth of Modern Europe

It also made a difference where you
lived. Europe is ci continent with many
different types of land and climates. Life
in southern France was different from life
in Scandinavia.

Most of Europe was Christian during
the Middle Ages. But Moslem armies from
North Africa invaded Spain. The Moslems
were stopped when an army led by
Charles Martel defeated them at the Battle
of Tours (stir) in A.D. 732. You will read
more about Moslems in Unit 5.

Charles Martel's grandson, Charle-
magne (shar' le man), became a great
emperor. He ruled much of Western
Europe, but his empire came apart when
he died in A.D. 814. Western Europe broke
into many small states. It remained divided
until strong rulers came to power later in
the Middle Ages.

A king who conquered his king-
dom William the Conqueror was fat,
bald, strong, and brave. Few people
could bend his bow, which he used with
case. Few warriors showed a greats. brav-
ery in battle. William was a fierce fighter.
He had to be, for he lived in warlike times.

William was the son of the Duke (the
lord or ruler) of Normandy, a part of
France. William's father died when
William was 7. In those warlike times, it
seemed doubtful bi young William
would live long enough to rule Normandy.

One night enemies broke into the castle
where William slept. They would have
killed him if his uncle had not slipped
him out of the castle and hidden him with
woodchoppers in a forest. It was a
dangerous time for William because he
was too young to defend himself in battle
and protect his lands.

That soon changed. William grew up
and at the age of 19 he led his loyal
followers in putting down a rebellion.

William now ruled Normandy, but he
had his eyes on a bigger prize. His cousin,
King Edward of England, had no children.

When Edward died, William claimed to be
the king of England. The English leaders
did not accept William. Instead, they
crowned Harold, an English noble, as
king. William decided he would try to
conquer England.

In September 1066, William sailed for
England with an army. King Harold was
fighting other enemies in the north, so no
one stopped the landing of William's
army.

William was the first to come ashore.
As he stepped on the beach, he stumbled
and fell flat on his face. His followers might
have taken this for an unlucky sign, but
William was a quick thinker. He grabbed
two handfuls of dirt, and as he got up he
shouted, "I now take hold of the land of
England!"

The armies of Harold and William met
at the Battle of Hastings on October 14,

1066. William's army defeated the English,
and King Harold was killed.

There is a very unusual record of the
Battle of Hastings. It is a 231-foot (70.4 m)
strip of cloth known as the Bayeux
Tapestry (ba yilt tap'a stre). The Bayeux
Tapestry was made 11 years after the
Battle of Hastings. It shows the story of
William's conquest in pictures and words,
much like a modern comic strip.

The part of the tapestry shown on this
page illustrates one event in the Battle of
Hastings. William had a horse killed from
under him. Word spread that William was
also killed. William quickly got another
horse and rode into the thick of the fight.
He boldly lifted his helmet and shouted.
"Here I am! Look at me! i live and will
conquer yet!"

The tapestry shows that the Normans
fought mostly on horseback while the

143
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English fought on foot. In the scene shown,
William has raised his helmet so that Ills
men can see he is not dead.

After his victory at Hastings, William
and his army went to London. The En-
glish crowned him king. Duke William of
Normandy was now also King William the
Conqueror of England.
Raising an army without taxes Wil-
liam had won a great prize, but he had to
reward those who had helped him win it.
William gave his soldiers lands taken from
Harold's followers. But William did not
give away the land without getting some-
thing in return. Each person who got
land had to swear loyalty to William as
lord. Each had to promise to give William
a certain number of armed men with
horses for service to the king every year.
These mounted fighting men were known
as knights.

Knights formed the backbone of most
fighting forces in the Middle Ages. Their
main purpose in life was fighting, and they
spent many years learning their trade.
Young boys from noble families studied
the art of fighting under the keen eyes
of older knights. The boys learned how
to ride and how to use a sword and lance.
After serving older knights for a period of
time, the young men were knighted by
their lords.

The land granted to William's followers
was known as a fief (fef). The people who
got fiefs were called the king's vassals.
Granting fiefs made it possible for William
to have a fighting force at hand when he
needed it without having to pay money
for it.

A vassal who promised knights to the
king got them by giving parts of his fief as
smaller fiefs to other people who would
promise to supply knights. The king's
vassals became lords of their own vassals.
These vassals, in turn, would grant parts
of their fiefs to still others, and so on. The
smallest fief was usually granted to a sin-
gle knight who promised to serve his lc-d
each year.

Feudalism The system of granting
figs for the service of knights is called
feudalism (fyif da liz am). It divided the
power to govern among a number of no-
bles. Each lord ruled his vassals just as he
wa. ruled by his lord. This meant that
each lord protected his own vassals and
settled their disputes in his courts.

Feudalism was the system of govern-
ment in much of Western Europe during
the Middle Ages. If all went well, the feudal
arrangement should have kept order. But
things rarely went smoothly. Vassals some-
times grew more powerful than their lord.
Oaths of loyalty were not always kept.
Vassals fought against vassals, and lords
could not stop them. Vassals often re-
volted against their lords.

There could hardly be peace in a time
when so many people had small private
fighting forces and their own private
fortstheir castles.

You may think it would be fine to live
in a castle. But castles in the Middle Ages
were built mainly for protection, not com-
fort. Thick stone walls might keep out an
enemy, but not the damp winter weather.
Small windows served well for lookouts,
but they let in little sunshine. Castles were
usually built in hard-to-reach places. If
possible, a water-filled ditch called a moat
surrounded a castle. A moat helped pro-
tect a castle from attack.
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Manors Almost all ways of life during
the Middle Ages depended on the work of
the people who lived on manors. A manor
was a large farm or estate. The peasants
on the manors plowed its fields and
raised animals and crops. Their long, hard
work put the food on the tables of kings
and nobles.

A king or queen usually had many
manors in different parts of the kingdom.
It was said in the Middle Ages that "the
king should live on his own." This meant
that the royal manors should supply food
and other things needed by the royal
household. The royal household included
knights, officials, and servants, as well as
the king and queen and their family. The
household needed so many things that it
generally moved abc at the kingdom from
one royal manor to another during the

year. One manor could not possibly feed

so many people and animals throughout
the year. William the Conqueror usually
spent Christmas at his manor in Glouces-
ter (glas' tar) and Easter at his manor in
Winchester (win' ches tar).

The fiefs granted by the king or queen
to great vassals usually had a number of
manors. The great vassals would gran^
some of these manors as fiefs to others in
order to get the knights they had prom-
ised the king.

Life of the serfs Many of the peas-
ants who worked on the manors were
serfs. Serfs were not free to leave the
manor without the consent of the lord of
the manor. It was said that serfs were
"attached to the land." Serfs belonged to

. manors just like the trees in a manor's
forest or grass in its pastures.

Manors were divided into several large
fields. Each field was then divided into
narrow strips of land. Some strips were
used to grow crops for the lord of the
manor. Other strips were used to raise
crops for the church. The rest of the
strips were for the use of the serfs. The
work on all the land was done by the
serfs, but they got only that part of the
crop that grew on the strips of land set
aside for them.

We know the names of some serfs be-
cause they were written down in the rec-
ords some manors kept. Some serfs'
names were William Sparrow, Roger
Mouse, William Littlefair, John Stoutlook.
Agnes Redhead, and Margaret Merry. We
have records of their names, but we know
little about the lives of the serfs who had
these names. No one wrote down their
stories, and serfs themselves could not
read or write. We only know in general
what their lives were like.

Serfs usually lived in a village on the
manor. It was safer in those ,, arlike times
to live in a village than io live alone in the
countryside.

The serfs worked long, hard hours with
simple tools. They had to do many kinds
of things besides working in the fields.
They cut and carried wood that would be
burned in fireplaces in the lord's home.
They gathered nuts and berries from the
forest for the lord's dinner table. They
took care of the lord's cows, goats, and
horses.

When serfs killed one of their own
animals, they had to give the lord some of
the best parts of the animal. Serfs had to
give eggs to the lord's kitchen. They had
to grind the grain they raised at the lord's
mill. They paid for using the mill by giving
the lord part of the grain.

The life of a serf was hard, but it was
the life led by many people in the Middle
Ages. There were far more serfs than no-
bles. If you had lived then, it is very likely
that you would have been a serf rather
than a noble.
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Living in cities Not everyone who
lived in the Middle Ages lived in a manor
house, in castles, or in villages. Nor was
everyone a serf, a noble, or a knight.
Many people also lived in cities.

Cities in the Middle Ages were often
crowded and dirty.The picture on this page
shows how narrow some cf the streets
were .n some European cities in the Middle
Ages. Life must have been very crcwded

on this street, which is only about 10 feet
wide. The buildings are very close to-
gether, and very little sunlight enters the
street. This street, built so long ago, still
exists in Europe.

Many of the people who lived in cities
were known by illeb butie ul business.
There was Richard le Barbier (ba'bya) and
Thomas le Potier (pO' ty a). In England
they would have been known as Richard
Barber and Thomas Potter. As you can tell
by looking in a telephone book, many
names today go back to the time when
people were known by their trade. Some
examples are Butcher, Baker, and Weaver.

People who had a trade in a city did
not have to travel to work every morning
because they usually lived where they
worked. Tailors, for instance, might have
their shops on the first floor of their
house and live upstairs.

Goods were sold in the shops where the
goods were made. People did not go to a
clothing store to buy a hat. They went to a
hatmaker's shop. Therefore, the person
who sold hats could not blame someone
else if the hats were not made well.

A person with a trade belonged to a
trade guild. These guilds were organiza-

tions of people who had the same trade.
Shoemakers, tailors, and bakers all had
their own guilds.

The guilds controlled the making and
selling of goods. This kind of control is
called a monopoly. Guilds set rules for
making and selling goods. All guild mem-
bers had to follow the rules set down by
the guilds. Tailors had to use a certain
type of cloth. People who worked with
gold had to measure the gold honestly.
Guilds also ruled such things as what time
guild members could open their shops.
No one in a trade run by a guild could
open shop before other guild members
did.

A person who wanted to learn a trade
was called an apprentice (a pren' tis).
Guilds limited the number of apprentices
in a trade. Apprentices learned their trade
from someone who already was a guild
member. These people were, called mas-
ters. By limiting the number of appren-
tices a master might have, the guilds
made sure there would never be too
many people in their line of business.

Apprentices agreed to work for a cer-
tain number of years for a master. In
some trades. apprentices had to work 4
years. In others, apprentices had to work
as long as 12 years.

The master agreed to feed and clothe
the apprentice during these years. But
more importantly, the master agreed to
teach the apprentice a trade.

After putting in the time promised. ap-
prentices might seek to become masters
The apprentices would have to present to
the guild statements from their masters
saying that the apprentices were good
people who had learned the trade. Some-
times. apprentices would have to show a
sample of their work. These samples
were called masterpieces. A masterpiece
would have to meet guild standards.
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When apprentices showed that they
could practice the trade according to
gad standards, they became masters and
swore that they would uphold the guild's
rules. They would follow the guild's stan-
dards and help it keep its monopoly.

Not all apprentices became masters.
There was a middle level called jour-
neyman. These people practiced a certain
trade and usually worked for a master.
Journeymen were no longer apprentices.
but had not yet become masters.

A strong-willed woman During the
Middle Ages men and women were not
usually treated equally. Men usually had
more power than women. When a vassal
died. his oldest son would usually get his
father's fief if the son swore loyalty to his
father's lord.

There was once a Duke of Aquitaine
(ak' wa tan) who had no son. He did have
a daughter named Eleanor. Acquitaine was
one of the largest fiefs in France. The
French king and the duke worried about
what would happen to Aquitaine when
the duke died. The king and the duke
agreed that Eleanor should get the fief
and that she should marry the king's son,
Louis.

The old duke died in 113'. Eleanor
married Louis that same year. The king
died a month after the wedding. Eleanor's
new husband became King Louis VII. The
numeral after his name means that he
was the seventh king of France named
Louis. The young girl was now Queen of
France as well as ruler of Aquitaine.

If the former king had thought that
Louis could control both Eleanor and her
fief, he was wrong. Eleanor was not easy
to control. She certainly was not one to
remain shut up in a royal palace. Louis
discovered this when he decided to go on
a crusade.

Crusralt 3 were religious wars between
Christians and Moslems. Crusade means
"war for the cross." During the First
Crusade (1096-1099), knights from
Europe captured the holy city of
Jerusalem and set up a Christian kingdom
there. They found it hard to hold the
kingdom. From time to time the Moslems
tried to recapture it.

The Second Crusade began in 1147.
Louis VII decided that he would take an
army to help the Christians. Eleanor de-
cided that she would go on the crusade,
too. When Louis and his army set out on
the crusade, Eleanor and a group of her
ladies set out on horseback with them.
Eleanor and Louis quarreled while they
were on the crusade. They were divorced
after they returned to France.

Eleanor went back to Aquitaine. She
was no longer Louis's wife, but she was
still his vassal.

Eleanor did not remain unmarried
long. She soon became the wife of Henry,
the great-grandson of William the Con-
queror. Henry later became King Henry 11
of England, and the former Queen of
France now became Queen of Engi.,nd.
But Eleanor still ruled Aquitaine. Under
feudalism it was possible to be a king or
queen in one country and a vassal in
anot her.

It would be nice to say that Eleanor and
Henry lived happily ever after, but that
was not the case. They, too, quarreled and
separated after many years of marriage.
But Eleanor continued to play an impor-
tant part in English affairs because two of
her sons became kings of England. Her
daughters married other European kings
and dukes. By the time she died at the age
of 80, people called her the "grandmother
of Europe."
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The religious life Religion played a
big role in life during the Middle Ages.
Christianity was very powerful and many
people led religious lives. Bernard of
Clairvaux (klar vii.) was one such person.
Bernard's father was a knight but Bernard
followed a very different way of life. He
was a monk.

Monks devoted their whole lives to re-
ligion. They lived together in houses
called monasteries. When a man became
a monk, he gave away all that he owned.
He made a vow, or promise, that he
would never marry. He vowed that he
would obey thz. abbot, or head of the
monastery. Monks gave up their property
and families to spend their lives in prayer
and work.

Woioen who wished to follow this sort
of life were called nuns. They lived in
houses called convents. Nuns made the
same kinds of promises that monks
made. They gave up everything they
owned and never married. They obeyed
the abbess who was in charge of the con-
vent. The life of a nun was also a life of
prayer and work.

Bernard entered the French monastery
Citeaux (si to') in 1112 when he was 21.
He picked Citeaux because the monks
there strictly followed the rules of a reli-
gious life. Bernard scorned those who
took vows as monks but did not keep
them strictly.

Life at Citeaux was a joy to a man like
Bernard, although it may sound very hard
to others. The monks got up at 3 o'clock
every morning for their first prayer ser-
vice of the day. The monks then worked
between 6 o'clock and 10 o'clock. Bernard
weeded the garden, swept the floor, and
worked in the fields where the monks
grew their own food. At 10 A.M. there was
another prayer service. Then Bernard was
free to read or study until noon.

After noon prayers, the monks ate a
simple meal. Usually the monks ate only

once a day. But during the summer when
there was hard work to do in the fields,
they did have a second meal. The monks
ate simple foods. Only the sick got meat
or eggs. Bernard did not mind the simple
food. He said that fine food might be good
for the body, but it did not help the soul,
or spirit. "The soul is not fattened out of
frying pans," Bernard wrote. What do you
think he meant by this?

After dinner there was time for more
study, or a monk might rest if necessary.
At 3 P.M. there was another prayer ser-
vice, and then more work until time for
prayers and bed at sundown. The monks
went to bed early in order to get up again
at 3 A.m. to begin another day of prayer
and labor.

Work in both monasteries and convents
included helping other people. The
monks and nuns fed the poor. They gave
travelers shelter for the night. They
taught children. and they cared for the ill.
It was a way of life very different from
that of kings, queens, and knights.

CHECKUP

1. What do we mean by the term Middle Ams?
What do we mean by mode: n?

2. What was feudalism? How did it enable William
the Conqueror to raise an army without taxes?

3. What did a serf do in return for using land on a
manor?

4. in what ways did guilds control a trade or busi-
ness?

Wbat tows, or promises, did a monk or nun
make when he or she entered a monastery or
content?
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Time Periods. We divide the past into periods
(intervals of time) so that we can think and speak
about time more precisely. Even when we think
of yesterday, we divide it into periods, such as
morning, afternoon, evening, and night. This makes
it possible for us to say that an event happened
yesterday morning or afternoon, which is more
precise than saying it happened yesterday.

Historians have customarily divided the past
into periods. One such division is:

Ancient Timesto ca. A.D. 500
Middle Agesca. 500 to 1500
Early Modern Timesca. 1500 to 1800
Modern Timesca. 1800 to present

Some scholars do not like this schemeor any
such schemefor dividing the past. They insist
that period labels suggest sharp breaks in human
experience, whereas history is a "seamless web."
Europeans living in 500 did not think that times
had changed much since 499. They certainly had
no idea that they were living in the beginning of
what we called the Middle Ages.

History is, indeed, a continuous story without
beginning or enc. Yet writers and teachers divide
history into periods because they are so useful
for organizing knowledge. Periods make it easier
to keep in mind that Socrates and William the
Conqueror, for example, lived in very different
times. Pupils should learn about the great divi-
sions of time just as they should know about the
continents. But they should also understand lhat
labels, such as Middle Ages, were invented by
scholars and teachers. That is the reason for tell-
ing the story of Cellarius in the introduction to
Lesson 1.

ANSWERS FOR CHECKUP QUESTIONS

1. The term Middle Ages refers to the period
between ancient and modem times. The word
modem comes from a Latin word meaning "just
now." Modern times refers to the per od from
the end of the Middle Ages in A.D. 1453 to the
present day.

2. Feudalism is that system which grar ted fiefs
for the service of knights. It divided the pcwer
to govern among a number of nobles. Each
lord ruled his vassals just as he was ruled in
turn by his lord. This meant that each lord pro-
tected his own vassals and settled their dis-
putes in court. Feudalism was the system of
government in much of Western Europe during
the Middle Ages. This system of granting fiefs
made it possible for William the Conqueror to
have a fighting force at hand when he needed
it without having to pay money for it.

3. In rsturn for using land on a manor, serfs
had to work long, hard hours with simple tools.
They worked in the fields, they cut and carried
wood that would be burred in tre fireplaces of
the lord's home. They gathered nuts and ber-
ries from the forest for the lord's dinner table.
They took care of the lord's cows, goats, and
horses. Serfs also have to give the lord some
of the best parts of their own animals when
they killed them. They had to give eggs to the
lord's kitchen. They had to grind the grain they
raised at the lord's mill.

4. Guilds controlled a trade or business in the
following ways: (1) They set rules for the mak-
ing and seiling of goods; (2) they decided the
time at which guild members could open their
shops; (3) they limited the number of appren-
tices in a trade.

5. When a man or woman entered a monastery
or convent, vows, or promises, were made never
to marry, and to cbey the abbot or abbess who
was in charge of the monastery or convent.
Monks and nuns both gave up their property
and their families to spend their lives in prayer
and work.
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1. Comparing Time Periods. Before pupils read
"Periods of history" (p. 140), remind class that
they read in Unit 2 about people who lived a very
long time ago in Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece,
and Rome. We say that those peoples lived in
ancient times. Ask your pupils: Would people liv-
ing in the days of Pericies have thought they lived
in ancient times? Would the people who built the
Parthenon have called it an ancient buiVing? De-
velop the concept that ancient is our name for
those times more than 1,500 years ago. Explain
how we divide time into periods. (See Supple-
mentary Information.)

2. Using the Time Line. The time line on p. 142
covers events discussed in both Chapters 7 and
8. Have pupils examine the time line, then ask:
Which events listed on this time line wok place
in the Middle Ages? Which took place in modern
times? Answers will vary, but you can stimulate
a discussion from the answers on the use of dates
to mark off periods of time, reinforcing the con-
cepts developed in the first teaching qi iggestich

Refer to this time line when you begin Chapter
8. The time line is not meant to be all-inclusive.
It reflects those events discussed in this unit, not
all the major events that took place in the span
of years shown.

3. Reading for Information. Hav& pupils read
material on feudalism and manors (pp. 144-147)
and write the meanings for each of the following
terms: knight, fief, vassal, castle, manor, serf, feu-
dalism.

4. Making Comparisons. After pupils have com-
pleted the second activity, ask: In what way were
vassals and serfs alike? (Both performed services
in exchange for the use of land.)

6. Using a Dictionary. On p. 147, the class read
how some family names can be traced to the
names of occupations. The two examples given
on p. 147 were Potter and Barber. Have the mem-
bers of your class use their telephone directories
to find more names that may have had their origins
in the names of trades or occupations. Have your
pupils use their dictionaries to look up the names
they found in their telephone directories. Not all
the names will be in the dictionary. but many will
be shown as common nouns describing certain
types of occupations. To make this activity more
challenging, list the following names on the chalk-
board and have your pupils look them up in their
dictionaries: Backer, Butler, Chamberlain, Chan-
dler, Chapman, Cooper. Glover, Fletcher, Fuller,
Harper, Hooper, Mason, Miller, Piper, Scrivener,
Shearer, Skinner, Slater, Smith, Tanner, Turner,
Webster, and Wright.

*7. Vocabulary Building. After pupils have read
pp. 140-151, wnte the following words on the
chalkboard: knight, fief, vassal, feudalism, manor,
serf, guild, monopoly, apprentice, monastery,
convent, abbot. Ask pupils to copy each word,
write its meaning, and use it in a sentence.

REMEDIATION For pupils who have diffi-
culty grasping new %.rocabuler, words, you may
wish to review the words and definitions orally.
Show these students that some of these words
can be combined in sentences that summarize
the basic concepts of the lesson. For example:
Feudalism was a form of govemment in which
landowners called vassals supplied their lords with
fighting men called knights.

ENRICHMENT For pupils who need a chal-
lenge, you may wish to work with the roots of
some of the words in this lesson. The word mo-
nopoly has the same Greek root as the word mon-
archy (mono, meaning one or single; review
Chapter 4, p. 78). Many other words have this
same root. Have your pupils look up the following
woras: monorail, monotone, monoplane, mono-
syllable, monotint, monophonic, monologue,
monotheism, monolith, and monograph.

8. Discussion. After your pupils have read about
manors and guilds, raise the following questions:
If you had lived in the Middle Ages, which would
you have preferred to be, a serf on a manor or
an apprentice in a city? Why?

9. Using imagination. Ask pupils: Suppose you
could ask one question each of William the Con-
queror, Eleanor of Aquitaine, and Bernard of
Crairvaux, wnat would you ask?

Ways of living during the Middle Ages led to
changes that produced modern nations.

1. The Bayeux Tapestry (p. 143) gives an ac-
count of events by means of a series of scenes
somewhat like a comic strip. Ask the class to
make drawings that illustrate the following ep-
isodes in the life of William the Conqueror: (a)
escape from the castle, (b) William defeats a
rebellion, (c) William sa;Is for England, (d) land-
ing in England, (e) Battle of Hastings, (f) Wil-
liam crowned king, (g) vassals swearing loyalty
to William.

Have all drawings made on the same size
paper so that they can be pasted together to
form a strip.

2. Have class build a model of a castle or of a
manor. Use pictures on pp. 145-146 for guid-
ance.

3. Using the picture on p. 146, have pupils draw
a map of the manor.

4. Have pupils make reports on one of the fol-
lowing subjects: (a) the training of a knight, (b)
the life o women in the Middle Ages, (c) cas-
tles, (d) guilds, (e) Leonardo da Vinci, (f) Eliz-
abeth I of England.
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HELP US "REMODEL" THIS HANDBOOK

Help Us "Remodel" this Handbook

In the spirit of good critical thinking, we want your assessment of this handbook and ideas for its
improvement. Your ideas might be rewarded with a scholarship to the next International Conference on
Critical Thinking !

Evaluation:

Here's what I found most useful about the handbook:

This is what I think is in need of change:

Here are my ideas for improving the handbook:

Send evaluation to: Center For Critical Thinking; Sonoma State University; Rohnert Park, CA 94928.
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Resources for Teaching Critical Thinking
Critical Thinking Videotape Library

Videotapes are one of the most important developing resources for critical thinking in-service
education. They can be used in a variety of ways: 1) as discussion starters, 2) as sources of information on
the nature of critical thinking, 3) as models of critical thinking, and 4) as models for classroom instruction. All
of the followir, videotapes have been developed as low-cost resources. No attempt has been made to achieve
broadcast quality. An order form follows the tape descriptions.

Critical Thinking in Science

Professor Richard Paul, Chemistry Professor Douglas Martin, and Sonoma State University student
Eamon Hickey discuss ways :n which critical thinking may be applied in science education. The following
issues are raised: "ro what extent is there a problem with science education being an exercise in rote
memorization and recall? Is there a conflict between preparing science students to become critical thinkers
and preparing them for specialized scientific work? To what extent is science being taught monologically?Does
monological instruction alienate students from the overall goal of becoming educated thinkers?" This tape is
an excellent discussion-starter for in-service use. (50 minutes)

Critical Thinking in History

In this videotape, Professor Richard Paul is joined by History Professor Robert Brown and Sonoma
State University student Eamon Hickey to discuss the relation of critical thinking to the interpretation,
understanding, and construction of history. The following issues are discussed: "What is the place of value
judgments in history? To what extent is history written from a point of view or frame of reference? Can students
come to understand history from a critical vantage point? How would history be taught if this were the goal?
To what extent should history be used to inculcate patriotism? What is it to learn how to think historically?
Have teachers been adequately prepared to teach history from a critical vantage point? What can be done to
facilitate historical thinking rather than memorization of 'facts'?" (50 minutes)

Dialogical Practice. I

One of the most important skills of critical thinking is the ability to enter into and reason within
opposing viewpoints. In this videotape, Sonoma State University students Stacy Goldring and Jean Hume
practice dialogical reasoning, using the Israeli-Arab conflict as the subject. (50 minutes)

Dialogical Practice. II

In this videotape, Sonoma State University students Hub Lampert and Dave Allender practice
dialogical reasoning, using the issue of abortion as the subject. (29 minutes)
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(Both ofthese dialogical practice tapes are excellent illustrations of what it is for students to integrate
a host of critical thinking skills and dispositions into their spontaneous thinking.)

Critical Thinking: The State of the Field

In this welcoming address to the Third International Conference on Critical Thinking and Educa-
tional Reform, Professor Richard Paul addresses the following issues: "What fundamental changes are
necessary to give students the incentive to develop critical thinking skills? How does the very nature ofbelief
pose difficulty for critical thinking? How does traditional intra-disciplinary education provide an obstacle to
independence of thought? How is critical thinking fundamental to all forms of reference and how can we use
it to think across and beyond disciplinary boundaries? How is the field of critical thinking developing so as to

cut across subject matter divisions? What are the social and institutional barriers to the development ofcritical

thinking as a field and as an educational reality? (65 minutes)

Socratic Questioning In Large Group Discussion (4th Grade)

Professor Richard Paul leads a 4th Grade class discussion, using Socratic questions. Issues such as
the following are discussed: "What is your mind? Does itdo anything? Where does your personality come from?
Is thinking like an American kid different from thinking like an Eskimo kid? Do you choose to be the kind of
person you are going to be? Can you be a good person and people thinkyou're bad? How do you find out what's

inside a person?" (60 minutes)

Socratic Questioning in Large Group Discussion (6th Grade)

Professor Richard Paul leads a 6th Grade class discussion, using Socratic questions. Issues such as
the following are discussed: "Who does the 'our' in the textbook title Our World refer to? Are people easy or
hard to understand? Are all members ofa group alike? Do some groups think they are better than other , -oups?
Are there any groups of people that you think are bad? Ifyou had to list the qualities of most Americans, what
would they be? If you had to list the qualities of Germans, what would they be? Italians? Russians? Now
imagine all of you are Russian boys and girls: how would you describe Americans?" The students' stereotypes
and biases are probed. When contradictions begin to emerge, the students struggle to reconcile them or go
beyond them. (70 minutes)

Socratic Questioning in Large Group Disc% iSiOnS (7u. and WI Grades)

Professor Richard Paul writes a definition of critical thinking on the board "Critical thinking is
seeing through the surface of things, events, and people to the deeper realities" and then leads the class to
probe the definition by Socratic questioning: "Can anyone give an example of a person you met that you thought
was one way whom you later came to think was very different? Have you ever seen a toy advertised on TV that

you later saw was very different from the way it appeared on TV? Do people ever try to make things look
different from the way they are? Is it common or not common for people to try to trick other people? How can
we check to see if people or things are really the way they appear to be? Do we always know what we really

want? What we are really like? Are all people around the world basically alike or basically different? How

could we check? How could we find out if we are right or wrong?" (65 minutes)
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Learning How To Think About Thinking

Professor Paul leads a small group discussion whose purpose is to shed light upon the process of
learninghow to think about one's thinking. The issues used to illustrate the problem are "What is egocentrism?
What. is socioventrism? 'What is the relation between these tendencies of mind and critical thinking?" All the
students involved hie had at least one course in critical thinking. (50 minutes)

The Attributes of a Critical Thinker

Professor Paul leads a class discussion about the attributes of a critical thinker. The class is
introductory. Professor Paul uses Socratic Questiqning and other techniques to facilitate student analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation of the subject at hand. This tape can be used to illustrate both 1) initial student
grappling with the idea of becomisig a critical thinker, and 2) discussion techniques that facilitate student
insight. (50 minutes)

Student 'nsigl- , into Metacognition

Professor Paul leads a discus ,ion focussed on a class's early experiences with metacognition. The
students analyze the problems which they experienced in thinking dialogically on issues chosen by them. In
the assignment discussed, ,fie students constructed arguments on opposing sides of an issue. Some surprising
insights and problems are articulated. (50 minutes)

Four-Part Workshop on Critical Thinking Instruction
Part One: Introduction to the Concept

In this introductory talk to an audience of public school teachers, Professor Richard Paul addresses
the following issues: "What is the nature of criical thinking? How has it been defined and how useful are
definitions? What are some of the characteristics and character traits of a person who thinks critically? What
kinds -f macro-abilities and micro-skills would critical thinking instruction foster? Professor Paul emphasizes
fairmindedness, reciprocity, intelligent skepticism, and multilogical thinking. He explains the intimate
relation between -,-itical and creative thinking. (55 minutes)

Part Two: Dialogical Practice

In this videotape, Professor Paul explains the nature and importance of dialogical thinking and
dialectical discussion. Dialect ctxchange is modelled ar. the Prerence between it and 'debate' is explained.
(21 minutes)

Part Three: Reciprocity

This tape focuses on a second macro-ability essential to strong-sense critical thinking, reciprocity,
the process of entering into points of view that are in opposition to our own and reasoning within them. The
teachers in the audience play the role o "students and use the Lebanon hostage crisis as an occasion for learning
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how to reason sympathetically within an 'alien' and `unpopular' point of view. A discussion is held on the
importance of skills in reciprocity. The audience selects an unpopular point of view for two of Professor Paul's
students to 'reconstruct' and model. It is emphasized that there are no 'dangerous' or 'forbidden' ideas, only
ideas well or poorly justified. The importance of freedom of thought is discussed. (58 minutes)

Part Four: Socratic Questions

Socratic questioning is designed to foster the habit of reflective thinking rather than the habit of
looking to a teacher, a book, or a formula for a ready-made answer. A Socratic questioner probes deeply for
reasons, clarifications, explanations, and evidence, helping us to see what grounds or lack of grounds we have
for our beliefs. In this tape, the process of Socratic questioning is discussed and modelled. Background
information is essential to its urkklerstanding. "Pitfalls" are discussed. (45 minutes)

Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Critical
Thinking and Educational Reform

Coaching Teachers Who Teach Critical Thinking John Barell, David Perkins

If we wish students to engage in critical thinking in the 'strong sense,' how do we nurture this
intended outcome through teacher-supervisor-coach interactions? Assuming experienced teachers are aware
of the nature of critical thinking and find it difficult to engage students in this process, how do we help them
become more flexible, empathic analysts and problem solvers? A model coaching process will be demonstrated
and related to research on staff development, teacher growth, metacognition and achievement motivation. (90
minutes)

Problems with Teaching How to Use Arguments to Decide What to Believe J. Anthony Blair

Professor Blair recommends using arguments to inquire critically and systems 'tally into whether
we should believe a claim when that claim is important, controversial and one we want to adopt or reject. But
it is easier to describe this method than to teach it successfully in the classroom. And it is especially difficult
to get students to exercise the reciprocity of 'strong sense' critical thinking when examining a claim which they
strongly favor or oppose beforehand. Members of the audience describe their own experiences and difficulties,
and discuss together ways of getting students to look at the arguments fa, and against a claim in a truly open-
minded, critical way. (90 minutes)

Effective Design for Critical Thinking In service Chuck Blondino, Ken Bumgarner

A team approach has been used effectively in the State of Washington to institute and improve the
teaching of critical thinking in elementary, secondary, and higher education. Central to this team is effective
networking that exists between and among the educational service districts (ESDS) and the curriculum and
instruction leadership of the state office. Employee and curriculum organizations as well as parent, citizen and
business associations have joined in this team effort f on the teaching of thinking skills at all levels. Organizing
and networking techniques employed are discussed along with approaches taken to garner support of the
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educational groups, citizen organizations, and outside enterprises. (90 minutes)

Bridging the Gap Between Teachers' Verbal Allegiance to Critical Thinking and their Actual
Behavior M. Neil Browne, Stuart Keeley

Faculty and administrators regularly rank critical thinking as a preeminent educational objective.
They claim it is the core of what teachers should be doing. Unfortunately, their talk is rarely supported by their
teaching behavior. An initial obstacle to transforming verbal devotion to critical thinking into classroom
performance is the mistaken belief that the discontinuity between prescription and practice is illusory.
Professors Browne and Keeley summarize research done by themselves and others concerning the extent of
critical thinking activity in secondary and post-secondaryclassrooms, and discuss strategies that offer promise
for actually integrating critical thinking into the classroom. Especially important is the need to address the
dominance ofthe 'coverage model' in shaping teachingpracti ce. The presenters include suggestions for dialogic
conversation with those who are motivated by the 'coverage model.' (90 liziriutes)

Teaching Critical Thinking Across the Curriculum John Chaffee

Professor Chaffee explores an established interdisciplinary program which teaches and reinforces
fundamental thinking skills and critical attitudes across the curriculum. The program is centered around
Critical Thought Skills, a course specifically designed to improve the thinking, language, and symbolic abili ties
of entering college students. The course has been integrated into the curriculum through an NEH funded
project of faculty training and curriculum re-design. In addition to reviewing the structure, theoretical
perspective and evaluative results of the program, special attention is given to exploring practical approaches
for developing thinking abilities. (90 minutes)

A Conception of Critical Thinking Robert H. Ennis

On the assumption that a liberally educated person should be able to think critically in handling the
civic and personal problems of daily life, as well as those of the standard subjects as taught in school, Robert
Ennis offers a conception of critical thinking that bridges all of these concerns. Starting with the idea that
thinking critically is reflectively and reasonably going about deciding what to believe or do, he suggests a
number of dispositions and abilities that might well constitute a critical thinking set of goals for the school,
K-U. (90 minutes)

How To Write Critical Thinking Test Questions Robert H. Ennis

Dr. Ennis offers suggestions on how to frame questions that test critical thinking skills. (90 minutes)

Teaching Critical Thinking in the StrongSense in Elementary, Secondary, and Higher Education
Richard W. Paul

In his opening address to the Fourth International Conference on Critical Thinking and Educational
Reform, Richard Paul argues for the importance of teaching critical thinking at all levels in min a way as to
foster the critical spirit and the application of that spirit to the foundations of our own beliefs andactions. He
argues that it is inadequate to conceive of critical thinking simply as a body of discrete academic skills. The
synthesis of these skills and their orchestration into a variety of for.ns of deep criticism is accentuated. He
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comments on the application of strong sense critical thinking to personal and social life as well as to academic
subject domains. In this perspective, the strong sense critical thinker is conceived of as having special abilities
and a special commitment to becoming an integrated and moral person. (60 minutes)

Workshop on the Art of Teaching Critical Thinking in the Strong Sense Richard W. Paul

In this workshop, emphasis is placed on strategies which enhance strong sense critical thinking
abilities and skills. First, the distinction between weak and strong sense critical thinking is explained. Then,
exercises are used to explain and demonstrate how one can use the macro-abilities of critical thinking (Socratic
questioning, reciprocity, and dialogical reasoning) to orchestrate micro-skills in achieving 'strong sense'
objectives. (90 minutes)

Knowledge as Design in the Classroom David Perkins

This workshop introduces participants to the basic strategies of "knowledge as design," a systematic
approach to integrating the teaching of critical and creative thinking into subject-matter instruction. The key
notion is that any piece of knowledge or product of mind Newton's laws, the Bill of Rights, a sonnet by
Shakespeare can be viewed as a design, a structure adapted to a purpose. By examining the purpose of
Newton's laws, the Bill of Rights, or a sonnet, analyzing structure, and assessing how and how well the
structure serves the purpose, students can achieve genuine insight into such products and into the way
knowledge works in general. By redesigning existing designs (for example, make up your own Bill of Rights)
and devising new ones, students can learn the art of inventive thinking. (90 minutes)

The Possibility of Invention David Perkins

"How can something come out of nothing?" is a fundamental question not only for physicists
pondering the origins of the universe but for psychologists, philosophers, and educators pondering the nature
of creative thinking. How can a person invent something genuinely new, or is it so that nothing we invent is
really new? This presentation explores the basic 'logic' of invention, arguing that there are fundamental
patterns of information proceesing that can be found in human thought, and soirl of them even in computers
and biological evolution. (90 minutes)

The Role of Thinking in Reading Comprehension Linda M. Phillips

Dr. Phillips discusses the intimate relation between critical thinking and reading comprehension,
using case studies to illustrate how the same passage of text is interpreted differently by a critical reader and
an uncritical reader. Thinking siio-ild not be separated from reading, she concludes, and reading well is
thinking well. (90 minutes)

Critical Thinking at the Community College John Prihoda, Richard Paul, Vincent Ryan Ruggiero, and
David Perkins

This is the 'opening' session of a special program on critical thinking for community college personnel.
John Prihoda defines some of the issues from a community college perspective and describes the program plan.
Richard Paul discusses some of the history of the critical thinking movement and indicates some of the
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approaches being taken at the community college level. Vincent Ruggiero describes some of the methods and
materials being used in critical thinking instruction. Dr. Prihoda comments on the administrative implica-
tions of the critical thinking movement. (90 minutes)

Teaching Thinking Strategies Across the Curriculum: The Higher Order Thinking (H. 0. T.)
Project: Elementary Level Edys Quellmalz

Dr. Quellmalz describes the Higher Order Thinking (H. 0. T.) Projects currently underway in San
Mateo County, Sacramento County and the San Juan Unified School District. The projects involve teachers
in a collaborative effort to develop and monitor students' higherorder thinking skills in school subjects. In the
instructional component, teachers examine textbooks and other classroom resources in order to design
activities that will involve students in sustained reasoning about significant concepts and problems typically
encountered in academic and practical situations. Following an overview of the projects, teachers describe
lessons developed and discuss samples of student work. (90 minutes)

Using Arguments to Decide What to Believe J. Anthony Blair

Faced with contentious claims, there is a tendency to respond with immediate reaction, and also to
consider only a few of the pros and cons. Moreover, the reflection that goes into such an examination when it
does occur is seldom thorough or tenacious. What seems needed are some easily-understood and readily-
applied methods that will extend and deepen the critical examination of contentious claims. The method
suggested by Dr. Blair is a systematic collection and examination of (1) the pros and cons of a contentious
opinion or claim, (2) the merits of those pros and cons, (3) the overall strengths and weaknesses of the best case
for the claim. Dr. Blair describes the theory of the method, then participants are given a chance to apply it and
see how it works in practice. (90 minutes)

Critical and Creative Problem-Solving John Chaffee

Solvingproblems effectively involvesan integrated set ofcritical and creative thinkingabilities. This
workshop introduces a versatile problem-solving approach which is useful for analyzing complex problems in
a creative and organized fashion. Participants work through a sequence of problems, individually and in small
groups, and are given the opportunity to discuss and critically reflect on the learning process. In addition,
participants exii ,.re ways of incorporating problem-solving approaches into the courses that they teach. (90
minutes)

Argument Diagramming Jame. Freeman

The purpose of diagramming is to display perspicuously what supports what, or what is claimed to
support what, in an argument. Professor Freemanpresents the four basic argument structures convergent,
serial, divergent, and linked and points outhow these structures may be motivated by very straight-forward
questions which could easily arise in concrete situations where two people are deliberating some issue. He then
applies his own diagramming procedure to display the structure of various sample arguments. (90 minutes)

Practical Reasoning Carol LaBar, Ian Wright
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Critical thinking includes reasoning about what ought to be done, as well as what to believe. This
sort of reasoning, sometimes called practical reasoning, involves two logically different kinds of reasons: 1)
motivating reasons in the form of value standards which the agent accepts, and 2) beliefs about the degree to
which the actions under consideration will fulfill the value standard. These two different kinds of reasons lead
to a conclusion about what ought to be done; that is a practical judgment. This session focuses on the practical
syllogism and the use of principle 'tests' as a way of assessing the value standard. (90 minutes)

The Nature of Critical Thinking Through Socratic Interrogation Richard Paul

Professor Paul interrogates the audience Socratically in order to licit collective insights into the
nature of critical thinking. This parallels the first couple of sessions of his introductory course in critical
thinking in which Professor Paul uses a similar strategy for getting his students to begin to come to terms with
some of the basic issues. (90 minutes)

Epistemological Underpinnings of Critical Thinking Harvey Siegel

To be a critical thinker is to base one's beliefs, opinions and actions on relevant masons. The notions
of 'reason' and 'rationality' are, however, philosophically problematic. Just what is a reason? How do we know
that some consideration constitutes a reason for doing or believing something? How do we evaluate the
strength or merit of reasons? What is it for a belief or action to be justified? What is the relationship between
justification and truth? Dr. Siegel examines these epistemological questions, and explores their relevance for
critical thinking. (90 minutes)

Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on
Critical Thinking and Educational Reform

What Human Beings Do When They Behave Intelligently and How They Can Become More So-
Art Costa

Studies of efficient thinkers by Feuerstein, Sternberg, Glatthorn and Baron, and others have yielded
some rather consistent characteristics of effective human performance. Studies of home, school, and classroom
conditions, ar I the significance ofmediative behaviors of parents and teachers are increasing our understand
ing of how to enhance the acquisition and performance of intelligent behavior. In this session, twelve qualities
of human intelligent behavior are cited; indicators of their presence and increased performance in the
classroom are identified; and school, home, and classroom conditions that promote their development are
presented. (90 minutes)

Critical Thinking Staff Development: Developing Faculty Critical Thinking and Critical Teaching
Skills Richard Paul

The problem of long term staff development is a central problem in any attempt to bring critical
thinking into the curriculum. 'Whatever else, we want critical thinking to be infused into all subject matter
instruction. But we cannot do this unless, and to the extent that, faculty become comfortable articulating and
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utilizing critical thinking skills and dispositions. The standard mindset to instruction is an impediment. In
this session, Professor Paul presents a general model for staff development and discusses ways of adapting it
to different educational levels: elementary, secondary, and university. (90 minutes)

Lesson Plan Remodelling: A Strategy for Critical Thinking Staff Development -- Richard Paul

The basic idea behind lesson plan remodellingas a strategy for staff development in critical thinking
is simple. To remodel lesson plans is to develop a critique of one or more lessons and formulate one or more
new lessons based on that critical process. A staff development leader witha reasonable number of exemplary
remodels with accompanying explanatory principles can develop a series of staff development sessions that
enable teachers to begin to develop new teaching skills as a result of their experience in lesson remodelling.
In this session, Dr. Paul illustrates this mode of staff development using the Center's Critical Thinking
Handbook: K-3, A Guide For Remodelling Lesson Plans in Language Arts, Social Studies, and Science. (40
minutes)

Teaching Critical Thinking: Skill, Commitment and the Critical Spirit, Kindergarten through
Graduate School Richard W. Paul

In his opening address to the 5th International Conference on Critical Thinking and Educational
Reform, Professor Paul explains the significant opportunities that critical thinking instruction provides as well
as the obstacles it faces. He begins by tracing his own intellectual development in terms of critical thinking.
He then illustrates the application of critical thinking to productive, synthetic, and meaningful learning in
general. He explains how and why critical thinking represents not only a set of skills but also a set of
commitments and mental traits. He discusses the significance, for example, of intellectual courage,
intellectual humility, and fairmindedness, which he argues we as educators often don't foster.

Professor Paul uses a variety of everyday examples to make clear how critical thinking cuts across
the curriculum and is significant at every grade level. He underscores the growing consensus in the field as
to the meaning and nature of critical thinking as well as the wide variety of dimensions of it that need further
exploration. (50 minutes)

Culture and Critical Thinking: The Danger of Group- or Culture-bound Thought Richard W. Paul,
Carol Tavris

One danger for thought is social or cultural blindness. In this case our critical thinking results in
misjudgments of others. Another, but opposite, danger is therefusal to make any judgments about any culture
but our own. In this session, Richard Paul and Carol Tavris discuss the nature and significance for education
of these deepseated problems. The issue is, in other words,how can we so structure instruction so that students
learn how.to recognize and overcome their group-bound and culture-bound thinking? (90 minutes)

What Makes Science Concepts Hard to Understand? David Perkins

The learning of science with genuine understandinghasemerged as a pressing educational problem
not only in pre-university education but even at the university level. Science "misconceptions" prove prevalent
in students even after a year or two of physicsor chemistry. In this session, Professor Perkins explores through
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examples some of the factors that lead to deeply rooted misunderstandings of scientific concepts and examines
some of the educational strategies that might serve to help students toward real comprehension. (90 minutes)

What the Mind is Made Of David Perkins

The mind can be conceived and modeled in innumerable ways. Two contemporary views of the nature
of mind strike a particularly provocative contrast. Alan Newell, in his SOAR model, proposes that the mind
is a "production system," a computer-like mechanism that operates by checking for what the situation of the
moment is and then "firing" an action that responds more or less appropriately to the situation. In seemingly
stark contrast, Marvin Minsky, in his "society of mind" model, proposes that the mind is composed of a loose
society of semi-autonomous subminds"agencies" that have very specialized jobs. In this session, Professor
Perkins ponders whether the question, "What is the mind made of?" even makes sense, and what kind of sense
it might make. (90 minutes)

How to Use Media Critically Joel Rudinow

In this session, Professor Rudinow presents a unique experiment in the Socratic use of television
technology as a tool of media criticism and as a tool of education in media criticism. A panel involving advanced
students of Critical Thinking critically analyzes a segment of nationally televised public affairs programming
using the "stop action" and "instant replay" capabilities of television technology, before a live studio audience.
(45 minutes)

Thinking Critically about Emotion and the Role of Emotion in Critical Thinking Carol Tavris

Historically, philosophers and psychologists have divided emotion and cognition into two camps: the
"bestial" and the "human," the irrational and the rational, the bad and the good. One implication of this
perspective has been that emotion is death to critical thinking; that human beings would be able to think
logically and solve their problems if only they didn't have those nasty old mammalian emotions in the way. In
her presentation, Dr. Tavris discusses how new research is breaking down old dichotomies: for example, the
role of cognition in generating sanotion; the role of emotional arousal in influencing thought; and ways in which
cognition can be "irrational" and emotion "rational." (90 minutes)

Panels

Can One Think Critically Without Thinking Creatively? Can One Think Creatively Without
Thinking Critically? Sharon Bailin, Lou Miller, Richard Paul, David Perkins

This panel considers the degree of interrelationship and interdependence of what are sometimes
designated as two different modes of thinking: critical and creative thinking. (90 minutes)

Critical Thinking and Third World Communities Abelardo Brenes, Greg Sarris, Angel Villarini

This panel explores the special challenges and obstacles to fostering critical thinking in "third world"
communities. (90 minutes)
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Critical Thinking and Curricular Reform in Secondary and Higher Education Rexford Brown,
George Hanford, Glen Irvin, Jere Jones, Fred Korn, Donald Lazere

The focus of this panel is on institutional obstacles to a unified curriculum for critical thinking and
the exploration of possible means of overcoming them. (90 minutes)

What Are State Departments of Education Doing About Critical Thinking? Ken Bumgarner, Fran
Claggett, William Geffrey, Mark Weinstein

This panel explores the general approaches being used to facilitate the infusion of critical thinking
into the curriculum in three vanguard states: Washington, California and New York. (90 minutes)

Critical Thinking and Informal Logic: How Do They Relate? Edward Damer, John Hoaglund, Lenore
Langsdorf

This panel explores the interrelations of critical thinking and informal logic and the significance of
those interrelations for pedagogical purposes. (90 minutes)

Critical Thinking and the Media William Dorman, Carl Jensen, Lenore Langsdorf

In this panel, the many challenges and opportunities which are posed by the powerful influence for
good or ill of the mass media today are considered. The role that critical thinking needs to play for the media
consumer and the implications of this for education are canvased. (90 minutes)

State Wide Critical Thinking Testing in California: What Has It and What Has It Not Accom-
plished? Robert Ennis, Jan Talbot, Perry Weddle

The nature and impact of mandated statewide critical thinking testing in California is considered
by the panel. (90 minutes)

Critical Thinking in Community Colleges: The Title Five Mandate in CaliforniaJohn Feare, Nancy
Glock, Donald Klein

The panel focuses on critical thinking in community college curriculum and teaching, with special
consideration of the "Title Five" mandate which requires thatall community college courses be so structured
that the "ability to think critically" is essential to participation in the course. (90 minutes)

Critical Thinking in European Education Alec Fisher, Rob Grootendorst, Richard Paul, Will Robinson,
Frans van Eemeren, Marek Zelazkiewicz

This panel focuses on the nature and role of critical thinking in European Education today, with
special attention to Great Britain, the Netherlands, and Poland. (90 minutes)

Psychology and Critical Thinking: The Affective Dimension Wes Miler, David Perkins, Harvey
Siegel, Carol Tavris

The affective dimension of critical and uncritical thinking are the focus of this panel, with special
consideration of the contribution of clinical and social psychology. Implications for teaching and everyday
living are explored. (90 minutes)
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Order Form
Xerox this form and mail to:

Center for Critical Thinking and Moral Critique
Sonoma State University
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
(707) 664-2940

Please send the videotapes indicated below:

Hickey, Martin, Paul: Critical Thinking in Science
Brown, Hickey, Paul: Critical Thinking in History

Goldring, Hume, Paul: Dialogical Practice, I

Allender, Lambert, Paul: Dialogical Practice, H
Paul: Critical Thinking: The State of the Field
Paul, and class: Socratic Questioning in Large Group Discussion 4th

Paul, and class: Socratic Questioning in Large Group Discussion 6th

Paul, and class: Socratic Questioning in Large Group Discussion 7th and 8th

Paul, and class: Learning How to Think About Thinking

Paul, and class: The Attributes of a Critical Thinker
Paul, and class: Student Insights into Metacognition
Paul: Workshop in Critical Thinking Instruction, Pat I: Introduction
Paul: Workshop in Critical Thinking Instruction, Part II: Dialogical Practice
Paul: Workshop in Critical Thinking Instruction, Part III: Reciprocity
Paul: Workshop in Critical Thinking Instruction, Part IV: Socratic Questions

Barell, Perkins: Coaching Teachers Who Teach Critical Thinking

Blair: Problems with Using Arguments to Decide What to Believe

Blondino, Bumgarner: Effective Design for Critical Thinking Inservice

Browne, Keeley: Bridging the Gap Between Teachers' Verbal Allegiance to Critical Thinking an d Their

Actual Behavior

Chaffee: Teaching Critical Thinking Across the Curriculum

Ennis: A Conception of Critical Thinking

Ennis: How to Write Critical Thinking Test Questions

Paul: Teaching Critical Thinking in the Strong Sen se in Elementary, Secondary and Higher Education

Paul: Workshop on the Art of Teaching Critical Thinking in the Strong Sense

Perkins: Knowledge as Design in the Classroom

Perkins: The Possibility of Invention

Phillips: The Role of Thinking in Reading Comprehension
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Paul, et al: Critical Thinking at the Community College

Quellmalz: Teaching Thinking Strategies Across the Curriculum: The Higher Order Thinking
(H.O.T.) Project: Elementary Level

Blair: Mini-course: Using Arguments to Decide What to Believe

Chaffee: Mini-course: Critical and Creative Problem Solving
LaBar, Wright: Mini-course: Practical Reasoning

Paul: Mini-course: The Nature of Critical Thinking Through Socratic Interrogation
Siegel: Mini-course: Epistemological Underpinnings of Critical Thinking
Costa: What Human Beings Do When They Behave Intelligently and How They Can Become More So
Paul: Critical Thinking Staff Development: Developing Faculty Critical Thinking and Critical
Teaching Skills

Paul: Lesson Plan Remodelling: A Strategy for Critical Thinking Staff Development
Paul, Tavris: Culture and Critical Thinking: The Danger of Group- or Culture-Bound Thought
Perkins: What Makes Science Concepts Hard to Understand?
Perkins: What the Mind is Made Of
Rudinow: How to Use Media Critically

Tavris: Thinking Critically About Emotionand the Role of Emotion in Critical Thinking
Bailin, et al: Can One Think Critically Without Thinking Creatively? Can One Think Creatively
Without Thinking Critically?

Brenes, Sarris, Villarini: Critical Thinking and Third World Communities
Brown, et al: Critical Thinking and Curricular Reform in Secondary and Higher Education
Bumgarner, et al: What Are State Departments of Education Doing About Critical Thinking?
Darner, Hoaglund, Langsdorf: Critical Thinking and Informal Logic: How Do They Relate
Dorman, Jensen, Langsdorf Critical Thinking and the Media
Ennis, Talbot, Weddle: State Wide Critical Thinking Testing in California: What Has It and What Has
It Not Accomplished?

Feare, Glock, Klein: Critical Thinking in Community Colleges: The Title Five Mandate in California
Fisher, et al: Critical Thinking in European Education
Hiler, et al: Psychology and Critical Thinking: The Affective Dimension
Paul: Teaching Critical Thinking: Skill, Commitment and the Critical Spirit, Kindergarten
through Graduate School

Freeman: Argument Diagraming
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Rates: Purchase

Rental

Xerox this page to order

$38.00/videotape, 4-9 tapes, $30.00/videotape
10 or more, $25.00/videotape

$25.00/videotape

Postage and Handling $2.00 for first tape, add .50 for each additional tape.

California residents add 6% sales tax

Make Check or Purchase Order Payable To: SSU Academic Foundation
(U. S. dollars only; no stamps or foreign monies)

Please Mail Order Form and Payment To: Center for Critical Thinking &
Moral Critique, Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, CA 94928

Name

Institution

(if necessary for UPS delivery)

Street Address

City, State, Zip

Note: Please do not give Post Office Box Numbers. UPS will not deliver to them.

RENTAL PURCHASE TOTAL ENCLOSED

312
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Critical Thinking Audiotape Library
1) Richard Paul Teaching Critical Thinking in the Strong Sense in Elementary,

Secondary, and Higher Education

2) Stephen Norris Varieties of Critical ThinkingTests: Their Design and Use

3) John Prihoda, Richard Paul, Vincent Ryan Ruggiero, David Perkins Critical Thinking at
the Community College

4) Richard Lichtman The Media and Critical Thinking

5) Lenore Langsdorf Egocentricity: What it is and Why it Matters

6) Ralph Johnson Senunt.. ,,n Teaching Critical Thinking

7) Joel Rudinow Teaching Critical Thinking the Hard Way

8) Gus Bagakis The Myth of the Passive Student

9) Leonard Gibbs, M. Neil Browne, Stuart Keeley A Randomized Evaluation of a Critical
Thinking Program for Faculty and Students at the University of Wisconsin
Eau Claire

10) Dianne Romain Faculty Development in Critical Thinking

11) Frank Williams Computer Assisted Instruction Lessons for Informal Logic and
Critical Thinking

12) Vincent Ryan Ruggiero A Holistic Approach to Thinking Instruction

13) Joseph Williams Solving Problems in Writing

14) Ralph Johnson Mini Critical Thinking Course: Information and the Mass Media

15) Sharon Bailin Critical and Creative Thinking

16) Gerald Nosich On Teaching Critical Thinking

17) Edward Darner Can a Creationist Be a Critical Thinker?

18) Debbie Walsh The AFT Critical Thinking Project: The Hammond, IN. Pilot
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19) Corrinne Bedecarre Lecture on Teaching Critical Thinking in the Strong Sense
Using Women's Issues

20) Edys Quellmalz Teaching Thinking Strategies Across the Curriculum The
Higher Order Thinking (H. O. T.) Project: Secondary Level

21) Marcia Heiman Learning to Learn: Thinking Improvement Program

22) David Hyerle Design for Thinking: Making Sense in the Classroom

23) Richard Paul Workshop on the Art of Teaching Critical Thinking in the Strong
Sense

24) Edys Quellmalz Teaching Thinking Strategies Across the Curriculum The
Higher Order Thinking (H. O. T.) Project: Elementary Level

25) Harvey Siegel Mini Critical Thinking Course: Epistemological Under-Pinnings of
Critical Thinking

26) Dianne Romain Why Not Debate? Strong Sense Critical Thinking Assignments

28) M. Neil Browne, Stus.4-. Keeley Classroom Assignments that Encourage Critical
Thinking

29) Jack Lochhead Teaching Kids to Argue. Inciting Riot in the Classroom

30) Elinor McKinney Models for Teaching Higher Order Thinking: Introduction

31) John May Moral and Practical Reasoning; Differences, Relations, Applications,
Part I

33) Vivian Rosenberg Introducing Affective Awareness as a Critical Thinking Skill

34) Robert H. Ennis A Conception of Critical Thinking

.35) Richard Paul Mini Critical Thinking Course: The Nature of Critical Thinking
Through 'Socratic Interrogation

36) Connie DeCapite Language Arts and Critical Thinking for Remedial and Bilingual
Students

37) Ralph Johnson Getting Clear About Vagueness

38) Connie Missimer How to Generate Strong Sense Alternative Arguments
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39) Jon Baron A Theory of Rational Thinking

40) J. Anthony Blair Acceptability as a Crif-._'on of Argument Cogency

41) Dianne R.omain Strong Sense Critical Thinking in Junior High School Social
Studies

43) David Perkins Knowledge as Design in the Classroom

44) Corrinne Bedecarre, Bernadine Stake Critical Thinking and Women's Issues

45) Vincent Ryan Ruggiero Mini Critical Thinking Course: Dispositions: The Ne-
glected Aspect of Thinking Instruction

46) Chuch Blondino, Ken Bumgarner Effective Design for Critical Thinking Inservice

4?) John Hoaglund Critical Thinking and Teaching Informal Fallacies: The Old
Approach and the New

48) Mark Weinstein Integrating Critical Thinking into School Systems

50) Perry Weddle How to Appeal to Authority

_ 51) Debbie Walsh Integrating Critical Thinking Skills into the K-12 Curriculum

_ 62) Joel Rudinow Can Critical Thinking Be Taught?: A Teaching Strategy for Devel-
oping Dialectical Thinking Skills

63) Thomas Jackson Philosophy for Children

64) J. Anthony Blair Mini Critic Thinking Course: Using Arguments to Decide What
to Believe

65) Michael Rich Moral Arguments as a Means of Introducing Critical Thinking Skills
to Elementary School Students

66) Judy Hirsch Teaching Critical Thinking Skills to Students it Remedial Classes:
Feuerstein's Theories on Cognit_ e Modifiability

6?) John Feare Counseling as a Critical Thinking Activity

68) Ira Shor A Paolo Freire Workshop in Critical Thinking: "Dialogue" ar "Deso-
eialization" in the Classroom
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69) Corrinne Bedecerr Workshop on Teaching CiAtical Thinking in the Strong Sense
Using Women's Issues

70) Jon Baron Workshop on the Teaching of Rational Thinking

71) Vincent Ryan Ruggiero The Administrator's Role in Thinking Instruction

73) David Perkins, Richard Paul Critical Thinking's Original Sin: Round Two

74) Robert Swartz, Jane Rowe Integrating Teaching for Thinking into Mainstream
Classroom Instruction

75) D. G. Schuster Tracing the Essence: A Questioning, Restructuring Approach to
Understanding Scientific Material

76) John Hoaglund Mini Critical Thinking Course: Stimulating Thinking About
Thinking with Logical Puzzles

77) Paul Lyons Critical Thinking and Critical Consciousness

78) Connie Missimer Doing Battle with Egocentric Proclivities without Dying on the
Plain of Relativism

79) Peter E. Kneedler California State Department of Education Program: Overview
of B-12 Critical Thinking Assessment in California

83) Greg Sarris Toward Socratic Learning and the Third World Student

84) Donald Lazerct Overcoming Fragmentation in Teacl _ig Critical Thinking

85) Linda M. Phillips The Role of Critical Thinking in Reading Comprehension

86) John Barell, David Perkins Coaching Teachers Who Teach Critical Thinking

87) James Freeman Mini Critical Thinking Course: Argument Diagraming

89) Diane F. Halpern Critical Thinking Across the Curriculum: Practical Suggestions
for Promoting Critical Thinking in Every Classroom

90) Peter Kneedler California Stat Department of Education Program: Evaluation of
Critical Thinking in California's New Statewide Assessment of History and Social
Science

____ 93) Jame, Freeman The Human Image System and Thinking Critically in the Strong
Sense
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94) Ogden Morse, Geoffrey Scheurman Projects for Integrating Critical Thinking

95) T. Edward Darner Mini Critical Thinking Course: Learning About Good Argu-
ments Through the Fallacies

96) Jane Rowe Reshaping the Elementary School Curriculum to Infuse Teaching for
Thinking

101) Harvey Siegel Rationality and Ideology

102) Robert Ennis How to Write Critical Thinking Test Questions

103) Joseph Williams, Donald Lazere, Diane Halpern Panel: The Dialectic of Factual
Knowledge and Critical Thinking

104) John Chaffee Mini Critical Thinking Course: Critical and Creative Problem-
Solving

108) Marlys H. Witte, Ann Kerwin Facing the Unknown in Medicine: An Experiment to
Enliven Medical and Nursing Education

109) M. Neil Browne, Stuart Keeley Bridging the Gap Between Teachers' Verbal Alle-
giance to Critical Thinking and Their Actual Behavior

110) Linda Bomstad, Harry Brod Advocating Neutrality

111) J. Anthony Blair Problems with Teaching How to Use Arguments to Decide What
to Believe

112) Jerry Cummings, Ira Clark Critical Thinking and the History-Social Science Cur-
riculum, K-8

114) Alita Letwin A Conceptual Citizenship Education Curriculum: Examining and
Evaluating the Fundamental Ideas of Privacy and Responsibility

115) Connie Missimer Analyzing Evidence in a Fairminded Way: Some Ideas

117) Carol La Bar, Ian Wright Mini Critical Thinking Course: Practical Reasoning

118) Perry Weddle Social and Historical Analogy

119) Richard Paul, Douglas Martin Critical Thinking: Math and Science

121) Jerry Cummings, Ira Clark Critical Thinking and the History Social Science Cur-
riculum, 9-12
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122) Linda Zimmerer, Zack Taylor California State Department of Education Program:
Process Skill Assessment in Science

123) Peter Blewett Learning is a Crystal: A Project Method for Teaching Critical and
Creative Thinking in the Social Sciences

124) George Collison Teaching Deductive and Inductive Thinking Using computer
Simulations as Instructional Tools

126) Mark Battersby Teaching Critical Thinking in the High School: A College
Instructor's Confession

127) John D. May Moral and Practical Reasoning: Differences, Relations, Applica-
tions. Part II

128) Joseph Ullian Thoughts Pertaining to Rationality, Relativism and Problems of
Classification

130) Elinor McKinney Models for Teaching Higner Order Thinking, Demonstration

132) Margaret Hyde, George Willy, John Chaffee Teaching Critical Thinking Skills: A
Telecourse Approach

134) David Perkins The Possibility of Invention

135) John Chaffee Teaching Critical Thinking Across the Curriculum

200) Richard W. Paul Teaching Critical Thinking: Skill, Commitment and the Critical
Spirit, Kindergarten through Graduate School

201) Carol Tavris Thinking Critically about Emotion and the Role of Emotion in
Critical Thinking

202) Perry Weddle Deeds and Words: Critical Thinking Activities through Critical
Thinking Vocabulary

203) William Dorman, Carl Jensen, Lenore Langsdorf Critical Thinking and the Media

204) M. Neil Drown Designing Faculty Development Programs for Integrating Critical
Thinking Across the Curriculum

206) Gerald Nosich Teaching Critics' Thinking Across the Curriculum
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207) Robert Ennis Writing Critical Thinking Tests, Part I

208) Connie DeCapite Language Arts and Critical Thinking for Remedial and ESL
Students

209) Harvey Siegel Critical Thinking and Indoctrination

210) Mark Weinstein Critical Thinking and Moral Education

211) David Perkins What Makes Science Concepts Hard to Understand?

212) Jan Talbot Effective Integration of Critical Thinking Across the Curriculum:
Johnny and Jane Can Think

213) Robert Swartz, Richard Paul What Is the Appropriate Role of Critical Thinking in
Pre-Service Education?

214) George Hanford Unexpected Connections

217) Robert Ennis Writing Critical Thinking Tests, Part II

218) Gerald Nosich Mini-Critical Thinking Course: Constructing Arguments for Op-
posing Points of View

219) Ogden Morse Subject Matter and Moral Development in Domain Specific Class-
rooms

220) Mark Weinstein Integrating Thinking Skills into the Curriculum

221) Art Pearl Thinking Critically about Critical Issues

222) Eugene Garver Faculty Development for Critical Thinking

223) Richard Paul Critical Thinking Staff Development: Developing Faculty Critical
Thinking and Critical Teaching Skills

225) Greg Sarris, Abelardo Brenes, Angel Villarini Critical Thinking and Third World
Communities

226) John Prihoda Critical Thinking and Ethics in Education

228) Douglas Martin A Definition of Critical Thinking for Science Instruction, K -12

229) William Dorman Coming to Grips with the Mess Media
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230) M. Neil Browne, Stuart M. Keeley Questioning Strateg;es that Facilitate Critical
Thinking

231) Connie DeCapite Critical Thinking through Thematic Units

232) John May Teaching By Bad Example: Optimal Cases for Helping Intermediate
Students to Think Critically, Part I

234) Marlys Mayfield Teaching Recognition of Viewpoint: Working With Students
Naivete About Where Ideas Came From

236) John Chaffee, Eugene Garver, Carol Knight Critical Thinking Across the College and
University Curriculum

237) Linda M. Phillips The Design and Development of a Test of Inference Ability in
Reading Comprehension

239) Marek Zelazkiewicz The Contribution of Moral Critique and Critical Thinking to
the Emergence of the Independent Education Movement and the Alternative
Society in Poland (19'76-1988)

240) Robert Swartz A Framework for Infusing Critical Thinking into Science Instruc-
tion

242) Marlys Mayfield Grounding Critical Thinking in Observation Skills

243) George Collison Supposing in Geometry and Algebra: Induction and Computers in
the Mathematics Curriculum

244) Lauren Coodley Math Without Fear: Teaching Students Critical Thinking about
Math Education, Technology, and the Tyranny of the Right Answer

245) T. Edward Dam-a-. Teaching Critical Thinking with Fresh Real-life Arguments

246) Joel Rudinow Ht..-.7 to Use Media Critically

248) Will Robinson, Marek Zelazkiewicz, Frans van Eemeren, Rob Grootendorst, Alec Fisher,
Richard Paul Critical Thinking in European Education

249) Kate Sandberg Reflective Thinking: Variations on a Theme

250) Perry Weddle What A Lovely Generalization!

251) Dianne Romain Faculty Development in Critical Thinking
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254) Stuart Keeley Beyond the Term Paper: Assigning Assignments that Encourage
Critical Thinking

255) Ann Kerwin Ignorance, Illumination and Inquiry

256) Rita Manning Workshop on Dilemmas, Role-Playing and Simulation in Moral
Education

257) Roy Erickson Celebrating the Bicentennial of the Constitution through Materials
and Activities which Emphasize Critical Thinking

258) Jere Jones, Fred Korn Strong Sense Crit tea Thinking: How to Probe Our Own
Conceptual Framework

260) Rexford Brown Who's Accountable for Thoughtfulness: Policy and the Higher
Literacies

261) Harvey Siegel, David Perkins, Carol Tavris, Wes Hiler Psychology and Critical Think-
ing: The Affective Dimension

262) Vincent Ryan Ruggiero The Administrator's Role in Thinking Instruction

263) Joanne Kurfiss Successful Models for Developing Critical Thinking in the College
Classroom

264) Kathleen Dean Moore Gullibility and Mistakes in Scientific Reasoning

267) Gerald Nosich On Teaching Critical Thinking

268) Edward D'Angelo Teaching Critical Thinking in Third and Fifth Grade

269) George Collison Problem Solving in the Writing Curriculum

270) Rob Grootendorst, Frans van Eemeren Argumentation and Fallacy Analysis in a
Pragma-Dialectical Perspective, Part I

271) T. Edward Darner Can Critical Thinking Save Us From Relativism?

272) Richard Paul Lesson Plan Remodelling: A Strategy for Critical Thinking Staff
Development

273) David Perkins, Richard Paul Supervision for Critical Self-Reflection upon Teaching

274) Donald Lazere, Glen Irvin, Jere Jones, Fred Korn, Rexford Brown, George Hanford Criti-
cal Thinking and Curricular Reform in Secondary and Higher Education
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276) John Alexander, Nancy Shea, Pat Harveson, Kerry Anderson, Cindy Korach The Philoso-
phy For Children Program at Elk Grove School District: A Report

277) Connie Missimer Critical Thinking and Intellectual Virtues: Can You Have Your
Cake and Eat It Too?

278) Sharon Bailin The Myths of Creativity

281) J. S. Porter How to Expose and Correct Assumptions

282) Rob Grootendorst, Frans van Eemeren Argumentation and Fallacy Analysis in a
Pragma-Dialectical Perspective, Part II

283) Mark Battersby Arguments and Individuals: A Theoretical Look at the Status of
the Arguer in the Assessment of Arguments

284) Art Costa What Human Beings Do When They Behave Intelligently and How They
Can Become More So

285) Lenore Langsdorf, John Hoaglund, T. Edward Darner Critical Thinking and Informal
Logic: How Do They Relate

287) Bertram Bandman The Role of Belief in Critical Thinking

288) Glenn Irvin The Loaded Case Against General Education

290) Ian Wright Decision-making and Critical Thinking for Elementary School Stu-
dents

291) Rob Grootendorst, Frans van Eemeren Teaching Argumentation Analysis and Criti-
cal Thinking in the Netherlands

292) Paul Baker Preparing Well Informed Citizens: A Critical Thinking Approach for
Social Studies

295) Alec Fisher Critical Thinking about Thomas Malthus

296) Ann Kerwin Making the Most Out of Nothing: Looking Critically and Creatively
at Absences, Silences, Things Ignored and Things-to-be

297) David Perkins What the Mind is Made Of

299) Mark Weinstein, Ken Bumgarner, Fran Claggett, William Geffrey What Are State
Departments of Education Doing About Critical Thinking?
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300) Michael Rich The Use of the Emotions in Critical Thinking

301) Angel Villarini Teaching Critical Thinking Through Moral Deliberation: An
Interdisciplinary Approach to the Humanities

302) Dianne Romain Critical Thinking, Creativity, and Play

303) M. Neil Browne, Stuart Keeley Mini-critical Thinking Course: The Unnecessary
Tension Between Values Analysis and Critical Thinking

305) Donald Lazere Composition for Civic Literacy

306) Sheldon Berman A Thinking Skills Model forTeaching About Controversial Issues

308) Alec Fisher Critical Thinking and A Hey Question

309) Judith Collison Critical Thinking in the Classroom: Information, Implication,
Inference

310) Jan Talbot Teaching Thinking Strategies Across the Curriculum: The Higher
Order Thinking (H.O.T.) Project

311) Richard Paul, Carol Tavris Culture and Critical Thinking: The Danger of Group-
Bound Thought

312) Paul Baker, Ian Wright Critical Thinking and Social Studies

313) Donald Lazere Bias in Academia

314) Ann Kerwin, Marlys Witte Learning and Teaching the Unknown Pathway to Find-
ing "Intellectual Vi.rtues"

315) Donald Hatcher Critical `11..inking Techniques and Methodological Absolutism

317) John Hoaglund Critical Thinking and Teaching Informal Fallacies: The Old
Approach and the New

318) Judy Hirsch Combating the Tyranny of Standardized "Intelligence" Tests

319) Abelardo Brenes Critical Thinking in Costa Rica

321) Donald Klein, John Feare, Nancy Glock Critical Thinking in Community Colleges:
The Title Five Mandate in California

322) Fran Claggett, Jan Talbot, Linda Phillips Reading, Writing, and Critical Thinking

323) Alice Iaquinta, Sharon Scull, Chuck Weiderhold, Joel Peterson,Theresa Booker
Critical Thinking Programs: Strategies for Implementing the Teaching of
Critical Thinking
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324) Gus Bagakis Teaching Critical Thinking A World View Approach

325) Dianne Romain, Sarah Taylor Academic Partnership: Critical Thinking and Social
Studies

328) Eugene Garver Rhetoric and Logic in Critical Thinking

329) M. Neil Browne, Stuart M. Keeley, Nancy K. Kubasek, Andrea M. Giampetro Are We
Really Teaching Critical Thinking?: How Would We Know?

331) Richard L. Mendelsohn Logic and Critical Thinking

332) David Perkins, Richard Paul, Sharon Bailin, Lou Miller Can One Think Critically
Without Thinking Creatively? Can One Think Creatively Without Thinking
Critically?

333) Abelardo Brenes Critical Thinking and the Ethics of Development

334) Donald Hatcher Critical Thinking and Ethical Absolutes

335) Vivian Rosenberg Modifying Traditional Writing Instruction: Strategies to Facili-
tate Critical Thinking

337) Joe Edwards, Allan Edwards, David Duran Strategies for Critical Thinking Implem-
entation at North Humboldt Union High School District

339) Rosemarie Bezerra-Nader Critical Thinking and English An Integrated Curricu-
lum

340) George Freund, Jack Perella The Role of Philosophy and Rhetoric in Critical Think-
ing Instruction

341) C. Grant Luckhardt Assessing the Credibility of Authorities

342) Perry Weddle, Jan Talbot, Robert Ennis State Wide Critical Thinking Testing in
California: What Has It and What Has It Not Accomplished?

344) Judith Collison Critical Thinking in the Classroom: Setting Goals

346) William Payne American History on Trial

347) Carol LaBar, Ian Wright Mini-Critical Thinking Course: Practical Reasoning and
Principle Testing

348) Dianne Romain, Sarah Taylor Critical Thinking and High School Science

349) Maurice A. Finocchiaro Three Ideals of Critical Thinking (Socrates, Galileo, Marx)
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350) Lenore Langsdorf Reflection, Interpretation, and the Critical Spirit

351) Priscilla Agnew Teaching Fallacies

352) Judi Hirsch, Gus Bagakis, Richard Lichtman Taking Care of Ourselves

354) Jenna K Brooke Forces Against Critical Thinking Dealing with the Moral
Majority

356) Thomas Warren What's Wrong With the "Critical Thinking" Movement?

357) William Exton, Jr. A Proven Approach to and a Primary Resource for the Teach-
ing of "Critical Thinking"

358) John D. May Teaching By Bad Example: Optimal Cases for Helping Intermediate
Students to Think Critically, Part II

359) James B. Freeman Meaning, Commitment, and the Critical Spirit

360) John Feare Critical Thinking and the Cultivation of Intellectual and Moral Vir-
tues Within a Theological Dimension, K-Graduate School and Beyond

Cost per tape: $7.50
Shipping & Handling (1-5 tapes) $1.50 + .10/each additional tape

California residents add 6% sales tax

Name

Address

City, State, Zip

Phone

Total # Tapes Ordered Total Cost

Make checks payable to SSU Academic Foundation. Please mail form to Center for
Critical Thinking and Moral Critique, Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park,
CA 94928

Note: Please do not give Post Office Box numbers.
U. P. S. will not deliver to them.
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Annual International Conferences on Critical Thinking

Every year in the first week ofAugust, the Center hosts the oldest and largest critical thinking conference.
In 1986, the conference had over 100 presenters, nearly 200 sessions, and 900 registrants. The conference is
designed to meet the needs and concerns of the widest variety of educational levels. Practitioners,
administrators, professors, and theoreticians regularly attend the conference. Many registrants have
responsibilities for curriculum design and inservice or 3articular subject matter concerns: math, science,
language arts, social studies, humanities, fine arts.... Others are principally concerned with assessment
issues, or remediation, or preservice education. Still others want information about the relation of critical
thinking to reading, writing, speaking, or listening. Or again, some are especially concerned with the relation
of critical thinking to citizenship, to vocational or professional education, or to personal development; while
others are eager to explore the relation of critical thinking to the classic ideals of the liberally educated person
and the free society, or to world-wide social, economic, and moral issues. The conference discussions and dia-
logues that result from bringing together such a large number ofcommitted 'critical thinkers' with such a broad
background of concerns are not only truly exciting but also rich in practical pay-offs.

Please send me more information on the Center's Annual Conferences on Critical Thinking:

Name

Address

Special interest (grade levels, subject, etc.)
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Newly Released
for Staff Development

Lesson Plan Remodelling
Videotape

VHS 40 minutes

to accompany the
Critical Thinking Handbooks

Write or call
The Center

For Critical Thinking
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The Center for Critical Thinking and Moral Critique
Sonoma State Universi -,

The Center conducts advanced research, inservice education programs, professional conferences, and
disseminates information on critical thinking and moral critique. It is premised on the democratic ideal
as a principle of social organization, that is, that it is possible

so to structure the arrangements of society as to rest them ultimately upon the freely given consent
of its members. Such an aim requires the institutionalization of reasoned procedures for the critical
and public review of policy; it demands that judgments of policy be viewed not as the fixed privilege
of any class or elite but as the common task of all, and ;t requires the supplaitting of arbitrary and
violent alteration of policy with institutionally channeled change ordered by reasoned persuasion and
informed consent.*

It conducts its research through an international network of fellows and associates, as follows:

Honorary Fellows
Max Black, Professor of Philosophy, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY
Robert Ennis, Director, Illinois Thinking Project, University of Illinois, Champaign, IL
Edward M. Glaser, Psychologist, Founder, Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, Los Angeles, CA
Mathew Lipman, Professor of Philosophy, Founder and Director, Institute for the Advancement of Philosophy for

Children, Montclair, NJ
Israel Scheffier, Thomas Professor of Education and Philosophy, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
Michael Scriven, Professor of Philosophy, University of Western. Australia, Nedlands, Australia

Research Associates
J. Anthony Blair, Professor of Philosophy, University of Windsor, Ontario, Canada
Carl Jenson, Associate Professor of Communications Studies, Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, CA

Ralph Johnson, Professor of Philosophy, University of Windsor, Ontario, Canada
Don Lazere, Professor of English, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA
Perry Weddle, Professor of Philosophy, California State University, Sacramento, CA
Ian Wright, Professor of Education, University of British Columbia, British Columbia, Canada
Joel Rudinow, Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, CA

Teaching Associates
Robert Ennis, Center Follow
Carl Jensen, Center Research Associate
Don Lazere, Center Resenrch Associate
Richard Paul, Director
Dianne Romain, Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Sonoma State University
Douglas Martin, Associate Professor of Chemistry, Sonoma State University

Joel Rudinow, Center Research Associate

*Israel Scheffler, Reason and Teaching 1973, Bohbs- Merril Co, Inc.) page 137
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Research Assistants
A.J.A. Rinker, Sonoma State University
Karen Jensen, Bellevue High &hool, Bellevue, Washington

Director
Richard W. Paul, Center for Critical Thinking and Moral Critique and Professor of Philosophy, Sonoma State

University

The work of the Center includes an annual international Conference on Critical Thinking and Education;
Master's Degree in Education with emphasis in Critical Thinking; Supplementary Authorization Programin the teaching of critical thinking (under the Single Subject Waiver Credential Program ofthe State ofCalifornia); ins:' rvice programs in the teaching of critical thinking; Research Intern program (for graduatestudents in the field of critical thinking and moral critique); a resource center for the distribution of tests,documents, position papers; and research in the field of critical thinking and moral critique and in thereform of education based upon the teaching of reasoning and criticalthinking skills across the curriculum.
Other recent contributors includethe historian Henry Steels Commager and George H. Hanford, PresidentEmerihr of the College Board.

Ce. : ' r Critical Thinking and Moral Critique
Sonoma State University
Rohnert; Park, CA 94928
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The Director of the Center
Richard W. Paul, the director of the Center for Critical Thinking, is
widely recognized as a major leader in the national and international
critical thinking movements. His v' ews on critical thinking have been
canvassed in The New York Times, Education Week, The Chronicle of
Higher Education, American Teacher, Educational Leadership,
Newsweek, and U.S. News and W orld Report. Besides publishing seminal
articles in the field, he has organized two national and five international
conferences on critical thinking. He has given invited lectures at many
universities and colleges including Harvard, University ci Chicago, and
University of Illinois, as well as workshops on critical thinking in every
region of the country.

Professor Paul has been the recipient of numerous honors and awards,
including most recently being named "distinguished philosopher" (by
th° Council for Philosophical Studies, 1987), O.C. Tanner lecturer in
Humanities (by Utah State University 1986), Lansdowne Visiting
Scholar (by the University of Victoria, 1987), and the Alfred Korzybski
Memorial Lecturer (by the Institute for General Semantics, 1987). He
has been selected for inclusion in Who's Who in American Education.

Professor Paul has been active in helping to develop the concept of critical thinking being used to design tests
in critical thinking (K-12) by the State Department of Education in California and is working with Edward M.
Glaser in revising the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. As part of his work with Dr. Glaser, Richard
Paul is developing a test for fairmindedness.

Professor Paul received his Ph.D. in Philosophy from the University of California at Santa Barbara. He spent his
last year at Cambridge University in England working with John Wisdom. His dissertation, Logic as Theory of
Validation is a critique of formal logic as a tool for the analysis of everyday reasoning. It set the stage for his
involvement in the critical thinking movement, in which he is playing a major role.

Richard Paul is Professor of Philosophy at Sonoma State University, Rohnert Par, California. His many
publications on critical thinking include:

1. Critical Thinking Handbook. K-3, A Guide frr Remodelling Lesson Plans in Language Arts, Social Studies, and Science, Co-authors. A.J.A. Binker,
Marla Charbonneau. Center Critical Thinking and Moral Critique, Rohnert Park, CA, 1987.

2. Critical Thinking. Handbool4th-6th Grades, A Guide for Remodelling Lesson Plans In Language Arts, Social Stird.es, and Science, Co-authors. A.J.A.
Binker, Karen Jensen, Heidi Kreklau. Center For Critical Thinking and Moral Critique, Rohnert Park, CA, 1987.

3. "Teaching Critical Thinking in the Strong Sense. A Focus on Self-Deception, World Views, and a Dialectical Mode Of Analysis",
Informal Logic, May, 1982, J. Anthony Blair and Ralph Johnson, editors.

4. "The Critical Thinking Movements: A Historical Perspective", National Forum, Winter 1985, Stephen White, editor.

5. "Critical Thinkir and the Critical Person'', forthcoming in Thinking. Progress in Research and Teaching, Lawrence Erlbauni Associates, Inc.
Hillsdale, NJ, Pk rk:ns, Bishop, and Lochhead, editors.

6. "Dialogical Thinking. Critical Thought Essential to the Acquisition of Rational Knuwledge and Passiuns", Tcmhing Thinking Skills Theury and
Practice, W. H. Freeman Company, Publishers, NY, NY, Joan Baron and Robert Steinberg, editors

7. "Critical Thinking: Fundamental to Education fur a Free Sucieti , Educational Leadership, September 1984, Ronald Brandt, editor
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